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INTRODUCTION

This book aims to provide a comprehensive grammar of Chinese. It is intended
for readers who have some knowledge of the language and are at ease with
its written form, whether in traditional characters or romanisation. We have
endeavoured to minimise the use of technical expressions, but, where linguistic
terms are introduced, we have provided explanations.

We believe that a comprehensive grammar has to be comprehensive in two
senses. First, it must highlight the specific characteristics of the language being
described and, where appropriate, indicate how they differ from those of other
languages. In the case of Chinese, for example, syntactic rules are often seen to
be operational in conjunction with semantic, prosodic and discoursal principles.
Second, the grammar must be able to cover (and therefore generate) all possible
(and acceptable) constructions in the language. We have consequently adopted
an eclectic approach and have made reference to a range of grammatical theories
in order to achieve what we hope is a multi-perspective approach: semantic,
pragmatic, stylistic, prosodic, structural, functional, discoursal, transformational
and generative. In our view syntactic generalisations become comprehensive
only when they are underpinned by judgements on particular language charac-
teristics that draw on theoretical approaches relevant to those characteristics.

THE LAYOUT OF THE GRAMMAR

For ease of reference, each chapter provides an independent exposition of a
particular grammatical feature and can be consulted by readers wishing to inves-
tigate that feature. Footnotes offer cross-references to related issues in other
chapters. Lists of language examples are given throughout to illustrate points
under discussion, and each example is in Chinese script and romanisation, with
an English translation and, where needed, a literal translation.

The book lays particular stress on functional types of sentence in Chinese,
and this has influenced the sequencing of chapters. The non-morphological
nature of the language with the resultant absence of noun and verb inflection, and
of general markers for definite and indefinite reference, means that most gram-
matical features have to be seen in the context of the sentence, or more usefully
the sentence type, as a whole. We have identified four basic sentence types and
a fifth overriding type, and these are discussed in detail in Chapters 20 and 21.
The four basic types are: narrative (action-verb based and associated with the
completed action marker); descriptive (again generally featuring action verbs,
but with continuous action markers); expository (covering a range of explanatory
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statements, relating to existence, possession, cognition, experience, etc., with
no verbal markers apart from one indicating experience); and evaluative (also
explanatory statements, but with a more judgemental tone, featuring modal verbs,
etc., but with no verbal markers). Narrative and descriptive sentences have a
subject-predicate structure, while expository and evaluative sentences are more
likely to follow a topic-comment pattern. The endless variability and invention
of language means that this typology will inevitably have loose ends and over-
lapping dimensions, and the presence or function of sentence elements will
sometimes blur the boundaries between types, but nonetheless we hope that the
structure we propose will offer some clarification of the complexities of Chinese
grammar.

The fifth overriding type we have called fe-expository, because the particle le
T is present at the end of the sentence, and its presence introduces a notion of
change or reversal which the speaker expresses with varying degrees of personal
involvement. Le can in fact be added to any of the four sentence types identified
above, and, as we shall see, it has a significant impact on the meaning of the
sentence. Le-expository sentences are a highly distinctive feature of the Chinese
language, and, because they express some degree of endorsement by a speaker,
they are a particular feature of the spoken language.

The layout of the book reflects this typology. The first five chapters deal with
noun-related issues; Chapters 6 to 14 discuss elements in narrative and de-
scriptive sentences; Chapters 15 to 19 are more concerned with expository and
evaluative sentences; Chapters 20 and 21, as we have said, analyse sentence
functional types; the final six chapters cover conjunctions, non-declarative sen-
tences (interrogative and imperative) and other elements at work in sentences
(omissions, and prosodic and stylistic features).

THE CHINESE LANGUAGE

The Chinese language, or group of related languages, is spoken by the Hans,
who constitute 94 per cent of China's population. One word for the language in
Chinese is Hanyu ?Xi§, the Han language. Different, non-Han languages are
spoken by the other 6 per cent of the population, the so-called minority peoples,
such as the Mongols and the Tibetans.

The Chinese language is divided into a number of major dialects (with their
many sub-dialects). Speakers of different dialects in some cases find each other
unintelligible, but dialects are brought together by the fact that they share a
common script. This book describes the main and official dialect, which is
known by a number of names: Mandarin, modern standard Chinese, or putonghua
('common speech'). It is spoken in its various sub-dialect forms by almost three-
quarters of the Hans across the northern, central and western regions of the
country, but its standard pronunciation and grammar are associated with the
Beijing area of north China, though not with Beijing city itself. The other dia-
lects are Wu (spoken in Jiangsu and Zhejiang, including Shanghai), Xiang (in
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Hunan), Cantonese (in Guangdong), Min (in Fujian), Hakka (in northeast
Guangdong and other southern provinces) and Gan (in Jiangxi).

Cantonese, Min and Hakka are widely spoken among overseas Chinese com-
munities. In Taiwan a form of Min dialect is used, though the official language
is Mandarin, brought over by the Nationalists in 1949, and called there guoyu
('national language'). Mandarin in also widely used in Singapore, where it is
known as huayu ('Chinese language'). Elsewhere, Chinese emigrants took their
particular dialects with them, and in Britain, for instance, the Chinese people,
who are largely from Hong Kong, almost all speak Cantonese.

The Chinese character script existed virtually unchanged for two thousand
years until a range of simplified forms began to be introduced by the main-
land Chinese government in the 1950s. These simplified characters, which we
employ in this book, are used throughout China and increasingly in Chinese
communities outside China, though not Taiwan. Chinese has been transcribed
into Western alphabetic script through various systems for over one hundred
years and this book makes use of the standard romanisation pinyin.

The formal written language of China until the early decades of the twentieth
century was Classical Chinese, which, as the vehicle for all publicly acknow-
ledged literature and for official documentation, was at the heart of the Chinese
cultural tradition. However, it had grown remote from spoken Chinese in syntax
and lexis, and had a position somewhat akin to medieval Latin in relation to the
Romance languages it had spawned. It was left behind by modern written styles,
based on spoken Chinese, which evolved over the last hundred years, but echoes
of Classical Chinese remain in contemporary speech and writing, especially in
literary and aphoristic registers. This continuing presence of the Classical today
will be mentioned at various points in our analysis.



1 NOUNS AND
NOMINALISATIONS

Nouns in Chinese are not specifically identified as being nouns except in the
case of those with suffixes like -f zi, JL er,1 ik tou, etc. They are mainly
disyllabic, but there are also quite a number of monosyllabic nouns in every-
day vocabulary. Trisyllabic nouns are rare and polysyllabic nouns are even rarer,
the latter being often regarded as nominal phrases. Chinese nouns do not under
any circumstances inflect for case, gender or number,2 though an unmarked
common noun is normally assumed as being plural, e.g. 4"> shu 'books' rather
than 'book'.

1.1 NOUNS AND CATEGORISATION

Nouns can be assigned to different categories with reference to their gram-
matical properties. Such categorisation, as we shall see, helps to highlight their
usages, and identifies distinctive features relating to the use of measure words,
definite and indefinite reference, plurality, etc.

1.1.1 COMMON NOUNS

Certain nouns are referrable to classes of tangible (and sometimes discrete)
entities, categories, events and phenomena in the natural or human world. They
are generally known as common nouns, and are linguistic labels we attach to
ourselves and our surroundings. For example:

ifA
ULl

ttfl-

m.

shlren
shan
shangdian
gou
rniidan
xie
van

poet
hill; mountain
shop
dog
peony
shoe(s)
salt

JL er is essentially a nominal suffix, but occasionally is found with other word classes, e.g. the
verb ScJL wanr 'to play, enjoy oneself, and with some reduplicated adjectives, e.g. iff if JL haohaor
'well, good'.
An unmarked common noun is normally assumed as being plural. Also see §1.3 for the specific
use of the plural suffix i\ 1 men.
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m

yuyan
yinyue
guanggao
dianying
bisai
zhanzheng
dizhen

language
music
advertisement
film; movie
contest
war
earthquake

Tangibility is not to be understood only in a macroscopic sense. Some entities
may not be visibly observable, but their existence can be verified by means of
instruments or by accompanying phenomena.

fe dian electricity
xibao [biology] cell
fenzi molecule
yuanzi atom

The so-called discreteness, on the other hand, does not necessarily imply separ-
ateness. Sometimes such discreteness may be more pragmatic than real. For
instance, Wft shuzhl 'branch, twig' is discrete but not separated from W P̂
shugan 'tree trunk', and there is a similar pragmatic distinction between II tui
'leg' and P jiao 'foot'.

However, a most distinctive feature of a Chinese common noun is that some kind
of measure word is normally used in conjunction with a number or demonstrat-
ive. In some cases the measure is a classifier (a) and in others it is a universal or
standard measure (b),3 which is generally associated with material nouns:4

(a) — ffitij yi zuo shan a hill; a mountain
Hang duo huar two flowers; two blossoms
si jia shangdian four shops
wu dong fangzi five houses
nei ge ren that person
zhei ben shu this book

(b) ^$?7}c yi di shui a drop of water
san pian mianbao three slices of bread
yi bei cha a cup of tea
shi du dian ten units of electricity (for

billing a consumer)
wii gongjin mi five kilos of rice
ershi gongsheng qiyou twenty litres of petrol

3 See Chapter 2 for a full discussion of measure words in all their forms.
4 See §1.1.2 below.
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1.1.2 MATERIAL NOUNS

There are a number of common nouns that may be regarded as material nouns.
One important feature of these nouns is that, unlike other common nouns, which
have their own specific measure words, material nouns must first be grouped,
packaged, partitioned or measured in terms of national or international standards
before they can be counted. For example:

boli glass
tie iron
shui water
kongqi air

They may only be used in connection with grouping, packaging, partitioning or
standard measures:

7JC

mmm

yi kuai boli
vl pian tie
san ping niunai
si duT ni
Hang dun tie

a (thick) piece of glass
a (thin) piece of iron
three bottles of milk
four heaps of earth
two tons of iron

(partitioning)
(partitioning)
(packaging)
(grouping)
(standard measure)

Material nouns can also be distinguished from other common nouns in two
further ways:

(a) While, as indicators of small or imprecise number or amount, — * ylxie
'some' and /I ji (plus measure) 'several; a few' can be used with any
common nouns, —J^(JL) yldian(r) 'a little' occurs only with material
nouns:

ZlffibJc

ylxie shu
ji ben shu
*yldian(r) shu

ylxie shui
ji tong shui
yldian(r) shui

some books
a few books
*a little books

some water
a few buckets/pails of water
a little water

(b) When suffixed by the particle fr5 de, a material noun more often indicates
composition rather than possession:

tong de
suliao de
boli de

(made of) brass
(made of) plastic
(made of) glass
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Compare the following sentences:

zhei ge hezi shi suliao de
(lit. this mw box is plastic de)
This is a plastic box. (material composition)

zhei ge hezi shi baba de
(lit. this mw box is father de)
This box belongs to father, (possession)

1.1.3 COLLECTIVE NOUNS

Another group of Chinese common nouns has an inbuilt notion of plurality.
They are known as collective nouns, and are usually formed by juxtaposing two
hyponyms (a) or by tagging a measure to a noun (b). For example:

(a) Q-Bk fumu parents (father and mother)
fufu a married couple (husband and wife)
zinii children (sons and daughters)

(Others include: ffli£ shisheng 'teachers and students', ifcM qfnyou 'friends and relatives', SSic
nannii 'men and women; boys and girls', AK renmin 'people (as opposed to government)', $ t#
chengxiang 'cities and villages', KR yuanxiao 'academic institutions', 45t6 shubao 'publications
(books and newspapers)', ~XM: wenjii 'stationery', W?K shiiniii 'trees', tfs; fancai 'food (cooked
rice and dishes for a meal)', Hi* caichan 'possessions', etc.)

(b) ^=fti cheliang vehicles (—ffi^ yl Hang che a/one car)
huaduo flowers (— f̂elfc yl duo hua a/one flower/blossom)
mapi horses (—E-Sj yi pi ma a/one horse)

(Others include: A n renkou 'population', ftj£ qiangzhl 'rifles', I&K chuanzhi 'shipping', ^ +
shuben 'books', *S5K zhizhang 'paper', ftft zhuankuai 'bricks', #31 shixiang 'matters', ^ E
bupi '(bolts of) cloth', EBH tianmu 'cultivated land', etc.)

A common feature of these collective nouns is that they are not differentiable
into individual items by means of numerals and measures. For example:

*liang ge fumu *two parents
*san Hang cheliang *three vehicles

The only measure words that may be used with them are those of grouping,
location or indeterminate amount. For example:

yl dui fuql a couple
i i ht

yl dui fuql a couple
yi pi renma a cohort of people (assembled

for a particular job)
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yl zhuo fancai a table of food
ylxie qinpeng some relatives and friends

1.1.4 ABSTRACT NOUNS

A second major set of nouns is generally known as abstract nouns. Unlike
common nouns, they are non-referrable to concrete objects or entities in the
natural or human world. They are rather products of human epistemology, being
convenient, summary labels used holistically to refer to complex or sophistic-
ated situations, experiences, processes, qualities or phenomena in diverse areas
of human endeavour. For example:

maodun
mingsheng
zhenli
fanwei
qianjing
yingxiang
yinxiang

contradiction
reputation
truth
scope
prospect
influence
impression

HU J

While common nouns are the basic stock of words sufficient for general pur-
poses, abstract nouns are tools for conceptualisation and argument.

Abstract nouns may also be defined by a numeral/demonstrative and a measure
word, but this measure is restricted to either the more general ^ ge or a measure
word indicating type, e.g. # zhong 'type, kind, category' or the indeterminate
number/amount measure — * ylxie 'some' or — ,& yidian 'a little'. For example:

-ma
-I^EP^.

nei ge zhenli
yi ge yinxiang
yi zhong yingxiang

>tf S, Hang zhong (bu tong de)
qingkuang

zheixie maodun
yidian xiaoguo

that truth
an impression
a certain influence
two (different) situations

these contradictions
a little effect

1.1.5 PROPER NOUNS

A third important set of nouns is proper nouns. They are unique labels used to
identify particular individuals, items, places, etc. In other words, proper nouns
have unique referents in the universe. For example:

kongzi Confucius
zhongguo China
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huoxlng Mars
fojiao Buddhism

Proper nouns do not usually associate themselves with numerals and measure
words except in a metaphorical sense. For example:

* H ^ ^ c S *san ge huoxlng *three Mars
*liang ge kongzi *two Confucius's

but:

ling yl ge kongzi another Confucius
Hang ge zhongguo two Chinas

1.1.6 TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL NOUNS

A group of time and location words can be defined as temporal-spatial nouns.
These nouns cut right across common, abstract and proper nouns to focus on the
notions of time and space. They are, in fact, habitual cognitive linchpins in a
speaker's awareness of daily happenings and events, their precedences, con-
sequences and developments, and their venues and associations, and they help
to order and rationalise thought processes. Without these temporal and spatial
labels, narration would become impossible and argument would be devoid of logic.

Temporal nouns:
tff^i zuotian
i:^- qunian
T M xiazhou
£j^c meitian
iffitiB^ft xlnshiqi shidai

Spatial nouns:
^ H zhongguo
dtM beijlng
ffelit liindun
^Iflft feijlchang
'X'^ih huochezhan

yesterday
last year
next week
every day
the Neolithic Age

China
Beijing
London
airport
railway station

What differentiates this group of nouns from the rest is their normal usage as
adverbials with or without the help of the preposition-like coverb ft zai 'at, in,
on, exist'. For example:

ta zuotian lai kan wo He came to see me yesterday.
ta zai zhongguo fangwen He is touring China at the

moment.
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1.2 NOUNS AND REFERENCE

1.2.1 DEFINITE OR INDEFINITE/GENERIC REFERENCE

Proper nouns have unique referents and are therefore always of definite refer-
ence while abstract and material nouns usually have indefinite or generic refer-
ence when unqualified. Collective nouns, too, are by nature of indefinite reference.
With common nouns, however, we are faced with a clear choice between defin-
ite and indefinite reference.

In a language without definite or indefinite articles like Chinese, the reference of
unmarked nouns is influenced by a number of factors: context, sentence type, the
position of the noun in relation to the verb in the sentence, and the nature of the
verb itself.5 When we use the noun 5̂ shu 'book', for instance, we have no way
of determining whether it means 'the book(s)' or 'books' in general until we
place it in a sentence.

In a sentence with an action verb, whether transitive or intransitive, all pre-
verbal unmarked nouns (being given information) are of definite reference whereas
all post-verbal unmarked nouns (new information) are generally of indefinite
reference. For example:

° shu yijing huan le
The book /books has/have already been returned.

ti ° wo qu jie shu
I am going/went to borrow a book/some books.

haizi huilai le
The child/children has/have come back.

In some contexts, however, a post-verbal unmarked noun may be part of given
information and therefore be of definite reference:

i ° ta qu zhaogu haizi
She went to look after the children.

With an expository verb like ft shi 'to be', the pre-verbal position may also
feature new information. It is therefore not impossible for pre-verbal nouns in
expository sentences to acquire indefinite or generic reference as well as definite
reference, depending on the context. For example:

See Chapter 23 for a full discussion of reference in relation to sentence types.
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shu shi zhishi yu wenhua de shizhe (indefinite/generic reference)
Books are messengers of knowledge and culture.

shu shl wo mai de (definite reference)
(lit. books are I buy de)
I bought the books.

Definite or indefinite reference may, of course, be formally marked by
demonstratives or 'numerals + measure word' phrases.

zhei ben shu this book (definite reference)
nei ben shu that book (definite reference)
yi ben shu a book/one book (indefinite reference)
ji ben shu a few books (indefinite reference)
ylxie shu some books (indefinite reference)

With the help of demonstratives and measure words, a definite-referenced noun
may also be used post-verbally:

gU 0 zh e i ben shu
I have read this book.

However, an indefinite-referenced noun, despite the fact that it has been speci-
fied by a 'numeral + measure word' phrase, cannot normally be featured in a
pre-action-verb position:6

*—^ W t t ^ ^ - h ° *yi ben shu fang zai zhuozi shang
*A book was placed on the table.

As a general rule, the shift of an indefinite-referenced noun to a pre-action-verb
position will entail the use of the verb f̂ you 'there is/are, to exist, to have':7

you (yi) ben shu fang zai zhuozi shang8

There was a book on the table.

zhe shihou you (yi) Hang che kai lai le
At this moment a car drove up.

6 This, however, happens increasingly in modern translations: e.g. SBt1S • ~W^JFStT ° zhe shihou
yi liang che kai lai le 'At this moment a car drove up', but it is still felt to be translationese by
most Chinese readers.

7 See Chapter 6: the verb -ff you.
8 The numeral — yi 'one' is often omitted for reasons of speech rhythm.
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1.2.2 EXCLUSIVE REFERENCE

Apart from definite and indefinite/generic reference, exclusive references can
also be expressed through the use of — yl 'one'9 plus a measure word or the
adjective ff£, shenme 'any'. Exclusive-referenced nouns are invariably posi-
tioned pre-verbally, and are always accompanied by the obligatory use of an
adverb $L ye 'also' or % dou 'all' in the predicate or comment:

wo yl ben shu ye mei jie
I didn't borrow a single book.

l ° ta shenme shu dou kan
! He reads any books.

1.3 NOUNS AND PLURALITY

Collective nouns, as we have seen, possess inbuilt notion of plurality and are
therefore not definable by precise numbers (see §1.2).

|M Proper nouns derive their singularity or plurality from their corresponding
referents.

IS HI ylngguo Britain (singular)
SUf-fttt jldu jiaotu Christians (singular/plural)

With abstract nouns, the notion of plurality does not normally arise. If it does,
it is in a metaphorical and non-numerical sense. An abstract noun can usually
only be made to associate with the numeral — yi 'one'. For example:

yixian xiwang a gleam of hope
yl pai huyan a pack of nonsense

It is only with common nouns that there is an obvious choice as to whether they
are plural or singular, and plurality is generally indicated by a 'numeral + meas-
ure word' phrase:

w u ge x u e - s n e n g five students
Hang zhl xiaomao two kittens
san ba dao three knives

See also §6.2.
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In addition —ft10 yixie 'some', JI ji plus a measure word 'a few', and other
established adjectives like W^ xuduo 'many', Jf'J? biishao 'quite a few', etc.,
can be used:

yixie pingguo some apples
ji ge ren a few people
xuduo shangdian many shops
biishao shu quite a few books

Similarly, in the case of material nouns, plurality is expressed in conjunction
with their measures or through rough estimation. For example:

yi kuai bu a piece of cloth (singular:
partitioning)

Hang pi bu two bolts of cloth (plural: packaging)
yi pi bu a batch of cloth (singular: group)
Hang chi bu two Chinese feet (plural: standard

of cloth measures)
—^/^jSJlft ylxie/yldianr bu some cloth (rough estimate)

With human nouns there is a standard plural suffix form ill men. Some restric-
tions, however, apply to its use: it normally relates to people in groups, and
therefore regularly occurs as a term of address in gatherings, e.g. Hl^fH
pengyoumen 'friends', 5te*Ml ^ ̂ cirCI xianshengmen niishimen 'ladies and
gentlemen'; it is not used with numbers, e.g. 'three children' will therefore be
H ^ S ^ P san ge haizi rather than *EL/t*$.-Fi\l *san ge haizimen; and when it is
present in a sentence, the noun to which it is suffixed is invariably of definite
reference:

kerenmen the guests
haizimen the children

It should also be noted that there are a small number of nouns in the language
that, whatever their category, cannot be quantified at all (unless metaphorically).
They provide some form of overall description: from natural phenomena to
social conditions and human traits.11 For example:

A" § M daziran nature
^ § tiankong the sky

10 The indeterminate plural measure fi xie occurs with the numeral — yi and no others. It is also
used with the demonstratives & zhe and 9 na to form the plural demonstrative adjectives S S
zheixie 'these' and iPfi neixie 'those' (see §3.2). The — yi 'one' in —S yixie 'some' may
sometimes be omitted.

" The list is not exhaustive.
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turn
m&
Jxl/K
^og

HK
±m
s«
fi&

±m

B&#

iw

haiyang
botao
chaoxi
dish)
fengshui
lieri

guofang
jinrong
minyi
xingzheng
quanju
renlei
shangye
zhengzW

shenxln
tipo
waibiao
xinling
yibiao
zhineng
yanjie
xionghuai

the ocean
billows, great waves
the morning and evening tides
topography, terrain
fengshui, geomancy
the scorching sun

national defence
finance
public opinion, the will of the people
administration
the overall situation
humankind
commerce
politics

body and mind
physical condition
physical appearance
heart, soul
demeanour
intelligence
outlook, field of vision
frame of mind

1.4 NOUNS AND SYNTACTIC FUNCTIONS

Nouns, whatever their category, and noun phrases may contract the following
syntactic relationships with other word classes in a syntactic construction -
phrasal as well as sentential:

(a) as an attributive with or without W de indicating attribution or possession:

diannao shijie the computer world
diannao de jianglai the future of computers

(b) as a headword modified by an adjectival attributive with or without
W de.

Hfiti xln shu
*f-gff)i5A nianqing de shiren
HM MMJt meili de fengjing

new books
a young poet
a beautiful view
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(c) as a headword modified by a 'numeral + meaure word' phrase:

W3OBL
yl ge shiren
Hang jia feijff

a poet
two aircraft

(d) as an object governed by a preposition or coverb:

kao qiang
yanzhe dalu

against the wall
along the road

(e) as a headword followed by a full or abbreviated postposition:

± J 4 zhuozi shangbian on the table
zhuozi shang on the table

(f) as items juxtaposed to each other or joined together by conjunctions:

loushang louxia
zhuozi he yizi

upstairs and downstairs
tables and chairs

Sentential:
(g) as the subject of a sentence:

feiji qifei le

(h) as the topic of a sentence:

fUit+^Wffl ° diannao shifen
youyong

(i) as a predicative after Ji shi 'to be':

j&fejlif A ° zhei wei shi shiren

(j) as a nominal predicate:12

The plane took off.

Computers are
extremely useful.

This gentleman/lady is
a poet.

jintian xingqi wu Today is Friday.
xiaohai jinnian si sui My child is 4.

A nominal predicate can always be reworded to include the expository verb ft shi 'to be': e.g.
4~^fiSffiii ° jintian shi xingqi wu 'Today is Friday'. Predicates like these are restricted to the
predication of time, date, size, weight, length, height, price, age, nationality, birthplace, personal
physical or psychological traits, etc. Physical and psychological traits are represented by phrases
like iSi'NL gaoger 'a tall person', ,"§,#.T jixingzi 'a person of fiery temper', etc. For example,
&-t A.t/ft^f ° zhei ge ren jixingzi. 'This person is hot-tempered'.
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(k) as the object of a transitive verb:

(1) as an adverbial:

ta hen zunjing laoshi He respects teachers
very much.

ta zuotian huilai He came back yesterday.
ta vi ge ren huilai He came back on his own.

Apart from temporal nouns, which are almost always used as adverbials, there are
a very restricted number of nouns that may be sometimes used (with or more often
without the adverbial marker &3 de) as adverbials. The most common ones are:

MM biaomian surface > superficially
biifen part > partially
jiti collective > collectively
heping peace > peacefully
benneng instinct > instinctively
lishi history > historically
luoji logic > logically

1.5 NOUNS AND SEMANTIC FIELDS
Nouns may be compartmentalised into definable categories in terms of meaning.
These definable categories are generally known as semantic fields. One salient
feature of these categories is their established or potential hyponymic relation-
ship with one another. For example, a semantic field concerning meteorological
phenomena in Chinese may have a superordinate term HM. qixiang 'meteorology'
dominating the following hyponyms:

m
n

ixl

m

m
9

yu
xue
bfng
baozi
feng
yun
shuang
lushui
hong
caixia
wu
yanwil
lei
shandian

rain
snow
ice
hailstone
wind
cloud
frost
dew
rainbow
sunset clouds
fog
smog
thunder
lightning
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These terms may seem different from one another, but in their written form they
mostly share the common radical W yu 'rain': it xue, it shuang, 8 bao, % lu,
ft xia, 9- wu, If lei, and the original, unsimplified versions of f& dian (II) and
5 yun (It). If we go further and try to retrieve co-hyponyms of, for example,
M yu 'rain' or fk\ feng 'wind' down the semantic ladder, we will find that most
terms are organised with the superordinate terms themselves as headwords:

If yii 'rain':
"^^ da yu heavy rain

maomao yu drizzle
zhen yii shower
baofeng yu storm

feng 'wind':
wei feng breeze
da feng gale
taifeng typhoon
jufeng hurricane

j£#ixl longjuanfeng tornado

In the Chinese lexicon, in fact, hyponymic or co-hyponymic relationships like
the above are often realised in terms of a suffix-like form shared by the hyponyms
or co-hyponyms in the field. For example:

superordinate term: 1?l
co-hyponyms: # 1

superordinate term:
co-hyponyms:

co-hyponyms of H^- qiche 'car':

zhuanjia
zuojia
huajia
yinyuejia
yishujia
tanxianjia
cishanjia

jiaotong gongju
huoche
dianche
qiche
lanche
motuoche
zixingche

changtti qiche
gonggong qiche

specialist; professional
writer
painter
musician
artist
explorer
philanthropist

means of transport
train
tram; trolley
car
cable car
motorcyle
bicycle

coach
bus
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chiizii qiche
xiaoqiche
huoche

taxi
private car
lorry, truck

Another salient feature of these semantic fields are the sets of metonymic rela-
tionships which are often expressed in terms of a prefix-like form shared by the
members of the same field. For example:

iJUJE

um

chetou
cheshen
chewei
chelun
chetai
chezha
chepai

stranding
shanyao
shan, jiao
shanpo
shanji
shangu
shanwu

xiedi
xiegen
xiebang
xiedai

huaban
hualei
huarui
huafen

the front of a car
the body of a car
the rear of a car
wheel (of a car)
tyre
brake
number plate

peak; summit
halfway up (a mountain)
foot (of a mountain)
slope
ridge
ravine; valley
glen; col

sole (of shoe)
heel
upper (of shoe)
shoelace

petal
bud
stamen or pistil
pollen

Such metonymic associations are not limited to part-and-whole relationship,
but extend to spatial affinity in diverse senses. For example,

huapen
huaping
hualan
huayuan
huajiang

flower pot
flower vase
basket of flowers
garden
gardener

Nowadays there is an increasing use of M± dishi for 'taxi' (in place of Ujfirt^ chuzu qiche) in
everyday speech, W± dishi borrows the Cantonese transliteration of 'taxi'.
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1.6 NOMINALISATIONS
Nominalisation in Chinese does not usually seek morphological conversions. It
is always context-dependent. In other words, all nominalisations are contextual
nominalisations.

A verb or an adjective may be taken as a noun therefore only in a given context
or grammatical framework: for example /"fit guangbo 'to broadcast' in origin is
a verb, as in /^ft§fH guangbo xlnwen 'to broadcast news'. However, if the
order of the two words is reversed, iff H / " S xlnwen guangbo will mean 'news
broadcast', in which the word 'broadcast' may be said to have been nominalised
according to its headword status in the collocation.

Again, H mei 'beautiful' in S ^ ^ W ^ U J t i t zhei ge cai de weidao zhen mei
'This dish tastes really delicious' (literally: the taste is really beautiful) is un-
doubtedly an adjective. However, in a context such as the following, it functions
as a noun: ^iftMfi^F^fTrt'ijWH waibiao de mei bu dengyii neixin de mei
'Beauty in appearance is not the same as beauty at heart'.

Contextual nominalisation, as we can see, occurs essentially with verbs and
adjectives when they are used as grammatical topics or objects. Other word
classes are less likely to become nominalised. Here are a few more examples, in
which the verbs ¥fil yanjiu 'to study, to research into', ttM faxian 'to dis-
cover' and fHlUff panduan 'to judge' have been made nouns:

ta dui zhei ge wenti jinxing le yanjiu
He conducted some research into/made a study of the problem.

ta ranhou genju ziji de faxian | dm zhei ge wenti zuochu le panduan
He then, based on his discovery, made a judgement on the problem.



2 NUMERALS AND MEASURES

2.1 DIGITS, UNITS AND CARDINAL NUMBERS

There are eleven digital notations in Chinese:

—

.

m
31
/\
-t
A

A
4-

ling1

yi
er (FW Hang)2

san
si
wu
liu
qi
ba
j'u
shi

zero
one
two
three
four
five
six
seven
eight
nine
ten

Cardinal integers or round figures from eleven to ninety-nine are formed by
arranging in different sequences the ten digits from one to ten. For example:

twelve
nineteen
twenty
ninety
twenty-nine
ninety-two

=.+

=.+%

shi'er
shi jiu
ershi
jiushi
ershi jiu
jiushi er

Numbers above 100 make use of a set of unitary notations, some of which are
peculiar to Chinese. They are:

S" bai hundred
"f qian thousand

The digit SS ling 'zero', apart from indicating itself, is only used in ordinals, decimals or numbers
larger than 100.
W Hang 'two' is used with measures and nouns rather than — er: M ^ A Hang ge ren 'two
people', SL*#ji Hang dian zhong 'two o'clock'. However, this does not apply to numbers over
ten, e.g. + ^ ^ A shi'er ge ren 'twelve people', E + — ^ wushi er sui '52 years old'. Also, when
W Hang itself is used as a measure word meaning 'tael' or '50 grams', ~ er is preferred to avoid
a euphonic clash.
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77 wan ten thousand
{L yi hundred million
% zhao million million/trillion

The differences between Chinese and English unitary notations are therefore as
follows:

-til W77
English trillion billion million thousand hundred ten one

1, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0.
Chinese % \Z 77 "f ~S ~h i °

hundred million ten thousand

We can see that, compared with English where beyond a thousand a new unitary
notation is introduced every three places, in the Chinese system, a new notation
is used every four places beyond ten thousand (77 wan).

Here are some examples demonstrating the conversion:

I

100
125
3,236
54,321

543,217

-w

1,200,000 -W—+77
1,100,000,000 + - f c

yi bai
yi bai ershi wii
san qian er bai sanshi liu
wii wan si qian san bai

ershi yi
wushi si wan san qian er bai

yishi qi
yi bai ershi wan
shiyi yi

Note that in counting numbers larger than one hundred, — yi 'one' has to be
incorporated before tens as well. Compare:

18
118

+A shiba
yi bai yishi ba

# ling 'zero' has to be introduced into a number where one or more consecutive
unitary notations are missing. Compare:

1,981
1,081
1,001
10,101

— yi qian jiu bai bashi yi
yi qian ling bashi yi
yi qian ling yi

— yi wan ling yi b&i ling yi

3 4" ge, the most commonly used measure word (see §2.8.2 below), is generally used to represent
one digit numbers (̂ MiSfc ge wei shu).
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2.2 ORDINALS

Ordinals in Chinese are formed simply by adding the prefix H di to cardinal
numbers. For example:

— yl one > %^ di yi first
51 wu five > H £ diwu fifth
— S"#— yl bai ling yl > ig—W^— di yl bai ling yl
one hundred and one one hundred and first

Other examples are:

%-\—HI di shiyl tu Diagram 11
HAS di ba biao Chart 8
H n # di er juan Volume 2 (of a set of books)
H+—3l di shi'er ye Page 12

However, not all sequencing in ordinals in English is convertible into corres-
ponding ordinals in Chinese. For example:

Year Two (i.e. the second year) — ̂ §£ er nianji
not: *H—¥!£ *di er nianji

second floor Hi t san lou
not: *Wi^M. *di san lou

If there are any rules which can be followed, it seems that in classification or
gradation H di will normally be dropped:

yl deng cang first class (on a ship or plane)
er ji shangpin second-class commodities
san liu zuopin third-class works (of art or literature)

And if the item is one from an established series,4 it is customary, too, for H di
to be left out:

wii lu che Bus Route 5, the number 5 bus
liu hao fang Room 6

Also for the sake of succinctness, ordinals are often represented by cardinals
following nouns:5

4 Books and journals are exceptions, e.g. ISHW di si ce "Vol. 4', Sg-bJB di ql qi 'Issue No. 7 \
because without the ordinal marker % di, the phrases may respectively mean: '4 volumes (of
books)' and '4 issues (of journals)'.
This is more so in written Chinese. In spoken Chinese cardinals more commonly precede nouns.
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tu si Diagram 4
biao wu Chart 5
li liu Example 6

^ ~fc lianxi ql Exercise 7
ffls^H fulu san Appendix 3

2.3 ENUMERATION

Cardinal numbers indicate amounts and ordinal numbers position in a sequence.
Enumeration is the expression of a number, particularly a large number, for its
own sake, e.g. in a telephone directory or on a meter.

Enumeration requires that the numbers be used one after another in a linear
succession:

2783697 ^ ^ A H A J l t er ql ba san liu jiii ql
(0113) 2333463 ^ H — H H H H T N H ling yao yao san er san san

san si liu san6

It is also used to refer to particular years:

2001 ^353f—^ er ling ling yl nian (lit. two zero zero one year)7

However, centuries and decades are expressed in terms of cardinal numbers:

—H—ttSl ershi yl shiji the twenty-first century
A + ^ f t bashi niandai the nineteen eighties

2.4 FRACTIONS, PERCENTAGES AND DECIMALS

2.4.1 FRACTIONS

Fractions (''jfWi fenshii) in Chinese are linguistically expressed in the standard
way as a numerator (ft^ fenzi) which is a proportion of a denominator ( # #
fenmu). Both the numerator and the denominator are encoded in terms of
cardinal numbers, formulaically, as:

denominator + ft'Z. fen zhi + numerator

6 Note that — yl 'one' can often be expressed orally, particularly over the telephone, as — yao 'one'
to rule out the possibility of its being confused with -t ql 'seven'.

7 Please also note the widespread use of arabic numerals rather than Chinese numerals in modern
documentation.
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For example:

y, - # £ -
2/3 =.frZ~

er fen zhl yl
san fen zhl er
liil fen zhl wii
shi fen zhl yl

Literally, — ftZ.^ er fen zhl yl means 'one out of two parts', ^ . ^ i — san fen
zhl er 'two parts out of three', and so on and so forth.

Improper fractions (fg^rS jia fenshu), where the numerator is bigger than the
denominator, are expressed in the same way:

wii fen zhl liu

Complex fractions (%ftWL fan fenshu), where the numerator or the denomina-
tor itself is a fraction, are expressed in a similar fashion:

73/V2 — ;j\2.—'jfZ^-ftZ^- er fen zhl yl fen zhl san fen zhl er
(two thirds
over a half)

Integers followed by fractions {^;JfW^ dai fenshu) adopt the following pattern:

cardinal number + X you 'plus' + denominator + ftiL fen zhl + numerator

1 '/2 ^ X ^ ^ ^ l — yi you er fen zhl yl
53A I X 0 3 - i . £ wii you si fen zhl san

2.4.2 PERCENTAGES

Percentages ("Sffrfcfc bai fen bi) as fractions with one hundred as their denomin-
ator, are expressed in the same way as fractions in Chinese. The only thing to
note is that the number 'hundred' in the denominator is encoded in the formula
as S bai on its own rather than its full form ^ W yl bai:

64% W ^ / N - r - H bai fen zhi liushi si
101% §"#;£—W^— bai fen zhl yl bai ling yl

2.4.3 DECIMALS

Decimals (/MS: xiao shu) have two forms: the number before the decimal point
may be read as a cardinal number or as an enumeration with the number after it
always an enumeration. For example:

275.63 either Hff-t;-f-5j£/\H er bai qishi wii dian Hit san
or zi-fcEj&TNH er ql wii dian liii san
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1038.94 either
or

yl qian ling sanshi ba dian jiu si
yl ling san ba dian jiu si

Note that the decimal point is always expressed as ,* dian 'point'.

2.5 IMPRECISE NUMBERS, HALVES AND MULTIPLES

2.5.1 IMPRECISE NUMBERS ( £ j » yueshu)

In this section we are including juxtaposition (one or two); approximation
(about); indeterminate excess (over, more than).

2.5.1.1 Juxtaposition

This places two consecutive numbers under ten one after the other in the follow-
ing kinds of formulation:

yi liang nian

-fa

one or two years; a year
or two

ten to twenty days
one to two hundred people
three to four thousand

people
seventy to eighty thousand

cattle
shi'er san wan zhl yang one hundred and twenty to

thirty thousand sheep

yl ershi tian
yl er/liang bai ren
san si qian ren

qi ba wan tou niu

but not:

liiishi qlshi pi ma *sixty to seventy horses

2.5.1.2 Approximation

This is expressed in a number of ways:

(a) by placing X^ dayue 'approximately' before the number:

dayue wushi san gongjln around 53 kilos
dayue sishi lai tian about forty days
dayue qlshi duo sui about 70 years

of age
dayue yl bai ren around one hundred

people
dayue san fen zhl yl qiang slightly over

one-third
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Note that M lai and & duo are sometimes added after unitary notations such as
-f- shi 'ten', W bai 'hundred', etc., to emphasize the approximation.

(b) by putting Si^J zuoyou 'around, about, more or less' (lit. left-right) after
a 'number + measure' phrase, where the associated noun is not usually
identified but can be retrieved from the context:

Hang jln zuoyou about two catties
san bai ming zuoyou around 300 people8

(c) by adding M lai to numbers rounded to ten after unitary notations such as
+ shi 'ten', If bai 'hundred', and "f qian 'thousand', etc.:

shi lai tian about ten days
ershi lai sui around 20 years old
san bai lai ren around 300 people

(d) similarly, by adding JC ba to the single unitary notations i^ ge 'one', ~S
bai 'hundred', i 1 qian 'thousand' and 77 wan 'ten thousand':

ge ba xingql around a week
bai ba ren around one hundred people
qian ba kuai qian around 1,000 yuan9

2.5.1.3 Indeterminate excess

This is usually conveyed by adding s£ duo 'many' to numbers rounded to ten,
and this applies to any such number from ten upwards:

+J?10 shi duo over ten; more than ten
—+;£ ershi duo twenty and more
~ H 2?^ yi bai duo nian over one hundred years

Hang bai duo ren more than two hundred people
san qian duo over three thousand
si wan duo more than forty thousand
wii yi duo over five hundred million
yi bai ylshi duo over a hundred and ten"
Hang qian san bai more than 2,360

liushi duo

45 ming is a measure for people in lists, e.g. candidates, recruits, team members, etc.
Some of these expressions derive from dialect speech.
Note that one does not say *— +"^ yi shi duo, though one has to say — j ? ^ yi bai duo, ~^^
yi qian duo, etc.
A sequence like this with £ duo is not possible if any of the consecutive unitary notations is
missing: *VS=f-^A+g *si qian ling bashi duo * 'over four thousand and eighty'.
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san wan wu qian
liu bai qishi duo

over 35,670

=£ duo may of course come between two unitary notations when the former
qualifies the latter:

shi duo wan12

ershi duo wan
san bai duo wan
si qian wu bai

liushi duo wan

over one hundred thousand
more than 200,000
over three million
more than 45,600,000

For all the above numbers with % duo, when the number is associated with a
noun or measure and noun, l£ duo comes after the number and before the
measure or noun:

bashi duo ge ren
san bai duo zhang zhi

over 80 people
over 300 sheets of paper

^ duo can also be used with single digit numbers up to ten when they occur
with standard measures or with temporal nouns, which are de facto measures. In
these cases, ^ duo comes after the standard measure and before the noun if
there is one:

si gongshen duo (qiyou)
liu yingli duo (lu)
wu nian duo (shijian)
Hang dian duo (zhong)
san ge duo yue

over 4 litres (of petrol)
over six miles
over five years
shortly past 2 o'clock
over three months

/I ji 'a few' has a similar function to ^ duo with numbers rounded to ten,
between ten and ninety, conveying the meaning 'slightly more than'. This holds
for larger numbers too, provided the final digit is ten (or a multiple of ten):

+/IA shi ji ren
wushi ji sui
jiushi ji tian
san bai liushi ji ben

slightly more than ten people
a little over 50 years of age
over ninety days
over 360 copies

If the quantifying unitary notation is + shi, two possibilities exist. One may say either +^7T shi
duo wan 'over ten thousand' or + 7 : ^ shi wan duo 'ten thousand and more'.
In more formal styles, the measure word can be omitted with A ren e.g. A+i£ A bashi duo ren.
The measure word -T" ge may only be used in the case of time words such as # ^ zhongtou
'hour', }l#l libai 'week'.
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fi ji 'a few' is of course itself an indicator of an imprecise number below ten
and is used in the same way as numerals and placed before measure words:

j l ^ ^ 1 5 ji ben shu a few books
J l ^ A ji ge ren several people

In addition "M qiang 'strong' and 3§ ruo 'weak' are added to fractions or
percentages to mean respectively 'slightly more' or 'slightly less':

H^Sl—3S san fen zhl yi qiang slightly over one-third
+ $ ! bai fen zhl ershi ruo slightly below 20 per cent

2.5.2 HALVES

Half is expressed by ¥• ban which, as a numeral is followed by a measure word:16

ban ge pingguo half an apple
ban tian half a day
ban nian half a year

4 ^ ^ ban ge yue half a month

However, when it means a half in addition to a number, it is placed after the
measure and before the noun, if there is one:

yi ge ban xlgua one and half melons
Hang tian ban two and a half days
san ge ban yue three and a half months

2.5.3 MULTIPLES

Multiples (ia^L beishil) are expressed by In bei '(one) time as much' linked
with the cardinal number that precedes it:

~in¥- yi bei ban one and a half times as much
Mfcf Hang bei twice as much
=-ia san bei three times as much
~^iia yi bai bei a hundred times as much

Further examples are:

liu shi san de Hang bei. (lit. six is three's two times)
Six is twice as much as three.

In the same capacity, /I ji may also be used to mean 'how many' when asking about a number below
ten: e.g. /l^^ft? ji ben shu 'How many books?' (with the speaker presuming a number below ten).
See §2.8 below on measure words.
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Note that the same multiple may be expressed in the form of a comparison:

7\fcfcH^—f§ ° liu bi san duo yi bei.
(lit. six compared-with three more one time) Six is twice as much as three.

I

jln nian de liangshi bi qu nian zengjia le yi bei.
(lit. this year's grain output compared-with last year increase le one time)
This year's grain output increased to twice as much as last year's.

2.6 MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS AND SIMPLE
ARITHMETIC EQUATIONS

The mathematical symbols for addition, subtraction, multiplication and division,
etc., are expressed in Chinese in the following terms:

+ JJD jia add, plus
- S jian subtract, minus
x % cheng multiply
H- |^tU chu yi divided by
= if TF dengyu equal/be equal to

1 + 1 = 2 —Jo~#T— yi jia yi dengyu er
2 - 1 = 1 HM^#^f ^ er jian yi dengyu yi
3 x 3 = 9 ELM^-^^A san cheng san dengyu jiii
1 2 ^ 4 = 3 +—B&litffl^TH shi'er chu yi si dengyu san

Other common symbols are expressed as:

da yu bigger than
< /.h^F xiao yu smaller than
: fcfc bi as compared with/proportionate to
[ ]4 Hî C f̂ si ci fang to the power of 4, etc.

For example:

2 : 5 — fcfcli er bi wu two as against five
43 0 6 5 E f t t si de san ci fang the cube of four

2.7 THE MULTIPLICATION TABLE
Multiplication tables in Chinese have a rhythm similar to English. When the result
is a single digit or a multiple of ten, the word f# de 'obtain' is added. Otherwise
the pattern consists simply of enumerations followed by cardinal numbers.

I
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— —

HE

H-t
7 A A

ft*.

# K
# A

#-+
- - _L .

ra+A

er er |
er si 11
si wii |

san ql
liu ba
jiu jiii

de si
de ba
de ershi

| ershi yi
| sishi ba
1 bashi yi

Two twos
Two fours
Four fives

are four.
are eight.
are twenty.

Three sevens are twenty-one.
Six eights
Nine nines

are forty-eight.
; are eighty one.

2.8 MEASURE WORDS

Chinese, like other languages, has standard measure words relating to distance,
weight, volume, etc., or to such universal notions as parts, groups or packages:

—ffiWIM yi bang mogu (mw: fit bang a pound of mushrooms
pound in weight)

—J+ MIS, yi pian mianbao (mw: )t pian a slice of bread
piece; slice)

However, Chinese is unique in that all nouns, when occurring with a number or
demonstrative,17 generally incorporate a measure, whether or not there is any
notion of 'measuring':

— ^ ^ yi ben shu (mw: ^ ben copy) a book
~5K#T" yi zhang zhuozi (mw: 3K zhang spread) a table

In what follows, we will therefore distinguish between standard measure words
and classifying measure words (or classifiers).

2.8.1 STANDARD MEASURES

Standard measure words express universally accepted concepts of measurement
on the one hand and packaging, grouping and partitioning on the other. For
example:

2.8.1.1 National or international measures

~^SE§ yi yingli lu a mile
yi pintud pijiu a pint of beer
ershi gongsheng qiyou 20 litres of petrol
Hang gongjin pingguo 2 kilos of apples
san pingfang mi (ditan) 3 square metres (of carpet)

Virtually all the examples we will cite in the following sections will use the numeral — yi 'one'.
When unstressed — yi has the meaning 'a(n)' and our translations will reflect this.
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Others include: length: &M gongli 'kilometre', &R./%i gongchi/mi 'metre', i.e. & # / M ^ gongfen/
limi 'centimetre', H ma 'yard', i&R ylngchi 'foot', j^^t yingciin 'inch', R. chi 'Chinese foot', "+
cun 'Chinese inch'; weight: «<£ dun 'ton', fx jln 'catty', jSf Hang 'tael', S s ] angsl 'ounce', 3L ke
'gram', SJnL haoke 'milligram'; volume:1>H'& jialiin 'gallon', jLif^f: lifang mi 'cubic metre'; area:
f̂cfi gongqing 'hectare', 5?TH yfngmu 'acre', m mu 'Chinese acre'; ti da 'dozen'.

2.8.1.2 Packaging measures

Packaging measures usually identify the containers concerned:

""filfflS yi bao xiangyan a packet of cigarettes
yi tong binggan a (tube-shaped) packet of biscuits
yi he qiaokeli a box of chocolate
yi ping jiii a bottle of wine
yi bei cha a cup of tea

Others include: aS hu "(tea) pot', i l guan 'tin; can', IB guo 'pan; wok', 5& win 'bowl', fi pen
'basin', & pan 'plate', 1$ die 'dish; saucer', ® dai 'bag', ft xiang 'box; suitcase', M tong 'bucket;
pail', M Ian 'basket', ^ shao 'spoonful', 4 : che 'car-load', IS chuan 'shipload'.

2.8.1.3 Grouping measures

Small indeterminate numbers or amounts

Some group measures are more precise while others are less so. The two most
common ones in Chinese are — * ylxie 'some' and ~J^Jl yldianr 'a little'. As
we can see, they are used invariably with the numeral — yi 'one':

ylxie pingguo some apples
ylxie pengyou some friends
yldianr niunai a little milk
yldianr xlwang a bit of hope

As we saw in Chapter 1, while —® ylxie 'some' occurs with both common and
material nouns, —i£Jl yldianr 'a little' is used only with material nouns:

-~S® yixie qian some money
yldianr qian a little money
ylxie pengyou some friends
yldianr pengyou *a few friends

However, although —,£UL yldianr 'a little' and — * ylxie 'some' are generally
interchangeable when used with material nouns, —&JL yldianr 'a little' tends
to connote a smaller amount, and, as a result, — S ylxie 'some' never features
when scarcity is the focal point:
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wo yidianr qian ye meiyou I haven't got a penny.
wo ylxie qian ye meiyou *I haven't got a penny.

Clusters

Other group measure words can in most cases be used with any numerals. They
are applicable either to animate beings or to inanimate objects, but in a few
instances they occur with both.

For animate beings:

yi ban nianqing ren a bunch of young people
yi dui zhanshi a file of soldiers

—W&1? yi bang haizi a group of children
—IK ±11 yi gu tiifei a gang of bandits
^ S ^ 1 8 yi qun yang a flock of sheep

Others include: \k hud 'group' (e.g. students), tt p! 'batch', M qi 'batch', ik bb 'group'.

For inanimate objects:

yi shii xianhua a bunch of flowers
yi chuan yaoshi a bunch of keys
yi gua bianpao a string of firecrackers
yi da zhi a pile of paper
yi bi qian a sum of money
yi fen baozhi a newspaper

Others include: l j tao 'set' (e.g. stamps), # die 'pile' (e.g. books), t# pai 'row' (e.g. houses), W t
dulu 'cluster' (e.g. grapes), A cong 'clump' (e.g. grass), fl cu 'bunch' (e.g. flowers), %. wang
'pool' (e.g. water), M ji 'dose' (e.g. medicine), ^ liu 'lock; skein' (e.g. hair; thread).

For both animate beings and inanimate objects:

—*l A yi dui ren a throng of people
~±H± yi dui tu a heap of earth

iff qun 'crowd; group' is a cluster measure for all animate beings:

—S41 yi qun niu a herd of cows
~ff¥ yi qun yang a flock of sheep
—W?ft yi qun lang a pack of wolves
—iff 4 yj q u n n i j 0 a flight of birds
~iff A yi qun yu a shoal of fish
~iff ffiitf yi qun mifeng a swarm of bees
~ffif A yi qun ren a crowd of people
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-fltA
-fit©

yi pi ren
yi pi hub

a group of people
a batch of goods

Others include: If hang 'row', ?ij lie 'file'.

Pairs and couples

Xi dui and M shuang, both meaning 'pair', are used with nouns, animate and
inanimate, that exist in some form of duality:

yi dui fufu
yi dui zhentou
yi dui erhuan

a married couple
a pair of pillows
a pair of ear-rings

yi shuang shou
yi shuang yanjing
Hang shuang xie
san shuang wazi

a pair of hands
a pair of eyes
two pairs of shoes
three pairs of socks

(Also for: ¥ - 8 shoutao 'gloves', H^p kuaizi chopsticks.)

The difference between 7& dui and M. shuang seems to be that the former
emphasises complementarity while the latter indicates functioning together.

Pairs of things which are physically inseparable, and in English are viewed as
'pairs', do not use X-f dui or M. shuang in Chinese. For example:

yi tiao kuzi
yi ba jiandao
yi fu yanjing

a pair of trousers
a pair of scissors
a pair of spectacles

Parts or series

Part is expressed by —nP#(W) yi bufen (de) and series by —
(de). Both of these terms may only be preceded by the numeral
the particle fr5 de is optional.

yi
yi xilie

one' and

yi bufen ren
yi biifen gongzuo
yi bufen shijian
yi xilie wenti
yi xilie zhengce

a section of the people
part of the work
part of the time
a series of problems
a whole set of policies
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2.8.1.4 Partitioning measures

Partitioning measure words, which represent part of a whole, are common in
many languages. For example:

—i&S$t yi kuai dangao a piece of cake
Hang pian mianbao two slices of bread
yi banr suan a clove of garlic
yi jier mutou a chunk of wood
yi di shui a drop of water

Others include: 1S jie 'section' (e.g. railway coaches), S duan 'length' (e.g. rope; string).

In the above, we see the partitioning of concrete objects. In fact, this process of
partitioning may be applied to less concrete and more abstract things where the
measure is an item or an instance:

--^^M^f' yi qi anzi a crime
yi xiang zhengce a policy
yi zhuang shir a matter
yi men kecheng an academic discipline

-m-bf- yi zong xinshi a worrying matter

In a number of cases, this part-whole relationship can be extended to part of a
series, concrete or less concrete:

^H$c yi mil xi a scene in a play, opera, etc.
yi dun fan a meal
yi jie biyesheng graduates of a particular year
yi ban feiji a scheduled flight
yi cha maizi a crop of wheat
yi qi zazhi an issue of a magazine

Others include: 15 ye 'page', ft wei 'ingredient' (e.g. of (herbal) medicine).

These part-series measure words are in fact often used on their own in an ordinal
form with the associated headword being understood from the context:

^ ~ / S di yi jie the first batch (of graduates)
T—SEE xia yi ban the next (flight, train, etc.)
^— M di er ce Volume 2
%~H§ di er ban the second edition
-t~lfi shang yi qi the previous issue
&~jt zhei yi dai this generation (of people)
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di san mil the third act (of a play)
di si zu Group 4
di wu pi the fifth batch (of people, goods, etc.)
di liu xiang the sixth item
di ql ye Page 7

2.8.2 CLASSIFYING MEASURES

The so-called classifying measure words constitute the great majority of meas-
ure words in Chinese. They are not measures in the real sense of the word, but
indicators of prominent features which can be attached to a particular set or class
of nouns. That is why they are sometimes called classifiers by some grammar-
ians. As with standard measures, these classifying measure words must be used
when their associated nouns are qualified by numerals or demonstratives. For
example, ffi ba which is derived from ffi ba 'handle' is used as a classifier for
things with a handle:

—fETJ

raters-?

-fcJE&l
Affilg

yi ba dao
Hang ba cud
san ba qiao
si ba shanzi
wii ba san
liu ba saozhou
qi ba jian
ba ba ju
zhei ba fuzi
nei ba chahu

a knife
two files/rasps
three spades
four (folding) fans
five umbrellas
six brooms
seven swords
eight saws
this axe
that teapot

This usage is then extended to everything that can be 'held by the hand as if by
a handle':

yi ba chi a ruler (for measuring)
MJEfjili1 Hang ba shuzi two combs j
HJEfJlilk san ba yaoshi three keys
ESfBtft si ba suo four locks
Effi^i1 wu ba yizi five chairs

and then further extended to anything that can be 'held or scooped up by the
handful':

yiba
yi bS
yiba
yiba
vl ba

mi
tii
hua
yanlei
hiizi

a
a
a
a
a

handful of rice
handful of earth
bunch of flowers
flood of tears
beard
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Metaphorical extensions are also possible:

yi ba nianji getting on in years (^£E nianji age)
yi ba liqi quite strong (tlH liqi strength)
yi ba jinr quite an effort

Other classifying measure words in the language are derived and used in a
similar fashion. We will now discuss their particular usages in turn.

The most versatile multi-purpose measure word is 4" ge (usually unstressed as
ge in its role as a measure word), which can be associated with most nouns,
from human beings to inanimate objects and abstract concepts. For example:

-TA

- ^ ^ - ^

yi

yi
y>
yi
vT

vT

yi
yi

ge
ge
ge
ge
ge
ge
ge
ge

ren
pengyou
shoubiao
xigua
dao
chengshi
dianying
zhuyi

a person
a friend
a watch
a watermelon
an island
a city
a film
an idea

More often, however, particular sets of nouns which share common characteris-
tics or belong to the same type are linked with more specific measure words.
These associations are generally derived from shape, category or related activity.
For example:

2.8.2.1 Shape-oriented

Long and narrow

yi zhl bi a pen

(Also for: tgtt lazhu 'candle', ft qiang 'rifle', ir jian 'arrow'.)"

^"i^fg yi zh! huojian a rocket

(Also for: ¥PA jundui 'army or column of troops', 5F# yagao 'tube of toothpaste', # xiang 'joss-
stick',20 3 "^ yuequ 'musical composition or piece of music'.)

~ fit ft yi gen zhen a needle

Nouns associated with ft zhF may generally also use S zhl, but this does not apply the other way
round in that, where ;£ zhl is the normal measure for a noun, it cannot be replaced by ft zhl.
Another measure word for If xiang 'joss-stick' is tt zhu, particularly if the joss-stick is burning.
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(Also for: ^ xian 'thread', & xian 'string' (on a violin, etc.), ¥kM. tiesl 'wire', StS tiiufa 'hair' (on
the head), b̂ mao 'hair' (on the body), 'X^ huochai 'match' (to light, set fire), H R xiangchang
'sausage', ^M xiangjiao 'banana', # A gutou 'bone', tt^f zhuzi 'pillar; column', YlJ- zhuzi
'bamboo'.)

yl gan qiang a rifle

(Also for: W chen 'steelyard', i t J- qizi 'flag'.)

—If^i^l yi guan maobi a writing brush

(Also for: 5F# yagao 'tube of toothpaste', % xiao 'vertical flute', fflT dizi 'flute'.)

—%<& yl tiao chong a worm

(Also for: JS she 'snake', i%T' shengzi 'rope', 'M gou 'ditch', H he 'river', ftj jie 'street', K lii
'road', A yu 'fish', S gou 'dog', ffi tui Meg', ME weiba 'tail', It / t huanggua 'cucumber', WT
kuzi 'a pair of trousers', 1ST qunzi 'skirt', tt#^ beidan 'blanket', ttT beizi 'quilt', Hiti weijin
'scarf', IS chuan 'boat'.)

—Mit yl dao guang a ray of light

(Also for: R4. shandian 'lightning', ft! hong 'rainbow', S f i liba 'bamboo or twig fence', H S
hedl 'dyke', M% meimao 'eyebrow', ffiSfi shangba 'scar'.)

—$£'ffi.M yl lii chulyan a wisp/curl of smoke (from a chimney)
—fS^/jc yl gii quanshui a stream of spring water

Round or oval

yl ke zhuzi a pearl

(Also for: PfT zhongzi 'seed', •)$# zhadan 'bomb', i^# zidan 'bullet', ^ ® # shouliudan 'hand-
grenade', '£> xln 'heart', 5FS yachi 'tooth', M xlng 'star', IS tang 'sweet, candy'.)

~'ML^ yl li mi a grain of rice

(Also for: S f douzi 'pea; bean', l £ 4 huasheng 'peanut', f M putao 'grape', I S 5 zuanshi 'dia-
mond', ty1? shazi 'a grain of sand; grit'.)21

~@]3i£% yl tuan maoxian a ball of wool

(Also for: Si mian 'dough', ffi?t mianhua 'cotton wool', A huo 'fire', g yun 'a dense patch of
cloud'.)

21 ® li and S ke are generally interchangeable unless the object is larger, when only S ke may be
used.
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yl lun mingyue a bright moon

(Also for: HH hongri 'red sun'.)

Spread out and/or with a flat surface

—3^5; yl zhang zhi a piece of paper

(Also for: ft bi&o 'chart', flJ-& bugao 'public notice', M piao 'ticket', WS youpUo 'stamp', M.ft
zhaopian 'photograph', iHt ft mingxinpian 'postcard', »|/t changpian '(music) record', 1%. chuang
'bed', MT zhuozi 'table'.)

yl fu hua a painting

(Also for: *ffl ditu 'map'.)

—JfHt? yl pian yezi a leaf

(Also for: BJI2 mianbao 'slice of bread', % xue 'snowflake'.)

-"Hl t? yl mian jingzi a mirror

(Also for: ® luo 'gong', M qi 'flag'.)

—SH yl shan men a door

(Also for: % chuang 'window')

-~$kl$M yl kuai boli a piece of glass

(Also for: feK blng 'ice', ttT blnggan 'biscuit', sUU doufu 'beancurd', W rou 'meat', IE^ feizao
'soap', ift di 'land', 5 ^ shitou 'stone; rock', 5S zhuan 'brick'.)

Resemblance

~~ • # yl kou jing a well (P kou mouth; opening)
yl tou suan a head or bulb of garlic {zk tou head)
yl wei yu a fish (M wei tail)
Hang pie xiao h6zi a moustache (lit. two strokes of mous-

tache) (Jtt pie left-falling stroke in
writing)

22 ifi fu can be usually replaced by * zhang.
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2.8.2.2 Category-oriented

Human beings

i^ ge (often unstressed) is the general measure word for human nouns:

yi ge ren
yi ge laoshi
yi ge yisheng
yi ge gongchengshi

one person
a teacher
a doctor
an engineer

Alternatives to ^ ge, in appropriate contexts, are fi wei,
tiao, P kou, etc. For example:

ming, S yuan, &

H P A

yi wei keren
wii ming

xuesheng
si kou ren

yi yuan dajiang
yi tiao haohan

a guest
five students

four in the family

a senior general
a brave man

(&. wei: polite alternative)
(̂ 5 ming: for counting

people)
(P kou: for family

members)
(in yuan: for generals)
( ^ tiao: for strong men)

Animals and insects

All animals, birds, and insects use the measure word R zhl:

yl zhl yang
yi zhi lang
yi zhi laohu
yi zhi laoshu

yi zhi niao
yi zhi yanzi
yi zhi maque
yi zhi ji
yi zhi jiachong
yi zhi qingting
yi zhi hudie

yi zhi qingwa
yi zhi xie

a sheep
a wolf
a tiger
a mouse, rat

a bird
a swallow
a sparrow
a chicken
a beetle
a dragonfly
a butterfly

a frog
a crab

The only exceptions are fish, reptiles and worms which are associated with
tiao, as we saw at §2.8.2.1, and also the following:
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yi pi ma a horse

(Also for: S ? luozi 'mule', &9E Iu6tuo 'camel'.)

—~k^ yi tou niu a bull/cow; an ox

(Also for: 9P lu 'donkey', % xiang 'elephant'.)

—%M yi tiao gou a dog

Plants

S 2 3 ke is the measure word generally used with plants. For example:

—ffiM yi ke cai a cabbage
— ^ ^ yi ke cao a tuft of grass24

yi ke cong a spring onion
yi ke maizi a stalk of wheat
yi ke shu a tree

However, for flowers there are four measure words, each used in different contexts:

yi duo hua a flower/blossom
—ttlt yi zhi hua a flower or blossom on a stem or twig
-^Mfe yi shu hua a bouquet (of flowers)
^fHlfc yi cu hua a cluster of flowers

Imposing natural or architectural structures

—J* lil yi zuo shan a mountain/hill
yi zuo ta a tower/pagoda
yi zuo qiao a bridge

(Also for: 9. fen 'tomb', /Jc# shuiku 'reservoir', UK gongdian 'palace', ftft 16ufang 'storeyed
building', ~kM. dasha 'mansion'.)

For buildings, the following are also commonly used:

0f suo: for those with institutional association
|H] jian: for smaller constructions, e.g. rooms, etc.

23 tS ke and W zhu are generally used interchangeably in this context.
24 A blade of grass is expressed by another measure word, S jlng (—^^ yi jing cao).
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|c25 jia: for enterprises, etc.

#fc dong and tt zhuang, as well as #f suo: for houses

For example:

—FJr̂ %l yl suo xuexiao a school
(Also for: KK ylyuan 'hospital'.)

—MM1$ yijialiiguan a hotel

(Also for: ttiiS fandian 'restaurant', fiffi shangdian 'shop', MR juyuan 'opera house', IJ~~
gongchang 'factory', tifr yinhang 'bank'.)

—lUIScS yl jian jiaoshi a classroom

(Also for: M.T wuzi 'room'.)

Vehicles

ffl Hang or n|5 bii: for $ che car
?|J lie: for ^c$ huoche train
II sou or %. tiao: for IS chuan ship or boat
M jia: for Ifll feijl aircraft
M difng: for fti^ jiaozi sedan chair

Machines

a26 tai, which implies a raised platform or table:

yl tai jlqi a machine
yl tai mada a motor

(Also for: ^ 3 ; chechuang 'lathe', %iW8\. fengrenjl 'sewing-machine', felffll shouylnjl 'radio',
{X.& yjqi 'instrument; apparatus'.)

Natural or social events

The same written form iM with two different pronunciations is used for natural
or social events, ft chang (second tone) for a period or spell of a natural event
or condition; and ft chang (third tone) for social events or recreational or
sporting activities. For example:

25 M jia and IMJ jian can in fact be used interchangeably, and they may replace all other measure
words for buildings with specific functions.

26 is tai may always be used interchangeably with 3? jia 'frame; shelf in the context of machines.
Sometimes o|S bii can also be used.
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yl chang da xue a heavy snowfall
yi chang da bing a (period of) serious illness

yl chang dianying a film show
yl chang qiusai a ball game

Publications, writings, expressions, etc.

— 2 ^ yl ben shu a book

(Also for: S S zazhi 'magazine', jfiflj qlkan 'journal', or any publication that is bound into a
volume.)

~^i# yl shou shi a poem

(Also for: IR ge 'song'.)

yi que ci a ci poem
—H;£|t yl pian wenzhang a piece of writing, an essay
— til 7$L yl chu xi an opera/a play

yljuhua a few words/a sentence
yl sheng xiexie a word of thanks

Articles of clothing

For garments worn on the upper part of the body or on the whole body, W jian
is the measure word:

yl jian chenshan a shirt
yl jian waitao a jacket
yljianmaoyl a woollen sweater
yl jian dayl an overcoat

For garments worn on the lower part of the body, %. tiao is normally used:

yl tiao kiizi a pair of trousers
yl tiao qunzi a skirt

Accessories have individual measure words:

^^fflrf: yl tiao weijln a scarf
yl tiao lingdai a tie
yl ding maozi a hat/cap
yl fu shoutao a pair of gloves
yl shuang xie a pair of shoes
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Abstract notions

In Chinese, abstract notions may either be seen as categories or types and the
measures used are generally # zhong 'kind', ^ lei 'category', # yang 'type':

yi zhong zhexue
zhei lei juese
ge yang shangpin

a kind of philosophy
this kind of role
different kinds of commodities

2.8.2.3 Action-oriented

A number of nouns derive their measure words from the actions or activities
associated with them. For example:

-mt

-mm

vT
vT

yi

yi

6u

yi

yi
yi

yi
yi

yi
yi

yi

yi
yi

fu yao
feng xin
fa zidan

a dose of medicine (IK fu to take medicine)
a letter
a bullet

juan ruanpian a roll of film

zhi 'toilet paper

kun chiii

bao tang
cuo yan

ba sha
peng zaor

bao cao
dan shui

tie gaoyao

du qiang
ren
shouxiamg

', fiiS pugai 'bedding'.)

a bundle of
firewood

a packet of sweets
a pinch of salt

a handful of sand
a double handful

of dates
an armful of hay
a shoulder pole

of water - with
a bucket hanging
at the two ends

a piece of

(W feng to seal)
(& fa to fire; to

discharge)
( # juan to roll)

(M kun to tie up)

(fe bao to wrap up)
(flt cuo to pick up
between the thumb
and the first finger)
(ffi ba to hold; grasp)
(W peng to carry in

both hands)
(ffi, bao to hug; embrace)
(II dan to carry on a

shoulder pole)

(!te tie to stick; glue)
(medicated) plaster

a wall
a period of office
as prime minister

(if du to block up)
(tt ren to assume a post)

2.8.2.4 Location-oriented

Location measure come in many forms, in that they identify the actual location
involved:
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-Mm

- i t fe /Jc

- W I E

yi shen ni

yi lian han
yi ding maozi
yi shou moshui

yi xiaba huzi
yi bizi hui
yi zui you
yi kou huangya
yi duzi huai
yi di shui

yi zhuozi cai
yi xijiu
yi guizi yifu
yi shu hua
yi chi hehua
yi chu mingsheng

the whole body covered in mud
(lit. a body of mud)

a face dripping with sweat
a hat/cap (lit. a crown of hat)
the whole hand covered in ink

(lit. a handful of ink)
a hairy chin (lit. a chin of beard)
a nose covered with dirt
a mouth (lips) covered with grease
a mouthful of stained/yellow teeth
a bellyful of bad ideas
water all over the floor/ground

(lit. a floor of water)
a table laden with food
a banquet (lit. a tableful of wine)
a cabinet full of clothes
a tree covered in blossoms
a pond of lotus flowers
a scenic spot (lit. a place of scenery)

2.8.2.5 Metaphor-oriented

A number of measure words are associated with more abstract and descriptive
notions. These metaphorical measures occur only with the numeral — yi 'one'.
For example:

-asm
ylxian xiwang
yi tuan qihei

yi pai xin qixiang
yi pian huanteng
yi hong liushui
yi ba nianji
yi gu jinr
yi si xiaoyi

a ray/gleam of hope
complete darkness (lit. a ball/lump

of darkness)
a new and dynamic atmosphere
a scene of rejoicing
a stream of flowing water
a good age
a burst of energy
a hint of a smile

2.9 MEASURE WORDS AND OTHER ATTRIBUTIVES
To convert a cardinally numbered item into an ordinal one, % di is added before
the numeral and measure word.27 For example:

—^K yi ge ren
a person; one person

di yi ge ren
the first person

See §2.2.
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Hang ge ren
two persons

8 di er ge ren
the second person

When words like & zhe 'this', M na 'that' , ^ mei 'every', S mou 'certain', 9
na 'which', etc. are used with numbers, they are placed before the numeral and
measure phrase. If the numeral is -~ yl 'one', it is usually dropped. For example:

this person
that person
every person
a certain person
which person?

zhei ge ren
nei ge ren
mei ge ren
mou ge ren
nei ge ren

However, when numerals other than — yl 'one' are involved, they obviously
cannot be omitted:

zhei si ge pingguo
nei wii ge beizi
mei Hang ge yue
mou Hang ge ren
nei san ge ren

these four apples
those five cups/mugs/glasses
every other month
two certain persons
Which three people?

When descriptive adjectives form part of the attributive to a noun qualified by a
'numeral + measure word' phrase, they go between the 'numeral + measure
word' phrase and the noun. For example:

zhei ben shu
zhei ben xin shu

yl ge guniang
yl ge piaoliang de guniang

nei ge nianqlng ren
nei ge yonggan de

nianqlng ren

this book
this new book

a girl
a pretty girl

that young man/woman
that brave young

man/woman

Verbal attributives, on the other hand, either go between the 'numeral + measure
word' phrase and the noun or precede the whole phrase altogether. For example:

mei ge xuesheng
mei ge bu hui yong

diannao de xuesheng
bu huiyong diannao

de mei ge xuesheng

every student
every student who can't

use a computer
every student who can't

use a computer

i di as an indicator of 'sequence' can only be used with - er and not
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Hang ge laoshi two teachers
Hang ge xln lai de two teachers who have

laoshi newly arrived
xln lai de Hang ge two teachers who have

laoshi newly arrived

AM&JB ba jia shangdian eight shops
ba jia mai yifu de eight shops which

shangdian sell clothes
mai yifu de ba jia eight shops which

shangdian sell clothes

yl ge jiating a family
yl ge fuql jingchang a family in which the
chaojia de jiating husband and wife often

quarrel
fuql jingchang chaojia a family in which the

$]—/^M]& de yl ge jiating husband and wife often
quarrel

In fact, the longer the attributive, the more likely it is for the 'numeral + meas-
ure' phrase to go closer to its headword, rather than follow the normal 'numeral
+ measure word + attributive + headword sequence'.

2.10 REDUPLICATION OF MEASURE WORDS
Measure words may often be reduplicated to mean plurality, profusion, or exclu-
siveness. For example:

tiao tiao dalu tong luoma All roads lead to Rome,
ge ge dou you zeren Everybody bears

responsibility.

These reduplications may be preceded by the numeral — yl 'one' to mean
'every' and may be used attributively like a 'numeral + measure word' phrase:

yl duo duo hua every single flower
- ^ n n i S S yl men men kecheng each and every course

^i^Jjfe^r yl ge ge liike every passenger

The attributive indicator #J de may also be included after the reduplication to
mean 'many':

yi zuo zuo de qiao many a bridge
yl tai tai de diannao many computers
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Reduplication of measure words together with their attached numeral — yi 'one',
however, means 'one after another':

"4—-'hite29 yi ge yi ge de one after another
—$;—^jft yf bu yi bil de step by step
— P — • ML yi kou yi kou de mouthful after mouthful

2.11 MISSING MEASURE WORDS
Measure words, as we have seen, must accompany any noun associated with a
numeral. However, sometimes measure words may seem to be missing from
certain structures. One possibility is that the noun itself may be a measure. For
example:

- A

For example:

-AJJ&

For example:

yi ge ren
yi ren

yi ren chuan
yi ge xlngql
yi xlngql

one person (where A ren is a noun)
one person (where A ren is a measure)

a one-man boat
one week (where
one week (where J

1 xingqi is a noun)
xlngqi is a measure)

yi xlngql jiaql a one-week holiday

There is some ambiguity with temporal nouns. Some of them are only nouns,
some may be both nouns and measures and while others may only be used as
measures:

"^^M^frt yi ge xiaoshi one hour (where /hftt xiaoshi is a noun)
—'hfrt yi xiaoshi one hour (where /Ĵ Bt xiaoshi is a measure)

yi ge zhongtou (colloq.) one hour (#J^ zhongtou can
only be used as a noun)

*yl zhongtou *one hour

*yi ge tian

yi tian

*one day (A tian is normally used only
as a measure)

one day

1ft de is a particle used to mark descriptive adverbials. See §18.2.
?c tian may sometimes be used as a noun when qualified by an attributive, e.g. —'
da qingtian 'a bright sunny day'.

yi ge
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yi ge libai (colloq.) one week (}LIP libai is only
used as a noun)

*yl libai *one week

*yl ge zhou *one week (Jl zhou can only be used as
a measure)

yi zhou (formal) one week

yi ge yue one month (where M yue is a noun)
—E yi yue January (where H yue is still a noun)

* — / j ^ 3 1 *yj ge nj3n *one year
— ^ yi nian one year (where ^ nian is a measure)

Another situation, where a measure word seems to be missing, is in quadrisyllabic
expressions and established idioms. As the use of measure words is a relatively
recent development in the history of the language, it is not unusual that in
expressions derived from Classical Chinese one finds numerals directly associated
with nouns. For example:

yi shi wu cheng
(lit. one thing without success) to have accomplished nothing

M yi xie burii yi xie
(lit. one crab smaller than another crab) each one is worst than the last

iil yi ye zhang mil | bu jian taishan
(lit. one leaf screens one's eye, one does not see Mount Tai)
one's view of the important is obscured by the trivial

HWWi§ sanyan liangyu
(lit. three words, two expressions) in a few words

H'MlS'M wuhii sihai (lit. five lakes, four seas) all corners of the world

A speaker/writer of the language can create expressions modelled on this omission
pattern:

(a) when using — yi 'one' with a quadrisyllabic rhythm:

&— |H]M zhei yi wenti this problem
^ ~ # , & mou yi tedian a certain characteristic

31 ¥ nian to indicate period of time may only be used as a measure. The exception is the expression
gei ni bai ge nian 'wish you a Happy New Year1 where it is a noun.
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£5^J?>fc32 ling yi yaoqiu another request/demand
W - 3f W? nei yi fangmian Which aspect?

(b) when using IP nei or 3£ zhei in colloquial speech without — yi:

i£^£E zhei nianji at this age
SWJL nei shir as far as that matter is concerned

On the other hand, the numeral — yi 'one' is usually omitted before a measure
word and a noun which is the object of a monosyllabic verb: e.g. S 2 ^ mai
ben shu 'to buy a book' instead of 5 £ — ^ ^ mai yi ben shu or »§# S he bei jiu
'to drink a glass of wine' instead of "i§—ffS he yi bei jiu.33

2.12 DISYLLABIC MEASURE WORDS
The number of measure words in Chinese is approximately 450, half of which
are in common use. By far the great majority of them, as we have seen, are
monosyllabic, but a small number of established or ad hoc disyllabic measure
words are used in colloquial speech. For example:

yi dulu putao (colloq.) a bunch of grapes
yi geda gaor (colloq.) a small piece of cake
yi qiazi yan (dial.) a pinch of salt

2.13 COMPOUND MEASURE WORDS
Measure words, particularly in technical texts, can appear as compounded meas-
urements. Generally speaking, the compounding usually takes place between an
average or universal measure and a duration or frequency measure. The average
or standard measure is mentioned first followed immediately by the duration or
frequency measure. For example:

renci number of [for example] visits from people
(within a designated period)

jiaci number of flights (within a designated period)
qianwa xiaoshi kilowatts per hour

2.14 DURATION AND FREQUENCY MEASURES
Duration and frequency measures are used in a different way from nominal
measures. They will be discussed in full in Chapter 8 which deals with duration
and frequency complements.

32 If the quadrisyllable rhythm is not adhered to, the necessary measure word needs to be supplied,
e.g. 9>%\—^h^sR lingwai yi ge yaoqiu.

33 See Chapter 26 on Prosodic Features.



3 PRONOUNS, PRONOMINALS
AND PRO-WORDS

3.1 PERSONAL PRONOUNS

The system of personal pronouns in Modern Standard Chinese is laid out in the
following table:

person

first person

second person

third person

singular

m
wo

'I; me'

normal

ni
'you'

masculine

itL
ta

'he; him'

polite

ts
nin

'you'

feminine

ta
'she; her'

neuter

"6
ta
'it'

plural

speaker only

SflJ
women
'we; us'

speaker and hearer

zanmen
'we; us'

Ml
nimen
'you'

masculine

Ml
tamen

'they; them'

feminine

M l
tamen

'they; them'

neuter

-en
tamen

'they; them'

We can see that, first, no distinction is made between subject and object cases
in the pronominal system in Chinese. For example, Sc wo stands for either 'I '
or 'me'.

Second, the distinction between the two forms of first person plural Scfll women
and n|d zanmen as indicated in the table is not always made by native speakers,
particularly those from the south of the country.

Third, the polite form for the second person singular fj nin, is in practice most
commonly used in addressing superiors or new acquaintances. There is no corres-
ponding form in the plural, and, therefore, other supplementary phrases have to
be used to convey the kind of politeness intended, e.g. ifciiJWiii nimen Hang
wei 'you two (honourable sirs)', etc.
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Fourth, in the third person singular, the differentiation between genders only
appears in the written script and no attempt is made in the spoken form to
register such differences.

The possessive forms corresponding to these pronouns are expressed by adding
the particle f-ft de after the pronouns; and there is no distinction between posses-
sive adjectives and possessive pronouns. For example:

my; mine
our; ours (inclusive)
your; yours
your; yours (polite)
her; hers
their; theirs (masculine)

MW
mm

wode
zanmende
nide
ninde
tade
tamende

zhe shi ninde cha
This is your tea. (possessive adjective)

zhei feng xin shi ninde
This letter is yours, (possessive pronoun)

3.2 DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS

In Modern Standard Chinese, there are only two sets of demonstrative pronouns
in common use:

close to the speaker

& zhe 'this'

&JI zher or i i l t zheli 'here'

away from the speaker

315 na 'that'

M)l nar or 3PS nali 'there'

For example:

zhe shi wode
na shi nide

This is mine.
That is yours.

These two demonstrative pronouns on their own can only be used in the topic1

position. When they function as demonstrative adjectives, they combine with
measure words or 'numeral + measure' phrases, and like other pronouns can
then occur in any position in a sentence:

The forms of topic-comment sentences as opposed to subject-predicate sentences are discussed in
Chapter 21.
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3P/1*

zhei (yl) ge
zhei Hang ge
zhei (yl) xie

nei (yl) ben
nei ji ben
nei (yi) xie

wo mai nei Hang ge
wo buyao zhei ji ben
wo dui neixie bu gan

xlngqu

this one
these two
these

that copy
those few copies
those

I'd like to buy those two.
I don't want these few copies.
I'm not interested in those.

Note that iK 'this' and 3P 'that' are always pronounced respectively as zhe and
na when used as demonstrative pronouns on their own. However, as demonstrat-
ive adjectives, when they are followed by a measure, they are also pronounced
zhei and nei by many speakers. This is almost certainly a phonetic fusion of zhe
+ yi 'one' and na + yi 'one'. Even when yi 'one' is present in its own right in an
utterance, the pronunciation zhei and nei can still be used. For example:

zhei (yl) jian dayl
nei (yl) tian

this overcoat
that day

It also naturally follows that & * 'these' and IP# 'those' are pronounced zheixie
and neixie, since the plural measure * xie 'some' is it itself used only with the
measure — yl 'one'.2

The location words here and there are also based on the two demonstratives:

here
there 3)1

am*

zher
nar

IIUL/8PJ

or
or

i. °

M5L zheh
IPS nali

zher/zheli you niunai
nide shubao zai nar/nali

Here is some milk.
Your schoolbag is

over there.

Finally there are a number of demonstratives (used both as pronouns and
adjectives), that occur as established words, expressions, idioms, or sayings.3

These expressions are more literary than colloquial.

2 See §1.3.
3 These demonstratives, being classical in origin, do not occur with measure words and are followed

immediately by nouns.
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this Itk ci

Wi si
# zhe

that W. bi
Kqi

this or that M. shi

\% gai

m

MM
Mitk
Sift
J»A
^ S

!$w

^ 0

ciwai
t cidi/cichil

cike
congci
youci
si ren
zhe fan
bi shi
qi shi
rushi
shiri
gai xiao

apart from this
this place; here
this moment; now
since then; from now on
from here
(fml.) this person
(obs.) on this occasion
(fml.) at that time
(fml.) just at that time
(fml.) like this
(fml.) that day
(fml.) this or that school

In writings which adopt a more formal tone, itb ci 'this; here' and i% gai 'that;
the said; the above-mentioned' are still commonly used:

formal in tone

itfc*/jtt*t cidi/ckhu

itm clshi

i £ ip i l # gai xiang gongzuo

i^ifeK gai diqu

colloquial equivalent

SJL/iiM zher/zheli

SfWJL zhei jian shir

S P ^ I # nei xiang gongzuo

i | 5^*K nei ge diqu

English

in this place

this matter

that job

that area

3.3 INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS

human beings

inanimate objects

human beings or inanimate objects

one of an ordered closed set

place

English

who/whom

what

which

which

where4

Chinese

it shui or (colloq.) shei

Hk. shenme

if na/nei + measure word

/I ji (+ measure word)

WJL/W1. nar/nali

Though 'where' is an interrogative adverb in English, WJL nar in Chinese is a pronoun, e.g.
3 ni shang nar qu (lit. you to where go) 'Where are you off to?'.
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From the table we can see that there are only two interrogative pronouns ife shui
(or shei) and ft" 'A shenme, and that there is no case differentiation with i t shui.

shui /shei bu qu Who is not going?
ni zhao shui/shei Whom are you looking for?
zhe shi shenme What is this?
ni yao shenme What do you want?

i t shui/shei may of course be turned into a possessive pronoun or adjective by
the addition of tfy de:

zhei ben shu shi shuide/sheide Whose is this book?
zhe shi shuide/sheide shu Whose book is this?

shenme may also be used as an interrogative adjective:5

Jft? ni xihuan ting shenme What music do you like
ylnyue listening to?

ni shenme shihou zou What time are you leaving?

On the other hand, SP na/nei is an interrogative adjective which is always used
in conjunction with an appropriate measure word or 'measure + noun' phrase
(preceded or not preceded by a numeral) to form an interrogative pronominal
expression meaning 'which one/two/ etc'. Here are some examples:

§P(—);£? na/nei (yi) tian6 Which day?
W(—)^? na/nei (yi) nian Which year?
W(~)#? na/nei (yi) jian Which jacket/shirt/coat/, etc.?

na/nei ben shu Which book?
na/nei Hang zhi bi Which two pens?
na/nei xie yizi Which chairs?
na/nei tiao kiizi Which pair of trousers?
na/nei ban feijl Which flight?
na/nei ge daifu Which doctor?

As we can see, ff na/nei is used to single out a particular one or number from an
unlimited group of people or things. If the selection is made from an ordered and
closed set of items, 71 ji is often used instead. For example:

When fr£, shenme is used as an interrogative adjective, it can be linked with human nouns to
connote contempt: e.g. #J6fr&A? ni shi shenme ren 'Who/What are you?', -ft'AVM'jf^
shenme jiji fenzi 'What an activist'.', etc.

6 As with zhe/zhei 'this' and na/nei 'that' above 9 na followed by — yi may also be pronounced
as nei.
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•(—)3c na/nei (yi) tian = JI4! ji hao7 Which day of the month?
-tB na/nei ge yue = JIM ji yue Which month?
(—)¥ na/nei (yi) nian Which year?8

\ ji shi What time (i.e. which hour, day,
etc.)9

) ji dian What time (i.e. which hour)?
(zhong)

: ji nianji Which year (in a school, etc.)?
r ji hao fang Which room?/What number room?

%Jl di ji What place (in a race, exam, etc.)?

nar has an alternative form in SPJt nali, which is commonly used by
southern speakers:

ni qu nar/nali Where are you going?
ta zai nar/nali Where is he?
nar/nali you cesuo Where is there a toilet?

3.4 INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

By indefinite pronouns we mean words like 'everybody', 'anybody', 'nobody',
'everything', 'anything', 'nothing', and so on. In Chinese, these pronouns are
created by using the appropriate interrogative word10 in conjunction with a ref-
erence adverb, either H$ dou 'all' or til ye 'also':

shui/shei dou/ye everyone, anyone
shenme dou/ye everything, anything
na/nei ge dou/ye all, any
nar/nali dou/ye everywhere, anywhere

They generally occur in the topic position, that is at the beginning of an exposi-
tory or evaluative sentence,11 and they can be followed by either a positive or
negative comment:

Please note however that the answer to W(~)3c na/nei (yl) tian may for instance be: (a) today;
or (b) Tuesday; or (c) 21st; while to /l-*j ji hao, can only be 21st; likewise the answer to BP^H
na/nei ge yue is either (a) this month; or (b) May; but to SIM ji yue, can only be May.
As ^ nian 'year' is an open set, it is therefore not usually used with /I ji.
W shi 'time' is not normally used on its own but often occurs with /I ji to ask meaning 'which
hour, day, month', etc. in general terms.
In these constructions, the interrogative pronoun becomes indefinite: i% shui/shei 'who(m)ever',
VV'A shenme 'whatever', 9-t na ge/nei ge 'whichever', and WJL/Wfi nar/nali 'wherever'.
See Chapter 20.
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shui/shei dou renshi ta Everybody knows him.
shui/shei dou bu Nobody likes him.

xihuan ta
shenme dou xing Anything will do.
(wo) shenme dou chl I eat everything,
(wo) shenme ye buyao I do not want anything,
(wo) na/nei jian ye I am not going to buy

bu mai any (of these clothes),
^ i ° (wo) nar/nali dou bu qu I am not going anywhere.

As happens with its interrogative usage, the addition of W de to the indefinite
pronoun i t shui/shei 'whoever' converts it to an indefinite possessive
shuide/sheide 'whose'. For example:

° shui/sheide dou meiyou guanxi
It does not matter whose it is.

However, if these Chinese indefinite pronouns are used in any other than
the topic position in a sentence, the sentence generally takes the form of a
dependent clause followed by, or embedded in, another larger and independent
construction:

j m i t l ' if #SCIH1'^~>" ° jiandao shui | qing ti wo wenhou yl sheng
Please remember me to anyone you come across.

i$ ' tftffiftj£JL'nL£, ° wo duzi y! e | jiu xiang chl dianr shenme
I like to have something to eat as soon as I feel hungry.

f ° qu nar dou xing
(I'll) go wherever it is/(I) don't mind where (we) go.

Very often the same indefinite pronoun is used in a similar position in two
clauses within a sentence, the second echoing the first:

Wff 'A ' nfeft" 'A ° you shenme | chl shenme
(lit. have what, eat what) I'll eat whatever you've got.

ft«fc*WJL •> ni qii nar | wo jiu qu nar
(lit. you go where, I then go where) I'll go wherever you go.

" shui nong cud | shui fuze
(lit. who gets wrong, who is responsible)
Whoever makes a mistake will be responsible.
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Stilffiitff ° ta gen shui hao | wo ye gen shui hao
(lit. he with whom good, I also with whom good)
I'll be nice to anyone he is nice to.

Scffflit ° ni bang shui | wo jiu bang shui
(lit. you help whom, I then help whom) I'll help anyone you help.

One important thing to note about these interrogatives-turned-indefinite pro-
nouns is that, while their interrogative originals are always stressed in a sen-
tence, as indefinites they never are.

3.5 ENUMERATIVE PRONOUNS

By enumerative pronouns we mean fixed pronominal expressions used in Chi-
nese which are similar to 'e tc ' or 'and so on (and so forth)' in English:

ta zai chaoshi mai le ylxie shuiguo | ru If | pingguo | juzi | dengdeng
He bought some fruit, such as pears, apples, oranges, etc. at the supermarket.

where ##f dengdeng 'etc, and the like' is an enumerative pronoun indicating a
thing or things of a similar kind in a list that remains open.

Indefinite pronouns also sometimes occur as enumerative pronouns when they
are reduplicated and integrated into an object clause. For example,

f l a i l - *3ic . HWitiKiD-fi&^i - ta shuo laowang | laozhang |
haiyou shui shui (shuO/shei shei (shei) ye meiyou qu
He said Old Wang, Old Zhang and various other people had not gone either.

miX^lit^{S.m^X • mm * mm > mmim&A&A^i ° ta renwei ta
budan dong tianwen | dill | shuxue | hai dong biede shenme shenme de
She thought he understood not only astronomy, geography and mathematics
but also all other kinds of things.

3.6 PRONOMINALS

Pronominals are words or phrases which function like pronouns. The most
common type is either a 'numeral + measure' phrase on its own or an attributive
followed by #J de. Take the following noun phrase:

Hang jian hongse de waitao two red jackets
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Enquiries deriving from it about the number and/or colour of the jackets might
invite the following pronominal responses:

wo mai le Hang jian I bought two.
wo mai le hongse de I bought the red ones.
wo mai le Hang jian hongse de I bought two red ones.

Hang jian, as a 'numeral + measure' phrase and £Tfe(Hj hongsede, as an
attributive with W de, both represent their associated noun #Mf waitao 'jacket'
in this context, and are both pronominals. We will look at some other examples
in different contexts:

At a fruit stall selling mandarin oranges:

Iftjg/l/f ? ni mai ji jin
(lit. you buy how many catties) How many catties do you want?
Sc^H/x ° wo mai san jin
(lit. I buy three catties) I'd like to have three catties, (please).
iftg;fc[ffi*Eji>t'ffil? ni yao da de haishi xiao de
(lit. you want big de or small de) Do you want big ones or small ones?
SUffcHW ° wo yao zhongdeng de
(lit. I want medium de) I'd like the medium-sized ones.

A scene on the beach:

haitan shang you henduo ren || youde zai shai taiyang | youde yaome
pao zhe | tiao zhe | yaome zai wan nisha ||
There are a lot of people on the beach, some sun-bathing, others running,
jumping or playing with the sand.

shai taiyang de daban shi daren | pao zhe | tiao zhe huozhe zai wa
nisha de daduo shi xiaohai ||
Those sun-bathing are mostly adults while those running, jumping or
playing with the sand are mostly children.

mai bingjlling de che yi lai | neixie pao zhe | tiao zhe | zai wan nisha de
mashang ting xialai | fengyong er shang | tuantuan weizhu mai
bingjiling de. shi ta mang de chuan bu guo qi lai ||
As soon as the ice-cream van arrives, those running, jumping or playing
with the sand immediately stop what they are doing and swarm around the
ice-cream man in a tight circle, making him so busy he can't get his breath.
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It must, however, be remembered that W de pronominals always imply a con-
trast, whether the original forms are adjectival or verbal. In the case of adjectival
pronominals, one may, say, for example:

da de
zuida de

a big one
the biggest one

but never:

hen da de
dada de

*very big one
*biggish one

3.7 PRO-WORDS

Apart from the rule-governed ad hoc pronominals, there are a number of
established pro-words in the lexicon. They are items that are often used to
replace other words or expressions. One common set takes the place of personal
pronouns:

person

first person

second person

third person

singular or plural

formal colloquial

S B12 ziji gi^JL ziger
'oneself 'oneself

MA bieren
'others'
MH qianzhe'3

'the former'
JsM houzhe
'the latter'

KM renjia14

'others'

plural

formal colloquial

if ik zhuwei
'every one here'
#{4 gewei
'every one here'

~fcM dajia
'everybody'
±ik)l dahuor
'everyone'

i B ziji and g'NL ziger may also be used as emphatic pronouns, e.g. So I if, wo ziji 'I myself,
•ffefll il^hJL tamen ziger 'they themselves', etc.
f r # qianzhe and )g# houzhe are somewhat formal, and are generally used to refer to inanimate
objects rather than animate beings.
AlC renjia normally indicates a third party, e.g. ffl-rSj£*&A8? ba shu song gei renjia 'Take the
book to him (her, them)'; however, it may sometimes be used to refer to the speaker him or
herself, that is, referring to oneself as if one is a third party when discussing or arguing with
somebody, e.g. ttLhAJti^T ta rang renjia shengqi le 'He made me angry'.
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The possessive forms of these pro-words are formulated in the same way as
personal pronouns by adding the particle fft de:

§ B#J ziji de one's own
~kM$i dajia de everybody's

Here are some sentence examples:

ziji bu yuanyi zuo | jiu bie jiao bieren zuo
Don't ask others to do what you are unwilling to do yourself.

qing dajia anjing dianr
Please (would everyone) be a bit quiet.

if ° renjia de shir ni bie guan
Don't poke your nose into other people's affairs, (i.e. Mind your own
business.)

The pro-word M&W zenmeyang is an interrogative, and often constitutes the
whole of a predicate. For example:

ni jlntian zenmeyang How are you today?
ni mingtian zenmeyang What are you doing

tomorrow?
jTntian de dianying How was today's film?

zenmeyang
ni zenmeyang How about you?
ni zenmeyang le What's wrong with you?
wo mei zenmeyang There's nothing wrong

with me.15

15 A speaker, in responding to a question, will often borrow or repeat a phrase in this way from the
question.



4 ADJECTIVES AS
ATTRIBUTIVES AND
PREDICATIVES

4.1 ADJECTIVES IN CHINESE

Syntactically, adjectives in Chinese may function as attributives when placed in
front of noun headwords (with or without W de) (= formulaically: Attr. + Noun);
or as predicatives when placed behind nominal headwords (with or without
K) de) (= formulaically: Noun + Pred.);1 or even as adverbials if placed before
verbs (with or without ife de). We will defer the discussion of adjectives func-
tioning as adverbials until Chapter 9. Here, we will concentrate on attributive
and predicative uses.

An adjective (e.g. W<% piaoliang 'pretty') used attributively with a noun head-
word produces an extended nominal expression:

—^HflEfH!®-? yl tiao piaoliang de qunzi a pretty skirt

When an adjective is used predicatively with a nominal headword, the result is a
clause or sentence:

&§;Wi=FM'M-!^. ° zhei tiao qunzi zhen This skirt is really pretty.
piaoliang

Apart from differences in syntactic function and in syllabicity, which directly
affects collocability,2 adjectives also differ in many other respects: qualifiers vs
quantifiers, gradable vs non-gradable, conditional vs unconditional, derivable
vs non-derivable, reduplicable vs non-reduplicable, phonaesthetic vs non-
phonaesthetic, derogatory vs commendatory, and so on. These differences, which
invariably affect their syntactic capability, are discussed in turn in §4.2 and 4.6
below.

1 See §4.4 for discussion of the descriptive indicator (fl de.
2 Generally speaking, monosyllabic adjectives tend to form words or set expressions and are there-

fore more restrictive in their collocability, whereas disyllabic adjectives can be used freely as
qualifiers (or quantifiers).
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4.2 QUALIFIERS OR QUANTIFIERS

Adjectives in Chinese are used, like adjectives in other languages, to qualify or
quantify3 noun headwords. For example:

hao xuesheng a good student/good students
xuduo xuesheng many students

where £F hao 'good' qualifies and irF^ xuduo 'many' quantifies. As we can see,
both precede their respective headwords. When they come together to qualify
and quantify one and the same headword, the quantifier always comes before the
qualifier:4

Vf-^&'W^L xiiduo hao xuesheng many good students

and not:

*tfW^^^. *hao xuduo xuesheng *good many students

Qualifiers are used freely as either attributives or predicatives, but quantifiers
for the most part function only as attributives. For example:

suoyou wenti all the problems
*wenti suoyou

duoshu ren the majority of the people
*A^S *ren duoshu

The exceptions are £ duo 'many, much' and '}? shao 'few, little', which, when
duly modified by a degree adverb, may be used predicatively. For example:

hen duo dongxi a lot of things
dongxi hen duo there are a lot of things

(lit. things are (very) many)
bushao ren quite a few people
ren bushao there are quite a few people

(lit. people are quite a few)

The kind of quantification indicated by adjectives is generally rough and imprecise compared with
the more precise or specific 'numeral and measure word' phrases.
This is similar to noun phrases with a 'numeral + measure' and a qualifier where the former always
precedes the latter: e.g. — 4 " f f ^ i yi ge hao xuesheng 'a good student', and not *£p—^tf-^
*hao yi ge xuesheng.
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Note, however, that this exception does not apply to i ^ ^ xuduo 'many, a
lot of:

xuduo pengyou quite a few friends
*pengyou xuduo *there are quite a few friends

Other common quantifiers include: jzik daliang 'a great deal', £p# haoxie 'quite a number'; 'tWl
gebie 'individual', &M diandl 'a little'; —ft] ylqie 'all', ŜSP quanbii 'whole'; W® youxie 'some',
WW youde 'some'; ^ f t duoshu 'majority of, l^Sc shaoshu 'minority of; etc.

4.3 DEGREE ADVERBS AND COMPLEMENTS

Degree adverbs and complements occur respectively before and after adject-
ives to indicate the degree or extent to which the meaning encoded by an adject-
ive is to be ascertained:

I

z nei ben zidian hen hao
This dictionary is very good, [degree adverb]

zhei ben zidian hao de hen
This dictionary is really good, [degree complement]

The presence of these degree adverbs and complements removes any implication
of contrast that is latent in an unmarked predicative adjective.

If somebody says:

iX^syS-ftri? o zhei ben zidian hao. This dictionary is good.

the speaker must be understood to be implying that some other dictionary is
not as good as this one. In fact the degree adverb fS hen 'very', unless it is
emphasised, does not really mean 'very', and its integration into an adjectival
predicative is more often than not to counteract an implication of contrast.

Quantifying adjectives, with the exception of ^ duo 'many' and 'J? shao 'few', do
not normally occur with degree adverbs or degree complements. For example:

A hen xuduo ren* quite a number of people
fl| haoxie de hen* quite a few

Qualifying adjectives, on the other hand, as we have just seen, usually do require
the modification of degree adverbs.

^FK bu zhong not heavy
^IH hen mei very pretty
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jiao cha slightly worse
zui hao best of all (lit. most good)
man youqu fairly interesting
feichang rongyi extremely easy
you dianr kelian somewhat pitiable

E name/zheme piaoliang so pretty
^ 2 > H H H duome meili how beautiful

^ bit 'not' is both negator and degree adverb. When it is used in conjunction
with ffi hen 'very', two different meanings are possible depending on word
order:

bu hen hao not very good
hen bu hao very bad

6; jiao and fcfcS bijiao 'comparatively' indicate a comparative degree and ft
zui 'most' a superlative degree. For example:

zhei ge jiao hao This one is better.
zhei ge bijiao hao This one is better.

t^MI^F ° zhei ge zui hao This one is the best.

name 'so' is usually used in negative sentences and %'A duome 'how' in
exclamatory ones. For example:

wo cong mei jian guo name piaoliang de haizi
I have never seen such a pretty child before.

zher de fengjing duome meili ya
How beautiful the view is from here!

Other degree adverbs are:

K/MtP
tai
geng/gengjia
wanfen
tebie
wubi
guofen

too *
even more +
extremely +!EI
especially S
incomparably i&
excessively

zhen
ft shifen
3 xiangdang
X jiqi
M jueding

really
very, extremely
quite, fairly
most, exceedingly
extremely

5 'M man 'fairly', which occurs mainly in southern dialects of Chinese, is generally used with
commendatory terms, e.g. iSfl1 man hao 'fairly good', but not: *5g*f man huai* 'rather bad'.

6 There is a tendency for W^JL you dianr 'somewhat' to be used only with derogatory terms, e.g.
WjSJLiff you dianr nan 'somewhat difficult', but not *# ,* JLSlr you dianr rongyi* 'somewhat
easy'.
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Degree complements7 follow the adjectives they modify:

»#«

haoxie
hao dianr
hao de hen
hao de duo
mei ji le
zao tou le

Other degree complements are:

slightly better
a little better
really, really good
much/far better
exceptionally beautiful
thoroughly bad, totally rotten

S I huai de budeliao rotten to the core

e si le famished (lit. hungry to death)
i i gui de yaoming impossibly expensive

gaoxing de liaobude
exceedingly happy

•\kfc2M. kuaile zhi ji extremely happy
f&SSS. re de yaosi unbearably hot

It must, however, be noted that only qualifying adjectives that are gradable9 can
take degree adverbs or complements. Non-gradable adjectives usually cannot.
For example:

hen nan
nii de hen

*very male
*extremely female

4.4 THE DESCRIPTIVE INDICATOR #J de

The presence of the descriptive indicator W de in an adjectival phrase depends
on factors, which are different for quantifying and qualifying adjectives.

Quantifying adjectives are not generally used with the descriptive indicator W
de when they have no more than a quantifying capacity. For example:

xuduo ren
guangda diizhe
daliang \in\i
gebie diqu
xiexu liwu
quanbu kaizhl

many people
a large number of general readers
a large quantity of information
individual areas
a few presents
total expenditure

However, when a quantifying adjective has a more descriptive than quantifying
function, it does incorporate fr5 de:

1 For more precise degree complements like mi—'k'jt gao yl gongfen 'one centimetre taller',
da liang sui 'two years older', etc., see §4.9.

8 i2T tou le 'thoroughly, to the core' tends to occur only with a derogatory meaning, e.g. if'21T
huai tou le 'rotten to the core', but not *ifiST hao tou le* 'good to the extreme'.

9 For gradable and non-gradable adjectives, see §4.6 below.
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vvushii de shishi innumerable facts
xuxuduoduo de ren a very many people

With qualifying adjectives, on the other hand, the presence of W de depends
on whether the adjective is monosyllabic or polysyllabic. Generally speaking,
monosyllabic adjectives have greater collocational restrictions and hence greater
structural bonds with the headwords they qualify. They are therefore often placed
directly in front of their headwords without (K) de:u

ilM hong zhuan red bricks
duan ku shorts (lit. short trousers)
jin lu a short-cut (rather than a detour)
re shui hot water
xin shu a new book/new books
gao gezi a tall person (lit. tall build/stature)
guai piqi an odd/eccentric temperament
xin fangzi a new house/new houses
hao tianqi good weather

On the other hand, di- or polysyllabic adjectives usually require ffy de:

feiwo de tudi fertile land
youjing de huanjing quiet surroundings
xingfii de shenghuo a happy life
meili de yanhuo beautiful fireworks
liangshuang de feng a cool breeze
weilan de tiankong a blue sky
maomi de shulin a dense forest
pingyi jinren de laoshi an approachable teacher
wuqiong wujin de liliang boundless energy/

strength
yi ge congming lingli an intelligent, quick-

de haizi witted child

All phonaesthetic or reduplicated forms, because of their inbuilt descriptive
nature, are also usually followed by ff9 de:

qingqing de heshui a clear stream
lanlan de tian a blue sky
yuangungiin de luanshi smooth, round pebbles

10 All reduplicated forms in Chinese are in fact of a descriptive nature.
1' Where the collocation is loose and/or the noun is long, it is possible for a monosyllabic adjective

to occur with W de, e.g. ffM gJtwK^S xln de zilaishuibi a new fountain pen.
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baimengmeng de wuqi white haze
liirongrong de caodi a lush green lawn/meadow
wanwanququ de xiaodao a zigzag path
huore huore de taiyang a burning hot sun
yi ge laolaoshishi de ren an extremely honest person

Monosyllabic adjectives, when modified by degree adverbs, become more
descriptive than restrictive, and therefore have to include the indicator:

T hen da de fangzi a very big house/very big houses
hen zang de ylfu very dirty clothes
hen gao de pingjia a very good appraisal

However, when disyllabic adjectives qualify disyllabic headwords, if the conse-
quential quadrisyllable rhythm forms a tightly knit expression, then the indicator
may often be dropped.12 For example:

gonggong changsuo public places
shouyao renwu the primary task
genben wenti the fundamental problem
guanjian shike the critical juncture
baoshdu shin conservative forces
naixTn zhidao patient guidance

In adjectival predicatives, which, as we have seen, normally incorporate a de-
gree adverb or complement, W de is not usually present:

zhei ge haizi hen gao This child is tall.
zhei ge xuesheng This student is very

feichang congming clever.
nar de shenghuo Life there is extremely

xieyi de hen enjoyable.

However, this is not always the case. In the three examples above, the adjective
is evaluative, conveying a comment or judgement, but it is also possible for the
adjective to be descriptive rather than evaluative. When this is so, W de is likely
to be present:

nei ge ren laolaoshishi de
That man is an extremely honest person.

12 This does not imply that the indicator W de must be omitted. It is still grammatical to say
{£& shouyao de renwu 'the primary task', etc.
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taiyang huore huore de The sun is scorching.

heshui qingqing de The water in the river is crystal clear.

HHW^it fe^^I ' J^S^SpM ° ylngguo de caodi yl nian dao tou
liirongrong de Lawns in Britain are pleasantly green all the year round.

ta zhengtian mangmanglulu de
He is busy doing this or that all day long.

Quadrisyllable adjectival idioms, whether evaluative or descriptive, in a predicat-
ive position uniquely take neither tS hen nor W de:

nei ge haizi congming lingli
That child is intelligent and quick-witted.

MzRyf i i j a / i = heshui qlngche jian dl
The water in the river is crystal clear.

4.5 ATTRIBUTIVES AND PREDICATIVES

Adjectives, as we said earlier, may precede or follow their noun headwords
respectively as attributives or predicatives.

4.5.1 ADJECTIVES AND THEIR FUNCTIONAL CAPACITY

While most adjectives will conform to the formulae for attributive or predicative
uses described in the previous sections, not every adjective in all its senses may
be used attributively or predicatively. In other words, they vary in their func-
tional capacity. Take the monosyllabic adjective Ĉ da 'big' for example.

When ^c da is used to indicate that something is physically 'big' or to mean 'on
a large scale', it may be used either:

(a) attributively

da
da
da
da
da
da

xiang
mayi
xiangzi
gulmo
wenti
cuowu

a
a
a

big
big
big

on a
a
a

big
big

elephant
ant
box

big scale
problem
mistake

or
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(b) predicatively:

MWiWX

nei tou xiang hen da
nei zhi mayi hen da
zhei ge xiangzi hen da

gulmo hen da

wenti hen da

cuovvu hen da

That elephant is very large.
That ant is very big.
This box is very big.

It is on a big scale (lit.
the scale is very big)

There is a big problem (lit.
the problem is very big)

It is a big mistake (lit. the
mistake is very big)

However, when X da is used to mean 'big' in a metaphorical sense, i.e. when it
is removed from its primary sense of physical size, it has to be modified by ffi
hen 'very' not only when it is used predicatively but also as an attributive:

da yingxiang
hen da de yingxiang
yingxiang hen da

da qubie
hen da de qubie
qubie hen da

da zuoyong
hen da de zuoyong
zuoyong hen da

da quanli
hen da de quanli
quanli hen da

a big influence
The influence is considerable.

a big difference
There is a major difference.

an important function
The function is important.

enormous power
The power is enormous.

There are other collocational restrictions. When X da 'big' is used in the sense
of 'important' with, say, KtyJi renwil 'personage', it can only occur attributively:

XX® da renwu
hen da de renwu

a bigwig/an important personage
a real bigwig

but not:

*zhei ge renwu hen da *This personage is important.

Nor can X da 'big' function predicatively in the sense of 'serious' in relation to
'M bing 'illness':
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da bing a serious illness
hen da de bing an extremely serious illness

nor:

*tade bing hen da *His illness is serious.

On the other hand, when Ĉ da 'big' means 'fiery' of MH piqi 'temper', it is
generally used predicatively:

ttWW^tlH^ ° tade piqi hen da She has (got) a fiery temper.

If it is to be used attributively, ffi hen 'very' or some other modifier will have to
be incorporated and the resultant phrase is restricted in meaning to somebody
flying into a rage on a particular occasion:

fa hen da de piqi to fly into a temper
da piqi *a bad temper

This goes to show that, while most adjectives can be used either attributively or
predicatively, some are restricted to one function in particular collocations.

4.5.2 ATTRIBUTIVE-ONLY ADJECTIVES

These are generally non-gradable.13 They differentiate rather than describe, and
most of them therefore have extremely restricted collocations. Monosyllabic
adjectives in this category are relatively infrequent:

zhengshu a positive number
fiishu a negative number
gongji rooster (lit. male fowl)
muniu cow (lit. mother ox)

Monosyllabic attributive-only adjectives include: Q dan/Jl fu '(of number) singular/plural', #• dan/
* shuang 'single/double/, *t ci/tt xiong '(of animals) female/male', & gong/# mu '(of animals)
male/female', IE zheng/B1] fii '(of presidents, for example) the president/the vice president', IE
zheng/S. fan 'one side/the reverse side', & zong/# fen 'headquarters/branches', tt heng/K shu
'horizontal/vertical'.

Disyllabic attributive-only adjectives usually convey a formal tone, and they are
more likely to have an internal lexical structure.14 The following attributive-only
adjectives, for example, all have a modificational structure:

13 See §4.6.
14 By internal lexical structure we mean the internal syntactic relationship between the two compos-

ing morphemes of a disyllabic adjective.
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ttttift manxing bing a chronic disease (ft'ti lit. slow nature)
5t^fM toudeng cang first class cabin (j^l? lit. first grade)
IJEftiifSF; xiandai ylnyue modern music (Sfift lit. present generation)
XM7k& daxing shuiku a big reservoir (~XM lit. big type)

Attributive-only adjectives of a modificational structure include: #J/£ chubii 'initial', &M duanqi
'short-term', -feels changtu 'long distance', A I rengong 'artificial', 4̂Bff buduan 'continuous', IE
i t zhengshi 'formal', fttt liangxing 'benign', j£fe feise 'pink', iSjft gaoji 'high quality', 4'^-
zhonghao 'medium-sized', ifft yesheng 'wild', 7Jffi wanneng 'almighty', i i E zhenzheng 'true',
131s ruozhi 'mentally handicapped'.

Attributive-only adjectives may also have a governmental or predicational
structure:

S S wangwo selfless (lit. forgetting oneself)
wusl unselfish (lit. not having selfishness)
youyi beneficial (lit. having benefit)

ĵfi renzao artificial (lit. 'man made')
Hf guoying state-owned (lit. 'state-managed')
\ih zidong automatic (lit.'self-propelled')

4.5.3 PREDICATIVE-ONLY ADJECTIVES

These, on the other hand, are generally more colloquial in tone, and are mostly
monosyllabic:

Scfllii ° wo hen lei I am very tired.
nide hua hen dui What you said is correct.

° ta xie de zi zhen bang His handwriting is remarkably
beautiful.

° tade chengjl hen cha His examination results are poor.

The most commonly used predicative-only adjectives include: "H bei 'hard of hearing', «P chao
'noisy', '(K. chen 'heavy', M fan 'annoyed', # gou 'enough', ft hua 'sly', ffi huo 'lively', S kun
'sleepy', tS Ian 'lazy', ¥ lao 'firm', % jin 'tight', H men 'stifling'; men 'bored', K ni 'greasy',
Vk song 'loose', S wen 'stable', »l«l xiang 'loud', # xiang 'fragrant', ff xing 'feasible', W- yang
'itchy', *] yiin 'even; well-mixed', fll zhun 'accurate'.

However, there is no absolute divide between the two types of adjective which
cannot be crossed. Though the result may sometimes sound a little forced, a
predicative-only adjective can be made to function attributively by placing it in
a 'degree adverb + W de' frame (e.g. t g ^ f f t ^ S hen cha de xuexiao 'a badly
governed school'). Likewise, an attributive-only adjective can be made to function
predicatively by setting it in a 'JB shi + fr5 de' format (e.g. 3^Jj5Ifi
zhei xiang gongcheng shi daxing de 'This is an enormous project'.).
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4.6 VARIOUS INHERENT FEATURES OF ADJECTIVES

The syntactic function of adjectives in Chinese varies with their inherent fea-
tures. In the following sections we will see these variances through a number of
dichotomies.

4.6.1 GRADABLE VS NON-GRADABLE

Gradable adjectives form the greater part of the adjectival lexicon. They are of a
descriptive nature and can be used freely both as attributives and as predicatives.
Their most salient feature is that they can be modified by degree adverbs or
complements:

gao
ku
qiong
nen

tall
bitter
poor
tender

mm

ItS 7

hen gao
: you dianr ku

qiong de hen
nen ji le

very tall
somewhat bitter
really poor
extremely tender

nar ql le yl zuo hen gao de loufang
A very tall building was erected there.

wo bu xihuan he tai nong de cha
I don't like my tea too strong, (lit. I don't like drinking very strong tea)

i&^h'nlgg^flRT ° zhei ge wenti nan ji le
This question is (simply) too difficult.

Non-gradable adjectives cannot be modified in this way:

J? nan male *tSJPj *hen nan *very male
^ dan single *ffi^-¥- *xiangdang dan *quite single
SHt xiandai modern *@aft#ffi *xiandai de hen *modern to the

extreme
-£ft hefa legal * ^ S S 7 *hefajile *extremely legal

For non-gradable adjectives the general predicative schema is fk s h i . . . $} de
and not fit hen . . . :

*zhe hen feifa *This is illegal.
zhe shi feifa de This is illegal.

*nei ge ren hen nu That person is very female.
nei ge ren shi nu de That person is a woman/girl.
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Further examples:

nei zhang zhuozi shi fang de That table is square.
zhei ge ren shi canfei de This person is

handicapped.

Non-gradable adjectives include: fg jia 'false', IS cuo 'wrong'.

There are, of course, a small number of adjectives that straddle the two categories:

ta de hua shi dui de His words are correct.
ta de hua hen dui His words are very

correct.

nei zhang zhuozi That table is round.
shi yuan de

nei zhang zhuozi That table is truly
hen yuan round.

4.6.2 CONDITIONAL VS UNCONDITIONAL

Apart from the wide range of standard adjectives such as ^c da 'big', UK meili
'beautiful', etc., which can be said to be used unconditionally as adjectives,
there are adjectives which are derived from other word classes. These adjectives
may be viewed as being conditional adjectives, which can be made to function
as adjectives only in certain collocations and structures. They are therefore
either collocation-specific or structure-specific. For example, the adjectival use
of the noun M zei 'thief to mean 'sly' is conditional on it occurring in a
predicative position: S ^ A J U R zhei ge ren zhen zei 'This person is really
cunning'. It can function attributively, but this is limited only to a few estab-
lished idioms like JRUJRBII zei mei zei yan 'shifty' (lit. thievish eyebrows and
thievish eyes), IRAKIS zei tou zei nao 'stealthy' (lit. thievish head and thievish
brain). The adjectival use of the verb (M nao 'make a noise' to mean 'noisy',
too, is conditional on it being used in a predicative position: JaJL^lUT zher tai
nao le 'It is too noisy here'. In fact, most of these conditional adjectives are
predicative-only.

4.6.3 DERIVABLE VS NON-DERIVABLE

A large part of the Chinese adjectival lexicon consists of disyllabic adjectives
that are formed on the basis of monosyllabic adjectives, which we may call
stems. These disyllabic adjectives are therefore derivations or derivatives. For
example, from it guang 'polished', are derived such commonly used adjectives
as ibfH guanghua 'smooth', i t f t guangliang 'luminous', it^M guangming
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'bright', ;)fc?n guangjie 'bright and clean', 3t'/§ guangliu 'slippery',
guangrun 'smooth (of skin)', etc. From '•& leng 'cold', come ?£?!£ lengdan
'indifferent', ?%fi lengji 'still', ?%# lengjing 'sober, calm', $• @p lengku 'callous',

lengluo 'desolate', WM lengmo 'unconcerned', /^W lengpi 'deserted',
lengse 'dull' as well as M® hanleng 'frigid', *?£ blngleng 'ice-cold'.

There are however a small number of monosyllabic adjectives that do not norm-
ally act as stems for other adjectives, e.g. # dia 'coquettish', jJifi shuai 'smart', etc.

4.6.4 REDUPLICABLE VS NON-REDUPLICABLE

Monosyllabic adjectives indicating physical traits and appealing to the senses
are usually reduplicable for descriptive purposes often with an affectionate tone,
e.g. f=3 S W baibai de 'white as white can be', RfS&lHj gaogao de 'towering', St
SfW tiantian de 'very sweet', ##fHj xiangxiang de 'sweet-smelling', ftftW
ruanruan de 'soft to the touch', ftil(Kj jingjing de 'very quiet', etc. Once
reduplicated, they describe rather than differentiate as is the case normally with
monosyllabic adjectives.

On the other hand, monosyllabic adjectives indicating absolute values,
derogatory qualities or psychological traits cannot normally be reduplicated. For
example:

jiajia de *false
chouchou de *ugly
e'e de *flerce

They can nevertheless adopt the phonaesthetic type of extension, e.g. 3MU?ft
ehenhen 'ferocious', ' i ! # # lanyangyang 'languid', 9kW& lezlzi 'contented',
ffî F-̂ P- shahuhu 'simple-minded', ^ ^ ^ xiudada 'bashful', Mfl'E jiaxlngxlng
'hypocritical', W$$k chouhonghong 'stinking', etc. These phonaesthetic forms
are more often used as adverbials than attributives.15

A number of monosyllabic adjectives that indicate sensory responses may also
incorporate phonaesthetic suffixes to enhance their descriptive effect, e.g.
bai'ai'ai 'pure/snow white', Sf^ili tiansisi 'pleasantly sweet',
xiangpenpen 'sweet-smelling', ^kt$tSi ruanmianmian 'extremely soft',
aidundun 'pudgy', H t M jingqiaoqiao 'very quiet', etc.

Disyllabic adjectives AB can be reduplicable but only in an AABB sequence
and if they are originally descriptive adjectives regarding a person's physical
appearance, specific mannerisms, or inbuilt personality. For example,

15 See Chapter 17 on adverbials.
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?f- baijing
gaoda

congmang
suibian

sanman
zixi

6 fi?¥?¥ baibaijingjing
gaogaodada

fair (of skin)
tall and big

congcongmangmang hastily
suisuibianbian casually

sansanmanman
zizixixi

sloppily
meticulously

Reduplications like the above, as can be seen from the translations, are generally
used as adverbials, apart from a few describing physical appearance.

Statistical analysis shows that less than 20 per cent of the adjectives in the
language's lexicon are in fact reduplicable. These adjectives mostly have a
juxtapositional type of lexical structure if they are disyllabic and the majority of
them (over 90 per cent) belong to the colloquial rather than formal section of the
vocabulary.

4.6.5 DEROGATORY VS COMMENDATORY

Adjectives may be divided semantically for the most part into two major catego-
ries: derogatory and commendatory. Those that do not fall into either category
may be said to be neutral. There are a number of collocational restrictions that
apply to the two non-neutral categories.

Derogatory adjectives cannot be modified by the degree adverb 2} man 'fairly'
or complemented by the degree complement # T ^ # de liaobude 'to an
enormous extent':

*?§ man chou
beiguan de liaobude

*fairly smelly
*pessimistic to the extreme

Derogatory adjectives include: f$ huai 'bad', %. ben 'stupid', i chou 'ugly', 1ft Ian 'lazy', fit
cuxin 'careless', [S1Sl giizhi 'stubborn', SSft hutu 'muddle-headed', /&PS weixian 'dangerous', 'bH
xiaoqi 'stingy', lift zisl 'selfish'.

Commendatory adjectives, on the other hand, cannot be modified by the degree
adverb ^J^JL you dianr 'somewhat' or complemented by a degree complement
like I f l ? ^ de yaoming 'to death':

you dianr xiang
nuanhuo de yaoming

*somewhat sweet-smelling
*warm in the extreme

16 Sometimes such degree complements are used with commendatory adjectives for rhetorical pur-
poses, e.g. as hyperbole. ifii7^#l?JE gaoxing de yaosi 'happy in the extreme', etc.
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Commendatory adjectives include: £F hao 'good', 3fc guai 'well-behaved', M. ling 'clever; effective',
fH zhun 'accurate', $ ^ anquan 'safe', ffiBjj congming 'intelligent', JiH fangbian 'convenient',
•aM heshi 'suitable', Sift piaoliang 'pretty', T i^ ganjing 'clean', K ^ gaoxing 'high-spirited',
StlS jiankang 'healthy', SJJ rongyi 'easy'.

Neutral adjectives, however, have no such restrictions. For example:

3 ? ^ man da fairly big
;fc#^#T da de bu de Hao extremely big

you dianr da somewhat big
da de yaoming exceedingly big

4.7 ADJECTIVES AND VALENCY
There are a number of adjectives in the language which, when used in a predicat-
ive position, will need to be associated with coverbal phrases or plural number
subjects to convey their inherent dual- or multi-valency meanings. For example,
one cannot very well say:

ta hen shengshu *He is unfamiliar with.
ta hen buhe *She does not get along very well with.

Sentences along the following lines are, on the other hand, perfectly natural:

ta dui zher de qingkuang hen shengshu
He is not familiar with the situation here.

tamen hen bilhe

They do not get along very well with each other.

or

MSWiMI^ffl ° ta gen ta hen buhe
She does not get along very well with him.

Dual- or multi-valency adjectives include: SiS shuxl 'familiar with', B 4 mosheng 'unfamiliar
with', Jp?i human 'not happy with', Wf yaohao 'on good terms with', —ff ylvang 'the same as'.

4.8 ADJECTIVES AND COLLOCATION
Adjectives also vary in their collocational capacity. Some like ~X. da 'big' and
If xln 'new', as we have seen, are of such a general nature that they can be used
with many noun headwords without too many restrictions.

Most adjectives, however, are collocationally specific. In other words, particu-
lar adjectives tend to be linked with specific noun headwords. For example:
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(a) attributively:

rm

yange
yange de guiding
yanli
yanli de piping
yansu
yansu de qifen
yanzhong
yanzhong de houguo serious consequences

stringent
stringent rules
severe
severe criticism
solemn
a solemn atmosphere
serious

(b) predicatively:

r

yange
yaoqiu hen yange
yanli
shengyin hen yanli
yansu
taid u hen yansu
yanzhong
shitai hen yanzhong

strict
the demands are strict
stern
the voice is stern
serious
the attitude is serious
grave
the situation is grave

There is some degree of flexibility in these collocational rules (e.g., T^jjj yanli
'stern' and P i t yansu 'serious' can both be used with iSffi taidu 'attitude'), but
in practice they are closely adhered to by native speakers.

4.9 ADJECTIVES AND COMPARISON17

Comparison between two entities A and B is generally expressed in the formula:
A + tt18 bi 'compare with' + B + adjective. For example,

° ni bi wo gao
You are taller than me. (lit. you cv: compare with me tall)

wobinida
I am older than you. (lit. I cv: compare with you big)

In the formula, A can be a phrase or a clause with B being often pruned to the
minimum, keeping only the key point for comparison and dropping other repetit-
ive elements. For example:

; ° zhei jian chenshan bi nei jian [chenshan] gui
This shirt is more expensive than that one.

17 For comparisons with the verb -ft" you, see §17.5.
18 tt bi is in fact a coverb. For a fuller discussion of coverbs, see Chapter 11.
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zhei ge cai bi nei ge [cai] haochi
This dish is tastier than that one.

tt ° ta pao de bi wo [pao de] kuai
He runs faster than me. ( l i t . . . . than I run)

H£ffe[i£#]£ ° wo chl de bi ta [chi de] duo
I eat more than him. ( l i t . . . . than he eats)

It is possible to retain the repeated elements (given in the square brackets) but
the sentence then sounds a little unnatural.

In fact, the last two examples can be reworded so that the two subjects/topics in
the comparison share the same verb:

r'fcfe ° ta bi wo pao de kuai He runs faster than me.
\1& ° wo bi ta chi de duo I eat more than him.

This indicates that the comparison is made not between the two actions, but
between the two people concerned.

The adjective in the formula cannot be premodified,19 but it may be comple-
mented by a quantifier, indeterminate or precise:

wo bi ni hen da *I am much older than you.

wo bi ni da (yi)xie I am a little older than you.
wo bi ni da Hang sui I am two years older than you.

—)&J L ° ta bi wo gao (yi)dianr He is slightly taller than me.
ta bi wo gao yl limi He is one centimetre taller

than me.
!#=£ ° wo bi ta chl de duo I eat much more than he

de duo does.
—'ffj ° wo bi ta chl de duo I eat twice as much as he

yl bei does.
—,& ° zhei ge bi nei ge gui This is a little dearer than

yldian that.
S H ° zhei ge bi nei ge gui This is three pounds dearer

san bang than that.

19 Premodification would take away the contrast necessary for the comparison. The only exception is
the adverb JE geng 'even more' which is used as a premodifier, e.g. 8 t t # S [ ± ° wo bi ni geng
da 'I am even older than you'.



5 ATTRIBUTIVES OTHER
THAN ADJECTIVES

Attributives come in all forms and types and their function is to qualify
or quantify nouns, to describe and delimit them. They may be (a) adjectives,
(b) nouns, (c) verbs, (d) clauses, (e) prepositional or postpositional phrases,
(f) numeral or demonstrative and measure word phrases, (g) pronouns, (h)
idioms, etc.

brown dog adjective + noun
pen name noun + noun
boiling water verb + noun
the things I bought clause + noun

the shops along prepositional phrase
the road + noun

the people at home postpositional
phrase + noun

two women numeral + mw + noun
that man demonstrative + mw

+ noun
my book(s) pronoun + noun

-W- yl wang wuji a boundless stretch idiom + noun
de caoyuan of grassland

From the above list, two features of the attributive in Chinese can be observed.
First, it almost invariably precedes the noun it modifies;1 and, second, the marker
ffy de is regularly placed between the attributive and the noun. The presence of
tfy de depends on the type of attributive being used, and details are given in the
list of attributives below.

A further feature to be noted is that the presence of an attributive makes any
item it qualifies or quantifies become automatically nominalised, whatever gram-
matical category it originally belonged to. Verbs and adjectives are often found
to be nominalised in such a way. For example:

1 Where attributives are very long, they can occur after the noun for stylistic reasons. See §5.3.2
below.

For instance:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)

iSfnJ huanggou
%L& bi ming
*M7k gunshui

wo mai de dongxi

van lii de shangdian
ICJiWA jia li de ren

M ^ i c A Hang ge niiren
ffi^^A nei ge nanren

S W ^ wode shu
"M^cPiW^J^ yl wang
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xiexie nin wu wei bil zhi de guanhuai
(lit. thank you (polite) meticulous de care)
Thank you for your meticulous care, (^ff guanhuai v. to care for)

l l ° qing kuanshil wo gangcai de lumang
(lit. please forgive me just now de being rude)
Please excuse my rudeness just now. ( # # lumang adj. rude)

wo zai ci xiang nin biaoshi relie de huanying
(lit. I hereby cv: to you (polite) express warm de welcome)
I hereby express a warm welcome to you. (jfciffl huanying v. to welcome)

5.1 THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF ATTRIBUTIVE
Adjectives are attributives par excellence, and they have been fully discussed in
the previous chapter. In this chapter we shall concentrate on other forms of
attributives, which are either of different word classes (e.g. nouns, verbs, etc.) or
of different levels of structure (e.g. phrases, clauses, etc.).

5.1.1 NOUNS

5.1.1.1 Nouns with zero marker

Nominal items as attributives have the tendency to form established words or ex-
pressions. They are usually placed directly in front of the headword they qualify:

lengshui zao a cold bath (lit. cold water bath)
fanti zi unsimplified Chinese characters
shuangfang yijian ideas put forward by both parties
shijie jilu world record

5.1.1.2 Nouns with an obligatory or optional &3 de

If a nominal item does not form an established quadrisyllabic expression, it will
need fr-J de:

xianzai de qingkuang present situation
tongnian (de) shenghuo childhood days
geren (de) tihui personal experience
secai de nongdan lighter or darker shades of colours

5.1.1.3 Nouns with phonaesthemes and #J de

leiwangwang de yanjing tearful eyes
shuilinlin de toufa hair dripping with water
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5.1.2 VERBS

5.1.2.1 Verbs with zero marker

If a verbal item with the noun constitutes an established expression, it does not
take W de:

KHF qiaomen sheng
xiuding ban
yinshua ti
tuixiu shenghuo

the sound of knocking at the door
revised edition
printed forms
life of retirement

5.1.2.2 Verbs with W cte

Otherwise in most cases, verbal attributives do require (H) de:

kaihui de riql
yao ban de shiqing
jianjian yuan qu de

huoche
jlntian lai canguan de ren

date for the meeting
matters to attend to
a train disappearing into

the distance
people who came to visit

today

5.1.3 CLAUSES

Clausal attributives will always need W de:

ta jiang de hua
m yao de shu
bihua duo de zi
women meiydu

jianguo de dongxi

what he said
the book you want
Chinese characters with many strokes
things we have not seen before

5.1.4 PREPOSITIONAL OR POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASES
WITH ftj de

5.1.4.1 Prepositional/coverbal phrases with M de

Prepositional or coverbal phrases as attributives are always followed by

dui beijlng de fangwen visit to Beijing
zai ylngguo de rizi days in Britain
youguan shuili de zhuzuo writings on water conservation
yanlu de shangdian shops along the road
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5.1.4.2 Postpositional phrases with W de

Postpositional phrases are essentially nominal in nature, and they will also gener-
ally need the presence of W de to function as attributives:

lu shang de xingren pedestrians on the road
hu li de shui water in the pot
shinei de kongqi air inside the room
gonglu liangpang ditches on either side

de shuiqii of the highway

5.1.5 NUMERALS OR DEMONSTRATIVES AND MEASURE WORDS

5.1.5.1 Numerals and measure words

Numeral and measure word expressions, strictly speaking, are not standard
attributives, but are quantifiers that indicate number as well as indefinite refer-
ence.2 They do not require W de:

—WW^ yi qiin qingnian a group of young people
ji ge haizi several children
wu tian qlxian five days' limit
Hang /hong shuofa two ways of putting it

5.1.5.2 Demonstratives and measure words

As with numerals and measure words, demonstrative and measure word expres-
sions do not need M de when they are associated with noun headwords:

zheixie wenti these problems
nei shou shl that poem
zhei chang bisai this match
nei yi jian dayl that overcoat

5.1.5.3 Demonstratives without measure words

On the other hand, in more formal writing, demonstratives may be used as
attributives on their own without measure words, placed directly in front of noun
headwords:

i sA zhei ren this person
SfetTiJ zhei chengshi this city

There are adjectives in the language other than numeral and measure word expressions that indic-
ate indeterminate numbers, and they are likewise used without W, e.g. #-£ A xiiduo ren 'a lot of
people', f̂>4>4S biishao qian 'a large sum of money'.
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zhei haizi this child
nei shihou at that time

5.1.5.4 Reduplicated measure words with or without #J de

Reduplicated measure word expressions indicating numerousness or exclusive-
ness may or may not be preceded by — yl 'one'. Where — yl is present, the
marker fft de is usually required; otherwise $) de is not generally used:

zhenzhen fangxiang puffs of fragrance
tiaotiao dalu every road
yl pianpian de baiyun white clouds one after another
yl fengfeng de laixin every letter that arrived

5.1.6 PRONOUNS

5.1.6.1 Personal pronouns with or without W de

Personal pronouns used in their possessive forms may delimit their noun head-
words with or without W de. The presence of W de usually depends on the
intimacy of the association or on the rhythm of the utterance. If the association
is close, M de is more likely to be omitted:

ifcmWi ni mama your mother
tade piqi his temperament
tade mingzi her name
wode qingqiu my request

5.1.6.2 Interrogative pronouns with or without measure words

Interrogative pronouns, if disyllabic or when incorporating a measure word, do
not generally need (Hi de to function as attributives. Monosyllabic interrogative
pronouns on the other hand definitely do require (Hj de:

duoshao qian how much?
ft"&,Nii? shenme shihou what time, when?

zenme hui shi what is the matter?
neixie wenti what problems?
shui/shei de dongxi whose things?

5.1.7 IDIOMS

5.1.7.1 Quadrisyllable or trisyllabic idioms with W de

Quadrisyllable or trisyllabic idioms must always be followed by fr5 de to func-
tion as attributives:
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ylju liangde de shi a stone that kills two birds
si shi er fei de liindian a specious argument
jiubie chongfeng de relatives reunited after a

qlnren long parting
qianxu jinshen de zuofeng a modest and prudent style
rao wanzi de hua beating about the bush (lit.

words that go round bends)

5.1.7.2 Disyllabic expressions with ~2. zhl qualifying a monosyllabic
noun headword

One of the functions of 2. zhl in Classical Chinese was to be an attributive
marker, and this function persists in the modern language in a number of set
expressions. These expressions are always quadrisyllabic:

WBiiL'is jingmu zhl xln feelings of admiration and respect
wiiji zhl tan sheer nonsense (lit. a talk without evidence)
yi kong zhl jian a narrow view (lit. a view through one hole)
shi tian zhl nei within ten days

5.1.7.3 Onomatopoeic terms with/without W de qualifying headword
—r yT sheng

These expressions, like the previous ones, are formulaic and likewise must al-
ways be quadrisyllabic including the headword — p yi sheng 'the sound as
indicated'. fr5 de is used if the onomatopoeic term is monosyllabic; but not if it
is disyllabic:

peng de yi sheng with a bang
kuanglang yi sheng with a crushing sound

So we see that attributives in Chinese are generally placed before their head-
words. They have the capacity to qualify or quantify. For some, fr3 de must be
present, for some it must not. In other cases fr3 de is optional and its presence or
absence is usually dictated by the needs of rhythm and balance.

5.2 THE SEQUENCING OF ATTRIBUTIVES

When different types of attributives come together, they follow a definite pattern
of sequencing. If we take the 'numeral + measure word' phrase as the dividing
point, we see that some types of attributives generally go before the 'num + mw'
phrase while others usually follow it. Under certain conditions, post- 'num +
mw' attributives may cross the boundary and become pre- 'num + mw'
attributives. However, this is not usually the case the other way round.
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Pre- 'num + mw' attributives tend to display the following semantic
features:

(a) possession

tade yl ge pengyou (lit. her one mw friend)
A friend of hers.

%±)L?&l3(-')fflH$- wo da erzi de nei (yl) Hang qiche
(lit. my eldest son's that (one) mw car) That car of my eldest son.

4PJJ§JftjS(—)$fc^r? linju de nei (yl) dong fangzi
(lit. neighbour's that (one) mw house) That house of my neighbour.

(b) location

(~)Mtfti^ men shang de nei (yl) ceng youql
(lit. door-on de that (one) mw: layer paint)
The coat of paint on the door.

MMMMM^^J- chiifang li de Hang ge guizi
(lit. kitchen-inside de two mw cupboards)
The two cupboards in the kitchen.

%ffi!i[lffiSE(—)jSti7£ huaping li de nei (yl) xie xianhua
(lit. flower vase-inside de those (one) mw: some fresh flowers)
Those fresh flowers in the vase.

(c) time

if mingtian de san jie ke
(lit. tomorrow de three mw classes) The three lessons tomorrow.

M^jfefrj)—*fRH Hang nian lai de ylxie jlxu
(lit. last two years de one mw: some savings)
Some savings from the last two years.

-t^B ^i^'lkM^ shang ge yue de yl ci juhui
(lit. last month de one mw: time gathering) One gathering last month.

(d) scope

fe zhei ji zhong yanse (lit. these a few mw: kinds colours)
These few colours.

jS^'lf biede ylxie shiqing (lit. other one mw: some matters)
Some other matters.
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Post- 'num + mw' attributives tend to be in the following semantic groups:

(e) state or activity

lH ylxie shengxia de shijian
(lit. one mw: some remaining de time) Some remaining time.

^MMM^JtilMitSiJ yl ge dao haibin qu dujia de jihua
(lit. one mw cv: to seaside go pass holiday de plan)
A plan to go for a seaside holiday.

MMM neixie ta zuo de cai
(lit. those mw: some she make de food/dishes)
The food/dishes she made/cooked.

(f) characteristics

^^ffiJUSMA yi ge hen zhishuang de ren
(lit. one mw very forthright de person) A very forthright man/person.

^ i t l l W I J yl pian menglong de chenwu
(lit. one mw: stretch hazy de morning mist)
A stretch of hazy morning mist.

WKzKfifiM^BSIt Hang zhl shuiwangwang de da yanjing

(lit. two mw limpid de big eyes) Two big bright eyes.

(g) shape

^^MLHMW^I y! ge yuanyuan de naodai
(lit. one mw round de head) A round head.

yi ding sanxing de maozi

(lit. one mw umbrella shape de hat) An umbrella-shaped hat.

(h) colour

ji duo baiyun (lit. a few mw white clouds) A few white clouds.
si ge jin zi (lit. four mw gold characters)

Four golden characters.

— ^ S M ^ M M ^ yl tiao tianlanse de qunzi
(lit. one mw sky blue colour de skirt) A sky-blue skirt.

(i) material

te yl jian mianbu chenshan
(lit. one mw cotton cloth shirt) A cotton shirt.
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— MUMS yl mian tongjing (lit. one mw bronze mirror)
A bronze mirror.

san ge tangci lianpen
(lit. three mw enamel wash basin) Three enamel wash basins.

Hang san tuan maoxian

(lit. two three mw: ball wool thread) Two or three balls of wool

(j) function

^'NSrff yl ge chabei (lit. one mw tea cup) A tea cup.

yl shuang paoxie (lit. one mw: pair run shoes)
A pair of running shoes.

In theory, it is possible for all forms of attributive to come together to qualify
and quantify the same headword. When this happens, the sequence of attributives
will normally be:

(a) possession (noun or pronoun)
(b) location (postpositional or prepositional/coverbal phrase)
(c) time (noun)
(d) scope (demonstrative adjective, etc.)

numeral + measure word expression
(e) state or activity (verbal phrase or clause)
(f) characteristics (adjective)
(g) shape (adjective)
(h) colour (adjective)
(i) material (noun)
(j) function (noun or verb)

For example:

attributive || headword

J£i± ta xiejia shang qunian nei (yl) shuang chuan le you chuan
(de) popolanlan de jiantou de hese mianbu tuoxie
(lit. her | shoe-rack-top | last year | that | (one) mw: pair | wear le again
wear (de) | tattered de | pointed toe de | black colour | cotton cloth || drag
shoes (i.e. slippers))

That pair of tattered, black cotton slippers on the shoe rack with pointed
toes that she wore over and over again last year.
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If we arrange the sentence vertically, we shall see the order of the attributives
more clearly:

ta
xiejia shang
qunian
nei
(yl) shuang

chuanle you
chuan de

popolanlan de
jiantou de
heise
mianbu
tuo
xie

possession
location
time
scope
numeral + measure

word
activity

characteristics
shape
colour
material
function
headword

her
shoe rack top
last year
that
(one) pair

wore and
wore again

tattered
pointed
black
cotton
drag
shoes (i.e. slippers)

For the sake of rhythm or clarity of message, the 'state and activity' attributive
can often be placed in a position immediately before the 'scope' attributive, if
there is one, and the 'numeral + measure word'. The middle section of the
sentence above would therefore become:

instead of

. chuan le you chuan de nei yl shuang

nei yl shuang chuan le you chuan de

5.3 COMBINATION, EMBEDDING AND DELAYING
5.3.1 COMMAS OR CONJUNCTIONS

When attributives of the same type occur with a headword, they are joined by
commas3 or conjunctions:

yuanyuan de shilai le yl sou qlngjie | meiguan | zhengjie de youting
(lit. distant de sail-come le one mw light-quick, attractive, neat yacht)
In the distance an attractive, neat, light yacht approached.

ta shi yl ge sixiang huoyue er you qianxu jinshen de ren
(lit. he is one mw thinking lively but also modest prudent de person)
He is someone who has a lively mind, but is also modest and cautious.

Note that, when listing items, the Chinese convention is to use a reversed (dun) comma, / - /.
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que ye huo zhuangding shang you wucha de shu | dou keyi tuihuan
(lit. lack pages or binding-on have faults de books, all may return exchange)
Any book with missing pages or faulty binding can be exchanged.

zheng ge chengshi chenjin zai relie he huankuai de qifen zhong
(lit. whole mw city immersed cv: in enthusiastic and happy de atmosphere-in)
The whole city was immersed in an enthusiastic and happy atmosphere.

shui dou xihuan zhei ge zhencheng er reqing de guniang
(lit. everyone all like this mw sincere but warm girl)
Everyone likes this sincere and enthusiastic young woman.

5.3.2 LONGER ATTRIBUTIVES

Longer attributives may sometimes have other 'attributive + headword' con-
structions embedded in them. For example:

caodi shang chuxianle yl tiao [(lailaiwangwang de xingren) ta chulai
de] xiaodao
(lit. grassland-on appear le one mw [coming going de pedestrians] tread out
come de small path)
On the grass, appeared a small path made by the steps of constant passers-by.

ta maile yl tao [genlqian lu se de ditan)pei qilai tebie hexie yuemu de]

(lit. she buy le one mw: suite [cv: with (light green colour de carpet) match
especially harmonious, attractive de] furniture)
She bought a suite of furniture that match particularly harmoniously and
attractively with the light-green carpet.

However, Chinese is not a language that is comfortable with long attributives,
and the examples above would quite likely be divided into two sections:

caodi shang chuxianle yi tiao xiaodao | shi lailaiwangwang de xingren
ta chulai de
(lit. grassland-on appear le one mw small path, is coming going de
pedestrian tread out come de)
On the grass, appeared a small path made by the steps of constant passers-by.
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ta maile yi tao jiaju | gen qian lu se de ditan pei qilai | tebie hexie yuemu
(lit. she buy le one mwrsuite furniture, cv:with light green colour de carpet
match, especially harmonious, attractive)
She bought a suite of furniture matching particularly harmoniously and
attractively with the light-green carpet.

This unease with long attributives leads to a stylistic preference to have two or
more short attributives placed in sequence after a noun headword and separated
from each other by commas. For example:

caodi shang chuxianle yi tiao xiaodao |<shi lailaiwangwang de xingren
ta chulai de |<vvan\vanqiiqQ |<yizhi shen xiang shandian | <yuanyuan
kan qu | hu yin hu xian |<haoxiang yi tiaotiao jiidii de qiuyin | « y l shen
yi suo |«fenli xiangshang youzhe
(lit. grassland on appear le one mw small path, <is coming going de
pedestrians tread out come de, <winding, <straight stretch cv: towards
mountain peak, <distantly look, suddenly disappear suddenly appear,
<resemble one mw mw huge de earthworm « o n e stretch one contract,
«strive cv: towards travel zhe)
On the grass appeared a small path, made by the steps of constant passers-
by, which wound right up to the mountain peak appearing and disappearing
in the distance like a series of giant earthworms that, stretching and
recoiling, were striving to move upwards.

All the sections marked with < are clearly attributable to their fronted headword
7hit xiaodao 'small path', but when we come to the nominal tefil qiuyin
'earthworm', it then becomes a second headword and the two sections marked
« are attributable to it. Theoretically, an articulated attributive chain like this
could stretch even further but it would naturally be curtailed by stylistic and
other constraints.



6 ACTION VERBS

Action verb is a portmanteau term used here to cover all the verbs in the lan-
guage apart from non-action verbs such as jt shi 'to be' and ^ you 'to have'
and verbs of emotion or cognition. Their major distinctive feature is that they
generally indicate transient performance. Therefore they are more narrative or
descriptive, recounting past events or depicting ongoing actions; whereas non-
action verbs tend to register more or less permanent states or characteristics
and are therefore more expository. In other words, actions verbs play a more
prominent role in narration or description while non-action verbs focus more on
explanation. This, of course, does not imply that action verbs cannot be used for
purposes other than narration or description, but there is a clear distinction
between the subject of an action verb predicate and the topic of a comment
expressed by TI shi 'to be', ^ you 'to have' or an emotional or cognitive verb.
In the former case, the subject either initiates or tolerates the action encoded in
the predicate, while in the latter, the topic is linked to further explanations
expressed in the comment. Compare the following.

subject-predicate structures:

wo chl le yl wan mian
I ate a bowl of noodles.

ta shoudao le Hang feng xin
He received two letters.

° meimei zai tan gangqin
My younger sister is playing the piano.

topic-comment structures:

wo shi daxue jiaoshl
I am a university teacher.

i ^ ° ta you Hang ge didi
He has two younger brothers.

gege xlhuan he pijiu
My elder brother likes drinking beer.

(narrative)

(narrative)

(descriptive)

(expository)

(expository)

(expository)
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We will pick up these differences again in later chapters, and, in particular, in
Chapter 21, but here, we will focus on the intrinsic features of action verbs: their
diverse structural categories and their formal and semantic relations with the
subject and the object. In the next two chapters, we will discuss relationship of
action verbs with time and location expressions.

6.1 TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE

Action verbs can be transitive or intransitive. The difference is that the former
takes an object while the latter does not. For example:

(a) transitive verbs:

ta zai xue zhongwen He is studying Chinese.
ta qii le lundiin She went to London.

(b) intransitive verbs:

#^cPJ7 ° ' chuntian dao le Spring has come.

icffltbJltT ° taiyang chu lai le The sun has come out.

Quite often, a verb can be used both transitively and intransitively:

(a) iiJKig ° qing yuanliang Please excuse me.2

wo yuanliang le ta I forgave him.
(b) M ^ T ° ta xiao le She laughed/smiled.

%\%M ° bie xiao wo Don't laugh at me.

(c) H5feT ° cai lai le The food has arrived.
if StW^H ° qing lai Hang ge cai Please bring two dishes.

(d) <tfeE^S?f T ° ta yijlng likai le He has already left.
'fifeE^^f JFj^.JLT ° ta yijlng likai zher le He has already left here.

The term 'object' broadly refers to any nominal or pronominal item (or
nominalised verbal or clausal expression) coming immediately after the verb,
whether it indicates animate beings or inanimate objects, time, location, result,
instrument or activity. The possible semantic diversity of objects bespeaks the

' The inclusion of end-of-sentence particle T le actually turns an action verb predicate into an
explanation, thus making the whole sentence expository. This will be fully discussed in Chapter
20.

2 The English translation requires a transitive verb and object.
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general flexibility of syntactic rules in languages. Very often a transitive verb
may take objects of different semantic orientations. For example:

muji zai fu xiaojl
muji zai fu dan
muqin zai vvei xiaohai
muqin zai vvei nai

The hen is hatching (its) chicks.
The hen is hatching eggs.
The mother is feeding her child,
(lit. the mother is feeding milk

[to her baby]) The mother is
breast-feeding.

There are far more transitive than intransitive verbs in Chinese. Apart from those
indicating posture (e.g. i& zhan 'to stand', ^ zuo 'to sit'), body movement (e.g.
$1 tiao 'to jump', IN? pa 'climb; crawl'), emotion (e.g. % xiao 'to smile; laugh',
55 ku 'to cry; weep') and physical or chemical changes (e.g. 35 bian 'to change',
7#tt, ronghua 'to dissolve'), which are essentially intransitive, the great major-
ity of action verbs are transitive in nature. Many intransitive verbs or intransitive
uses of transitive verbs in English, for example, will find their Chinese counter-
parts encoded in a disyllabic 'verb + object' structure. For example:

sing
dance
swim
read
talk
walk
run
sleep
drive
cook
rain

mW changge
WlM tiaowu
Wbt youyong
# f i kanshu
ijfciS tanhua
^S& zoulu
Sfi^ paobu
ISl'St shuijiao
JF$ kaiche
M.iJi zhufan
TM xiayii

(lit. sing songs)
(lit. leap dances)
(lit. swim swims)
(lit. see books)
(lit. talk words)
(lit. walk paths)
(lit. run steps)
(lit. sleep a sleep)
(lit. drive a car)
(lit. boil rice)
(lit. pour down rain)

These apparently intransitive verbs nonetheless remain strictly 'verb + object'
constructions and as such they cannot be followed by additional grammatical
items in a sentence. For example, 'to walk for ten miles' or 'to sleep for three
hours' is expressed by interposing a time modification before the object:

zoulu
zou le shi ylngli (de) lu
*zoulu le shi ylngli

shuijiao
shut le san ge zhongtou

(de) jiao
*shuijiao le san ge zhongtou

to walk
(he) walked for

ten miles

to sleep
(he) slept for

three hours
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TM xiayii to rain
xia le Hang tian yii (it) rained for two days
*xiayu le Hang tian

In other cases a coverb3 will be introduced:

JEM jianmian to meet (lit. to see face)
ta gen ta jian le mian He met her.
*ta jianmian le ta

jiewen to kiss (lit. to link lips)
ta zai gen ta jiewen He is kissing her.
*ta zai jiewen ta

6.2 DYNAMIC AND STATIC DIFFERENCES
A noticeable semantic dimension that affects the use of action verbs in Chinese
is the difference between dynamic and static verbs. A dynamic action verb
implies that the action travels across a certain space whereas a static action verb
does not. This can be clearly illustrated by the difference between 'walk' and
'stand': when one walks, one moves from one location to another; whereas
when one stands, one either stays in one place or changes from a sitting position
to a standing position and no change of location is involved.

The dynamic or static nature of an action verb will decide whether a location
phrase associated with it precedes or follows it. A dynamic action verb will have
location phrases preceding it whereas a static action verb may have a location
phrase either preceding it or following it. For example:

ta zai gongyuan li sanbti He is having a walk in
° *ta sanbu zai gongyuan li the park.

4 ta zai caodi shang zuo zhe He is sitting on
ta zuo zai caodi shang the grass.

6.3 DATIVE VERBS
With some transitive verbs (dative verbs), two objects rather than one are present,
in the sequence of an indirect object followed by a direct object. In other words,
while the valency of ordinary transitive verbs is two (i.e. subject and object) that
of dative verbs is three (subject, indirect object and direct object). For example:

3 See Chapter 11 on coverbs.
4 The addition of the particle (f zhe to the verb changes it from narrative mode to descriptive mode.

This will be discussed in Chapter 20.
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jiejie gei le wo yl ge pingguo
(My) elder sister gave me an apple.

baba song le wo yi ge hen piaoliang de shengri liwu
Father gave me a very beautiful birthday present.

i^SW4ifc?SCI3!3t °5 wang laoshi zai jiao women ylngwen
. Teacher Wang is teaching us English.

f l® ° wo huan le ta Hang bang qian
I gave him back two pounds.

IIHS ° wo shou le ta Hang bang qian
I received two pounds from him.

° tamen pei le wo shi kuai qian
They paid me ten yuan/dollars compensation.

Dative verbs, as we can see, are primarily verbs that indicate giving, receiving,
paying, returning, and so on where two parties (usually the subject and the
indirect object) are transmitting something (usually the direct object) between
them.

Other similar verbs are:

ifi tui 'to return (unwanted goods)', tt zhao 'to give change', {$ fu 'to pay', 3? jidng 'to award',
ft shang 'to reward', 19 zeng 'to present with', 5^ fen 'to apportion'.

tn gei 'to give' is used not only as a dative verb on its own but also in tandem
with other verbs to form disyllabic dative verbs. The subject of these verbs must
be the giver and the indirect object the beneficiary:

lS ° wo huan gei ta Hang bang qian
I returned/gave back two pounds to him.

—Sffif ° wo jiao gei ta yl feng xin
I handed over a letter to him.

ta di gei wo yl bei pijiu
She handed me a glass of beer.

shlfu chuan gei wo bushao jiyi
The master (worker) passed on to me many skills.

Teacher {%M laoshi) is a commonly used title in Chinese.
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The following verbs often incorporate in gei 'to give' as the second syllable:

}B juan 'to donate', ^ mai 'to sell', ft shu 'to lose (in a game)', fr bu 'to supplement', #5 reng
'to throw to', '&. fa 'to distribute', ^ ji 'to send by post', W. pai 'to despatch (people) to',
/NS jieshao 'to introduce', tt# tuljian 'to recommend', ftE fenpei 'to assign or allocate to',
MM gongxian 'to contribute'.

In the case of im jie which means both 'to borrow' and 'to lend' and ffi zu which
means both 'to hire' and 'to rent', it gei 'to give' must be incorporated to
express the difference between the two meanings:

H ° ta jie le wo Hang bang qian
He borrowed two pounds from me.

tt ° ta jie gei wo Hang bang qian
He lent me two pounds.

" | B ] I I T ° wo zu le tamen yl jian wuzi
I rented a room from them.

BlJ!^ ° wo zu gei tamen yl jian wuzi
I rented a room to them.

As well as being incorporated into disyllabic verbs ip gei 'to give' may also be
placed before the verb or towards the end of the sentence to create a coverbal
construction. Used in this way, it can occur with a wider range of verbs:

ta gei wo dao le bei cha
ta dao le bei cha gei wo

She poured me a cup of tea.

ta gei wo zuo le wan mian
ta zuo le wan mian gei wo

He made me a bowl of noodles.

° wo gei ta da le ge dianhua
° wo da le ge dianhua gei ta

I telephoned him.

ia gei 'to give' itself incorporates f yu 'to give'to form the disyllabic i^^F
geiyu 'to give'. Its direct object is abstract rather than concrete, and is generally
modified by a degree adjective and preceded by an optional \lk yi:

tamen geiyu wo jida de zhichi
They gave me very great support.
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tff ° zhei fan hua geiyu tamen (yi) jida de guwii
These words gave them great encouragement.

Other abstract nouns commonly used with tn^f geiyu 'to give' include:

f̂ Dlil yingxiang 'influence', i\i% yinxiang 'impression', tli liliang 'strength', W&l bangzhu
'help', i £ f zhlchi 'support', $ l t anwei 'consolation', MH yongqi 'courage', Sff jiaoyu
'education', tffl guli 'encouragement'.

With certain dative verbs the subject is the beneficiary or recipient:

wo na le ni yi ping jiangyou
I took a bottle of soy sauce from you.

iHI? tamen fa le ni duoshao qian
How much did they fine you?

Other similar verbs include:

'K. qian 'owe', M ying 'to win (in a game)', ft kou 'to deduct', is tou 'to steal', fft qiang
'to rob', S pian 'to cheat out of, H zhuan 'to earn'.

If what is given is information of one form or another, verbs like the following
are used:

jiao wo xiaoli
Everyone calls me Xiao (Little) Li.

i$9- ° wo tuo ni yi jian shi
(lit. I entrust a matter to you) Can you do me a favour?

ffi—fWJL ° ta man le wo yi jian shir
He hid a matter from me./He did not tell me about something.

tamen xian wo Hang tian
They limited me to two days.

° ta gaosu wo mingtian kaihui
He told me the meeting was/is tomorrow.

renren dou shuo ta hutu
Everyone says he is stupid.

ta kanzhong ta congming
She was attracted by his intelligence.

ta zebei wo mei ba zhei jian shir ban hao
He blamed me for not doing this well/getting this done.
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As we can see from the last few examples, the direct object is a verbal message,
and, as such, it can be an adjectival or verbal expression, or even a clause.

Other such verbs include:

Sft quan 'to persuade', M qiu 'to plead with', ft'f chenghu 'to call (by a certain name)', 5? ma
'to criticise', f"J wen 'to ask', if fit qingjiao 'to consult', ilSfl tongzhi 'to inform', (sift zhufu 'to
warn or advise', Qhv. daying 'to promise', [BIH huida 'to reply to', jfiffi baoyuan 'to complain',
i f i biaoyang 'to praise'.

Finally, some dative verbs express physical or psychological infliction:

^ ° ta da le wo yl quan
(lit. He hit le me one fist) He gave me a punch.

B6 ° ta kan le wo yl yan
(lit. She look le me one eye) She gave me a look.

ftif 7*tfc-iP ° wo ti le ta yi jiao
(lit. I kick le him one foot) I gave him a kick.

,

zhei jian shir xia le wo yl shen nan
(lit. This mw business startle le me one body of sweat)
This business brought me out in a sweat.

In these cases, the indirect object is always a noun preceded by the numeral —
yi 'one' with a measure.

Other such verbs include:

nt tu 'to spit', $s jian 'to splash', H lei 'to tire', S ji 'to worry', •§• g a o . . . tt zhuang
'to accuse . . . of, tfj chu . . . R chou 'to p u t . . . to shame'.

6.4 CAUSATIVE VERBS

Some transitive action verbs, on the other hand, not only transmit an action on to
an object, but also cause the object to produce a further action or actions itself.
They therefore produce a knock-on effect, with one action leading to another.
Theoretically, this knock-on effect can continue to repeat itself as long as the
meaning remains clear.

mama jiao wo jiao gege jiao meimei xiezi
Mother told me to tell [my] elder brother to teach [my] younger sister to
write.

^ t t # • ° ta qiu wo bang ta zuo yl jian shi
He asked me to help him do something.
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Generally, however, one follow-up action is more common:

wo pengyou qing wo chifan
My friend invited me to eat/for a meal.

? shenme shi dongxi luo dao di shang
What causes things to fall to the ground?

fi ° ylsheng rang ta haohao xiuxi
The doctor told her to have a good rest.

wo quan ta jieyan | ta quan wo jiejiii
I urged him to give up smoking, and he urged me to give up drinking.

nainai yao wo ti ta xiexin
Grandma wanted me to write a letter for her.

It is worth noting that despite the fact that causative verbs help to narrate events,
they do not usually incorporate the particle T le. The second verb in the chain
may, of course, take T le to emphasise that the desired action has already been
carried out.

SIBS!if SifcT—Wdk ° wo pengyou qing wo chl le yl dun fan
My friend invited me to a meal.

yisheng rang ta haohao de xiuxi le ji tian
The doctor told her to make sure she rested for a few days.

^M^MT~Hin ° nainai yao wo ti ta xie le yl feng xin
Grandma had me write a letter for her.

Causative verbs with the underlying notion of making somebody do something
range from request to requirement and from order to coercion:

'ftfe^^-^JL ° wo wanliu ta duo zuo ylhuir
I pressed him to stay a bit longer.

mama cul didi kuai shui
Mother urged younger brother to hurry up and go to bed.

ttH ° bie re ni baba shengqi
Don't make your father angry.

zhei ge haizi zhen dou ren xihuan
This child really makes people like him.
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£?:JI ° dajia xuan wo dang jlngli
Everyone elected/chose me to be the manager.

faguan chuan zhengren chuting zuozheng
The judge summoned the witness to appear in the court and give evidence.

Other such verbs include:

ffl fan 'to bother', Wfi fanlao 'to trouble', iaM zhiwang 'to expect', ft tuo 'to entrust', U S
yaoqiu 'to require', Wit zhufu 'to enjoin', £W anpai 'to arrange', ffllK zuzhi 'to organise',
^ 4 " mingling 'to order', ig'M. zhiding 'to designate', iaTp zhishi 'to instruct', ftS dafa 'to send
sb away', W. pai 'to despatch sb', <BM zhaoji 'to muster', is bl 'to force', 3Mi& qiangpo 'to coerce'.

Sometimes the subject of the sentence does not make somebody do something
but rather allows, encourages, or prevents an action:

ta zhichi wo tichu kanyi
He supported me in my protest.

o ta songyong didi qu gan huaishi
She incited [her] younger brother to do something wrong.

guanliyuan jinzhi youke luan reng guopi zhixie
The person on duty told the tourists not to drop litter.

° baba bu zhiin wo qu da lie
Father won't let me go hunting.

Other such verbs include:

ftVf- yunxu 'to allow', S B guli 'to encourage', MB mianli 'to spur on', ĵ Aliil yingxiang 'to
affect', Sih /hi/hi 'to prevent', SP-& quanzu 'to dissuade'.

The subject may be involved or become involved in the subsequent action:

wo yue ta dao cheng li qu guangguang
I arranged with/made an appointment with him to go for a stroll in town.

E ° wo lai bang ni shoushi xingli ba
I'll/Why don't I come and help you pack your luggage.

fiti* ° wo pei keren chi le yl dun fan
I accompanied the guests for a meal.

laoshl dailing xuesheng canguan zhanlanhui
The teacher took the students to visit the exhibition.
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° ta fu wo shang lou
He helped me upstairs.

wo song ta dao huochezhan
I saw him off to the station.

If the subject is inanimate, iS. shi and its more colloquial or formal counterparts
are generally used:

° zhei jian shi shi wo shifen shlwang
This business makes me extremely disappointed.

zhei zhong jlngshen shi ren shifen qlnpfci
This kind of vitality/spirit fills people with admiration.

nayang de hua jiao ren zuo'ou
Talk like that makes one sick.

^ A f t X ° zhei ge xiaoxi ling ren gaoxing
This news makes people/one happy.

zher de fengjing yin ren ru sheng
The scenery here enchants one/is enchanting.

A causative construction may sometimes work in conjunction with a dative
construction. The causative verb in these cases usually links with in gei 'to give':

- f f^nf i ° lao nainai dao gei wo yl bei cha he
Grandma poured out a cup of tea for me (to drink).

lao gonggong di gei wo yi tiao maojin ca han
Grandpa handed me a towel to wipe (my) sweat.

wo pengyou song gei w5 yi zhang zhaopian liunian
My friend gave me a photograph as/to be a keepsake.

6.5 COVERBS6

Some transitive verbs, particularly those that indicate location, destination or
instrument, are used to accompany other verbs expressing more specific actions.

6 For a detailed discussion of coverbs, see See Chapter 11.
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These transitive verbs are generally known as coverbs, that is, verbs that com-
monly occur with other verbs. They in fact express concepts very similar to
those expressed by prepositions in English, which can be seen from the English
translations of the following examples. However, unlike English prepositional
phrases, Chinese coverbal expressions are generally placed before the main
predicate verbs:

^ ° ta zai tushuguan jie shu
He borrowed a book from the library.

ta dao chezhan qu zuo che
He went to the station to catch a train/bus.

ta gei baba | mama xiexin
She wrote to her mother and father.

fel^ ° ta gen pengyou ylqi qu kan dianying
She went with a friend/friends to see a film.

—1HHJL ° wo yong diannao hua le yl fu huar
I drew a picture on my computer.

6.6 AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE SUBJECT AND
ITS ACTION VERB PREDICATE

The agreement between the subject and its action verb predicate is threefold.

First is the principle of reference agreement. The subject of an action verb
predicate in Chinese must be of definite reference. In other words, only an entity
known to the participants of a communication can be featured as the initiator (or
tolerator) of an action. Being a language devoid of definite or indefinite articles,
Chinese uses the relative positions of items in a narrative or descriptive sentence
to establish different points of reference. That is to say, all pre-verbal positions
tend to be reserved for definite reference and post-verbal ones for indefinite
reference.7 The following examples and their English translations will make
things clear:

7^ l i«R ° nu zhuren chang le yl shou ge
The hostess sang a song.

laoshi zai heiban shang xie zi
The teacher was writing characters on the blackboard.

7 For a full discussion of reference, see Chapter 20.
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Second is the principle of number agreement. Generally speaking, most action
verbs are compatible with a subject of any number, i.e., singular or plural.
However, there are some action verbs which may only relate to a plural subject.
For example:

T=.^ ° tamen gongshi le san nian
They worked together for three years.

PH4 3 ° dajia zai menkou jizhdng
Everyone assembled at the entrance.

If the subject is singular, a coverbal phrase has to be introduced to indicate the
involvement of another party:

ta zai gen ta liaotian
He is chatting with her.

° didi zai gen meimei chaojia
Younger brother is quarrelling with younger sister.

Otherwise, the rule of agreement is violated and the sentence becomes wrong:

*#,ilfii ° ta tongxin *He corresponded.
ta zhengliin *She argued.

The most common verbs of this type in the lexicon include:

jlewen 'kiss', JEtU jianmian 'meet', ffJE zaijian 'say goodbye to',
fenshou 'part company', ijfĉ J tanpan 'negotiate'.

In most cases, such verbs have a first morpheme implying 'mutuality', 'collabora-
tion' or 'coming together'. For example:

xiangchu 'deal with', S H J huzhu 'help each other', iiW hezuo
'collaborate', ^-jlf huimian 'meet', K^" Hanhe 'unite with', Him
tuanyuan 'reunite (of a family)', R # jucan 'come together for a meal',
3C?m, jiaoliu 'exchange views with', ^}3i duili 'oppose', ffilk shangliang
'consult', ^r^l binglie 'list together'.

Third is the principle of semantic or stylistic agreement. Some action verbs are
more subject-specific than others in terms of meaning or style. The verb ifjf ti 'to
crow', for example, is only relatable in meaning to roosters and some other
birds; and the verb 3fciK5 guanglin 'to honour somebody with one's presence' is
stylistically applicable exclusively to the second person. If these semantic or
stylistic principles are violated, the sentence is unacceptable:
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ta zai ti *He is crowing.
wo guanglin le *I am honouring (you) with my presence.

6.7 AGREEMENT BETWEEN AN ACTION VERB
AND ITS OBJECT

The first agreement between an action verb and its object is collocation. Every
action verb has a collocation range, large or small. An action verb like JUTF

zunshou 'to abide by', for instance, takes only objects like '&W falii 'laws',
M^-MJS. gulzhang zhidu 'rules and regulations' or ilrW nudyan 'promises'. Its
collocation range is therefore comparatively small. An action verb like ife chF 'to
eat', on the other hand, has a large collocation range in that many things are
edible. But with an action verb like fT da 'to hit', the collocation range is even
larger, not only because many things can be hit, but also because the verb's
collocation embraces a range of set expressions such as fT? dazi 'to type
(words)', tlH daqi 'to pump air into', Tilk dayii 'to catch fish', frfeilf
da dianhua 'to make a telephone call'.

This so-called collocation agreement, which is partly of a semantic and partly of
a lexical nature, occurs in all languages. There is, however, an agreement
between an action verb and its object in terms of rhythm,8 which is peculiar to
Chinese. A 'verb + object' expression can be invalidated, even when it conforms
with grammar, meaning and collocation, if it violates a rhythmic principle. The
general rule with this principle is that while a monosyllabic action verb may be
followed by objects of any length, a disyllabic verb may only be followed by
objects which are disyllabic or longer. For example:

to read: # ^ kanshu # ^ f t kan shubao
KHJ^ft yuedu shubao *lDii^ yuedu shu

to return books: 2 - ^ huan shu 3 1 5 ^ huan tiishu
HJEIil^ guihuan tiishu * J B J 5 ^ guihuan shu

to drive: ?f ̂  kaiche frH^F- kai qiche
SgWiH -̂ jiashl qiche *Sg3£$ jiashi che

The difference between these rhythmic patterns is one of registral formality:

monosyllabic verb + monosyllabic object: neutral
e.g. # ^ kanshu to read

?F^ kaihui to go to or attend a meeting

monosyllabic verb + disyllabic object: colloquial or metaphorical
e.g. #ffei£ kan dianying to go to the cinema

kai yeche to burn the midnight oil

See Chapter 26 for a wider discussion of prosodic features like these.
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disyllabic verb + disyllabic object: formal or written
e.g. S iM^f t liiilan shuji to read extensively

^Jf&lX. zhaokai huiyi to hold or convene a meeting

6.8 ACTION VERBS: COMPLETION AND
CONTINUATION

Action verbs, as we have seen, are designed primarily for narrative or descrip-
tive purposes, and every piece of narration or description must be lodged in
a time frame. English and other languages specify the time and aspect of an
action verb through the so-called tense framework, which can be summarised
as follows:

time aspect
past

perfect
present continuous

perfect continuous
future

The manipulation of time and aspect creates tenses like present perfect, past
continuous or present perfect continuous, and so on.

In Chinese, the tense and aspect framework looks rather different. Tense is
encoded solely by time expressions and not reflected in the form of the verbs
while aspect is indicated as follows:

the completion aspect by 7 le following the verb
the continuation aspect by ft zai preceding the verb

ta xie le yl shou shl He wrote a poem, (narration)
^; —Tilt ° ta zai xie yl shou shl He is writing a poem.

(description)

These two aspect markers have a far wider function to fulfil than merely indicat-
ing such notions as completion or continuation. In this chapter, however, we
shall only focus on their aspectual significations.

6.8.1 THE COMPLETION ASPECT

The completion aspect indicator T le, as a desemanticised particle derived from
the verb T liao 'to bring to completion', is a marker in the narrative indicating
that something has already taken place. The subject of the verb in a narrative, as
we have seen, must be of definite reference. The object, on the other hand, can be
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of either reference. In general, following a verb marked by a perfect aspect T le,
a noun object on its own, unqualified by a 'numeral + measure' phrase, will be of
definite reference. Where both the subject and the object are of definite reference
and are part of known information, the sentence remains incomplete unless
something further is added. For example, these two sentences are incomplete:

. . . ta xie wan le shl. . .
He finished the poem . . . (and then what?)

. . . wo chl le fan
I ate/had my mea l . . . (and then what?)

but are readily completed by an additional clause:

T °9 ta xie wan le shl jiu qu shuijiao le
(lit. He write-finish le then go sleep le)
He went to bed as soon as he finished writing the poem.

° wo chl wan le fan jiu qu shangban le
(lit. I eat-finish le then go attend-duty le)
I went to work as soon as I had eaten.

A sentence is of course acceptable, if the object is qualified by a numeral phrase
to indicate indefinite or generic reference. For example:

^tff ° ta shoudao le san feng xin
He received three letters.

ta pengjian le bushao pengyou
He bumped into quite a few friends.

The notion of completion indicated by T le is naturally associated with past
time:

7H£ffi ° ta zuotian shoudao le san feng xin
He received three letters yesterday.

nei yl nian ta pengjian le bushao lao pengyou
That year he bumped into quite a few friends.

Note that the end-of-sentence T le functions entirely differently from the verbal suffix T le, and
makes the initial narrative sentence expository. See Chapter 21.
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T le can only be used with future time in incomplete clauses (which are re-
solved by further information):

mingtian ni xia le ke lai zhao wo
Come and see me when you have finished class tomorrow.

$c'"f 5t7H£fffStiBi'M ° wo xie wan le san feng xin jiu qu shuijiao
I will go to bed when I have written three letters.

One cannot say, for example:

mingtian w6 shang le san jie ke
*Tomorrow I will have attended three classes.

° xia ge Hbai ni chl le san ci zhongcan
*Next week you will have eaten three Chinese meals.

Negative counterparts of 7 le sentences are expressed by using SiW meiyou or
'& mei without a quantified object:10

zuotian wo mei (you) shangke
I did not go to class yesterday.

ta nei tian mei (you) pengjian l^o pengyou
That day he did not bump into his old friend.

The quantification of an object in negative sentences occurs only for contrast:

zuotian wo mei (you) xie san feng xin | zhi xie le Hang feng
Yesterday I did not write three letters but only two. (lit. only wrote two)

nei tian wo bing mei pengjian Hang ge lao pengyou | zhi pengjian le yi ge
I did not bump into two old friends that day but only one.
(lit. only bumped into one)

Finally, it must be pointed out that causative verbs and disyllabic dative verbs
with in gei cannot be encoded in the completion aspect:

*ta bl le wo sahuang
*He forced me to lie.

See §16.9.
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&3&K ° shizhang fagei le ta yi zhang jiangzhuang
*The mayor awarded him a certificate of merit.

6.8.2 THE CONTINUATION ASPECT

The continuation aspect marker ft zai is placed before the verb and the action
indicated can be ongoing, continual, or repetitive. In all cases, the continuation
aspect makes the sentence descriptive.

tamen zai changge
They are singing.

zhei ji tian tamen dou zai yanjiu zhei ge wenti
They have all been studying this question for the last few days.

tamen zai diaocha qingkuang
They are investigating the situation.

° yanyuanmen zai paiyan
The performers are rehearsing.

The notion of continuation can be further emphasised by the addition of IE
zheng before ft zai:

shang xlngqi tian xiawu wo zhengzai kan qitisai
Last Sunday afternoon I was just watching a match.

ta zhengzai jie dianhua
She is just taking a call.

f jdf t jSfg
mingnian zhei ge shihou | women zhengzai dujia
This time next year we will (Just) De o n holiday.

hSfc •> heshui zhengzai shangzhang
The river water is (just) rising.

Adding % ne at the end of a sentence also indicates the continuation aspect
(with or without the marker ft zai or IE zheng), but adds a rhetorical tone to the
utterance:

waimian zai xiayii ne
(Don't you know) it's raining [outside].
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haizimen zheng shuijiao ne
(Can't you see) the children are sleeping.

BiJitNfe • ffeif
bie chao ta | ta zhunbei mingtian de kaoshi ne
Don't disturb him. (Can't you see) he is preparing for tomorrow's exam.

In contrast with completion aspect, a noun object following a verb with the
continuation aspect will be generally of indefinite reference, whether or not it is
qualified by a 'numeral + measure' phrase, and there is no question of a sentence
with an unqualified object sounding incomplete. For example:

ta zai xieshi He is writing poems.

ta zai xie yl shou shi He is writing a poem.

° xuesheng zai zuo zuoye
The students are doing their coursework.

jiejie zai bianzhl yl jian maoyl
(My) elder sister is knitting a woollen sweater.

This aspectual function of 4 zai is thought to derive from its use as a coverb in
locational phrases like ^JiJL zai zher 'at this place; here', 43IUL zai nar
'at that place; there', 4SC zai jia 'at home', ft^S zai xuexiao 'at school'. This
may explain why the presence of a coverbal 4 zai phrase with a specified
location also expresses continuous action:

you xiidud ren zai shatan shang shai taiyang
Lots of people are sunbathing on the beach.

xiao mao zai huolu qian da keshui
The kitten is dozing in front of the fire.

Continuation aspect, unlike completion aspect, is naturally associated with any
time: past, present and future:

° ta xianzai zhengzai xifzao
He is taking a bath at the moment.

fi ° na shihou ta zai du boshi xuewei
At that time she was reading for her Ph.D. degree.

zuotian wanshang tamen zai da puke (pai)
They were playing cards last night.
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fScfHftffifix ° mingnian zhei ge shihou | women zai dujia
This time next year we will be on holiday.

The negation of the continuation aspect is usually effected by the use of F̂ bu
with ft zai (but not IE ft zhengzai):

shang xingqi tian xiawu wo bu zai kan qiiisai
I wasn't watching a match last Sunday afternoon.

ta bu zai jie dianhua
She isn't taking a call.

mingnian zhei ge shihou | women bu zai dujia
We won't be on holiday this time next year.

MTR^Fft±$fc ° heshui bu zai shangzhang
The river water isn't rising.

6.9 ACTION VERBS: MANNER DESCRIBED AND
EXPERIENCE EXPLAINED

There are two other verbal indicators which are often used with action verbs.
They are |f zhe and i i guo. It is a common misunderstanding that they, like T
le and ft zai, are also aspectual markers. In fact they have entirely different
functions to serve. Hf zhe is suffixed to an action verb so that the resultant verbal
phrase is used as a descriptive element in sentences to indicate 'manner of
existence', 'manner of movement' or 'accompanying manner', whereas £i guo
is attached to an action verb in order to explain that what has happened is part of
the speaker's past experience. The explanatory function of iS guo gives the
sentence, in which it occurs, an expository tone.

6.9.1 MANNER OF EXISTENCE WITH m zhe

Action verbs suffixed with the manner indicator if zhe constitute descriptive
sentences indicating particular manner of existence:

Location expression + verb + if zhe + numeral and measure phrase + noun

" tiankong zhong piao zhe ji duo bai yun
(lit. sky in float-in-the-air zhe several mw white clouds)
A few patches of white clouds were floating in the sky.
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luzi li kao zhe yl zhl yazi
(lit. oven in roast zhe one mw duck)
A duck is being roasted in the oven.

wuzi li Hang zhe denghuo
(lit. room in bright zhe lamp-fire)
A light is/was shining in the room.

zhei ge jiangjun xiong qian gua zhe bushao xunzhang
(lit. this mw general chest front hang zhe not-a-few medals)
On the front of this general's coat were hanging quite a few medals.

6.9.2 PERSISTENT POSTURE OR CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT
WITH M zhe

Action verbs with H zhe may be used after the aspect marker ft zai or a
phrase to indicate persistent posture/state or continuous movement:

Noun + # zai (phrase) + verb + Jt zhe

zai

fioiif ° youkemen zai haitan shang tang zhe
(lit. tourists zai beach on lie zhe)
The tourists were lying on the beach.

^ i i ° tamen zai shulin li zou zhe
(lit. they zai woods in walk zhe)
They were walking in the woods.

° gouhuo zai xiongxiong de ranshao zhe
(lit. bonfire zai brightly de burn zhe)
The bonfire was burning brightly.

° feng zai bu ting de gua zhe
(lit. wind zai non-stop de blow zhe)
The wind was blowing incessantly.

6.9.3 ACCOMPANYING MANNER WITH M zhe

A verb phrase marked by Jf zhe describing accompanying manner may occur
within any type of sentence. With its specifying function it always comes before
the main verb. Here are some examples:

HJt. ta xiao zhe chao wo zou le guolai
(lit. he smile zhe cv:towards me walk le over-come)
He walked towards me smiling.
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haizi liu zhe vanlei xiang mama rencuo
(lit. child flow zhe tears towards mother admit wrong)
The child with tears in his eyes admitted to his mother that he was wrong.

j ^ drill i tP^iST^) .^ ° hushi nie zhe jiao zou jin le bingchuang
(lit. nurse tiptoe zhe foot walk near le illness-bed)
The nurse tiptoed towards the patient's bed.

4^$JMMMS?J&TM.M o xiao gou yao zhe weiba pao le guolai
(lit. small dog shake zhe tail run le across-come)
The puppy came over wagging its tail.

ta di zhe tou zuo zai nar
(lit. he lower zhe head sit cv:at there)
He was sitting there with his head lowered.

Two consecutive if zhe expressions of this type indicate that the action is
continued or repeated:

ta shuo zhe shuo zhe ku le qilai
(lit. she speak zhe speak zhe weep le begin)
As she spoke, she started to weep.

ta ku zhe ku zhe hun le guoqu
(lit. she weep zhe weep zhe faint le over)
She wept and wept and finally fainted.

6.9.4 EXPERIENCE AND isL guo

The presence of M guo following an action verb conveys the meaning that the
action of the verb is something that has been experienced in the past, and the
tone of the sentence is therefore expository:

nii ° wo kan guo nei ben xiaoshud
I have read that novel.

H ^ ° tamen yijlng qu guo zhongguo san ci
They have already been to China three times.

wo yiqian lai guo zher
I've been here before.
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The past experience may relate to a specified time:

wo nianqing de shihou xie guo bushao shi
I wrote a lot of poems when I was young.

tade nii'er liang nian qian dang guo daoyou
Her daughter worked as a tourist guide two years ago.

The negator for verbs with i l guo is §(W) mei(you):

M ° wo mei(you) chi guo zhongguo cai
(lit. I not (have) eat guo Chinese dishes) I have never eaten Chinese food.

? ni he guo shaoxing jiii meiyou?
Have you ever had Shaoxing (rice) wine?

The difference in function between i l guo and the aspect marker T le is that,
while the former explains an experience, the latter narrates an event. Compare
the following sentences:

? ta qu le zhongguo meiyou
Did he go/Has he gone to China?

? ta qu guo zhongguo meiyou
Has he (ever) been to China?

W-H J IMSW ? ni jian le ta meiyou
Did you see/Have you seen him?

? ni jian guo ta meiyou
Have you (ever) met him before?

ta nei nian canjia le malasong
He ran the marathon that year.

ta yiqian canjia guo malasong
He has run the marathon before.

If the object is a common noun, it is always definite reference in a verb + T le
sentence and indefinite in a verb + M guo sentence:

ni cha le zidian meiyou
Have you consulted the dictionary?
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? ni cha guo zidian meiyou
Have you ever consulted a dictionary?

Finally, H guo is less commonly attached to verbs that are not action verbs. This
normally occurs when the reference is to a previous situation that subsequently
changed:

° wo cengjing you guo qian
(lit. I at one time have guo money) I was very rich at one time.

qian nian ta shenti hao guo yizhenzi
The year before last his health did improve for a while.



7 ACTION VERBS AND TIME

As Chinese action verbs do not change morphologically for tense, the time
concept associated with them is therefore encoded in terms of time expressions.
The positioning of these time expressions, whether pre-verbal or post-verbal,
depends on whether they refer to definite or indefinite time. Point-of-time
expressions are by nature of definite reference and are therefore always featured
in a pre-verbal position. Duration or frequency expressions, on the other hand,
in that their purpose is to measure how long or how often an action has been
carried out, are likely to be of indefinite reference, and therefore follow the verb.
They are moved to a pre-verbal position only when a period of time or number
of times serves as the time backdrop against which a particular action encoded
in a verb is supposed to be taking place.

7.1 POINT OF TIME

Point-of-time expressions refer to the particular time in or at which an action
takes place, and they are by their very nature of definite reference. For Chinese
speakers, the time reference has to be established before the action of the verb is
stated and point-of-time expressions are therefore positioned either at the begin-
ning of the sentence or immediately after the subject.

BliicfcifSlSiK^RlSf ° zuotian wo qu shangchang mai dongxi
Yesterday I went to the shop to buy some things.

ta jintian mei (you) lai
He has not come today.

iL5Ef!^c&JlT ~T~%~kM ° qunian dongtian zher xia le yi chang da xue
There was a heavy snowfall here last winter.

wo xiawu san dian ban zai daxue menkou deng ni
I will wait for you at half past three this afternoon at the entrance to the
University.

In contrast with English, point-of-time expressions in Chinese follow the order
of year, month, day, week, part of the day, hour, minute and second; that is, the
larger unit always precedes the smaller one:
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yi jiu ba qi nian liu yue wu ri xingql wu shangwu jiu shi sishi san fen
ershi yi miao
21 seconds after 9:43 on the morning of Friday, 5 June 1987

wo mingtian xiawu Hang dian ershi fen lai
I'll come at twenty past two tomorrow afternoon.

Duration or frequency expressions, usually come after the verb,1 but they are
placed in a pre-verbal position, when they are posed, often in a contrastive
sense, for particular comment or action. As such, they take on definite reference
and in effect become point-of-time expressions:

nei Hang tian ta mei shang guo jie
He did not go out for those two days.

mingnian tou Hang ge yue wo yao dao beijlng qu xuexi
I am going to study in Beijing for the first two months next year.

tou san ci women dou shu le
The first three times we lost.

As we can see from these examples, a duration or frequency expression used in
this way is usually preceded by a demonstrative or specifying adjective. A
duration expression may also be followed by the word M lai 'till now', which
confirms that it indicates point of time:

&—^EM zhei yi nian lai in this last year
W^MM Hang ge yue lai in the last two months

7.2 DURATION

Duration expressions refer to the length of time a particular action lasts. Logic-
ally speaking, the duration will not become known until the action concerned
has taken place and it will naturally be of indefinite reference. A duration expres-
sion therefore is normally positioned post-verbally as a complement.

^MSi " women zai ball dai le yi ge xingql
We stayed in Paris for a week.

See §87.2 and 7.4 below.
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1 —^%>\M ° huiyi jixu le yl ge duo xiaoshi
The meeting continued for over an hour.

^ ^ i W l B ] ? women yao deng duoshao shijian
How long will we have to wait?

If the verb is a transitive verb with an inanimate object or an intransitive verb
with an internal 'verb + object' structure, the duration expression is positioned
between the verb and the object. Grammatically, the duration expression is now
no longer a complement of the verb in question but an attributive to the noun
object. Under such circumstances, the attributive indicator 61) de may be option-
ally incorporated:

wo xue le Hang nian (de) zhongwen
I studied Chinese for two years.

° women tiao le san ge xiaoshi (de) wii
We danced for three hours.

women liao le yi ge wanshang (de) tian
We chatted for a whole evening.

If the object is a human or other animate being or is a pronoun, the duration
complement comes after the noun object:

jingcha panwen le nei ge xiaotou san tian san ye
The police interrogated that petty thief for three days and nights.

xiaozhang xun le nei ge tiaopi de xiaoxuesheng ban ge zhongtou
The headteacher gave a telling-off to that mischievous pupil for half an hour.

baba zai jlngjl shang zhichi le wo Hang nian
Father supported me financially for two years.

However, if the focus is divided between the object and the duration, that is, if
the construction is bifocal, the verb is repeated after the verb-object and the
duration complement comes after the repeated verb:

yMNN- ° women tiaowii (jiu) tiao le san ge xiaoshi
We (actually) danced for three hours.
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women (guang shi) liaotian (jiu) liao le yl ge wanshang
! We simply chatted the whole evening.

xiaozhang xun nei ge tiaopi de xuesheng xiln le ban ge zhongtou
The headteacher gave a telling-off to that mischievous pupil for (all of)
half an hour.

baba zai jlngji shang zhlchi wo zhichi le liang nian
Father gave me financial support for (a period of) two years.

A range of duration expressions is given below. It is important to note that some
of them take the measure word ^ ge when associated with numerals while
others do not. This stems from the fact that in some cases the duration expressions
are derived from original nouns while in others they are measures themselves.

duration expression

¥ nian 'year'

H yue 'month'

0 ri 'day' (class.)
35 tian 'day' (colloq.)

MM xlngql 'week' (neu.)
*LPE libai 'week' (infrml.)

'hi$ xiaoshi 'hour' (neut.)
# * zhongtou 'hour' (infrml.)

*J# ke (zhong)
'quarter of an hour'

'JfVf fen zhong 'minute'

$•'(#) miao (zhong) 'second'

-t^r shangwu 'morning'

4"^ zhongwu 'noon'

T^F xiawii 'afternoon'

!fe± wanshang 'evening'

•S ye 'night'

with or
without
measure

word ^ ge

-

+

-

±
+

±
+

-

-

-

+

+

+

+

-

example

—^ yl nian

W^fl Hang ge yue

=. 0 san ri
HX san tian

H ^ S I B si (ge) xlngql
H^^LPF si ge libai

¥('f-ybff$ ban (ge) xiaoshi
^^hl+Jt; ban ge zhongtou

—M¥t yl ke (zhong)

i£#-# wu fen zhong

7W(#) liu miao (zhong)

fiiv±iF zheng ge shangwu

H^+^F Hang ge zhongwu

¥^T¥ ban ge xiawu

B4-Bfe± zheng ge wanshang

ft ft zheng ye

English
translation

one year

two months

three days
three days

four weeks
four weeks

half an hour
half an hour

a quarter of an hour

five minutes

six seconds

the whole morning

two noons

half the afternoon

the whole evening

the whole night
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7.3 BRIEF DURATION

Brief duration expressions take a few specific forms in Chinese. They indicate
short periods of time and are generally placed after the verb like other duration
expressions. They are associated with the numeral — yi 'one', and the two most
common are: — &)l ylhuir 'a little while' and —T ylxia 'briefly, a bit'. The
difference between the two expressions is that the former focuses on the dura-
tion while the latter focuses on the action itself. For example:

^)l ° wo zai ta jia zuo le ylhuir
I sat for a while in his place.

T—T ° ta suisuibianbian de kan le ylxia
He casually gave it a look./He gave it a cursory glance.

If there is a nominal object in the sentence, the brief duration expression, like
other duration expressions, is placed between the verb and the object:

ScfllfPT ^ J L ^ ° women liao le ylhuir tian
We chatted for a while.

ta shu le ylxia tou
She gave her hair a comb.

fnlS ° tamen yanjiu le ylxia nei ge wenti
They gave some thought to that question.

If the object is pronominal, the brief duration expression usually comes after the
object:

ta zai gebo shang qingqlng de peng le wo ylxia
He touched me lightly on the arm.

If the object is animate, the brief duration expression may come either before or
after the object:

7—T ° mama wen le tade haizi ylxia

or

mama wen le ylxia tade haizi
Mother gave her child a kiss.
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An alternative way to indicate brief duration is to repeat the verb. In a narrative
sentence relating a past completed action, 7 le is inserted after the first verb.
This, however, is only possible with a monosyllabic verb.2 The verb may take an
object, but, if so, only the verb is repeated:

%k%T¥k ° ta xiao le xiao
She gave a smile.

ta shu le shu tou
She gave her hair a comb.

ta zai gebo shang qingqlng de peng le peng w6
He touched me lightly on the arm.

n]S ° women yanjiu le yanjiu nei ge wenti
*We gave some thought to that question.

In an expository sentence, where the brief activity is habitual or regular, 7 le is
not needed:

xlngqitian women chang dao gongyuan li qu zouzou
We often go for a walk in the park on Sunday.

ta meitian dou na chu tade zhaopian lai kan yl kan
Every day she took out his photograph to look at.

However, in questions or imperatives requiring further action, both monosyllabic
and disyllabic verbs may be repeated to indicate brief duration. With disyllabic
verbs, there is a simple repetition; but with monosyllabic verbs, the repetition
may incorporate the numeral — yl.

^ S ° zanmen xian xiuxi xiuxi
We'll have a rest first.

zanmen neng haohao de yanjiu yanjiu zhei ge wenti ma
Can we give some proper thought to this question?

In a narrative sentence with T le, a disyllabic verb cannot be repeated to mean brief duration: it
may only use the brief duration expression — T yixia.
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{-~)# ! qing ni deng (yi) deng
Please wait a moment.

iLSc#(—)# ! rang wo kan (yi) kan
Let me have a look.

^ * S ( - ) # ! ni lai chang (yi) chang
Come and have a taste.

^&*HK(-)iitn%? ni ye xiang shi (yi) shi ma
Would you like to have a try too?

The repetition brief duration construction also implies a degree of eagerness on
the part of the speaker:

! ni caicai | shei lai le
Have a guess who's come!

nimen jian guo mian meiyou | wo lai jieshao jieshao
Have you two met before? I'll introduce you to each other.

IIG « ni youkong jiu tantan gangqin ba
Have a go on the piano when you've got time.

Involuntary action verbs or verbs that indicate actions or situations beyond one's
control, however, cannot be reduplicated. For example, one cannot say:

*/f^S'h3S:'te ! ni haipa haipa *Be afraid!

Nor can brief duration reduplication occur with a negative:

bu yao kuku *Don't cry!
bie dongdong *Don't move!

7.4 FREQUENCY

Frequency expressions in Chinese are generally monosyllabic. They refer to the
number of times an action takes place, and like duration expressions, become
known only when the action has taken place. They therefore naturally come after
the verb, and the most common are: }*K ci, @ hui, 3k bian and ifi tang. They all
mean 'time(s)', but 'M bian implies 'from beginning to end' and i§ tang refers
to 'trips or journeys'.
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zhei ge wenti women taolun le liang ci
We discussed this question twice.

IffiiSX&M>i T H S o nej pian kewen wo fuxi le san bian
' I revised that lesson three times.

SP^hAficJiiLjil/lH °3 nei ge ren wo jian guo ji hui
I have met that man a few times.

beijlng wo qu guo liang tang
I have been to Beijing twice.

If the verb, whether transitive or intransitive, has a nominal object, the frequency
expression, like a duration expression, will generally have to go between the
verb and the object:

women jian guo liang ci mian
We have met twice.

$c JL >\ THjUift3t ° wo fuxi le san bian kewen
I revised the lesson three times.

If the object is a location, the frequency expression may go before or after it:

wo qu guo liang tang beijlng
wo qu guo beijlng liang tang

I've been to Beijing twice.

If the object is a pronoun or a human noun, the frequency expression must
follow it:

wo jian guo ta liang ci
I have met him twice.

!Jf H « » tamen baifang le tamen de laoshi san tang
They visited their teacher three times.

wo jian guo liang ci ta
*I have met him twice.

tamen baifang le san tang tamende laoshi
*They have visited their teacher three times.

i i guo 'have had the experience of is an expository indicator. See §6.9.4.
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7.5 # mei 'every'
The adjective % mei 'every', like a numeral, indicates exclusive time reference,
and it precedes a time noun with or without a measure word.4 ft mei is posi-
tioned pre-verbally, either at the beginning of the sentence or immediately after
the subject, and it is often echoed by the monosyllabic adverb #£ dou 'in every
instance', which comes immediately before the verb:

° wo meitian dou qu shangke
I go to class every day.

li jia mei nian dou qu ruishi luyou
The Li family goes touring in Switzerland every year.

° ta mei ge xlngql dou mai caiquan
She buys lottery tickets every week.

7.6 OTHER TIME EXPRESSIONS

In previous sections, we have looked at point of time, specified duration, brief
duration, frequency and exclusive repetition. There are however other non-
specific time expressions that are adverbial rather than nominal and indicate
concepts like 'immediately', 'gradually', 'punctually', 'all along', 'constantly',
'always', 'regularly', 'already', 'finally', 'suddenly', and so on. These adverbs
are invariably placed before the verb:5

ta mashang gan qu xuexiao (narrative)
He immediately hurried off to school.

haizi jianjian zhangda le (/e-expository)
The child gradually grew up.

tamen ruqi daoda mudidi (narrative)
They reached their destination on time.

ta shi sushizhe | cong llai) bu chf rou (expository)
She is a vegetarian and has never (all along not) eaten meat.

See the table of time nouns in §7.2 on duration.
Most of these adverbs can be used in all types of sentence, but some, specifying point of time, are
by definition found most commnoly in narrative sentences, and others, implying change or passage
of time, will tend to occur more often in expository sentences. See Chapter 20 on sentence types.
Time adverbs like kKM conglai and ftSt xianglai 'all along, always' are invariably followed by
negators like S bu 'not', etc.
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(descriptive)

wo yongyuan jizhu ninde hua (expository)
I'll always remember your words/what you said.

women wushi wuke bu zai xiangnian ta
We think about him all the time/constantly.

(expository)
wo nii'er jingchang lai tanwang women
My daughter regularly comes to visit us.

ta yijing likai shanghai le (fe-expository)
He has already left Shanghai.

tamen zhongyu chenggong le (fe-expository)
They were successful in the end.

3ft M U M * $J 7 ° nainai turan yundao le (/e-expository)
Grandma suddenly fainted.

Similar adverbs include:

Sir: yijing 'already', # # changchang 'often', ALM like 'immediately', 3LEP liji 'at once', RBi
jishi 'in time', H t t gankuai 'in a hurry', W$\ zhujian 'gradually', t i S manman 'slowly', ttffif
linshi 'temporarily', Mfn yuxian 'in advance', fl"3t shouxian 'first of all', Sfl-t zhunshi 'on
time', J$B>t anshi 'on schedule', — H ylzai 'again and again', —!»] yixiang 'all along', ?PSf
buduan 'constantly', — I yizhi 'always, all along', fitffif suishi 'at any time', # i 5 cengjing 'at
one time', M'JM'J ganggang 'just now', %M jiezhe 'after that', Stfi jiiiyao 'soon'.

7.7 NEGATION AND TIME REFERENCE

In Chinese, the particular negator used to negate an action verb is often deter-
mined with reference to time and intention.

There are two negators of action verbs in Chinese: ^ bu and '&(^) niei(you).
^ bu mainly negates habitual and intended action, while $£(#) mei(you) indic-
ates that an action has not taken place or been completed. In general this means
that ^ bu is largely associated with expository sentences and S^W) mei(you)
with narrative sentences.

7.7.1 NEGATIVE EXPOSITORY SENTENCES

-^ bu negating habitual actions (past, present or future):

ta changchang bu shangban
He often doesn't go to work.
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ta yiqian changchang bu shangban
In the past he often didn't go to work.

wo pa ta jianglai ye changchang bu shangban
I'm afraid in the future he won't often go to work.

bu as a negator of intention and future action:

wo mingtian bu qu kaihui
I will not go to the meeting tomorrow.

wo bu mai name gui de shu
I won't buy a book as expensive as that.

Note that with unintentional actions yf bu cannot be used:

If »7 mingtian bu xia yik
*It will not rain tomorrow.

7.7.2 NEGATIVE NARRATIVE SENTENCES

mei(you) negating action that has not taken place:

ta zuotian mei(you) lai
He did not come yesterday.

J! ° women mei (you) zai nar zhii Hang ge yue
We did not stay there for two months.

nei tian ta mei (you) chi san ci yao
That day she did not take her three doses of medicine.

If a past action did not take place as a result of deliberate non-action on the
part of the subject, the negator F̂ bu is used. A sentence like this is in fact
expository:

ta zuotian (guyi) bu lai
He (deliberately) would not come yesterday.

In a conditional clause, however, ^ bu may be used to indicate possibility rather than intention,
and hence it is correct to say: A P f t W ^ T H • *«M"fitJttff ' ruguo mingtian bu xiayii | qiusai
zhaochang jinxing 'The match will go ahead tomorrow as scheduled if it doesn't rain'.
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nei nian women bu (dasuan) zai nar zhu Hang ge yue
That year we would not (i.e. we had no intention to) stay there for two
months.

nei tian ta (jueding) bu chl san ci yao
That day she would not (i.e. she was determined not to) take her three
doses of medicine.

mei(you) also occurs in expository sentences in particular circumstances:

(a) with the experiential verb suffix it guo:

HJi!. ° wo mei(you) kan guo nei ben xiaoshuo
I haven't read that novel.

B ° tamen mei(you) qii guo meiguo
They have not been to America.

(b) in conjunction with the adverb J5 hai 'still, yet':

wo hai mei(you) xie wan wo de lunwen
I haven't finished my thesis yet.

° tamen hai mei(you) zuo chu jueding
They still have not come to a decision.

7.7.3 NEGATIVE DESCRIPTIVE SENTENCES

In descriptive sentences which are characterised by the presence of the continu-
ation aspect marker f± zai, ^f bu is normally used but S( ; S) mei(you) also
occurs, particularly when the reference is to a past unrealised action. The differ-
ence between them is that ~S(W) mei(you) is simply factual and objective while
F̂ bu implies a degree of intention:

zuotian shangwu wo mei(you) zai daqiu

or

zuotian shangwu wo bu zai daqiu
I wasn't playing any ball games yesterday morning.

In fact the distinction between these two sentences is that the first is descriptive
and the second expository.



8 ACTION VERBS AND
LOCATIONS

Actions may be associated not only with time but also with location. In this
chapter, we will look at the ways in which expressions of location, direction and
destination in Chinese are linked with action verbs.

8.1 LOCATION EXPRESSIONS AND POSITION
INDICATORS

In Chinese, location expressions are usually formed by placing one of the position
indicators listed below after a noun. These position indicators have monosyllabic
and disyllabic alternatives and the monosyllabic ones are known as postpositions
(as opposed to prepositions). The disyllabic (and polysyllabic - see the second
table below) forms can be location expressions in their own right.

meaning

above; on

below; under

inside; in

outside

before; in front

behind

left-hand side

right-hand side

postpositions
colloq.

h shang

Txia

M1 li

ft wai

nil qian

6 hou

+ ilii mian
neut.

hjB shangmian

TiS xiamian

MW limian

ftM waimian

li'i idl qianmian

iu nil hou mian

ZEBT zuomian

fiW youmian

+ 5k bian
colloq.

i:i£ shangbian

Tifi xiabian

MiA libian

ft'A waibian

ftfii qianbian

(§JS houbian

TriA zuobian

^iS youbian

+ 9t tou
more colloq.

±ji. shangtou

T * xiatou

M* litou

ftzk waitou

mik qiantou

!Szk houtou

+ 1j fang
frml.

±.if shangfang

TiJ xiafang

£f zuofang

S * youfang

In addition there are: Sr pang /# i i pangbian 'by the side of, 54 bian 'at the edge of, /i&T dixia
'directly under', ^ zhong/t'lul zhongjian 'in the middle of, ~MW duimian 'opposite', Rfifi fujin
'nearby', PSS gebi 'next door to', 0JH sizhou/|S|Bl zhouwei 'all round', 21|PJ zhl jian 'among,
between'.

For larger areas like a country, a city, etc., there are the following additional
possibilities:

There is a classical equivalent of II li, P*3 nei, which is generally used with more abstract notions,
e.g. f£Hl*l fanwei nei 'within the scope'.
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meaning

east of

south of

west of

north of

southeast of

northeast of

southwest of

northwest of

+ S9S bu neut.

35 SP dongbu

SlfP nanbu

HSU xlbu

JtW beibu

3K&SP dongnanbii

* » dongbeibu

fSfh'S xinanbu

HdtSP xibeibii

+ B mian neut.

3KH dongmian

i-rj ffI7 nanmian

HIS ximian

4tH beimian

S&W dongnanmian

^4fciB dongbeimian

Wf̂ lM xinanmian

H4tH xlbeimian

+ ii bian colloq.

3<ji dongbian

S i i nanbian

Hi* xlbian

4ti4 beibian

JKSii dongnanbian

SJtifl. dongbeimian

HSifi xlnanbian

jSdfcii xlbeibian

+ H fang frml.

%~1s dongfang

S ^ nanfang

fSir xlfang

J t * beifang

M~M7i dongnanfang

%itiJ dongbeifang

H i # xlnanfang

WJt̂ T xibeifang

The position indication with oft bu mean 'in the east of, 'in the south of, etc.,
while those with H mian, i& bian and JT fang mean 'to the east of, 'to the
south of, etc.

Here are some examples of location expressions:

zhuozi shang on the table
zhuozi shangmian
zhuozi shangbian
zhuozi shangtou
zhuozi shangfang

WT

»/iT

H M W

shii xia
shii xiamian
shii xiabian
shu xiatou
shii dixia

wuzi li
wuzi liftman
wuzi libian
wuzi litou

hu pang
hu pangbian
hu bian

zhongguo dongbu

zhongguo dongfang
zhongguo dongmian
zhongguo dongbian

under the tree

in the room

by the side of the lake

in the east of China

to the east of China
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daxue duimian opposite the university
shangdian fujin near the shop
Hang ke shu zhijian between the two trees
gongyuan sizhou all round the park

8.2 & zai WITH LOCATION EXPRESSIONS
To indicate location, the preposition or coverb2 ft zai '(exist) in or at' usually
combines with a location expression.

The ft zai coverbal phrase can be positioned earlier or later in a sentence
depending on the meaning it contracts with the verb. It comes before the verb if
the initiator of the action (usually the subject) has to be at a particular location
before the action can be carried out and it is placed post-verbally if the location
indicates the position a particular being or object reaches following the action
expressed in the verb. In other words, a pre-verbal location expression is usually
concerned with the whereabouts of the subject (the initiator of the action) and a
post-verbal location expression is more often than not concerned with the where-
abouts of the object (which is usually topicalised).3 We will discuss the comple-
mental (post-verbal) use of location expressions in §8.4 below, but here we are
concerned with the adverbial use of location expressions with ft zai, which
come between the subject and the verb:

) # ^ ° xueshengmen dou zai tushuguan (li) kanshu
The students are all reading in the library.

yunddngyuanmen zai caochang shang paobu
The athletes are running on the sportsground.

you bushao ren zai hai li youyong
There are quite a few people swimming in the sea.

° xuehua zai kong zhong feiwii
The snowflakes are dancing in the air.

wo zai jiu shudian waibian pengjian le yi ge lao pengyou
I bumped into an old friend outside the second-hand bookshop.

you xuduo vvaiguo shangren zai zhongguo dongnanbu jianli le qiye
Many foreign traders set up businesses in southeast China.

Coverbs have already been mentioned in §6.5 and they will be discussed in detail in Chapter 11.
The object is regularly brought forward before the verb or topicalised through use of the ffi ba or
notional passive construction, see Chapters 12 and 13.
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If the main verb is monosyllabic or does not have an object, the descriptive
marker If zhe will have to be added to obtain a disyllabic rhythm:4

niaor zai shu shang zhizhizhazha de jiao zhe
The birds are chattering in the trees.

Bilf ° xiao mao zai huolu pang shui zhe
The kitten is dozing beside the stove.

xi hao de yifu dou zai liangylsheng shang Hang zhe
The clothes are drying on the line.

° jinyu zai yugang li buting de you zhe
The goldfish swims unceasingly round its tank/bowl.

you Hang ge weiblng zai menkou (pang) zhan zhe
There are two guards standing at the entrance.

Though the addition of U zhe 'exist continuously in a particular manner'
is motivated by rhythm, the sentence with its presence becomes even more
descriptive. This point will be picked up again in Chapter 21.

8.3 LOCATION EXPRESSIONS AS SENTENCE
TERMINATORS

If a location expression indicates the result of an action, it naturally comes after
the verb. In other words, if a location expression emphasises the position the
subject (the initiator of the action) or the topic (generally the notional object of
the action) eventually reaches following the execution of the action implied in
the verb, it is only natural for the location expression to come after the verb.
Under such circumstances, the expression is always preceded by ft zai 'at; in;
on', etc. Location expressions as sentence terminators are particularly common
with JE ba constructions or with notional passives.6 For example,

ta ba dayl gua zai yljia shang
He hung [his] overcoat on, the coat hanger/stand.

Monosyllabic rhythm may be possible in imperatives, e.g. fftttiiJL^r ni zai zher deng, 'Would
you wait here', i t t m f f l ^ qing zai qianmian zuo 'Please sit at the front'.
Disyllabic or trisyllabic nouns may combine with 4 zai to form location expressions without
postpositions, e.g. ttffl1?W zai tushuguan 'in the library', ftn P zai menkou 'at the entrance' if
there is no ambiguity as to the actual whereabouts.
See Chapter 12 for ffi ba constructions and Chapter 13 for notional passives.
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M. ° mama ba meimei bao zai huai li
Mother took/held younger sister in her arms.

baba ba qiche ting zai lubian
Father parked the car at the roadside.

. ° qian dou cun zai yinhang li
The money is all deposited in the bank.

xinxl dou cun zai ruanpan shang
The information is all stored on the floppy (disk).

youkemen dou tang zai shiiyln xia
The visitors all lay down in the shade of the tree(s).

kerenmen dou zhan zai fangzi qianmian
The guests all stood in front of the house.

If the emphasis is the verb itself, the location expression becomes a coverbal
phrase. For example, the last three examples may be reworded as:

ff Mf|5;ftftS;±## o xinxl dou zai ruanpan shang cun zhe
The information is being stored on the floppy (disk).

^ ° youkemen dou zai shiiyin xia tang zhe
The visitors are all lying in the shade of the tree(s).

^ ° kerenmen dou zai fangzi qianmian zhan zhe
The guests are all standing in front of the house.

We can see that the post-verbal complemental use of the location expression
focuses on the location while the pre-verbal adverbial use of the location expres-
sion focuses on the action itself. The only case where the alternative structures
do not make any difference in meaning is the use of verbs like ft zhu 'to live'.
However, there will be a difference in their function: the former is a descriptive
(with a 4 zai location phrase) while the latter an expository (with an unmarked
verb):

tamen zhii zai lundun
7 tamen zai lundun zhu

They live in London.

Note that in this case tt zhu 'to live; to stay' is used monosyllabically without the addition of
(f zhe, or it would be a descriptive sentence again.
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8.4 LOCATION EXPRESSIONS AS SENTENCE
BEGINNERS

Location expressions in a sentence naturally indicate places which the speaker/
writer is sure about, and, like point of time expressions, they are of definite
reference. As we have seen, expressions of definite reference come before the
verb, and location expressions are naturally found as coverbal phrases placed
pre-verbally (e.g. the ft zai phrases seen above) or as sentence beginners.8 An
expository sentence which states that 'there is something somewhere' is there-
fore often couched in Chinese as 'somewhere has that something'. For example,
'there is a book on the table' will have to become literally 'the top of the table
has a book', Ai^iiDl!^—^4$ zhuozi shangmian you yl ben shu. Similarly:

xiangzi li you biishao xln chenshan
There are quite a few new shirts in the case/box.

blngxiang li haiyou juzishui
There is also orange juice in the fridge.

shujia shang zhiyou yl ben shu
There is only one book on the bookcase.

° xinglijia shang meiyou xingli
There is no luggage on the luggage rack.

^h/hUH ° fangzi houmian you yl ge xiao caiyuan
There is a small vegetable garden behind the house.

The verb ^ you 'to have' may be replaced by an action verb marked by lr zhe
or T le so that what is indicated is not just that somewhere something exists but
also in what fashion or manner something came to exist:

^IJtji^t/T^fiBUL o qiang shang gua zhe/le yi fu huar
There is/was a picture hanging on the wall.

canzhud shang fang zhe/le shifen jingzhi de canjii
On the table is/was laid out an extemely fine dinner service.

ffiiittif/7$M£ huaping li cha zhe/le xianhua
There are/were flowers (arranged/placed) in the vase.

-ft zai does not usually occur with sentence beginners. For example, ttftfili?®^^ ° ta zai
tushuguan kan shu 'He is reading in the library' vs ffl^tt^ffl^'f1*-)? = tushuguan you hen
duo zhongwen shu 'There are a lot of Chinese books in the library'. If ft zai is present with a
sentence beginner, it conveys an emphatic tone: e.g. ft^srWhii^—'tXWUM. ° zai chezhan waibian
you yl ge da tongxiang 'Outside the station is a large bronze statue'.
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The difference between ^f zhe and T le is that the former is more descriptive
and the latter more narrative.

To indicate that something is the sole or dominant occupant of a particular place,
JH shi 'to be' is often used instead of ^ you 'to have':

l f^ ° huayuan li daochu dou shi yecao
Everywhere in the garden are weeds.

M^'SfPSfli ° wuzi li dou shi yan
The room is full of smoke.

daxue rukouchu pangbian shi yl ge da zhonglou
Beside the entrance to the university is a large clock tower.

Similarly, an action verb can be used in this sense provided it is followed
immediately by the monosyllabic complement fit man 'full o f and is marked
by 7 le:

° huayuan li daochu zhang man le yecao
Everywhere in the garden has grown full of weeds.

° wuzi li chongman le yanwii
The room is full of smoke.

qiche li ji man le ren
The bus/car was crammed with people.

chouti li sai man le jiu baozhi
The drawer is/was stuffed (full) with old newspapers.

>̂ ° zhuozi shang dul man le shu
The table is/was piled high with books.

If the action verb indicates movement, the notion of existence gives way to that
of emergence or disappearance. When this happens, complements indicating
direction or result9 have to be incorporated before the marker T le is added.

° haimian shang fei lai le yl qun hai'ou
A flock of gulls came flying over the sea.

3WlflS ° dipingxian shang sheng qi le yl dao heiyan
A thread of black smoke rose on the horizon.

See §§8.5.1 and 8.5.2 for direction complements; see Chapter 10 for result complements.
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houmian chuan lai le yl zhenzhen de jingdi sheng
From behind came the sound of police whistles one after another.

jianyu li pao diao le Hang ge fanren
Two prisoners/convicts escaped from the prison.

8.5 DIRECTION INDICATORS

Direction indicator is a term used broadly to refer to a small set of verbs, which
can be used as movement verbs on their own, or can be attached to other action
verbs to indicate direction of movement or the beginning of a process involving
the action. The set can be divided into two subsets, forming two tiers of possible
attachment to an action verb.

8.5.1 SIMPLE DIRECTION INDICATORS
5|t lai 'to come' and i qu 'to go'

5fc lai 'to come' and 4 qil 'to go' are the two simple direction indicators on
which other disyllabic direction indicators are built. St lai 'to come' indicates
direction towards the speaker and i qu 'to go' away from the speaker:10

03ft7" ° yeye hui lai le
(lit. Grandpa return come le) Grandpa has come/came back.

yeye hui qil le
(lit. Grandpa return go le) Grandpa has gone/went back.

If there is a location object, it is placed between the verb and its direction
indicator:

yeye hui jia lai le
(lit. Grandpa return home come le) Grandpa has come home.

yeye chuguo qu le
(lit. Grandpa exit country go le) Grandpa has gone abroad.

If there is a physical object, it comes after the verb, either before or after the
direction indicator:

3fe lai/lai 'to come' and 4 qii/qu 'to go' on their own and in other particular combinations may
also respectively indicate related notions such as 'coming into, or disappearing from, view',

11
'regaining or losing consciousness'. These uses will be discussed below.
Full discussion of the end-of-sentence particle T le can be found in Chapter 21.
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#&?@5fc ° yeye dai le yi ping jiu lai
Grandpa brought a bottle of wine.

yeye dai lai le yi ping jiu
Grandpa brought a bottle of wine.

8.5.2 DISYLLABIC DIRECTION INDICATORS

M lai 'to come' and i; qu 'to go' are combined with a set of movement verbs12

to form disyllabic direction indicators, which are attached to a verb to indicate
more precise directions:

h shang up

T xia down

M jin in(to)

ih chu out (of)

j l guo across/over

P3 hui back

JF kai away

fe qi upward

3fc lai towards

±St shanglai

T5|t xialai

MM jinlai

thM chulai

il5|t guolai

[fll3(t huilai

ff 3ft kailai

MM qilai

£ qu away from

± i shangqu

T i xiaqu

Mi: jinqu

til 4 chuqu

i l i guoqu

[fili huiqu

?f i kaiqu

* S i *qiqu13

For example:

dengshan yundongyuan pa shanglai le
The mountaineers have climbed up. (towards the speaker-observer above)

dengshan yundongyuan pa shangqu le
The mountaineers have climbed up. (away from the speaker-observer
below)

If the sentence is narrative rather than expository (see Chapter 20), the com-
pleted action aspect marker T le comes after the verb and before the direction
indicator:

12 These direction indicators also constitute motion verbs themselves, e.g. ElSt huilai 'come back',
T i xiaqu 'go down', ittSt jinlai 'come in', j±4 guoqu 'go over', etc. (see examples under
§8.5.1).

" The combination of &£; qiqu is no longer used.
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dengshan yundongyuan pa le shanglai
> The mountaineers climbed up. (towards the speaker-observer)

dengshan yundongyuan pa le shangqu
The mountaineers climbed up. (away from the speaker-observer)

If a location object is present, it is placed between the two syllables of the
disyllabic direction indicator:

dengshan yundongyuan pa shang shin lai le
The mountaineers have climbed up the mountain, (towards the
speaker-observer)

dengshan yundongyuan pa shang shan qu le
The mountaineers have climbed up the mountain, (away from the
speaker-observer)

Completed action in such location-object sentences is expressed either by the
verb and direction indicator themselves or by placing 7 le after the first element
in the indicator and omitting the second element, i.e. 5^ lai or 4 qu:

ft &,)K?i:Wi ° songshu pa shang shu qu
ftHJEeiiTW ° songshu pa shang le shii
The squirrel climbed up the tree.

gege pao xia lou lai
gege pao xia le lou

Elder brother ran downstairs.

huoche kai guo qiao qu
huoche kai guo le qiao

The train went over a bridge.

Here are some more location-object examples where 3fe lai or 4 qu has to be
omitted due to the presence of T le:

dajia dou zou jin le wuzi
Everyone came into the room.

ta you dao le dui'an
He swam to the opposite bank.

n ° yanyuan deng shang le wutai
The actor went on stage.
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If an object other than location (i.e. physical or abstract) is present, it can be
placed either (a) between the verb and the direction indicator, or (b) after the
verb and the direction indicator or (c) between the two parts of the direction
indicator with 7 le omitted:

(a) SK#M^T—KflTJt* ° fuwiiyuan ti le yl zhl xiangzi jinlai
(b) K ^ M J t ; t * 7 — R f t 7 ° fuwiiyuan ti jinlai le yi zhl xiangzi
(c) K#paSa—Affi^Nft ° fuwiiyuan ti jin yl zhl xiangzi lai

The attendant brought a trunk in.

(a) ^ ^ ^ 7 - R ^ ^ . ^ I H * ° mama mai le yl zhl da huojl huilai
(b) ^^SIBl5|t7—PsX^% ° mama mai huilai le yl zhl da huojl
(c) 8 8 ^ 0 — R ^ ^ J f f c ° mama mai hui yl zhl da huojl lai

Mum bought (and brought home) a big turkey.

(a) x
gongchengshi xiang le yl ge hao banfa chulai

(b) Xg!)ffi**7-yh»*i* °
gongchengshi xiang chulai le yi ge hao banfa

gongchengshi xiang chu yi ge hao banfa lai
The engineer came up with a good idea.

In relation to sentence (c), it would be less acceptable to keep 7 le in:

|jtt7—Rfi7St ° fuwiiyuan ti jin le yi zhi xiangzi lai
*The attendent brought a trunk in.

mama mai hui le yi zhi da huoji lai
*Mum bought (and took home) a big turkey.

8.5.3 DIRECTION INDICATORS INDICATING MEANING
OTHER THAN DIRECTION

Disyllabic direction indicators can also be used figuratively to convey meanings
beyond those of directional motion, though a link with the basic idea of move-
ment is retained. In sentences with these figurative meanings, the object has
always to be placed between the two syllables of the disyllabic direction indic-
ator, and the completion aspect marker 7 le may not be incorporated under any
circumstances. However, if the verb is intransitive and there is no object present,
7 le can be used after the verb and before the disyllabic direction indicator.

With an abstract noun object, this construction is probably less commonly used.
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i (a) fct)3ft chulai can imply 'coming into view or having its presence felt' and
"> T i xiaqu, 'disappearing from view':

ta cong koudai li na chu Hang bang qian lai
He took two pounds (cash) out of his pocket.

S * - mei ren tichu renhe wenti lai
No one raised any questions.

bingren tun xia yl li yaowan qu
The patient swallowed a pill.

(b) SSt guolai and ®^t qilai can respectively convey 'regaining conscious-
ness' and 'regaining memory' and M i guoqu, 'losing consciousness':

zuihan zuihou xing le guolai
The drunkard finally came to.

* •» ta turan xiang qi zhei jian shi lai
He suddenly remembered this.

n y g e huai xiaoxi shi ta hun le guoqu
That bad news made her faint.

(c) &M qilai and T i xiaqu can respectively imply 'starting' and 'continu-
ing' an action or process:

renren dou chang qi ge lai
Everyone began to sing.

tian xia qi yu lai
It began to rain.

laotour zheng xiang shuo xiaqu
The old man was about to continue to speak.

women zhi neng deng xiaqu
All we could do was carry on waiting.

women bu neng zai dai xiaqu le
We cannot stay here any longer.

Ambiguity as to whether the direction indicators refer to direction or
process does not generally arise because of the semantic nature of the
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action verbs in the collocation. However, in some cases, such ambiguities
do exist. The verb ffli tiao 'to jump', for instance, is naturally compatible
with upward motion and when combined with leLM qilai, it may mean
either 'to jump up' or 'to start jumping' or in particular contexts 'to start
dancing'. The ambiguity is only resolved by the given context or co-text:

* ° ta xia de tiao le qilai
He was so startled he jumped to his feet.

suizhe youyang de wuqu | dajia dou tiao le qilai
Everyone began to dance with the rise and fall of the dance music.

(d) TJfc xialai indicates 'settling down or coming to a halt':

wuzi li jianjian de jing le xialai
The room slowly went quiet.

TTJft° qiche man man de ting le xialai
The car slowly came to a halt.

8.6 THE DESTINATION INDICATOR M dao 'to arrive'
As an indicator of destination, III dao 'to arrive' is hybrid in nature, and may
specify either location or direction. We will first look at 3\ dao as a location
indicator:

it— a HS&Mk^-ik ° ta ylkouqi pao dao huochezhan
He ran to the railway station without stopping, (lit. in one breath)

ta manman de zou dao hebian
She slowly walked to the river bank.

Here the 3\ dao phrases, as sentence terminators (similar to the location expres-
sions with 4 zai in §8.4), clearly indicate the terminal point or destination of the
movement verbs.

More often, however, 3\ dao combines with 3|t lai or i qu to indicate direction,
and such combinations usually take the form of:

I'J dao + location object + M lai or £; qu

These structures are coverbal phrases, which are discussed in detail in Chapter
11, and may feature pre-verbally as adverbials or post-verbally as complements.
As adverbials they identify where the subject is before the action in the verb is
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carried out and as complements they indicate where the subject or object is after
the action.

(a) as adverbials:

ffllPJ^ttiScflBS °15 ta dao chezhan qu jie pengyou
He went to the station to meet a friend.

M. ° mama dao shichang qu mai cai
Mother went to the market to buy vegetables/food.

shushu dao wo jia lai tanwang baba he mama
Uncle came to my/our house to visit mother and father.

The subjects in these cases must get to their destination before they can
carry out the various actions of meeting friends, buying food or visiting
parents.

(b) as complements:

* ° ta jljlmangmang de pao dao wo jia lai
He came running to my house in a great rush.

niaor fei dao shu shang qu
i The bird flew on to the tree.

Wt7^.faWM'Ml&i: ° qianshuiyuan qian dao haidi qu
The divers dived to the bottom of the sea.

tamen ba loushang de jiaju ban dao louxia qu
They moved the (upstairs) furniture downstairs.

ta ba sheng xialai de qian cun dao yinhang li qu
She put/deposited her savings in the bank.

The subjects here must carry out the actions before they or what they are moving
reach their various destinations.

15 In sentences like these St lai or * qu may colloquially be placed at the end of the sentence: e.g.
ta dao chezhan jie pengyou qu 'He went to the station to meet a friend'.
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Adverbials are words or expressions which modify verbs in the same way that
attributives qualify nouns, and they are therefore placed immediately before the
verb they modify. They may be divided into two categories: restrictive and
descriptive.

Restrictive adverbials function to restrict the time frame, location, tone, structural
orientation or referential scope of verbs. They consist of (a) time expressions;
(b) a closed set of monosyllabic adverbs that refer forwards and backwards to
particular words or expressions in a sentence or context to highlight or emphas-
ise them; (c) set expressions used as mood or tone-setters of an utterance (e.g. 35
$ift laoshi shuo 'to be honest'); (d) negators; and (e) coverbal expressions of
all kinds.1 Descriptive adverbials, on the other hand, describe the manner in
which the action encoded in the verb is being carried out. They are usually, but
not always, followed by the marker Jfe de 'in the manner of.

Restrictive adverbials, apart from coverbal expressions, generally come before
descriptive ones. If there is a coverbal expression in the sentence, a descriptive
adverbial can be placed either before or after it depending on meaning and
emphasis. In contrast with this, a coverbal expression always occurs after restrict-
ive adverbials.2

9.1 RESTRICTIVE ADVERBIALS

9.1.1 TIME EXPRESSIONS

As we saw in Chapter 7, point-of-time expressions always come before the verb,
so that in the time-sequenced logic of a Chinese sentence the time reference can
be made clear before the action of the verb is specified:

° wo meitian zaochen qi dian zhong shangxue
I go to school every morning at 7 o'clock.

? nimen ji shi zou
When are you leaving?

See Chapter 11 on coverbs.
' Details of the relative position of adverbials are given in §9.5.
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ta Hang jia guoqu changchang laiwang
Their two families in the past often visited each other.

i t ° wo yishi xiangbuqi ta shi shui
I can't remember for the moment /off hand who he is.

tade liixiang zhongyu shixian le
His ideal in the end was realised.

zanmen gaitian zai tan ba
Let's talk again another day.

wo zhe jiu lai
I'll come straight away.

ta zai yl nian zhinei Hang ci dapo (le) shijie jilu
He broke the world record twice in a year.

women haojiii meiyou tongxin le
We have not corresponded for a long time.

ta xianglai bu xlyan
He has never (lit. hitherto not) smoked.

° ta bushi xiang chuangwai tanwang
She from time to time looked out of the window.

wo zuotian jiil ba zhei pian wenzhang xie wan le
I finished writing this essay yesterday.

nei ge riben funii hudi xiang ta jule yl gong
That Japanese woman suddenly bowed to him.

3 & zhe here means s,± mashang 'immediately'.
4 This sentence and a few of the following ones are examples of duration and frequency expressions

coming before the verb. For an explanation of this, see §7.1.
5 A number of adverbs like MHz hudi, e.g. S * tudi 'abruptly', ft* doudi 'unexpectedly', Mid

modi 'suddenly', although they appear to be descriptive adverbials with * di (see §9.2), in fact
function as restrictive adverbials.
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From these examples we can see that time adverbials generally come immedi-
ately after the subject and before the verb (or the co-verbal phrase if there is
one). Sentences like the following are not acceptable:

*ta xiang chuangwai bushi tanwang

*wo ba zhei pian wenzhang zuotian jiu xie wan le

Time expressions, however, may be placed at the beginning of the sentence
before the subject if they are to be emphasised and if their scope of modification
covers the whole sentence rather than the verb alone. For example:

meitian zaochen qi dian zhong | didi hai shuide hen xiang de shihou |
wo jiu beizhe shubao shangxue qu le
Every morning at 7 o'clock, while younger brother is still fast asleep,
I go off to school with my satchel on my back.

jishi ni cai neng bian de bit name tiaopi ne
When are you ever going to stop being so mischievous?

Sometimes time expressions may take the form of short verbal expressions,
which have the inbuilt meaning of 'while', 'after', 'before', etc. It is as if time
words like MN1S; de shihou, N" shi 'while' or 2.WS zhlqian, \>lm yiqian
'before' or ^Jp zhihou, \H.fs yihou 'after', which would normally be found
after the verbal expression, have been omitted.6

MT"/5JL+fl-Si]# ° ta gan huor shifen mahu
(lit. she do work extremely careless) She is extremely careless with her
work.

iiffifeftkjfcTEfenllUBffl ° zhei zhong dianchi chong le dian keyi zai yong
(lit. this mw:kind battery fill/charge le electricity may again use)
This battery when it's charged can be used again.

zhei wei laoshi shuo qi hua lai xihuan bihua shoushi
(lit. this mw teacher begin to speak always like gesticulate gestures)
This teacher likes to gesticulate when he speaks.

c—f3 ° ni linzou gaosu wo yl sheng
(lit. you near-go tell me one mw:sound) Tell me when you are leaving.

See Chapter 11 on time clauses.
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9.1.2 MONOSYLLABIC REFERENTIAL ADVERBS

Referential adverbs are a set of monosyllabic adverbs which are placed immedi-
ately before verbs to refer backwards or forwards to a time, person or entity
mentioned earlier or later in the sentence. They indicate immediacy, tardiness,
inclusion, contrast, repetition, unexpectedness, etc. on the part of the referent in
relation to the action which is about to take place or has just taken place.

The main referential adverbs7 are:

we
*
U
til

m
#
A

cai
dou
ye
que
hai
dao
zai
you
/hi
jing

immediately afterwards
not until
all; both
also
on the other hand; nevertheless
in addition; still
on the contrary; but, however
again (in future)
(once) again
only
unexpectedly

Here are some examples:

T ° yl dao dongtian | tian hen kuai jiu hei le
(lit. once arrive winter, sky very quickly then black le)
As soon as winter comes, it quickly gets dark.

wo jia j]u zai daxue fujin | ji fenzhong j]u zou dao le
(lit. my home just cv:at university vicinity, few minutes then walk-arrive le)
My home is nearby the university, and I can walk there in a few minutes.

i ° tamen daxue biye zhlhou cai jiehun
(lit. they university graduate after only then marry)
They did not get married until they graduated from university.

iX ° yiihiii de ren dou zancheng ta de tiyi
(lit. attend conference de people all approve his proposal)
The people at the conference/meeting all appproved/endorsed his proposal.

See Chapter 22 for these adverbials discussed as conjunctives.
8 The referential adverb «t jiu 'just' here refers forward to indicate 'my home is near the university'

rather than backwards.
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S ^ ° zhei tiao lu zaowan dou sai che
(lit. this mw road morning-evening both block cars)
Morning and evening there is always a traffic jam on this road.

liheqi huai le | shache yl huai le
(lit. clutch wrong le, brake also wrong le)
The clutch broke down, and so did the brake.

zhei tiao shuxueti laoshl vi wufa jieda
(lit. this mw maths problem teacher also no way explain)
Even the teacher has no way to answer this maths problem.

nei shunjian wo que shuobuchu hua lai
(lit. that instant I but speak not out words come)
At that instant I could not say a word (however much I wanted to).

wo mama hju maile bushao toujln
(lit. my mother in addition buy le not a few scarves)
My mother in addition/also bought several scarves.

ni hai bu mingbai wode yisi ma
(lit. you still not understand my meaning ma)
Do you still not understand my meaning?

ft/s ' fifcM&WSi'J&t^ ° zuihou | ta dao meiyou shoudao chiifa
(lit. in the end, he but not have receive punishment)
In the end he did not receive any punishment (as he should).

zhei jian shi ylhou zai shuo ba
(lit. this mw matter afterwards again speak ba)
Let's talk about this again later.

jtfj Tfr^b ° yl bu xiaoxln | ta you ba qiu tichu le jiewai
(lit. once not careful, he again cv.grasping ball kick out le boundary-outside)
In a moment of carelessness, he kicked the ball out again.

zher zhi you ni yi ge ren ma
(lit. here only have/there is you one mw person ma)
Are you the only person here?

xiangbudao shiqing jing fazhan dao buke shoushi de dibu
(lit. did not expect matter unexpectedly develop cv:to not able repair de
stage) Unexpectedly, the matter developed to an irretrievable stage/point.
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9.2 DESCRIPTIVE ADVERBIALS

Descriptive adverbials are formed from adjectives or various kinds of adjectival
constructions which must be at least two syllables long. They not only describe
the way in which the action in the verb is being carried out but they also
demonstrate an attitude or conscious effort on the part of the subject, that is, the
initiator of the action (unless of course the subject is inanimate and cannot
wilfully exert any influence). Descriptive adverbials invite appreciation by the
senses (sight, hearing, touch, etc.) or understanding of human motives, qualities,
etc. They are generally marked by the adverbial marker itfc de 'in the manner of,
and are placed immediately before a verb or before or after a coverbal phrase:

I S i i S f T S ^ • ta reqing de jiedai le laibin
(lit. he warm de receive le guests) He received the guests warmly.

ta minjie de pao shang qianlai
(lit. she nimble de run up front come) She came running forward quickly.

laoban hen tongkuai de daying le womende yaoqiu
(lit. the boss very quick de agree le our request(s))
The proprietor/boss agreed to our request promptly.

jiejie gaogaoxingxing de pao hui jia lai
(lit. elder sister high-high-spirit-spirit de run back home come)
Elder sister came running home happily.

^^•M^MMmM-nT-T » baba longlongtongtong de jieshi le yixia
(lit. father sweeping-sweeping de explain le one mw:time)
Father gave a sweeping explanation.

More rarely, verbs or noun phrases with or without i& de9 can also function as
descriptive adverbials:

tt>&*&m)Lt&>MM ° ta he bu long zuir de xiao zhe
(lit. he close-not-be-able mouth de grin zhe) He was grinning from ear to ear.

guanzhong xiang chaoshui ylyang (de) yongjin juchang
(lit. audience like tide-water same de flood cv:into theatre)
The audience flooded into the theatre (like a tide).

JUk—^^lJli&iHi^M ° ta yi ge jingr de sushuo zhe
(lit. she persistent de complain zhe) She went on complaining without stop.

For descriptive adverbials without * de, see §9.4 below.
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fife § E.—yhAJrEJ^-|B]i|^j!n^p?f- ° ta ziji yi ge ren ba fangjian shoushi ganjing
(lit. he self one mw person cv:grasping room tidy up clean)
He cleaned up the room on his own.

Monosyllables (including onomatopoeic terms) have to be reduplicated to be-
come adverbials. For example:

'R'tfift, manman de slowly
haohao de well
congcong de hurriedly
qiaoqiao de quietly
qingqing de gently

Bf If j& huhu de whistling (of wind); noise (of snoring)

Trisyllabic (particularly phonaesthetic) adjectives, quadrisyllable (often idiomatic)
expressions and reduplicated disyllabic onomatopoeic terms are also used as
adverbials:

HtHtHitk jingqiaoqiao de very quietly
liangjingjing de glitteringly
ylgege de one by one
qixln xieli de with concerted effort
li bu cong xln de helplessly
fanlaifuqu de repeatedly
gudugudu de gurgling, bubbling
pipipapa de with a cracking/clapping sound

The quadrisyllabic phrases can also be reduplications or intercalated
expressions:

'M;A/£Mifo qlngqingchuchu de clearly
renrenzhenzhen de earnestly
deyi yangyang de triumphantly, pleased with oneself
yi qi yi fu de rising and falling, up and down
you ke you lei de both thirsty and tired
bu gao bu dl de neither high nor low

Adverbials longer than this are not common, but they are possible particularly if
they incorporate words like fWM shi de 'as if':

haoxiang yldian ye bu zaihu shi de
as if not caring a bit/jot

bei ren ma le yi dun shi de
as if rebuked (by someone)
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9.3 INITIATOR-ORIENTED OR ACTION-ORIENTED
DESCRIPTIVE ADVERBIALS

We have mentioned that a descriptive adverbial may come before or after a
coverbal expression. This choice is not random, but is in most cases dictated by
the underlying meaning. If the adverbial is initiator-oriented and relates more
to the attitude or appearance of the subject of the sentence, it is usually placed
before the coverbal expression10 nearer to the initiator subject; if it relates more
to the manner of the action it may be said to be more action-oriented, and is
therefore generally placed after the coverbal expression and immediately before
the verb." Compare the following pair of sentences:

(a) ftti^'frif&ffl^M^HS&tf'&il ° (initiator-oriented)
ta man bu jingxin de ba yao dai de dongxi saijin beibao li
(lit. he casually cv:grasping want take de things stuff cv:into
rucksack-inside)
All casual, he stuffed the things he wanted to take into the rucksack.

and:

S l f fill ° (action-oriented)
ta ba yao dai de dongxi man bu jingxin de saijin beibao li
(lit. he cv:grasping want take de things casually stuff cv:into rucksack)
He stuffed the things he wanted to take casually into the rucksack.

(b) ^ f f i J t ^ i t y e ^ W^WSaWfeM - (initiator-oriented)
ta manlian xiaorong de ba yao dai de dongxi saijin beibao li
(lit. he grinning all over cv:grasping want take de things stuff cv:into
rucksack-inside)
Grinning all over, he stuffed the things he wanted to take into the
rucksack.

but less acceptable as:

° (non-action-oriented)
*ta ba yao dai de dongxi manlian xiaorong de saijin beibao li
*(lit. he cv:grasping want take de things grinning all over stuff cv:into
rucksack-inside)

(c) ^ffiW-^WSHSL-bAJffifeSfflW-am ° (action-oriented)
ta ba yao dai de dongxi luanqlbazao de saijin beibao li
(lit. he cv:grasping want take de things messily stuff cv.into
rucksack-inside)
He stuffed the things he wanted to take messily into his rucksack.

Descriptive adverbials indicating intention or attitude may, however, often be used to indicate
manner at the same time.
The flexible word order of English sometimes makes these distinctions less marked.
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but less acceptable as:

jaif'S.JI ° (non-initiator-oriented)
*ta luanqlbazao de ba yao dai de dongxi saijin beibao li
*(lit. he messily cv:grasping want take de things stuff cv:into
rucksack-inside)

The first of the above pairs illustrates that these adverbials may be used before
or after the coverbal expression depending on whether they are describing
attitude/appearance or manner. However, descriptive adverbials that indicate
only attitude or appearance are less likely to be placed after the coverbal phrase
(second pair) and those of manner likewise are less likely to come before the
coverbal phrase (third pair).

Here are some more examples of either initiator-oriented or action-oriented
adverbials:

^fefUfcJtyCffiMft^-fth ° (initiator-oriented)
ta yonggan de ba qiu dingchu jie wai
(lit. he bravely cv:grasping ball head out boundary-outside)
He bravely headed the ball out of play.

1 but less acceptable as:

*ta ba qiu yonggan de dingchu jie wai
* (lit. he cv.grasping ball bravely head out boundary-outside)

Mi ° (initiator-oriented)
ta xunsu de ba che shazhu
(lit. he rapidly cv:grasping car brake-stop)
Rapidly he put on the brake (and brought the car to a halt).

(action-oriented)
ta ba che xunsu de shazhu
(lit. he cv.grasping car rapidly brake-stop)
He braked rapidly (and brought the car to a halt).

(initiator-oriented)
ta chengchengkenken de xiang ta daoqian
(lit. he sincerely cv:to her apologise) He apologised to her sincerely.

but less likely as:

*ta xiang ta chengchengkenken de daoqian
(lit. he cv:to her sincerely apologise)
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9.4 OMISSION OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MARKER J& de
We have seen that the marker i& de 'in the manner of is usually present with
descriptive adverbials. However, it is not used when the adverbial includes the
numeral ~ yl in expressions indicating 'togetherness', 'swiftness', 'abruptness':12

tamen ylqi qu zuo yiwu gongzuo
(lit. they together go do voluntary work)
They are going together to do voluntary work.

haizimen yTqi rong le shanglai
(lit. the children in unison swarm le up come)
The children swarmed over all together.

ta yi quan da zai nei ge ren de lian shang
(lit. he one fist hit cv:on that mw person's face-on)
He punched that man in the face.

° ta yl tou zhajin shui li
(lit. he one head plunge cv:into water-inside)
He plunged headlong into the water.

Jfa—itWfAlM-tM&iM ° ta yi gulu cong chuang shang pa qilai
(lit. he rolling cv:from bed-top crawl up come) He leapt out of bed.

'ftk^/Hi>UE-%l;iiy/JvM ° ta yi ge zongbu tiaoguo le xiao he
(lit. he one mw bound jump over le little river)
With one bound, he leapt across the stream.

^^MlfcrzlftJttT ° qiche ga de yi sheng shazhu le
(lit. the car with a screech brake-stop le) The car screeched to a halt.

Monosyllabic adjectives can be used as adverbials in imperatives, brief responses,
etc. and these adverbials are not followed by itfe de:

! kuailai
(lit. fast come) Come quickly!

manzou
(lit. slow leave) Take care, take it easy.

haoshuo haoshuo
(lit. well said well said) It's very kind of you to say so.

Note, however, that if — yl in the expression indicates 'repetition or continuation', ife de is retained:
e.g. — 1XX—&Hfe yl ci you yl ci de 'again and again', —^StJL* yl ge jlnr de 'non-stop'.
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A number of adverbs in the lexicon, though descriptive in nature, are not nor-
mally found with i& de. This is simply a matter of usage and no generalisations
can be made about them. For example:

ifflT-hi ° dajia lianmang ying le shangqu
(lit. everyone promptly welcome le up go)
Everyone hastened forward (to meet him/her/them).

liang guo huitan yuanman jieshu
(lit. two country talks satisfactorily conclude)
The talks between the two countries were satisfactorily concluded.

i y i S J t J E ° ta cong bu qingyi fabiao yijian
(lit. he hitherto not rashly express opinion) He never made rash comments.

Heche xuxii kaidong
(lit. the train slowly start-move) The train slowly started to move.

yi lii chulyan niaoniao shangsheng
(lit. one mw:thread kitchen smoke curling up rise)
A wisp of smoke curled up from the kitchen chimney.

wo lalazaza tan le zheixie | qing dajia zhijiao
(lit. I in disorganised way talk le these, please everyone make comments)
I have chatted in no particular order about these things and so would
everyone please make comments.

9.5 RELATIVE POSITION OF ADVERBIALS

When there is more than one adverbial in a sentence the normal order is for
restrictive adverbials to come before descriptive ones. Within the descriptive
category, initiator-oriented adverbials precede action-oriented adverbials. The
overall sequence is something like:

(a) time expressions: from more general to more specific: ^.
xlngqi tian zaoshang shi dian zhong

(b) adverbials indicating mood or tone: ffi^F^ hen buxing 'unfortunately'
(interchangeable in position with time expressions)

(c) monosyllabic referential adverbs: til ye 'also', M dou 'all'
(d) negators: F̂ bu 'not', SW meiyou 'did/has not'
(e) actor-oriented descriptive adverbials: iftiiiT^^itk gaogaoxingxing de

'happily'
(f) # the phrases indicating accompanying manner
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(g) action-oriented descriptive adverbials: —ifr^ifrifo yl bu yl bu de 'step
by step'

(h) ffi ba or * bei
(i) coverbal expressions other than JE ba or IS bei or location expressions:

Ht#, gen ta 'with him' (interchangeable in position with tE ba or ft bei
or location expressions)

(j) location expressions: ft?£H zai huayuan 'in the garden'
(k) onomatopoeic terms: ##i#jfe huahuahua de (interchangeable in posi-

tion with location expressions)

An extended sentence illustrating all the above (presented here vertically) could
be constructed along the following lines:

(tone),
(subject)

%3i (time)
t|5 (referential)
^f (negator)
I t (modal verb)

ifo (actor-oriented)
(if zhe phrase)
k̂ (action-oriented)

(ffi ba phrase)

i (coverbal phrase)
(location)

laoshi shuo
zhei ge haizi
meitian
dou
bu
ken
renrenzhenzhen de
kan zhe kewen
gancui lisuo de

ba shengci

yong qianbi
zai lianxiben shang

(onomatopoeic term) shuashuashua de

0? (main verb) chao
JIM ° (complement: frequency) ji bian

English translation:

frankly
this mw child
every day
all
not
willing
seriously
reading text
briskly/

unhesitatingly
cv:grasping

vocabulary
use pencil
cv:on exercise

book-on
with a scratching

noise
copy
a few mw:times

Frankly, this child is never willing any day to scratch out without fuss and
with a careful eye on the text (of the lesson) a number of copies of the new
vocabulary into his/her exercise book.



10 COMPLEMENTS

One of the most distinctive features of Chinese syntax is that a verb in a narrat-
ive sentence is rarely used without an object or a complement following it; that
is to say, an unmarked verb would not normally be found at the end of a
narrative sentence. Even so-called intransitive verbs in Chinese, as we saw in
Chapter 6, are in most cases self-contained verb-object structures.

Complements are expressions that indicate in some way the result of the action
of the verb or describe the way the action is or has been carried out. In the
Chinese mind, they articulate a consequence that is observable in terms of out-
come or manner and as such must logically follow the verb. We have already
seen examples of complements in duration and frequency phrases (Chapter 7)
and direction expressions (Chapter 8). Here we will deal with resultative and
potential complements and those indicating manner and consequential state.

10.1 RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS

A resultative complement consists of either a result verb1 or an adjective and it
is placed immediately after the main verb. If there is a following noun, it comes
after the verb + complement. The result indicated by the complement can be
either intended or unintended, or it can be the natural outcome of the action of
the verb. Resultative complements can occur in narrative, expository and evalu-
ative sentences, but not in descriptive sentences.

10.1.1 ADJECTIVAL RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS

Virtually any adjective can function as a resultative complement, but some are
used much more often than others for this purpose. Generally speaking, com-
mendatory adjectives indicate intended result and derogatory adjectives unin-
tended results. In cases where the subject is inanimate or the adjective neutral,
the result produced may be a description of a natural phenomenon.

ta xiu hao le wode qiche
(lit. he repair-good le my car) He repaired my car.

There is a specific set of verbs in the vocabulary which indicates the end-result of an action rather
than the action itself, e.g. ft po 'break', ffil dao 'topple' (see §10.1.2 below).
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ta zhuang huai le wode qiche
(lit. he collide-bad le my car)
He damaged my car (in a collision).

^fnlM ° tamen hai mei nong qingchu zhei ge wenti
(lit. they still not handle-clear this mw problem)
They still haven't clarified this problem.

^ » meimei suan cuo le nei dao ti
(lit. younger sister calculate-wrong le that mw question)
Younger sister got that question wrong.

taiyang zhao Hang le dadi
(lit. sun shine-bright le earth) The sun lit up the world.

wanxia ran hong le xibian de tiankong
(lit. sunset clouds dye-red le western de sky)
The evening sun coloured the western sky red.

mama zhengli hao (le) chuangpu
(lit. mother put-in-order-well bedclothes)
Mother straightened the bed-clothes.

jiejie ma ganjing (le) zhuozi
(lit. elder sister wipe-clean table) Elder sister wiped the table clean.

Note that in the last two examples the completed action aspect marker T le is
likely to become optional for reasons of rhythm, when either the verb or the
complement is disyllabic.

Common resultative adjectives are mostly monosyllables from the language's
adjectival lexicon, including the following: tfi bao 'full from eating', Bf zui
'drunk', Xi dui 'correct'.

10.1.2 VERBAL RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS

A limited set of so-called result verbs function as resultative complements. They
tend to indicate the end result of an action rather than an action itself.

didi zuo wan le tade zuoye
(lit. younger brother do-finish le his homework)
Younger brother finished his homework.

2 # nong 'to handle' is used widely in colloquial speech, rather like 'get' in English.
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yeye ji zou le nei feng gei nainai de xin
(lit. grandpa send-go that mw give grandma de letter)
Grandpa sent the letter to grandma.

° da feng chul dao le nei ke da shu
(lit. typhoon blow-topple le that large tree)
The typhoon blew down that large tree.

T—P.AJ- ° nei ge xiao nanhai da pi> le yl zhl panzi
(lit. that mw little boy hit-break le one mw plate)
That little boy broke a plate.

Other common verbal resultatives are: W- diao 'drop', <f zhao 'reach, find', M dao 'attain, achieve',
JF kai 'separate'.

10.1.3 RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS IN JE ba, $ bei AND
NOTIONAL PASSIVE CONSTRUCTIONS

Resultative complements feature commonly in ftl ba, W. bei and notional
passive constructions, where the sentence ends with the outcome encoded by the
complement:3

diangong bi dianxian jian duan le
(lit. electrician ba wire cut-break le) The electrician cut the wire.

hongshui ba daotian yan mo le
(lit. flood ba paddy field inundate-submerge le)
The flood inundated the paddy fields.

i'JMT ° shengcai bei mama dao diao le
(lit. left-overs bei mother tip-drop le)
The left-overs were thrown away by mother.

shii bei da feng chul dao le
(lit. tree cv:by big wind blow-topple le)
The tree was blown down in the gale.

^ T ° xin yijing ji zou le
(lit. letter already send-go le) The letter has already been sent.

ylfu dou Hang gan le
(lit. clothes all dry-in-air-dn£ le) The clothes are all dried.

3 Note that sentences like these tend to be /e-expository sentences.
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i 7 o dianhua mashang jie tong le
(lit. telephone immediately connect-through le)
The telephone call immediately got through.

10.1.4 RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS AND INTENDED/
EXPECTED OUTCOMES IN IMPERATIVE SENTENCES

In addition to indicating results that have already been achieved in a narrative
context, resultative complements, when they occur in imperative sentences, can
point to outcomes that are intended or expected:

if S££iifi^lR ! Q'n8 die hao zheixie ylfu
(lit. please fold-well these clothes) Please fold up these clothes.

! bie nong huai wode zhaoxiangjl
(lit. don't handle-bad my camera) Don't break my camera.

! na zou nide dongxi
(lit. take-go your things) Take away your things.

i f tE±4Sf'JM ° qing ba lajl dao diao
(lit. please cv:grasp garbage tip-fall) Please tip out the garbage.

M ° bie ba beizi shuai po
(lit. don't cv:grasp glass drop-break) Please don't drop the glass.

10.2 POTENTIAL COMPLEMENTS

If resultative complements indicate results that are intended or unintended or are
natural outcomes, potential complements point to results that are projected by
the speaker to be possible or impossible. They are constructed by placing # de
for positive potential or F̂ bu for negative potential between the verb and the
adjectival or verbal complements we have seen in §10.1 above. Sentences with
potential complements tend to take an objective stance and the ability or inabil-
ity to carry out the action expressed in the verb may arise at least in part from
circumstances beyond the control of the speaker. Potential complements are
therefore essentially expository.

10.2.1 ADJECTIVAL POTENTIAL COMPLEMENTS

zhei zhang zhaopian fangdeda fangbuda
(lit. this mw photo expand de large expand not large)
Can this photograph be enlarged or not?
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bu dai yanjing | wo kanbuqlngchu heiban shang de zi
(lit. not wear glasses, I see-not-clear blackboard-on de Chinese characters)
I can't see the words on the blackboard clearly without my glasses on.

n%? ni nongdemingbai zhei ge wenti ma?
(lit. you handle de clear this mw question ma)
Can you work out what the problem is?

10.2.2 VERBAL POTENTIAL COMPLEMENTS

° zuo wan wo shuibuzhao
(lit. yesterday night I sleep not go-to-sleep)
I could not go to sleep last night.

ylng'er hai duanbuliao n5i
(lit. baby still stop not end milk)
The baby cannot be weaned from breast-feeding yet.

J%M«%? zhei chang qiu dadeying ma
(lit. this game ball hit de win ma)
Can [we] win this game (of football/basketball, etc.)?

10.2.3 POTENTIAL DIRECTIONAL COMPLEMENTS

zheme duo | wo chlbuxia le
(lit. such a lot, I eat not down le) This is too much. I can't eat any more.

? tade mingzi ni xiangdeqilai ma
(lit. his name you think de up ma) Can you remember his name?

? ni caidechu tade nianling ma
(lit. you guess de out his age ma) Can you guess how old he is?

name gao de difang women laoren pabushangqu
(lit. such high de place we old people climb not ascend-go)
Old people like us cannot climb to such a high place.

duibuqi | wo xianzai zoubukai
(lit. sorry, I now leave-not-separate) Sorry, I can't get away now.
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10.2.4 FIGURATIVE USES AND OTHER FEATURES OF
RESULTATIVE COMPLEMENTS

Verbal, particularly directional complements regularly have meanings beyond
physical movement:

ta zheyang shuo wo shoubuliao
(lit. he this kind say I bear not end) I cannot put up with what he says.

tamen kanbuqi wo
(lit. they look not up me) They look down on me.

zhei Hang che zuodexia wii ge ren
(lit. this mw car sit de down five mw people)
This car can seat/take five people.

wo maibuqi nei fu huar
(lit. I buy not rise that mw picture) I cannot afford (to buy) that picture.

ni yao xiangdekai
(lit. you should think de separate) You should take [it] philosophically.

10.3 COMPLEMENTS OF MANNER AND
CONSEQUENTIAL STATE

Complements of manner are formed by placing If de after a verbal predicate
followed by an adjectival phrase, which specifies the way in which the action of
the verb is carried out or seen to be carried out. They delineate the observable
manner or result of the action and by definition they are likely to be found
in expository sentences. They can therefore be distinguished from pre-verbal
adverbial modifiers of manner with ±& de,4 which are more concerned with the
attitude or approach of the initiator of the action, and which tend to feature more
in narrative or descriptive sentences. If there is an object in a sentence with a
complement of manner, it must be shifted to the beginning of the sentence as a
topic or be placed pre-verbally after the coverb IE ba. The words or expressions
found in the complement are usually: (a) an adjective, normally modified by a
degree adverb like IS hen 'very' or by a degree complement of its own; (b) a
phonaesthetised adjective; or (c) a reduplicated adjective.

(a) degree adverb + adjective or adjective + degree complement:

- nei ge guniang daban de hen piaoliang
(lit. that mw girl dress de very beautiful) That girl is beautifully dressed.

4 See Chapter 9.
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¥ 'If If #Jf#+^7G?i ° shiqing jiejue de shifen wanman
(lit. matter resolve de entirely perfect)
The matter has been resolved perfectly.

ta gangqin tan de hao ji le
(lit. she piano play de good extremely le)
She plays the piano extremely well.

zhei ge fanyi zhongwen shuo de liiichang de hen
(lit. this mw interpreter Chinese speak de fluently de very)
This interpreter speaks Chinese extremely fluently.

(b) adjective + disyllabic phonaesthemes + W de:

ta ba beizi ca de liangzhengzheng de
(lit. he cv:grasp glass rub de shining de)
He polished the glass so that it shone.

haizi zhang de panghuhu de
(lit. child grow de chubby de) The child is/has grown chubby.

nei ge laotouzi he de zuixunxun de
(lit. that mw old man drink de drunk de) That old man got drunk.

(c) reduplicated monosyllabic or disyllabic adjectives + (W de):

K'SW - damen guan de jinjin de
(lit. big gate shut de tight de) The main gate was tightly shut.

Stfi^Jf<§(W) ° wuzi zhengli de ganganjingjing (de)
(lit. room tidy de clean de) The room was tidied nice and clean.

ta ba shijian de jingguo shuo de qlngqingchuchu de
(lit. he cv.grasp event de course tell de clear de)
He explained clearly the course of events.

In complements of consequential state the adjectival phrase is replaced by:
(a) a verbal phrase; (b) a clause; or (c) a quadrisyllabic idiom. They differ from
complements of manner in that they may follow either an adjectival or a verbal
predicate, but in other ways they are similar in function: an object, if present,
must come before the predicate; and they are likewise expository in tone, since
they elaborate on what is observed to result, intentionally or otherwise, from the
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action of the predicate verb or from the situation described by the adjectival
predicative.

(a) verbal phrase:

S ° shii bei da feng chul de zuoyou yaobai
(lit. tree cv:by big wind blow de left-right-sway)
The tree was swaying from left to right in the force of the gale.

^: ° ta xiao de zhibuqi yao lai
(lit. he laugh de straight-not-rise-waist come)
He laughed so much he couldn't straighten up.

S ° mama shangxtn de shuibuzhao jiao
(lit. mother sad de sleep not tight sleep)
Mother was so sad that she could not go to sleep.

zhei ge ren pang de koubushang waiyi de niukou
(lit. this ge person fat de fasten-not up coat de buttons)
This person was so fat he could not button up his coat.

(b) clause:

WiW3.T ° ta ku de yanjing dou hong le
(lit. she weep de eyes all red le) Her eyes were red with weeping.

lao taitai qi de quanshen fadou
(lit. old lady angry de whole body tremble)
The old lady trembled with anger.

ta gaoxing de zuiba dou hebulong le
(lit. she happy de mouth also close not together le)
She was so happy that she was beaming all the time.

f 5fSliLfTi!iJc ° tamen leng de yachi zhi dazhan
(lit. they cold de teeth continuously chatter)
They were so cold their teeth were chattering.

(c) quadrisyllabic idioms:

zhuozi shang de dongxi dul de luanqibazao
(lit. table-top de things pile de untidy)
The things on the table were piled up untidily.
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ta huida de gancui liluo
(lit. he reply de clear-cut) He gave a clear-cut response.

ditan jiu de ylqianbiizhi
(lit. carpet old de one-cash-not-worth)
The carpet was so old it was not worth a penny.

zhei zhong yao kii de nanyi xia yan
(lit. this kind medicine bitter de difficult to swallow)
This medicine is too bitter to swallow.



11 COVERBS

Coverbs are a specific set of verbs in the Chinese language which are similar to
English prepositions. They are called coverbs because they almost invariably
have to be used in conjunction with other verbs in a sentence.' For example:

J% o xiaoli dui wo xiao le xiao (coverb: 3d dui 'towards; facing')
(lit. little Li cv:towards me smile le smile) Little Li smiled at me.

women xiang qian zou qu
(coverb: fa xiang 'heading towards')
(lit. we cv:towards ahead go) We went forward/ahead.

ta lai zi beifang (coverb: i zi 'from')
(lit. he come cv:from north) He comes from the north.

#fe— • HfcM^Jfii ° ta ylkouqi zou dao xuexiao (coverb: 3\ dao 'arriving at')
(lit. she in one breath walk cv:arriving at school)
She walked straight through to school.

One cannot say:

*xiaoli dui wo *Xiao Li towards me.
*women xiang qian *We ahead.

*ftfc § iYJS » *ta zi beifang *He from north.
*W3\2^1& ° *ta dao xuexiao *She arriving at school.

Coverbs introduce expressions covering a wide range of factors including
location, direction, timing, association, means, instrument, etc. and they are
also essential elements in a number of grammatical constructions. These are all
detailed below in §11.2. In most cases, coverbs are placed before the main verb
in the sentence, the general formula being:

subject + coverbal expression + main verb

Most coverbs must be followed by a verb in the sentence. Some, however, can function as
independent verbs, e.g. ft zai. In ttftiJ-f^.l. ta zai jia xiuxi 'He's resting at home', ft zai is a
coverb; but in tt^FftiC ta bu zai jia 'He's not at home', it is a verb.
S dao like ft zai can also be used as a full verb, but as such it needs to be aspect-marked, e.g.
ttT^WjSSJT^S ta xiawu Hang dian dao le xuexiao 'She arrived at the school at two o'clock
in the afternoon'.
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In some cases, as can be seen from the third and fourth examples above, the
coverb may come after the main verb. This positioning is determined by mean-
ing, and is most common when the reference is to location or direction.3

The most important coverbs used in the language in terms of semantic categor-
ies are listed at §11.2. For example, ft xiang 'in the direction of, K chao
'towards', ft wang or wang 'going to', and # ben 'heading for' belong to the
same semantic category. Coverbs like these within one category can generally be
used interchangeably, but there are often particular features associated with their
use as well as differences between them, which we will call peer characteristics.

We will first examine the nature of these peer characteristics before listing the
semantic categories of coverbs.

11.1 PEER CHARACTERISTICS

11.1.1 REGISTRAL

Though coverbs in a semantic category broadly function in the same way, they
do have differences in register usually associated with stylistic and regional
distinctions.

For example, to say 'I'll go with him', the following options might be open::4

wo he ta yiqi qu (neut.)
—Mi; ° wo gen ta yiqi qu (northern dialect: colloq.)
— S i ° wo tong ta ylqi qu (southern dialect: colloq.)

wo yii ta tongxing (fml. and class.)

The choice would be made purely in terms of formality of style.

11.1.2 COLLOCATIONAL

Collocational features are more lexical than grammatical in nature and they are
part of language idiom. They dictate that some, if not all, the coverbs in a category
may occur with a particular noun. Various possibilities are listed below within
the category 'at the most opportune moment'. For example: ^ cheng, H chen,
and fit suf may all collocate with $1 jl 'opportunity', but not Wt jiu and M shun:

ftfll cheng jl making use of the opportunity
WSV chen jl taking the opportunity
WSV sui jl acting accordingly
*WS\. jiu ji

shun jl

See §11.1 below.
See §11.2 below.
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All five of them match with ff bian 'convenience':

Jiff
itff
Biff
/tff
ftff

Ji shun,
Bt sui:

mm

mm

*mm

shun bian
jiu bian
sui bian
chen bian
cheng bian

ft jiu, & chen

shun shi
jiu shi
chen shi
cheng shi
sui shi

ft jiu and I5t sui both
not:

mm
jiu di
sui di

while one is at or about something
as is convenient
as one pleases
at one's convenience
when convenient

and S cheng link with m shi 'momentum', but not

taking advange of someone's error
making use of the momentum
taking advantage of a favourable situation
taking advantage of the situation

collocate with ift di 'place' while the others do

on the spot
at anv place where one is - anywhere

11.1.3 GOVERNMENTAL

Coverbs, like other transitive verbs, invariably take objects. Governmental char-
acteristics refer to the fact that the object governed by a particular coverb may
take diverse forms. Generally, the object is a noun or nominal expression, but
in some cases it may be an adjective, a verb or verb phrase, or even a clause.
For example, in the case of the coverb ft chen 'taking the opportunity of from
the category cited above, the object may take the form of a noun, an adjective, a
verb phrase, or a clause:

chen jT taking the opportunity
(#1 ji 'opportunity: an abbreviated noun)
&t& chen re [eating or drinking something] while it is hot
0& re 'hot': an adjective)
I T S chen xiayu [doing something] while it is raining
( T l xiayu 'to rain': a verb)

chen tian qing [doing something] while the weather is fine
tian qing 'it is fine': a clause)

The governing capacity of individual coverbs varies greatly.
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11.1.4 PROSODIC

Most coverbs are monosyllabic. However, there are quite a few which have
disyllabic alternatives. While monosyllabic coverbs may occur with monosyl-
labic, disyllabic or multi-syllabic objects, disyllabic coverbs function only with
disyllabic or multi-syllabic objects. For example, $c an 'according to' can be
used freely as follows:

ffiJI anli
an daoli
an shiji qingkuang

according to reason, normally
according to reason
according to/in the light of

actual circumstances

But its disyllabic alternative fifjf! anzhao 'in accordance with' is more re-
stricted, with the following two phrases being acceptable:

anzhao daoli
anzhao shiji qingkuang

according to reason
in the light of actual

circumstances

but not:

*anzhao li * according to reason

11.1.5 SEQUENTIAL

As a general rule, coverbs occur before the main verb in the sentence. However,
where a coverb indicates location or direction, it may come after the verb. For
example, within the category with the meaning 'in the direction of (see §11.2.1.1),
ft xiang 'towards' and ffi wang/wang 'heading for' may be used before or after
the main verb in the sentence, while most of the others occur only pre-verbally.5

It must however be noted that all post-verbal uses are restricted in one way
or another. For example ft xiang in the pre-verbal position can govern any noun
(or pronoun):

ta xiang wo zou lai
(lit. he cv:towards me walk come) He walked towards me.

whereas post-verbally its noun object is likely to be limited to an abstract idea:

women cong shengli zou xiang shengli
(lit. we cv:from victory go cv:towards victory) We went from victory to victory.

5 T yu, with its origins in Classical Chinese, is the only coverb in this category that is used post-
verbally.
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zhe bu shi zou xiang guangming | zhe shi zou xiang sivvang
(lit. this not is go cv:towards brightness; this is go cv:towards death)
This is not heading for glory; this is heading for death.

In the case of ft wang/wang the post-verbal restriction relates to the verb which
is limited to examples like JF kai (of a car) 'to head for':

ta wang haibian zou qu
(lit. she cvrheading for shore walk go) She walked towards the shore (sea).

° zhei ban che kaiwang shanghai
(lit. this mw vehicle travel cv:heading for Shanghai)
This bus/train is going to Shanghai.

In addition to the above, ill dao 'arriving at, to' is used freely in pre- and post-
verbal positions. For examples, see §11.2.1.3, and §11.2.2.3 below.

11.1.6 USAGE

Usage differences highlight the specific ways some coverbs are used. For ex-
ample, in the category of 'along', ffl; yan 'alongside' does not occur with verbs
of motion while its disyllabic counterpart ?&|f yanzhe does:

Sls] J£ ° yan lu dou shi shangdian
(lit. cv:alongside road all is shops) There are shops all along the road.

i ° tamen yan zhe da lu zou qu
(lit. they cv:along main road walk go) They walked along the road.

The first example above also illustrates the fact that '/& yan is one of a limited
number of coverbs that can be used as sentence beginners. Other examples are:

kao qiang bai zhe yl zhang chuang
(lit. cv:against wall place zhe one mw bed) Against the wall was a bed.

I

Hn chuang fang zhe yl zhang zhuozi
(lit. cv :beside window place zhe one mw table) Next to the window was a table.

11.2 SEMANTIC CATEGORIES

We list here the semantic categories of coverbs. For each category a table is
given summarising peer characteristics: usage (indicating, where appropriate,
dynamic and/or static nature, sentence beginners, etc.); register (informal, formal,
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colloquial, etc.); collocational (detailing specific association with specific nouns,
where this occurs); governmental (identifying the possible grammatical form of
the item governed by the coverb, e.g. noun, pronoun, etc.); prosodic (providing
examples of alternative disyllabic coverbs, where they exist); and sequential
(indicating whether the coverbs occur only before the main verb, or either before
or after it).

11.2.1 DIRECTION AND POSITION

11.2.1.1 Towards or in the direction of

3$ chao: towards, facing:

ta chao wo zou guolai
(lit. he cv:towards me walk cross come) He walked over to me.

J% " ta chao wo xiao le xiao
(lit. he cv:facing me smile le smile) He smiled at me.

I W i ° women chao qian kan qu
(lit. we cv:towards front look-go) We looked ahead.

ft xiang: towards:

i ° feijl xiang dongbian fei qu
(lit. plane cv:towards east-side fly-go) The plane flew east.

zou dao lu kou | ranhou xiang zuo zhuan
(lit. walk cv:arriving crossroads, afterwards cv.towards left turn)
Go to the crossroads and then turn left.

^ l i ° wo xiang chuang wai wang qu
(lit. I cv.towards window-outside gaze-go) I looked out of the window.

ft ° wo youdian shir xiang m qingjiao
(lit. I have mw little matter cv:towards you seek advice)
I would like your advice on a small matter.

ta xiang wo dian le dian tou
(lit. she cv:towards me nod le nod head) She nodded to me.

wang: towards, to:

qiche wang nan kai qu
(lit. car cv.towards south drive-go) The car drove south.
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ft wang/wang: in the direction of:

mama wang chufang zou qu
(lit. mother cv Howards kitchen walk-go) Mother walked to the kitchen.

lilicft(wang)S@# ° shanmai wang dong yanshen
(lit. mountain range cv:towards east stretch)
The mountain range stretched to the east.

&M^Jf tt(wang)±#5 ° zhei ban che kaiwang shanghai
(lit. this mw train travel cv: towards Shanghai)
This train is going to Shanghai.

ben: heading for:

qiting ben matou kai qu
(lit. motorboat cv.heading for dock travel-go) The motorboat headed for
the dock.

yu: to:

& S | H ] J 1 T W ° zhe shi wen dao yu mang
(lit. this is ask way cv:to blind) This is asking a blind person the way.

wo dei qiujiu yu ren
(lit. I had to cry for help cv: to person)
I had to call someone to come to the rescue.

wei: to:

ci shi bu zu wei wairen dao
(lit. this matter not worth cv:to outsider speak)
This matter is not for outsiders to hear.

coverb

m chao

l»] xiang

M wang

ft wang/wang

» ben

T y u

ft wei

usage

dynamic/static

dynamic/static

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

static

static

register

infml.

fml.

colloq.

neut.

slang

class.

obs.

collocational

. . . it dao
'to inform*

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

n

n

n

n

n

prosodic

®5tJ chaozhe

fair xiangzhe

sequential

pre-vb

pre-/post-vb

pre-vb

pre-/post-vb

pre-vb

post-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.1.2 From (a starting-point)

hk cong: from:

wo gang cong beijlng huilai
(lit. I just cv:from Beijing return-come) I have just come back from Beijing.

wo cong ta nar dedao nide xiaoxi
(lit. I cv:from his there obtain your news) I got your news from his place.

you from:

youxing duiwu you Tian'anmen chufa
(lit. march ranks cv.from Tiananmen start out)
The procession started from Tiananmen.

fengxiang turan bian le | you bei xiang nan gua qilai
(lit. wind direction suddenly change le, cv:from north cv:towards south
blow-begin)
The direction of the wind suddenly changed and it began to blow from
north to south.

tf da: from:

zanmen da zher zou ba
(lit. we cv:from here go ba) Let's go from here.

° ta da chuanghuli wang wai kan
(lit. she cv.from window-inside cv:towards outside look)
She looked out of the window.

ql: from:

ninqinarlai
(lit. you (polite) cv:from where come) Where do you [polite] come from?

yu: from, at:

ta biye yu yingguo lizl daxue
(lit. he graduate cv:from England Leeds university)
He graduated from Leeds University in England.

TW$S ° huanghe fayuan yu qinghai
(lit. Yellow River has source cv :from Qinghai) The Yellow River rises in Qinghai.
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coverb

/A cong

da you

ffda

^ q i

T yu

usage

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

register

neut.

fml.

colloq.

dial.

class.

collocational governmental

n, pron

n

n

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

post-vb

11.2.1.3 Going to or arriving at (a destination)

?!] dao: to, arriving at:

:? nidaonarqu
(lit. you cv:to where go) Where are you going to?

wo ylkouqi pao dao chezhan
(lit. I in one breath run cv:to station)
I ran straight to the bus/coach/railway station.

ta xiawii dao ylyuan kan bing qu
(lit. he afternoon cv:to hospital see-to illness go)
He is going/went in the afternoon to the hospital for treatment.

coverb

M dao

usage

dynamic

register

neut.

collocational governmental

n

prosodic sequential

pre-/post-vb

11.2.1.4 Along

?n yan: along, alongside:

yan he kai man le xianhua
(lit. cv:along river open-full le fresh flower)
There are flowers blooming all along the river.

l r yan zhe: along:

women yan zhe dajie ylzhi z6u qu
(lit. we cv:along main road straight walk-go)
We walked straight down the main road.
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yuan: along:

yuan mu qiu yu
(lit. cv:along tree seek fish) Seek fish up a tree. [i.e. bark up the wrong tree]

ai: in sequence:

ta aijia aihu qii xiinwen
(lit. he cv:in sequence house cv:in sequence door go enquire)
He made enquiries from door to door.

R shun: along:

wo shunshou ba men guan shang
(lit. I cv:along hand cv:grasp door close up)
I closed the door behind me/as I came in.

coverb

» yan

?&#
yan zhe

%: yuan

ft ai

III shun

usage

static

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

dynamic

register

neut.

neut.

class.

colloq.

infml.

collocational

/fc mu 'tree'

M. jia 'house'

K lu 'way'
M teng 'vine'

governmental

n

n

n

n

n

prosodic

see ia9 yanzhe

see ?& yan

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.1.5 Facing

7$ dui: to, facing:

ni dui ta shuo le xie shenme
(lit. you cv.to him say le mw:some what) What did you say to him?

duizhe: facing:

ta dui zhe jingzi shu le shu toufa
(lit. he cv:facing mirror comb le comb hair)
He combed his hair in front of the mirror.

ffl ying: facing, against:

° caiqi ying feng zhaozhan
(lit. coloured flag cv.facing wind flutter) The bunting fluttered in the wind.

I
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3 dang: facing, before:

° ylnmou dang zhong bailu
(lit. plot cv:before crowd fail-expose)
The plot was exposed before everyone/in public.

S i r dang zhe: facing, before:

qifng ni dang zhe dajia de mian ba wenti shud qlngchu ba
(lit. please you cv:before everyone's face cv:grasp problem speak-clear ba)
Please make clear the problem in front of everyone.

If pi: closely facing, right against:

° wo pi tou pengjian xiaowang
(lit. I cv:right against head bump-see little Wang)
I bumped straight into Xiao Wang.

chong: facing, towards:

ta chong wo zha le zha yan
(lit. he cv:towards me wink le wink eye) He winked at me.

lf chong zhe: facing, towards:

feng hen da | bie chong zhe chuangkou zuo
(lit. wind very strong, don't cv:facing window sit)
The wind is very strong, don't sit facing the window.

coverb

*tdui

jffi y ing

S dang

# p t

M> chong

usage

static

dynamic

static

dynamic

static

register

neut.

fml.

colloq.

colloq.

slang

collocational

Bl mian 'face'
IA feng 'wind'

Si mian 'face'
ifr chang 'place'

B« lian 'face'
Jt tou 'head'

governmental

n, pron

n

n

n

n, pron

prosodic

St|} duizhe

3 if dangzhe

J+if chongzhe

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.1.6 Against

H kao: against, leaning on:

'ftKVni&%L ° xingren kao youbian zou
(lit. pedestrians cv:against right-side walk) Pedestrians keep to the right.

lin: next to:

;flAi#?n ° ta h'nchuang ti bingren zhenzhi
(lit. she cv: next to bed cv:for patients diagnose treat)
She diagnoses and treats patients at the bedside.

ping: leaning against:

ta pinglan yuantiao
(lit. he cv:leaning against balustrade distant-gaze)
Leaning on the balustrade he gazes into the distance.

fu: relying on:

diren fuyu wankang
(lit. enemy cv:relying on corner stubbornly resist)
The enemy with their backs to the wall resisted stubbornly.

coverb

H kao

fi lin

% ping

flfu

usage

static

static

static

static

register

neut.

neut.

class.

class.

collocational

+M Ian 'balustrate'

HI yu 'corner'

governmental

n

n

n

n

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.1.7 At, in, on, etc.

zai: in, at, on::
6

feijl zai tiankong zhong panxuan
(lit. plane cv:in air-middle circle) The plane circled in the air.

See also §8.2.
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zhanlanhui zai bowuguan juxing
(lit. exhibition cv:in museum hold) The exhibition was held in the museum.

ta zai renqun zhong jilai jiqii
(lit. he cv.in crowd push-come push-go)
He pushed back and forth through the crowd.

zai humian shang shengqi le ylpian shuiqj
(lit. cv:on lake surface-top rise-up le one mw:stretch vapour)
A bank of mist rose from the surface of the lake.

& zai is the most versatile of coverbs, in the way it governs its locational
objects. Most commonly the object requires a postposition which indicates its
position precisely:

filEHJL zai huayuan H
(lit. cv:in garden-inside) in the garden

zai da shii xia
(lit. cv:at large tree below) beneath the large tree

zai zhuozi shang
(cv:on table-top.) on the table

zai fangzi waimian
(cv:at house-outside) outside the house

However, if the location noun is trisyllabic, the postposition H. li 'inside' is
usually omitted for prosodic reasons. For example:

gege zai tushuguan fuxi gongke
(lit. elder brother cv:in library revise lesson)
Elder brother is revising his lessons in the library.

didi zai youlechang wanr
(lit. younger brother cv:in funfair play)
Younger brother was having a good time at the funfair.

baba zai bangongshi bangong
(lit. father cv:in office work) Father is working in [his] office.

Postpositions other than II li, can, of course, be used:

I
zai youlechang waimian

outside the amusement park.
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If the location is a place of work or study, a postposition is not needed:

jiejie zai yinhang gongzuo
(lit. elder sister cv:in bank work) Elder sister works in a bank.

didi zai daxue shangxue
(lit. younger brother cv:in university attend)
Younger brother is at university.

Likewise the postpostion M li is not used with a location as large as a country
or city:

ta zai zhongguo luyou
(lit. he cv:in China tour) He is touring in China.

ft ° tamen zai beijing juzhu
(lit. they cv.in Beijing live) They live in Beijing.

yu: in, at:

xiongmao chan yu zhongguo xlnan shanqu
(lit. panda produce cv:in China south-west mountain region)
Pandas are found in the mountain regions of southwest China.

coverb

4 zai

T~ yu

usage

static; as
sentence
beginner

register

neut.

class.

collocational

S li may be
included/excluded
depending on
noun involved

postposition not
often used

governmental

n

n

prosodic sequential

pre-/post-vb

post-vb

11.2.1.8 Through

^ x i touguo: through:

yangguang touguo bolichuang zhaoshe jlnlai
(lit. sunlight cv.through glass window shine-in-come)
The sunlight shone through the (glass) window.

coverb

i&ii touguo

usage

neut.

register collocational governmental

n

prosodic sequential

pre-vb
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11.2.1.9 Distance Irom

M M: from:

JS °7 wo jia li daxue bu yuan
(lit. my home cv:from university not far)
My home is not far from the University.

zher li chezhan you Hang yingli de lil
(lit. here cv:from station there-are two mile de road/distance)
Here is two miles from the station.

coverb

HSU

usage

static

register

neut.

collocational governmental

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

11.2.1.10 On the spot

«fc jiu: at (where one is):

qing dajia jiudi zuoxia
(lit. please everyone cv:where-one-is place sit down)
Would everyone please sit down where you are.

sui: at (any place one happens to be in):

qing youke buyao suidi diuqi lajl
(lit. please tourists do not cv:where-one-happens-to-be place discard
rubbish/litter)
Would tourists please not drop litter everywhere.

coverb

It jiu

Bt sui

usage register

neut./fml.

neut.

collocational

Ifi di 'place'

i& di 'place'

governmental

n

n

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

7 The predicate in a A li sentence is often represented by an adjective or the verb M y6u.
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11.2.2 TIME

11.2.2.1 At (a certain time)

ft zai: at:

jiaoshi zai kaoshi qian bangzhu dajia fiixi gongke
(lit. teacher cv:at examination before help everyone revise lesson)
The teacher helped everyone with revision before the examination.

,&8li£ ° huoche zai zhongwii shi'er dian daoda
(lit. train cv:at midday twelve o'clock arrive)
The train arrived at 12 o'clock midday.

kaihui riql ding zai xia ge yue qi hao
(lit. meeting time fix cv:at next mw month seventh day)
The time of the meeting is fixed for the 7th of next month.

yu: at:

° daxue yu jiuyue xiaxun kaixue
(lit. University cv:at nine month last ten-day period start-study)
The University will open in the last week of September.

ta yu qunian qushi
(lit. he cv:at last year leave-the-world)
He died last year.

wo sheng yu yl jiu wu liu nian sanyue ershi ba ri
(lit. I born cv.at 1956 year 3rd month 28th day)
I was born on 28th March 1956.

coverb

4 zai

T yu

usage register

neut.

fml.

collocational governmental

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-/post-vb

pre-/post-vb

11.2.2.2 From or since (a certain time)

M. cong: from, since:
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t H i i l f 5fc ° ta cong xiao jiu xi'ai ylnyue
(lit. he cv:from young then love music)
He has loved music since childhood.

MM3fc^^;ff ffl ta conglai bii shl xinyong
(lit. she cv:from-past-till-now not break faith) She has never broken faith.

° wo cong mingtian qi kaishi chl zhai
(lit. I cv:from tomorrow begin start eat vegetarian diet)
From tomorrow I will start being a vegetarian/go on a vegetarian diet.

£! zi: from, since:

SP R Wfe'ii ° ben tiaoli zi jiri qi shlxing
(lit. this raw regulation cv:from this day begin operate)
This regulation will come into operation from today.

you: from:

kecheng you mingnian qi gai wei xuefen zhi
(lit. course cv:from next year begin change to credit system)
The courses will be changed to a credit-system from next year.

ft" da: from, since:

ni da shenme shihou qi xuehui zhei tao benling
(lit. you cv:from what time begin learn-acquire this mw skill)
Since when have you mastered this skill?

coverb

M cong

£ zi

ft you

n da

usage register

neut.

fml.

class.

colloq.

collocational

time word,
phrase + & qi
adj e.g. M'JN xiao
'since childhood'
v. e.g. M.3K lai
'from past till now'

time word,
phrase + fi qi

time word,
phrase + £ qi

time word,
phrase + 3§ qi

governmental

n, adj, v

n

n

n

prosodic

g M zicong

sequential

pre-vb

pre-/post-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.2.3 Till (a certain time)

31 dao: to, till:

fifclll^XB^Bil: ° ta dao tianliang shi cai shuijiao
(lit. he cv.till daylight time only then sleep)
He did not go to bed till daybreak.

ifa—'StBifJ^^cifc ° ta yi jiao shui dao da tianliang
(lit. he one sleep sleep cv:till daylight) He slept right through to daybreak.

zhi: to:

I t Iff S l t t / t ' ^ T H @ ° shiqing zhi ci cai you le meimu
(lit. matter cv:till this only then have le prospect of solution)
The matter only now has a prospect of solution.

M X # t S i S f t ° ta gongzuo zhizhi shenye
(lit. she work direct cv.to deep night) She worked deep into the night.

& qi: till:

shlzong ren de xialuo qijin hai meiyou xiaoxi
(lit. lose-track-people de whereabouts cv:till now still not have news)
There is still no news of the whereabouts of the missing people.

H jie: till, at:

zhei jian shi jieshi zai gen ni xiangtan
(lit. this mw matter cv:at time again cv.with you in detail talk)
I will speak to you again in detail about this matter when the time comes/in
due course.

lin: at the point of, on the verge of:

ta lfnwei bu ju
(lit. he cv:at the point of danger not afraid) He faced danger without fear.

wo linxing congmang | laibuji xiang nin gaobie
(lit. I cv.at the point of leaving in a hurry, no time cv:to you (polite) say
good-bye)
I was very busy before departing and didn't have time to say goodbye to
you [polite].
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i ding: until:

ding lingchen si dian ta cai shuijiao
(lit. cv:until approach morning four o'clock he only then sleep)
He did not go to bed until 4 o'clock in the early hours of the morning.

coverb

SI dao

S zhi

& qi

Hjie

itfi l in

M ding

usage register

neut.

finl.

class.

class.

colloq.

dial.

collocational

. . . i t zhi

. . . J*3ih wei zhi

-#• jin 'today'

B>f shi 'time'

B">t shi 'provisionally'
A ji 'in haste'
1a wei 'in danger'
JE si 'die'
fr xing 'travel'

governmental

n, v, cl

n, v, cl

n

n

n, adj, v

n

prosodic

i S J zhidao

M£ zhizhi

sequential

pre-/post-vb

pre-/post-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.2.4 At the most opportune moment

H chen: taking opportunity of, while:

chen re datie
(lit. cv:while hot strike iron) Strike while the iron is hot.

haizi chen mama bu zai jia de shihou chuqu wanr
(lit. child cv:while mother not at home de time out-go play)
The child went out to play while his/her mother was not at home.

cheng: taking advantage of, while:

youfeng cheng duifang fangshou bu yan shi she ru yi qiu
(lit. right-wing forward cv:taking advantage of opponent defence not tight
time shoot-enter one ball)
The right-wing forward took advantage of the slack defence of the
opposition to score a goal.
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jiu: fitting in with [convenience]:

zhei ben shu | qing ni jiubian shao gei ta
(lit. this mw book, please you cv:fitting in with convenience take cv.giving
to him)
Please will you take this book to him while you are about it.

shun: following, along with:

qing ni shunshou ba men guan shang
(lit. please you cv: along with hand cv: grasp door close up)
Would you please as you go out/as you come in/on your way shut the
door.

sui: along with:

ni suishi keyi gen wo lianxi
(lit. you cv: along with time may cv:with me contact)
You can get in touch with me any time.

gen: along with:

ta yl jin wuzi | genshou jiu ba xie tuo diao
(lit. he once enter room, cv.along with hand then cv:grasp shoes take off)
As soon as he came into the room, he straight away took off his shoes.

coverb

fk chen

S cheng

Si jiu

US shiin

U sui

SI gen

usage register

neut.

fml.

fml.

colloq.

colloq.

slang

collocational

Wi ji 'opportunity'
IK bian 'covenience'
Si shi 'situation'

ffl. ji, fiE bian

{% bian

ffi bian, Pi shi,
? shou 'hand'

Si shi 'time'
ffi bian, W. ji,
¥• shou

¥ shou

governmental

n, adj, v, cl

n

n

n

n

n

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.2.5 Whenever something happens

3 dang: when:

Jte ° dang ta huijia dujia shi | wo qu tanwang ta
(lit. cv:when he come home have holiday time, I go visit him)
When he comes home on holiday, I'll go to visit him.

feng: whenever:

^iSitSffi/NJf% ° caipiao feng xlngql liu kaijiang
(lit. lottery tickets cv:whenever Saturday draw lottery)
The lottery is drawn every Saturday.

yii: when, whenever:

qiusai yu yu shun yan
(lit. ball game cv:when rain postpone)
The match was postponed when it rained.

coverb

3 dang

j§ feng

i iyu

usage register

neut.

neut.

fml.

collocational

. . . B*t shi or . . .
6WIS de shihou

governmental

clause

n

n

prosodic

$ 3 meidang

%& meifeng

/Lil fanyii

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.2.6 As soon as possible

S gan: hurrying with:

women gankuai zou ba
(lit. we cv:hurrying with speed go ba) Let's go at once.

qing ni ganjin huiqu
(lit. please you cv.hurrying with urgency return-go)
Please hurry back straight away.

jin: as is possible:

c —f§-U ° qing ni jinzao gei w6 yl ge dafu
(lit. please you cv:as is possible early give me one mw reply)
Please let me have a reply as early as possible.
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° xiwang ni neng jinkuai huida wode wenti
(lit. hope you can cv:as is possible fast reply my question)
Hope you can reply to my question as quickly as possible.

coverb

ggan

usage register

colloq.

colloq.

collocational

'R kuai 'fast'
'M jin 'tight'

•ft kuai,
^- zao 'early'

governmental

adj

n, adj

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.3 WITH, FOR OR BY SOMEONE OR SOMETHING

11.2.3.1 Together with

86 gen: with:

wo gen ni shuo jil hua
(lit. I cv:with you speak mw words) I will have a word with you.

"^ - wo xiang gen nimen hezuo
(lit. I like to cv:with you cooperate) I'd like to cooperate with you.

ffl he: with:

i? wo key! he ni dangmian tantan ma
(lit. I may cv:with you cv.facing face talk-talk ma)
May I have a chat with you face to face.

^ yu: with:

jff » ta yu ta shifen yaohao
(lit. he cv.with her extremely be on good terms)
He is a very close friend of hers.

ta yu cishi wuguan
(lit. he cv:with this matter without connection)
He has nothing to do with this (matter).

tong: with:

ta tong ta genben hebulai
(lit. he cv:with her basically match-not-come) He really doesn't get on with her.
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^jj£ ° wo tong xiaoli zhu zai yiqi
(lit. I cv:with Little Li live cv:at the same place)
I live with Little Li.

coverb

ffigen

ft he

^ yu

|B] tong

usage register

northern colloq.

neut.

class.

southern colloq.

collocational governmental

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.3.2 For (somebody) - beneficiary

in gei: for, to:

° v/b gei gege xie le yi feng huixin
(lit. I cv:to elder brother write le one mw reply letter)
I wrote a reply to elder brother.

Ji ° kuai gei ta pei ge bushi
(lit. quickly cv:to him compensate mw not right)
Apologise to him immediately.

ni neng gei women dang fanyi ma
(lit. you can cv:for us act as interpreter ma)
Can you be our interpreter?

ti: for:

r dajia duo lai ti ta songxing
(lit. everyone all come cv:for her see-on-way)
Everyone came to see her off.

^ R T ( ° renren duo ti ni gaoxing
(lit. everyone all cv:for you happy) Everyone is happy for you.

tong: for:

L
W6 tong ni chu ge zhuyi

(lit. I cv:for you come-up-with mw idea)
I'll think up an idea for you.
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ni qu mai piao | xingli wo tong ni kanguan
(lit. you go buy tickets, luggage I cv:for you look after)
You go and buy the tickets, and I will keep an eye on the luggage for you.

wei: for:

rang women wei kerenmen de jiankang ganbei
(lit. let us cv:for guests de health dry glass)
Let's drink a toast to our guests./Let's drink to the health of our guests.

° qing wei wo xiang zhiiren biaoshi xieyi
(lit. please cv:for me cv:to host express thanks)
Please say thank you to the host for me.

W l ' b ° bie wei zhei jian xiaoshi danxin
(lit. don't cv:for this raw small matter carry worries) Please don't worry
about this small matter.

ta wei wo songlai le yi fen qingtie
(lit. he cv:for me send-come le one mw invitation letter)
He sent me an invitation.

wei anquan qijian | qing wii zai jicang shiyong shouti dianhua
(lit. cv:for safety sake, please don't cv:in cabin use hand-carry telephones)
For safety reasons, please don't use mobile phones in the cabin.

weile: for sake of, in order to:

ik ° weile xiang guke tigong
fangbian | shangdian juedlng zhoumo kaimen yingye
(lit. cv:for sake of cv:to customers provide convenience, store decide
weekend open door do business)
For the convenience of customers, the store decided to open for business
at the weekends.

weile weihu qiuchang de zhixu | jingfang paichu le bushao jingcha
(lit. in order to maintain football-ground de order, police-side send out not
a few policemen)
To preserve order at the football ground, the police deployed a considerable
number of officers.
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coverb

£ g «

if ti

Wi tong

>j wei

f}J weile

usage

always as
a sentence
beginner

register

colloq.

neut.

dial.

neut.

fml.

collocational

.. . EJtl qijian

. . . SJ4 qijian

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

pron

n, pron, adj

n, pron,
adj, vb, cl

prosodic

>JT weile

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.3.3 By - be the responsibility of (somebody)

& you: by:

° zhei jian shi you wo fuze
(lit. this mw matter cv:by me take responsibility)
This matter is my responsibility.

B gul: by, up to:

t ° zheixie shi quanbu gui nil guan
(lit. these mw matters entirely cv:up to you take charge)
You are in charge of all these matters.

coverb

& you

!S gul

usage register

fml.

colloq.

collocational governmental

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.4 INSTRUMENT AND VEHICLE

11.2.4.1 With (a certain instrument or appliance)

ffl yong: with, using:

ta yong shuzi shu le shu toufa
(lit. she cv.with comb comb le comb hair) She combed her hair.

—TMm W^S: ° ta yong shou liie le ylxia e qian de toufa
(lit. he cv:with hand brush aside le one mw:time forehead in front de hair)
He brushed the hair from his forehead with his hand.
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—T ° wo yong gebo peng le ta ylxia
(lit. I cv:with arm nudge le him one mw:time) I nudged him with my arm.

ni yong shenme liyou lai shuofu ta ne
(lit. you cv:using what reason come convince her ne)
What reason did you use to convince her (then)?

na: with, taking:

—it ° women na b3 chizi Hang yl Hang
(lit. we cv:with mw ruler measure one measure) Let's measure it with a ruler.

T ° qing ni na ji ju hua gaikuo ylxia
(lit. please you cv:with few mw words summarise one mw:time)
Please would you give a summary in a few words.

ni bang le wo zheme duo de mang | wo na shenme xie ni ne
(lit. you help le me so much de help. I cv:with what thank you ne)
You've helped me so much. How can I thank you?

DJB? ni na shenme zuo biaozhun lai hengliang ne
(lit. you cv:with what make criterion come judge ne)
What criteria do you adopt to make a judgement?

coverb

ffl yong

^ na

usage register

neut.

colloq.

collocational

concrete or
abstract
objects

concrete or
abstract
objects

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.4.2 By (a vehicle)

* zuo: by:

women dasuan zuo chuan qu
(lit. we intend cv:by boat go) We intend to go by boat.

cheng: by:

MlftW—ffi^JUS? nimen cheng na/nei yl ban feijl lai
(lit. you (plural) cv:by which one mw plane come)
Which flight will you come on? I
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da: by:

° tamen da mobanche huijia
(lit. they cv:by last mw bus/train return home)
They went home on the last bus/train.

coverb

SL ZUO

IB cheng

fif da

usage registeral

colloq.

fml.

neut.

collocational governmental

n

n

n

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.5 BY MEANS OF, IN ACCORDANCE WITH, ETC.

11.2.5.1 Relying on (a person, etc.)

% kao: relying on:

ftiJifiM4#® ta jia li kao ta zhengqian guohuo
(lit. his home-in cv:relying on him earn money pass life)
His family relied on his earnings.

fit zhang: relying on:

zhei jian shi quan zhang dajia bangmang
(lit. this mw matter entirely cv:relying on everyone help)
This matter is entirely reliant on everyone's help.

bie zhang shi ql ren
(lit. don't cv:relying on power bully people)
Don't rely on your power to bully people.

IT zhizhe: relying on:

women jiu zhizhe ni bangmang li
(lit. we just cv:relying on you help li) We just rely on your help.

coverb

ft kao

ft zhang

^ # zhizhe

usage register

neut.

class.

colloq.

collocational

?S shi 'power'

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.5.2 By means of

% ping: by means of:

ping piao ruchang
(lit. cv:by ticket enter stadium/theatre) Admission by ticket only.

renlei pingjie yuyan huxiang jiaoliu slxiang
(lit. mankind cv:relying on language mutually exchange thinking)
Mankind exchanges ideas by means of language.

fa jie: taking advantage of:

wo xiang jie ci jlhui xiang dajia biaoshi ganxie
(lit. I want cv:taking advantage of this opportunity cv:towards everyone
express thanks)
I want to take this opportunity to thank everyone.

ta jie/he pengyou de bangzhu shunli de huidao Ie jiaxiang
(he cv:taking advantage of friends' de help successfully de return to le
hometown)
With the help of friends he successfully made it back to his hometown.

M tongguo: by means of, through:

aidisheng tongguo gezhong shivan zhongyu faming Ie diandeng
(lit. Edison cv:through every mw:kind experiment in the end invent le
electric light)
Edison finally invented the electric light after all kinds of experiments.

coverb

% ping

ft jie

fflii tongguo

usage register

neut.

ftnl.

fml.

collocational

M piao
'ticket'

IMrjFhui
'opportunity'

governmental

n

n

n

prosodic

%ff pingjie

##8jiezhe

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

Stif jie/he is in fact a more commonly used written form than f§# jiezhe.
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11.2.5.3 According to

% ping: according to:

fft^ft-£.*#*&#W£gi&? ni ping shenme dechu zheiyang de jielun
(lit. you cv: according to what reach this kind de conclusion)
How did you reach a conclusion like this?

ag zhao: according to:

zanmen jiu zhao zheyang ban ba
(lit. we then cv:according to this way do ba)
Let's do it like this then.

an: according to:

if WXft-&1S ° qing an cixu fayan
(lit. please cv:according to order speak) Please speak in order.

if ffiHtffl#ik3e±St ° qing anshi ba zuoye jiao shanglai
(lit. please cv:according to time cv.grasp assignment hand over-come)
Please hand in your assignment on time.

qing dajia anzhao yuanlai de guiding qu zuo
(lit. please everyone cv:according to original de stipulation go-do)
Would every please do it/act as originally stipulated.

ft yl: according to:

^k ° yl wo kan | wenti bing bu fuza
(lit. cv:as I see, problem certainly not complicated)
As I see it, the problem certainly isn't complicated.

if ifcffi.'If S M S ° 9 qing ylzhao qingkuang er ding
(lit. please cv according to circumstances and decide)
Please decide in the light of circumstances.

qing dajia yl ci jiuzuo
(lit. please everyone cv:according to order occupy seat)
Would everyone please sit in proper order.

In somewhat more formal statements Iffi er 'and (under these circumstances)' is placed between the
coverb expression and the verb. This is likely to happen particularly if the verb is monosyllabic.
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benzhe: in line with:

women yinggai benzhe huzhu de jingshen banshi
(lit. we ought to cv:in line with mutual help de spirit do things)
We must work in the spirit of mutual assistance.

\cX yi: according to, by means of:

Jt ° ni key! yi d leitul
(lit. you can cv:by this draw analogy) You can draw analogies from this.

WMIU3KA - ni dei yi li furen
(lit. you must cv:by means of reason convince people)
You must convince people by reason.

wo yi geren de mingyi xiang nin baozheng
(lit. I cv:according to individual name cv:towards you (polite) guarantee)
I give you my personal guarantee.

wo yi lao pengyou de shenfen quan ni bie zheyang zuo
(lit. I cv:according to old friend's de capacity urge you don't this way do)
I urge you as an old friend not to do this.

P AX\% ° pingjun mei hil yi si kou ren jisuan
(lit. average every household cv:according to four mw people calculate)
The average household is calculated as four people.

M jiu: according to:

jiu wo lai shuo | haishi bu qu hao
(lit. cv:according to I come-say, still not go good)
In my view it is best not to go.

ju: according to:

tf) ° ju wo tuice | ta shi buhui tongyi de
(lit. cv:according to I guess, he is not likely agree de)
My guess is he won't agree.

genju qixiangtai de yubao | mingtian yao xia yu
(lit. cv:according to weather station de forecast, tomorrow will rain)
According to the weather forecast, it will rain tomorrow.
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jushuo | ta yijing chuguo qu le
(lit. cv:according to say, he already exit country go le)
They say he has already left the country.

zhiin: according to:

zanmen zhiin qianli ban ba
(lit. we cv:according to precedent do ba) Let's act according to precedent.

ru: according to:

$L ° qing ruql wancheng
(lit. please cv:according to schedule complete) Please finish on time.

' if ritilfc ° zai ci rushu gulhuan | qing chashou
(lit. herewith cv:according to original numbers return, please check
accept)
Please find the original amount returned herewith.

Sit! zunxiin: according to:

&!W ; lf nJtU3I;f/i#$l!i?#i ° zhei lei shiqing keyi zunxun changgul jiejue
(lit. this mw:kind matter can cv:according to common practice resolve)
This matter can be resolved routinely.

S?̂ F jlyu: on the basis of:

jlyu yishang de liyou | wo bu zancheng ni de yijian
(lit. cv:on the basis of the above de reasons, I not agree your opinion)
For the reasons above, I do not agree with your opinion.

youyu: owing to:

youyu zhongzhong yuanyln | ta wiifa chuxi zhei ci huiyi
(cv:owing to all kind of reasons, he no way attend this mw:occasion meeting)
For various reasons, he cannot attend this meeting.

youyu gongzuo guanxi | wo weineng likai
(lit. cv:owing to work reasons, I not able leave)
I could not leave because of work [commitments].
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chuyu: stemming from:

chuyu haoqi | ta jili xiang nongqing shishi de zhenxiang
(lit. cv:stemming from curiosity, he extreme strength want make clear facts
de truth)
Out of curiosity, he was intent on getting to the truth of the situation/the

real facts.

zhendui: in the light of:

qing ni zhendui juti qingkuang zuochu jueding ba
(lit. please you cv:in the light of concrete circumstances make out decision ba)
Please come to a decision in the light of concrete conditions.

coverb

% ping

m zhao

ffi an

flS yi

^ i f benzhe

lilyi

«jiu

fi ju

fft zhun

in ru

Jill zunxun

S T jiyu

S^F youyu

Hi'f- chuyu

$YM zhendui

usage

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

register

colloq.

colloq.

neut.

neut.

neut.

class.

class.

fml.

fml.

class.

fml.

fml.

fml.

fml.

fml.

collocational

iff tt jlngshen
'spirit'
fgJW yuanze
'principle'

M qi
'deadline'
ft shii
'amount'

governmental

n

n

n

n

n

n

n, cl

n, v

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

prosodic

ft»s anzhao

tt!!?, yizhao

fifi genju

iS»« zunzhao

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb
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11.2.5.4 Regarding, about

=£• yu: regarding:

SR'fi" ilF ° chouyan yu jiankang you hai
(lit. smoking cv:regarding health harmful)
Smoking is harmful to health.

ttffl ° zheyang yu ni ziji bull
(lit. this way cv regarding you self not beneficial)
This is no good to you personally.

T zhiyu: as regards:

zhiyu qita wenti | yihou zai shuo
(lit. cv:as regards other questions, later again speak)
We will talk again about the other questions later.

guanyu: concerning:

9l ° guanyu zhei jian shi | wo meiyou yijian
(lit. cvxoncerning this mw matter, I not have opinion)
I don't have an opinion on this matter.

guanyu zhei ge wenti | houmian hai yao xiangshu
(lit. cvxoncerning this mw question, afterwards still need detail account)
As regards this question, [I] will go into greater details later on.

i# Jiang: speaking of:

jiang tiaojian | ta meiyou ni hao
(lit. cv:speaking of qualification, he not have you good)
Speaking of qualifications, he is not as good as you.

lun: as regards:

fi&fcfc#3M ° liin nengli | ta bi ni qiang
(lit. as regards ability, he cvxompared with you strong)
As regards ability, he is better than you.

— ° lun da biqiu | ta shu diyi
(lit. as regards playing squash, he rank no. 1)
He is ranked number one in squash.
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coverb

•f yii

MT zhiyu

^ T guanyu

W jiang

rfe lun

usage

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

usually as
a sentence
beginner

register

finl.

neut.

neut.

colloq.

colloq.

collocational

l'"ISS wenti
'problem'

governmental

n

n

n

n, cl

n, vb, cl

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.5.5 Besides, except

^ chu: besides, apart from:

chii chipiaozhe yiwai | shui ye buzhun ruchang
(lit. cv.apart from ticket-holder apart, anyone also not allow enter
stadium/hall)
No one is allowed in apart from ticket-holders.

ta chule jiawu zhiwai | shenme duo buhul zuo
(lit. she cv:apart from household duties part, anything all not can do)
She can't do anything but housework.

coverb

^chu

usage register

neut.

collocational

. . . liW yiwai

. . . Zt'b zhiwai

governmental

n, pron, adj, vb, cl

prosodic

It 7 chule
t&Jf chukai

sequential

pre-vb

11.2.5.6 Considering as

f} wei: considering as:

ff - ta ba zhei ylqie dou shi wei ziji de zeren
(lit. he cv.grasping this everything all look upon cv:as own responsibility)
He considers all this his own responsibility.
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ff zuo: considering as:

g ! ke bie ba zhei jian shi dangzuo erxi
(lit. really don't cv:grasping this mw matter regard cv:as children's game)
Mind you don't treat this matter as something trifling.

coverb

% wei

ft zuo

usage

always as
complement

always as
complement

register

class.

colloq.

collocational

IK s h i . . .
J} wei

a dang . . .
ft zuo

governmental

n

n

prosodic sequential

post-vb

post-vb

11.2.6 GRAMMATICAL OPERATORS

11.2.6.1 Manipulative

tfi ba: grasping:10

^f^JCV'lf#ffifT ° buyao ba shiqing nongzao le
(lit. don't cv.grasping matter make mess le)
Don't mess the business up.

kuai ba yao chi le
(lit. quick cv.grasping medicine eat le) Hurry up and take the medicine.

Jiang: grasping:

xian jiang ta qiing lai
(lit. first cv:grasping him invite-come) Invite him here first.

na: taking:

bie na wo kai wanxiao
(lit. don't cv:taking me make joke) Don't make fun of me.

shui dou na ta mei banfa
(lit. anyone all cv:taking him have no way)
No one can do anything with him.

See Chapter 12 for a full discussion of the ffi b& construction.
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guan: taking:

minjian guan yueshi jiao tiangou chl yueliang
(lit. people-among cv:taking lunar eclipse call heavenly hound eating the moon)
According to folklore, lunar eclipse is known as the Heavenly Hound
Eating the Moon.

ni guan zhei ge jiao shenme
(lit. you cv:taking this call what) What do you call this?

coverb

lEba

* Jiang

<t na

f guan

usage register

neut.

fml.

colloq.

coloq.

collocational

. . . ni] jiao

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.6.2 Passive

tt bei: by:

J ^ ^ ^ ^ M f t W^ff^TftT ° nei ge quanjlshou bei tade duishou dabai le
(lit. that mw boxer cv:by his opponent defeat le)
That boxer was beaten by his opponent.

nH jiao: by:

» # T ° miyu jiao ta (gei) caizhao le
(lit. riddle cv:by her gei guess-right le) The riddle was guessed by her.

lh rang: by:

xingli rang yu (gei) lin shi le
(lit. luggage cv:by rain gei sprinkle wet le)
The luggage was soaked by the rain.

& gel by:

$^Mn£n'''Jvf&rSt?FT ° chekil de men gei xiaotou qiaokai le
(lit. garage de door cv:by petty thief prise open le)
The garage door was prised open by a thief.
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wei: by:

ta conglai bu wei bieren suo zuoyou
(lit. he all along not cv:by other people suo control)
He was never controlled by other people.

PJrM-^. ° ta wei dajia suo zunjing
(lit. he cv:by everyone suo respect) He is respected by everyone.

coverb

tt bei

wj jiao

ifc rang

^gei

* wei

usage register

fml.

colloq.

infml.

colloq.

class.

collocational

. . An gei (optional)

. . . in gei (optional)

. . . fif suo

governmental

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

n, pron

prosodic sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

11.2.6.3 Comparison

Note that comparative coverbs are more often followed by adjectival phrases
rather than by verbal phrases.

W- xiang: similar to:

ta xiang ta mama yiyang guzhi
(lit. she cv: similar to her mother the same stubborn)
She is as stubborn as her mother.

° ta xiang ta baba yiyang bu xihuan chl yu
(lit. she cv:similar to her father the same not like eat fish)
Like her father, she does not like eating fish.

ru: like:

—BMW ° nar de xiatian ru dongtian yiban hanleng
(lit. there de summer cv:like winter the same cold)
Summer there is as cold as winter.

gen: compared with:

zhei ge xueql de gongke gen shang xueql yiyang duo
(lit. this mw term de coursework cvxompared with last term the same much)
The coursework this term/semester is just as much as last term/semester.
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fcfc bi: compared with:

# ° zhei men ke bi nei men rongyi
(lit. this mw discipline/course cvxompared with that mw easy)
This course/discipline is easier than that one.

. jiao: compared with:

jinnian de chengji jiao qunian wei hao
(lit. this year de results cvxompared with last year be better)
This year's results are better than last year's.

yu: than:

; ° diqiu da yu yueliang
(lit. earth big cv:than moon) The earth is bigger than the moon.

° jiankang de tipo gui yu renhe caifii
(lit. healthy de physique valuable cv:than any wealth)
A healthy body is worth more than riches.

coverb

%. xiang

in ru

m gen"

ttbi

usage

resemblance

resemblance

resemblance

comparison

comparison

comparison,
always as a
complement

register

neut.

fml.

infml.

neut.

fml.

fml.

collocational

. . . -W yiyang

. . . ( - ) » (yl)ban

.. . -fif yiyang

. .. J} wei

governmental

n, adj, vb, cl

n, adj, vb, cl

n, adj, vb, cl

n, adj, vb, cl

n, adj, vb, cl

n

prosodic

iff ft haoxiang

ftJP youru

sequential

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

pre-vb

post-vb

11.3 COVERBAL POSITIONS

As we have seen above, coverbs can be positioned pre-verbally or post-verbally.
A pre-verbal position indicates that the coverbal phrase is being used as an
adverbial specifying the background in which the action encoded in the main
verb takes place, e.g. location, time, direction taken, instrument used, means
employed, principle followed, person involved, and so on. These preliminaries

11 In this context, SR gen may be used interchangeably with W he, ^ yu, |H] tong.
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or conditions must first be established before the action can be carried out, and
the coverbal phrase is therefore placed before the main verb to give it pre-
cedence. The pre-verbal coverbal phrase is in fact primarily concerned with the
starting position of the subject. For example:

5? ° ta zai tushuguan xuexi
(lit. he cv:in library study) He is studying in the library.

ta xuexi zai tushuguan
*(lit. he study cv:in library)

Here the subject has to locate himself 'in the library' before he 'can begin to
study'.12

However, there are situations where the actions in the main verb must be carried
out first before a particular location or point of time is reached. For example, the
verb ik fang 'to put' and the verb fc zou 'to walk' naturally lead to new
locations or destinations. At a more abstract level, a meeting may be scheduled
at a particular time or something may be regarded in a different light. All these
actions of putting, walking, scheduling or regarding must all happen before the
new location, time, etc. is reached, and it is therefore logical for the coverbal
phrases to come after the main verbs as complements.13 These post-verbal coverbal
phrases are, in most cases, concerned with the end or final position of the object.
For example,

ta ba yifu fang zai chuang shang
(lit. he cv:grasping clothes put cv:on bed-top) He put the clothes on the
bed.

Here the location of the subject is not specified, but the important thing is that,
as he puts down the clothes, they, the object of the sentence, end up on the bed.

Similarly, in the following example:

M ^ ° ta you dao dui'an
(lit. he swim cv:reaching opposite shore) He swam to the opposite shore.

12 This precedence rule must be followed in the prose grammar of present-day Chinese, which
differs from Classical Chinese where such precedence rules were not made or from Chinese
poetry where precedence rules may be violated to give way to rhythm or euphony, e.g. ScfllSft
;feft± - women zou zai da lu shang "We are walking on a main road' should, strictly speaking,
be reworded as: Scflft^cSSJiS* ° women zai da lu shang zou zhe.

13 It must be understood that the logic behind the precedence between the coverb and the main verb
is a prominent feature of present-day Chinese. In Classical Chinese or in a more classical style,
the precedence question discussed here is one more of usage than of meaning or logic.
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It is obvious that he must start swimming before he can reach the opposite
shore.

In some sentences, particularly those with intransitive verbs, a subject may
locate itself in a place before the action and remain in the same place afterwards,
so that the starting position and the end position of the subject coincide. As far
as meaning is concerned, there is no difference between the pre-verbal and post-
verbal position of the coverbal phrase in these cases. For example:

ta zai beijlng zhil
(lit. he cv:in Beijing live)

ta zhu zai beijlng
(lit. he live cv:in Beijing) He lives in Beijing.

« hudie zai huacong zhong feiwu
(lit. butterflies cv:in flower-clusters middle fly-dance)

hudie feiwu zai huacong zhong
(lit. butterflies fly-dance cv:in flower-clusters middle)
The butterflies flew about among the flowers.

Elsewhere, context and common sense, too, in a meaning-oriented language like
Chinese, will rule out any misunderstanding that might arise from pre-verbal or
post-verbal positioning of a coverbal phrase. For instance:

H£±S; T / l /h? ° ta zai heiban shang xie le ji ge zi
(lit. he cv:on blackboard write le a few mw characters)
He wrote a few Chinese characters on the blackboard.

means very much the same as the following sentence apart from the switch to
definite reference for the object ? zi 'characters':

ta ba nei ji ge zi xie zai heiban shang
(lit. he cv:grasping those few mw characters write cv: on blackboard-top)
He wrote those few Chinese characters on the blackboard.

In the first sentence, it will still be understood that the subject is standing in front
of the blackboard writing Chinese characters on it, and no one of sound mind
will think that subject has climbed on to the blackboard before writing.

Sometimes, when a coverbal phrase indicates time or location (particularly with
a fairly long expression), scope, basis or purpose, it may come at the beginning
of the sentence before the subject:
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chen ren bu zhuyi | ta qiaoqiao de likai le
(lit. cv:taking advantage of people not paying attention, he quietly de leave le)
He quietly left while people weren't paying attention.

zai ximalaya shan de shandian shang | kongqi jiqi xlbo
(lit. cv:on Himalaya mountains de summit-on, air extremely thin)
The air is extremely thin on the summit of Himalayan mountains.

dulyu zhei ge wenti | tamen hai meiyou zuochu dafu
(lit. cv:regarding this mw question, they still not-have produce reply)
They still have not replied on this question.

guanyu qlngshaonian de pinxing wenti | xuexiao yu jiazhang dou
yinggai fuze
(lit. cvxoncerning young people teenager de behaviour question, school and
parents both must take responsibility of)
School and parents must both take responsibility for the behaviour of
young people and teenagers.

chule fayu zhlwai | ta hai xuexi hanyu
(lit. cvrbesides French apart, she also study Chinese)
She is studying Chinese as well as French.

genju zuijin de vanjiu | jiyi de haohuai gen nianling wiiguan
(lit. cv:according to latest de research, memory de good-bad cv:with age no
connection)
According to the latest research, quality of memory/whether memory is
good or bad has no relation to age.

weile dajia | ta ningke xlsheng ziji de liyi
(lit. cv:for the sake of everyone, she would rather sacrifice own de interest)
For everyone's sake, she would rather sacrifice her own interests.



12 JE ba CONSTRUCTIONS

A JE ba construction is a syntactic feature unique to the Chinese language. It is
a device which uses the coverb ffi ba 'to grasp'1 to move a definite-referenced
object to a position before the main verb. This leaves the space after the verb
available to elements other than the object, e.g. for a consequential complement
to indicate the result inflicted upon the object through the action contained in the
verb. This repositioning manouevre arises from the fact that Chinese sentences
find it possible, only in very few instances,2 to hold an object and an additional
element together in a position after the same verb, particularly if the additional
element is three or more syllables long. Given its association with an action
verb, the JC ba construction is a regular feature of a narrative sentence.

12.1 THE STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF JE ba
CONSTRUCTION

A ffi ba construction must have the following three structural features:

(a) the object of the coverb fC ba must be of definite reference;
(b) the main verb of the sentence must be followed by a complement3 or,

less commonly, by a second noun;
(c) the main verb must be an action verb.

If any one of the three conditions is not fulfilled, the construction is not accept-
able, as in the following:

*ta ba yl ge dianshiji nonghuai le
*He broke a television set.

in which the object of ffi ba is of indefinite reference;

*ta ba nei ge dianshiji song
*He gave the televison set.

in which the verb M. song 'to give as a present' is not followed by either of the
elements listed under (b) above;

1 See §11.2.6.
2 See §11.1.
3 Sometimes just T le itself with its underlying notion of T liao 'to finish'.
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^PilT ° *ta ba zhei jian shi zhldao le
*He came to know this matter.

in which the verb £H3f zhldao 'to know' is an involuntary cognitive verb, not an
action verb.

12.1.1 DEFINITE-REFERENCED OBJECT

Since the definite reference of the object of the coverb JC ba is a requirement of
the construction, the object does not need to be specifically marked for definite-
ness. That is to say, an unmarked noun without any demonstrative adjective will
be assumed to be definite:

« S Bffi^ufcT ° ta ziji ba yao chi le
(lit. she self cv:grasping medicine eat le) She took the medicine herself.

12.1.2 THE ELEMENTS AFTER THE MAIN VERB

The extra elements after the verb in a JE ba construction may take the form of a
complement or an object.

12.1.2.1 Different forms of complement

(a) resultative:

daifu ba tade bing zhihua le
(lit. doctor cv:grasping his illness cure-well le)
The doctor cured his illness.

° ni ba wo yuanlai de yisi jiangzou le
(lit. you cv:grasping my original meaning speak-away le)
You distorted/did not convey my original meaning.

(b) locational:

S ° muqin ba haizi lou zai huai li
(lit. mother cv:grasping child hold cv:in bosom-inside)
Mother took the child in her arms.

ta ba bugao tie zai /ui xianyan de difang
lit. he cv:grasping notice stick cv:on most eye-catching place)
He stuck the notice in the most eye-catching/conspicuous place.
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(c) directional:

ft £ JxlJEfftSJ* T ? shenme feng ba ni gualai le
(lit. what wind cv: grasping you blow-come le)
What wind has blown you here?

ta ba chuanglian fang le xialai
(lit. she cv:grasping window blind let le down-come)
She pulled down the blind.

(d) dative:

ta ba xin zhuanjiao gei ta
(lit. he cv:grasping letter pass on cv:to her)
He passed on the letter to her.

nainai ba neixie gushi Jiang gei haizimen ting
(lit. grandma cv:grasping those stories tell cv.to children listen)
Grandma told those stories to the children.

(e) durational:

^ ° jingcha ba xiaotou guan le san tian
(lit. policemen cv:grasping petty thief lock up le three days)
The police locked up the petty thief for three days.

jiejie ba huangdou jin le Hang ge zhongtou
(lit. elder sister cv:grasping soybean soak le two mw hours)
Elder sister soaked the soybeans for two hours.

(f) brief durational:

—T ° ta ba nei pian gaozi xiugai le ylxia
(lit. he cv:grasping that mw manuscript revise le one cv:occasion)
He made some revisions to the draft.

jlchang de fuwuyuan ba tade xingli cheng le cheng
(lit. airport de service people cv:grasping his luggage weigh le
weigh)
The airport official weighed his baggage.

4 Here ta gei is the coverb in the complement and links with another verb flff ting 'to listen'.
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(g) frequency:

ta ba nei jige shengci moxie le hao ji bian
(lit. he cv:grasping those few mw new words write-from-memory le
very a-few times)
He wrote the new vocabulary out from memory a good many times.

; laoshl ba nei shou tangshl langsong le san d
;. (lit. teacher cvrgrasping that mw Tang poem recite le three times)

The teacher read out/recited that Tang poem three times.

(h) descriptive with # de:

ta ba fangjian shoushi de ganganjingjing
(lit. she cv:grasping room tidy de dry-dry-clean-clean)
She gave the room a thorough tidying.

ta ba shujia shang de shu fang de zhengzhengqiqi
(lit. he cv:grasping bookcase-top de books place de whole-whole-
flush-flush)
He placed/arranged the books neatly on the bookcase.

(i) evaluative with # de:

MM%ffiSS •> lushl ba wenti jieshl de hen qingchu
(lit. lawyer cv:grasping problem explain de very clear)
The lawyer explained the problem very clearly.

baba ba daoli shuo de shifen xiangxi
(lit. father cv:grasping reason say de very clear)
Father put the argument in great detail.

(j) judgemental with JjSc cheng, etc.:

daoyan ba zheng ge xijii chilli cheng yi ge xiju
(lit. director cv:grasping whole mw play treat cv:as one mw comedy)
The director treated the whole play as a comedy.
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tamen ba zhei jian shir shiwei wuguan jinyao de shir
(lit. they cv:grasping this mw matter look upon cv:as not-concern-
ing-importance de matter)
They viewed the business/affair as something of no importance.

lao nainai ba xiao guniang dangzuo ziji de nU'er
(lit. old granny cv:grasping little girl look upon cv:as her own de
daughter)
The old lady looked upon the young girl as her own daughter.

12.1.2.2 A second object in the form of a noun or a number/measure
word

meimei ba hua jiao le shui le
(lit. younger sister cv:grasping flower sprinkle le water le)
Younger sister has watered the flowers.

meimei ba shui jiao le hua le
(lit. younger sister cvigrasping water sprinkle le flower le)
Younger sister has used the water to water the flowers.

- * ° didi ba dangao chi le yi ban
(lit. younger brother cv:grasping cake eat le a-half)
Younger brother ate half of the cake.

ft ° mama ba dangao qie le yi kuai
(lit. mother cvigrasping cake cut le one piece) Mother cut a slice of cake.

12.1.3 THE MAIN VERB IN A JE ba CONSTRUCTION

The main verb in a ffi ba construction, as we have said, must be an action
verb, most commonly within a narrative sentence. Therefore the non-action
verbs, generally found in expository sentences, would not occur with JG ba: Jfe
shi 'to be'; W you 'to have', verbs of emotion (S-X̂ c xihuan 'to like'; St ai 'to
love', etc.) and most cognitive verbs (^PiS zhidao 'to know', 'It dong 'to under-
stand', etc.). However, a small number of cognitive verbs, which encode a mental
exertion or process rather than result, may still be used with ffi ba sentences:

qing ba zhei jian zhongyao de shir jizhu
(lit. please cv:grasping this mw important de matter keep-in-mind firmly)
Please remember this important matter.
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7 - bie ba wo de dianhua haoma wang le
(lit. don't cv:grasping my telephone number forget le)
Don't forget my telephone number.

St ° qingnibazheiyldianliaojieqlngcb.il
(lit. please you cvigrasping this one point understand clear)
Please get a clear understanding of this point.

12.2 INTENTIONALITY IN A JE ba CONSTRUCTION
Intentionality is an inherent implication underlying most JE ba constructions,
that is to say, a deliberate action is usually involved. However, there are contexts
in which either the outcome of the action of the verb is unintentional or the
question of intentionality simply does not arise:

T ° ta mei zhao jingzi | ba maozi dai wai le
(lit. he did not look at the mirror, cv:grasping hat put-on not-straight le)
He didn't look at the mirror and put his hat on crooked.

taiyang ba dadi ran hong le
(lit. sun cvigrasping big-land dye red le)
The sun has painted the earth red.

chaoshui ba shatan shang de yifu chong zou le
(lit. tide cv:grasping beach-on de clothes wash off le)
The tide washed away the clothes on the beach.

In other cases the action may be deliberate or not depending on the context:

° didi ba huaping dapd le
(lit. younger brother cv:grasping flower vase hit-broken le)
Younger brother broke the flower vase.

ilfeffi 0 ft M B 7 ° ta ba huixin dange le
(lit. he cv:grasping reply-letter delay le)
He was late with his (letter of) reply.

iaoshi dianming de shihou | ba tade mingzi lou le
(lit. teacher call roll de time, cv:grasping her name leave out le)
When the teacher took the register, he left out her name.

However, if in gei is inserted between the JE ba phrase and the verb, the
implication will invariably be that the action is unintentional:
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didi (yl bu xiaoxln) ba huaping gei dapo le
(lit. younger brother (one-not-careful) cv:grasping flower vase gei hit-
broken le)
Younger brother broke the flower vase (in a moment of carelessness).

meimei (wiiyi zhong) ba ta nei tiao piaoliang de qunzi gei nongzang le
(lit. younger sister (have-no-intention-in) cv:grasping her that mw beautiful
skirt gei make-dirty le)
Younger sister (inadvertently) got that beautiful skirt of hers dirty.

12.3 JE ba CONSTRUCTION AND IMPERATIVES

Given the emphasis on intention and specific action of the ffii ba construction, it
is only natural that it is often used in imperatives, either to make requests or to
give orders:

qing ni suishou ba men guan shang
(lit. please you follow-hand cv:grasping door close-up)
Please close the door behind you.

qing ba chuanghu dakai
(lit. please cv:grasping window hit-open) Please open the window.

kuai ba pingkou fengyan
(lit. quick cv:grasping bottle-mouth seal tight)
Hurry up and seal (tight) the bottle.

huo wang le | kuai ba guo zuo shang
(lit. fire burn-bright le, quick cv:grasping pot sit-on)
The fire is roaring/burning up, hurry up and put the pot on.

qing ni ba lipi xuan diao
(lit. please you cv:grasping pear-skin peel off) Please peel the pear.

qing ba yan di gei wo
(lit. please cv:grasping salt pass cv:to me) Please pass me the salt.

. ° qing dajia ba guopi reng zai lajl tong li
(lit. please everybody cv:grasping fruit-skin throw cv:in litter-bin-inside)
Would everyone please put their litter in the rubbish bins.
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bie ba shuomingshu qu zou
(lit. don't cv:grasping explaining-book take off le)
Don't go off with the synopsis/manual.

12.4 A PARTICULAR FEATURE OF IE ba
CONSTRUCTION IN EVALUATIVE SENTENCES

When the ftl ba construction is used in an evaluative sentence following a modal
verb, the necessity for the object of ffi ba to be of definite reference is removed:

ni zong biineng ba shenme zeren dou tui gei wo ba
(lit. you after-all not able cv:grasping whatever responsibility all push cv:to
me ba)
You can't possibly push all the responsibilities on to me.

ni keyi ba zi xie de hao yidianr ma
(lit. you can cv:grasping words write de a little better ma)
Could you write a bit better?

shui dou yinggai ba shu fang hui yuanchu
(lit. nobody all ought to cv:grasping book place-back original place)
Everyone ought to put books back where they came from.

bie/buyao ba shenme zuiming dou jia zai wo shenshang
(lit. don't cv:grasping whatever crime-label all add cv:on my body-on)
Don't level all the charges against me.

Admonitions or admonitory notices may likewise have indefinite-referenced ob-
jects after JE ba:

buzhun ba cheliang tmgfang zai jinchukou
(.lit. not permit cv:grasping vehicles park-place cv:at enter-exit-opening)
Parking (vehicles/cars) at the entrance and exit is forbidden.

jinzhi ba qi sui yixia de xiaohai dairu huichang
(lit. forbid cv:grasping seven year old below de child bring cv:into
assembly hall)
It is not allowed to bring children under 7 into the assembly.

5M bic is the fused form of ^Flf buyao and is therefore considered to be the combination of a
negator and a modal verb.
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yanjin ba xiangyan shou gei shiba sui yixia de qingshaonian
(lit. strictly forbid cv:grasping cigarettes sell cv:to 18 year below de youths
and teenagers)
It is strictly forbidden to sell cigarettes to young people under 18.

zenme keyi ba laji reng zai zher ne
(lit. how can cv:grasping rubbish throw cv.at here ne)
How can rubbish be dumped here?

12.5 JE b l VERSUS # jiang
In a less colloquial and more formal style, # Jiang may be used in place of
ffiba:

te jiang xiangxi de qingkuang baogao ruxia
(lit. especially cv:grasping detailed situation report as follows)
I hereby report the detailed situation as follows.

yimian jiang tanpan nongjiang le
(lit. avoid cv:grasping negotiation make-deadlock le)
To avoid bringing the negotiation to a deadlock.



13 THE PASSIVE VOICE AND
bei CONSTRUCTIONS

It has often been suggested that the passive voice is not as commonly used in
Chinese as in European languages. There is certainly some truth in this, in that
the Chinese language, being meaning-oriented and not morphologically strin-
gent, seems to rely more heavily on context than on grammatical form. The
language avoids the use of formal passive voice markers (e.g. tt bei) until it is
perfectly necessary, but from a broader perspective it is possible to see that the
passive voice in Chinese in its various forms, marked or unmarked, does occur
widely and, as such, may be just as frequently encountered in Chinese (both in
speech and in writing) as in European languages.

13.1 THREE FORMS OF PASSIVE
The passive voice in Chinese may adopt any of the following three forms
depending on the required tone and emphasis:

(a) the notional passive - where no formal passive marker is employed.
This passive normally carries an expository tone.

' wenti || jiejue le
(lit. problem || solve le) The problem was/has been solved.

(b) the formal passive - where a passive marker like M bei is introduced.
Here the tone is usually narrative:

wenti || zhong bei jiejue
(lit. problem || finally bei.by solve) The problem was finally solved.

(c) the lexical passive - where a verb, indicating that the subject or the topic
is the 'receiver' of the action, is followed by a nominalised verbal object.
Whether this passive is built into a narrative or an exposition, the tone
tends to be rather formal.

wenti || dedao le jiejue
(lit. problem || receive le solution)
A solution was found for the problem.

Note that the result expressed in the complement of all notional and formal passive constructions
is invariably associated with some kind of change in a situation. The sentence particle T le is
therefore always present.
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RM || %3\S?&7 " wenti || dedao jiejue le
(lit. problem || receive solution le)
A solution has been found for the problem.

We will now look at the specific features of these passive forms.

13.2 THE NOTIONAL PASSIVE

The notional passive is the most common form of passive voice in the language.
The structure is possible only with a non-morphological language like Chinese,
where speakers are accustomed to relying as much on meaning as on form. Take
the following example:

in || f f ^ T ° xin || ji zou le
(lit. letter || send off le) The letter has been put in the post.

Here there is of course no danger of the hearer misinterpreting the statements as
meaning that the letter has initiated the action of sending itself, despite the fact
that there is no indication of a passive voice in the verb.

The notional passive in fact avoids passive markers by relying on the hearer's
common sense or knowledge of the world. It offers (or invites - in the form of
a question) an updated explanation or description of a situation. Essentially what
is happening with a notional passive is that the original object of the verb is now
posed as the topic under discussion and is shifted to the beginning of the sen-
tence. This is clear from the following structural conversion:

° wo || yijing ji le xin le
(lit. 11| already send le letter le)
I have (already) put the letter in the post.

where it xin 'letter' is the object of the predicate verb t r ji 'send; post'.

Moving the object in the above sentence to the beginning of the sentence, we
have:

7 ° xin III wo || yijing ji le
(lit. letter ||| I || already send le)
As for the letter, I have already put it in the post.

The original object has now become the topic and occurs before the original
subject while the aspect marker le indicating the completion of the action merges
with the sentence particle le (for updating the information) to convey both mean-
ings. Apart from these changes, the rest of the original sentence remains intact.
If we leave out the original subject S, T , the sentence becomes a notional
passive with the topic alone directly affected by the predicate comment:

I
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ft || 6 ^ 7 ° xin || yijlng ji fc?
(lit. letter || already send le) The letter has already been sent.

The term 'notional passive' derives from the fact that the sentence, though
apparently a straightforward 'topic || explanatory comment' structure, is really
an 'object (now turned topic) || transitive verb' construction. It is passive in its
underlying meaning but without a surface passive marker.

Being a conversion from an originally 'verb + object' construction, the
notional passive naturally has a transitive verb in the comment. An intransitive
verb gives an unacceptable meaning relationship between the noun and the verb.
For example, a sentence like

*fa || E£5^7 ° xin || yijlng zou le
(lit. letter || already leave le) *The letter has already departed.

in which M zou 'leave' is an intransitive verb, could be understood only in a
metaphorical sense.

In addition, as the notional passive is an explanatory comment on a situation, the
verb, particularly if it is monosyllabic, generally has to incorporate a comple-
ment of some kind, which indicates the relevant consequence of the action or the
features attributable to the situation under discussion. The complement takes
various forms, which are similar to those in the IE ba construction, and which
most commonly indicate the following:

(a) result:

Is || 1&SI7 ° xin || shoudao le
(lit. the letter || receive-arrive le) The letter has been received.

U P || ?TJF7 ° chuanghu || dakai le
(lit. the window || hit-open le) The window has been opened.

fangjian || shoushi hao le
(lit. the room || tidy-well le) The room has been tidied.

zhuozi || ma ganjing le
(lit. the table || wipe-clean le) The table has been wiped clean.

(b) direction:

ylfu || Hang chuqu le
(lit. the clothes || hang out-go le) The clothes have been put out to dry.
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|| ° dianhua haoma || chao xialai le
(lit. telephone number || copy down-come le)
The telephone number has been transcribed.

da xiangzi || fangbujinqu le
(lit. big case || place not enter-go le) The big case can't be fitted in.

(c) location:

zhaotiehua || tie zai qiang shang le
(lit. the poster || stick cv.on wall-on le)
The poster is stuck on the wall.

xingli || fang zai xinglijia shang le
(lit. the luggage || place cv:on the luggage rack-on le)
The luggage is (placed) on the luggage rack.

(d) frequency:

||
zhei ge dianying || yijing fangying guo Hang ci le
(lit. this film || see guo two times le)
This film has already been shown twice.

nei pian wenzhang || gai le henduo ci le
(lit. that mw essay || revise le very many times le)
That essay has been revised many times.

(e) duration:

7 ° nei chang xi || yan le san ge yue le
(lit. that mw play || perform le three mw months le)
That play has been on for three months.

zhei ge cai || fang le Hang tian le
(lit. this mw dish || put le two days le)
This dish has been left/has not been touched for two days running.

(f) manner and appearance:

| shu || fang de zhengzhengqiqi de
(lit. the books || place de whole-whole-flush-flush de)
The books have been arranged very neatly.
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|| zi || xie de waiwaixiexie de
(lit. the characters || write de crooked-crooked-slant-slant de)
The characters have been written in a crooked fashion.

The complement however may be replaced by an object which relates semantic-
ally to the topic often in part for whole terms:

nei feng xin || xie le san zhang zhi
(lit. that mw letter || write le three mw: sheet paper)
That letter has been written using three sheets of paper.

IS || %J—¥- ° nei ping jiii || he le yl ban
(lit. that mw:bottle wine || drink le a half)
Half of that bottle of wine has been consumed.

± a || f iJ7&7 ° tiidou || xiao le pi le
(lit. the potatoes || peel le skin le) The potatoes have been peeled.

JJPT^T ° qiche || jia le you le
(lit. the car || add le petrol le) The car has been refuelled.

Some verbs carry the meaning of result within them:

nei jian gongzuo || wancheng le
(lit. that mw work || complete le) That job has been carried out.

a*! || %WT ° lixiang || shixian le
(lit. the ideal || realise le) The dream has been fulfilled.

Verbs in a notional passive are generally couched in a disyllabic form. If the
verb used is monosyllabic, it has to be supported pre-verbally or post-verbally
by modals, adverbials or particles, or to be echoed in a rhythmic pattern:

(a) pre-verbal support:

ft || o m ^ T ° xin || keyi ji le
(lit. the letter || can send le) The letter can now be sent.

ft || E I S ^ T ° xin || yijlng ji le
(lit. the letter || already send le) The letter has already been sent.

(b) post-verbal support:

|| ? xin || ji le meiyou?
(lit. the letter || send le have not) Has the letter been sent or not?
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xin||jHema?
(lit. the letter || send le ma) Has the letter been sent?

(c) rhythmic pattern:

|| Ik || * 7 ' fc ||
xin || ji le | fan || zhu fe | ni yao wo ban de shir || dou ban le
(lit. the letter || send le, the rice || cook le, you-want-me-to-do things
|| all do le)
The letter has been sent, the meal has been prepared, everything you
want me to do has been done.

As was said earlier, a notional passive is designed to offer or invite an explanatory
comment on a situation. The focus or emphasis is therefore often on an observed
or foreseen result that has a bearing on the situation. This being the case, modals
and/or adverbials in the form of time nouns or referential adverbs often form a
natural part of the comment in expository or evaluative sentences. For example:

(a) modal:

W ° nide xie || yinggai ca yl ca
(lit. your shoes || should | brush one brush)
Yours shoes should be given a brush.

(b) time adverbial:

|| ° w6 jia de ylngou || jingchang duse
(lit. my home de drains || often block)
Drains in my house often get blocked.

(c) referential adverb:

|
huayuan li de huar || dou jiao le shui le
(lit. the garden-inside de flower || all sprinkle le water le)
All the flowers in the garden have been watered.

On the other hand, adverbials of manner often occur with notional passives in
narrative or descriptive sentences:

||
xin || huluan de chaikai kan le zhihou | jiu suisuibianbian de reng zai
zhuozi shang
(lit. the letter || carelessly tear open read le after, then casually throw cv.on
table-top)
After the letter had been carelessly torn open and read, it was casually
thrown on the table.
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In sentences like these, the formal passive marker tt bei,2 as a standard feature
of narrative, can be introduced to give a slightly more vivid picture of the
incident or situation being narrated or described. The above sentence, for ex-
ample, may be converted into a formal passive with the meaning remaining
essentially unchanged:

in ||
xin || bei huluan de chaikai kan le zhlhou | jiu bei suisuibianbian de
reng zai zhuozi shang

If anything, the addition of fflL bei associates the actions of 'tearing the letter
open' and 'throwing it down' more closely with the person unspecified who
carried them out.

The negation of a notional passive is normally achieved by placing the negator
mei(you) immediately before the verb. For example:

wenti || hai mei jiejue
(lit. the problem || still not solve) The problem has not yet been solved.

Once the negator is used, 7 le as either aspect marker or sentence particle can
no longer occur. As a result, monosyllabic verbs need to be linked with comple-
ments or similar lengthening devices. A positive statement like:

ft || E£5fFT ° xin || yijlng ji le

(lit. the letter || already send le) The letter has already been sent.

will therefore convert to the negative in ways like the following:

(a) with the help of a complement

xin || hai mei ji zou
(lit. the letter || still not send off)
The letter has not been sent off yet.

ft || S & ^ f t i ° xin || hai mei ji chuqu
(lit. letter || still not send out) The letter has not been sent yet.

(b) with the help of a particle other than T le after the verb:

ft || &&%% " xin || hai mei ji ne
(lit. letter || still not send ne)
The letter has not been sent off yet. (connotation: I'm sorry to say.)

2 See §13.3 below.
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In a more formal written text, $\%: shang wei 'not yet' may be used instead of
3 S hai mei 'not yet'. For example,

MM || ini^lf#i ° wenti || shang wei jiejue
(lit. problem || still not solve) The problem has not yet been solved.

ft || ft*^ ° xin || shang wei ji zou
(lit. letter || still not send off) The letter has not been sent off yet.

Where a sentence is suppositional and refers to a future situation the negative is
expressed by ?F bu 'not' rather than S ^ ) mei(you).

||
gongzuo || bii wancheng | wo || bu shuijiao
(lit. the work || not complete, 11| not sleep)
If the work is not completed, I won't go to bed.

>F bii 'not' is also used in sentences where time adverbs indicate a habit or
customary practice:

\

tuixiaoyuan dalai de dianhua || tongchang bu jie
(lit. salesman make de telephone call || usually not receive)
Telephone calls from salesmen usually are not taken.

In all our examples so far of notional passives the topics have been inanimate
objects; where the topic is a human or animate being, ambiguity can arise. For
example:

|| f t ^ T ° tade zhushou || jie zou le
(lit. his assistant || borrow away le)
topic || comment: His assistant has been borrowed (by somebody else for
another project).
subject || predicate: His assistant has borrowed it (something understood in
the given context).

The first interpretation sees the sentence as a notional passive in which as usual
an 'unspecified doer' (in this case maybe a boss or professor) has inflicted the
action of the verb on the topic (his assistant). In the second interpretation, the
verb is in the active voice, and the subject (his assistant) has borrowed some-
thing that is unspecified but is clear from the context (a book, computer, etc.).3

3 Absence of specification like this, where identification is self-evident from the context, is a feature
of the Chinese language (see Chapter 25).
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In the great majority of cases, the context makes the meaning perfectly clear, but
nonetheless there is the possibility of ambiguity in cases like these.

To avoid this, speakers normally use formal or lexical passive markers. For
example, a sentence like:

ifcfST - tade zhushou || jiu huo le
(lit. his assistant || save alive le)

could be open to two potential interpretations:

topic || comment: His assistant was saved (e.g. by the doctor),
subject || predicate: His assistant has saved the life of somebody else
(understood in the context).

To ensure that the passive meaning of 'His assistant was saved' is understood, it
would be possible to include either a formal passive marker:

tade zhushou || bei jiu huo le
(lit. his assistant || bei save alive le)

or to adopt, if possible, a lexical passive strategy (see §13.4):

tade zhushou || dejiu le
(lit. his assistant || receive save le)

13.3 THE FORMAL PASSIVE

13.3.1 SALIENT FEATURES

The most salient feature of a formal passive is the inclusion of the coverb tt bei
as a formal passive marker to indicate that the subject of the sentence, instead of
initiating the action specified in the predicate verb, is actually the 'receiver' of
the action. The identity of the actual initiator of the action may be revealed
immediately after ffi bei or it may remain unstated or vague. For example:

(a) identity unstated:

ffl^Wm || WTffiT ° nei ge jingcha || bei dashang le
(lit. that mw policeman || bel.by hit-wounded le)
That policeman was wounded.

(b) identity vague:

|| nei ge jingcha || bei ren dashang le
(lit. that mw policeman || bei:by somebody hit-wounded le)
That policeman was wounded (by somebody).
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(c) initiator revealed:

nei ge jingcha || bei liumang dashang le
(lit. that mw policeman || betby hooligan hit-wounded le)
That policeman was wounded by hooligans.

In speech, the more formal passive marker Ift bei may be replaced by i t rang,
HL| jiao/fit jiao, it gei or i i rang . . An gei, nH jiao .. An gei, etc. In these
cases, the initiator is either identified precisely or vaguely. For example, sent-
ences (b) or (c) above could take any one of the following forms:

i i rang: SP^Wif
nei ge jingcha || rang ren/liumang dashang le

PM jiao/IJc jiao: i S ^ t * || N A/EtRJpffi 7 °
nei ge jingcha || jiao ren/liumang dashang le

£ gei: m^Wm || &A/«itRjTf557 •
nei ge jingcha || gei ren/liumang dashang le

i i rang ...%t gei: IP̂ Mfrg? || ikXrAmSttttT °
nei ge jingcha || rang ren/liumang gei dashang le

w\ jiao ..Ait gei: 3^Wm \\ W A/ffitR^ffffi 7 °
nei ge jingcha || jiao ren/liumang gei dashang le

13.3.2 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS

As mentioned earlier, the basic characteristic of a formal passive is its inbuilt
narrative stance. Compared with the notional passive, which can occur in any
type of sentence, the formal passive is generally more committed to the narra-
tion or description of an incident or event which has already taken place. For
example, in the following two pairs of sentences, a notional passive (i) is felt to
be less plausible than the formal passive (ii):

(a) (i) + i$5cT^pn || tiff T ° + nei tian xiawu men || qiao kai le
(lit. that day afternoon the door || prize open le)

(ii) J K T ^ p n || WUF7 - nei tian xiawu men || bei qiao kai le
(lit. that day afternoon the door || bei:by (somebody) prize open le)
That afternoon the door was prised open (by somebody).

(b) (i) + ^fiM^ik || JHlft7 ° + bujiu xiaotou || zhua zhii le
(lit. not long after the thief || catch firm le)

(ii) ^ / h i r || WLUiiJ ° bujiu xiaotou || bei zhua zhu le
(lit. not long after the thief || bev.by catch firm le)
Not long after, the thief was caught.

A further distinction between formal and notional passives is that, while the
latter is normally objective in stance and can accommodate complements of
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positive or negative meaning, formal passives tend to convey a negative sense.
The two sentences below demonstrate the contrasting meanings possible with a
notional passive:

(a) t l || MMJ ° fan || zhu hao le
(lit. the rice || cook well le) The rice is cooked.

|| fan || zhii hu le
(lit. the rice || cook burnt le) The rice is burnt.

The expectation that the outcome of a formal passive will be negative means
that, if the same two sentences have a passive marker, only the second will be
acceptable:

(a) *tl || S : t # 7 ° *fan || bei zhii hao le
(lit. the rice || bei.by cook well le) *The rice has been cooked.

|| fan || bei zhii hu le
(lit. the rice || bei.by cook burnt le) The rice has been burnt.

(b) HS. || ik&i&MftT ° *fan || rang wo gei zhii hao le
(lit. the rice || rang:by me gei cook well le)
The rice has been cooked by me.

IE || itntaMmj ° fan || rang wo gei zhii hu le
(lit. the rice || rang:by me gei cook burnt le)
The rice was burnt by me.

Here are a few more examples of the undesirable outcomes of formal passives:

ff 7 ° dianshijl || bei wo nong huai le
(lit. the television set || bei.by me handle-damaged le)
The television was damaged by me.

y«fu || rang wo gei nong zang le
(lit. the clothes || rang:by me gei make-dirty le)
The clothes were dirtied by me.

m^J ° yaoshi || jiao ta gei nong diu le
(lit. the key ||7iao:by him make-lose le) The key was lost by him.

qiqiu || bei xiao didi chuopo le
(lit. the balloon || bei.by little younger brother poke-break le)
The balloon was burst by younger brother.
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° nei ke shil || bei da feng gua dao le
(lit. that mw tree || bei.by great wind blow-fall le)
That tree was blown down by the gale.

xiao meimei || bei women xiao de bu hao yisi le
(lit. little younger sister || betby us laugh de embarrassed le)
Little sister was embarrassed by our teasing.

T- ° tui shang || jiao wenzi gei ding le ylxia
(lit. leg-on \\jiao:by mosquito bite le one time)
I/(s)he was bitten on the leg by a mosquito.

^ i f ° rong dayl || bei chongzi zhu le yi ge kulong
(lit. the woollen overcoat || betby moth eat le one mw hole)
The woollen overcoat had a hole eaten in it by a moth.

13.3.3 IMPERATIVES

In imperatives, the formal IS bei cannot be used, but the other more colloquial
alternatives are acceptable:

° bie rang kaishui || gei tang zhe
(lit. don't rang:by boiling water gei scald-reach)
Don't get scalded by the boiling water.

bie jiao yu ba xingli || gei linshi le
(lit. don'tj/ao'.by rain fta:grasping luggage gei soak-wet le)
Don't let the luggage get soaked by the rain.

13.3.4 WHOLE-PART RELATIONSHIPS

It is not unusual for a formal passive to incorporate a ffil ba construction if the
subject of the sentence and the object of ffi ba have a whole-part relationship.
For example:

|
xln shu || bei xiao meimei | ba fengmian | si diao le
the new book || bev.by little sister | fta:grasping cover | tear-off le
The cover of the new book was torn off by little sister.

in which Sf^ xin shu 'the new book' and MM fengmian 'the cover' have a
whole-part relationship.
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In other words, the subject must represent the whole entity while the object of JE
ba must represent part of it.

Here is another example:

jiejie || jiao gunshui | ba shou | gei tang shang le
elder sister \\jiao:by boiling water | fta:grasping hand | gevtoy scald-hurt le
My elder sister had her hand scalded by boiling water.

13.3.5 A CLASSICAL VARIANT

A classical variant of the formal passive is encoded by ^J w e i . . . Bf suo. J$ wei,
like tt bei, is followed by the initiator of the action in the verb, while Br suo
precedes the verb itself. In this formal passive construction, the verb may be
monosyllabic or disyllabic and does not need any complement.

tade jianghua || wei zhangsheng suo yanmo
(lit. his speech || wei:by applause suo drown)
His speech was drowned by the applause.

||
zhei wei laoshi || wei tade xuesheng suo aidai
(lit. this mw teacher || wev.by his students suo love-esteem)
This teacher was loved by his students.

° zheyang de choushi || biran weiren suo xiao
(lit. this kind de scandal || inevitably wev.by people suo laugh)
This kind of scandal is inevitably laughed at by people.

13.4 THE LEXICAL PASSIVE
In a lexical passive, the subject of the sentence is the receiver of an action,
which is the formal object of a particular set of verbs such as #l!j dedao 'get',
SMI shoudao 'receive', if 10 zaodao 'suffer (from)'. The true initiator of the
action is identified as an attributive to the formal object. Though the syntactic
construction of a lexical passive is a straightforward SVO, the important pres-
ence of the initiator modifies this to SV attributive O, where

S = receiver of the action
V = 'receiving' verb
O = action initiated by somebody else
attributive to O = initiator

In other words, the semantic formula of the sentence is:
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receiver + verb + initiator (as an attributive) + nominalised verb

For example:

tifc || %3\ | I M l M ^ d t " ta || dedao | pengyoumen de zhichi
(lit. he (| get | friends' support)
He won the support of his friends./He was supported by his friends.4

The formal object of the 'receive' verb is always a nominalised verb. It cannot
therefore incorporate a complement and it must adopt a disyllabic form. One
cannot say, for example:

*ta shoudao dajia de fa
*He received everyone's punishment.

Nor is the addition of a complement acceptable, as the formal object is now
itself a noun:

—& ° *ta shoudao dajia de fa yi ci
*He received a punishment from everyone.

Also being a nominalised form it does not take an object of its own:

%§ ° *ta shoudao dajia de fa yl bang
*He received a penalty of one pound from everyone.

An acceptable formulation can be achieved, however, through the juxtaposition
of another monosyllabic verb or through the addition of an attributive:

ta shoudao dajia de chengfa
(lit. he received everyone's punishment/penalty)
He was punished/penalised by everyone.

W l l ? ° ta shoudao dajia de zhongfa
(lit. he receive everyone's heavy punishment/penalty)
He was heavily punished/penalised by everyone.

Other examples are:

tade hua shoudao renmen de zanshang
(lit. his words receive people's admiration)
His words were admired by people.

The alternative English translation is here to show that a lexical passive in Chinese may be a
formal passive in English.
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tade xingwei zaodao fumu de piping
(lit. her behaviour suffer parents' criticism)
Her bahaviour met with criticism from her parents/was criticised by her
parents.

wode jianyi dedao wo meimei de zhichi
(lit. my suggestion get my younger sister's support)
My suggestion gained my younger sister's support/was supported by my
younger sister.

In a notional or a formal passive, the nature of the outcome of an action is
expressed by the complement. The initiator of the action is often not mentioned
since it is the outcome that is important. In a lexical passive, however, the focus
shifts to the initiator of the action or to the degree or extent to which the action
has been carried out. In other words, the emphasis is on the object (the nominalised
verb) with its attributive, and the sentence loses focus without an attributive:

*\t || %$]%.& ° *ta || dedao zhichi
(lit. he || get support) *He won support.

The attributive encodes semantically either the initiator and/or the extent to
which the action is carried out:

(a) attributive = initiator:

if ° ta shoudao laoshl de piping
(lit. she receive teacher's criticism) She was criticised by the teacher.

(b) attributive = degree or extent to which the action was carried out:

S'JmWffiif ° ta shoudao yanli de piping
(lit. she receive severe de criticism) She was severely criticised.

(c) attributive = initiator + degree or extent to which the action was carried
out:

ta shoudao laoshl yanli de piping
(lit. she receive teacher severe de criticism)
She was severely criticised by the teacher.

Similar examples are:

laoshl dedao xuesheng de zunjing
(lit. the teacher receive students' respect)
The teacher was respected by the students.
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) t ° jingli shoudao duofang de zenan
(lit. the manager receive many parties' censure/blame)
The manager was blamed on all fronts.

° laibln shoudao relie de huanying
(lit. the guests receive warm de welcome)
The guests were warmly welcomed.

ta zaodao chenzhong de dajl
(lit. he suffer heavy de blow) He suffered heavy [psychological] blows.

The three most commonly used verbs in a lexical passive, %3\ dedao,
shoudao and MM zaodao, have their semantic individualities. While 1#5!) dedao
is usually used in a positive sense and M3\ zaodao in a negative sense, SSJ
shoudao is generally neutral, as we can clearly see from the above examples.
Compare the following pairs of sentences:

*xuesheng dedao laoshi de piping
(lit. the students get teacher's criticism)

JIi ° xuesheng dedao laoshi de biaoyang
(lit. the students get teacher's praise)
The students were praised by the teacher.

*laibln zaodao relie de huanying
1; (lit. the guests suffer warm de welcome)

° laibln zaodao zhuren de lengluo
(lit. the guests suffer host's cold-shoulder/neglect)
The guests were cold-shouldered/neglected by the host.

however: I
S: ° tade jianyi shoudao renmen de zanshang

(lit. his suggestion receive people's admiration)
His suggestion was admired/well received by people.

iXSSI AdWS^f ° tade jianyi shoudao renmen de fandui
(lit. his suggestion receive people's opposition)
His suggestion was opposed by people.

In terms of register, a notional passive is always extremely colloquial while a
formal passive can be made informal by replacing tt bei with it rang or ^ jiao
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plus ia gei. On the other hand, a lexical passive is always extremely formal,
having a nominalised verb which is usually more abstract than physical in nature.

In addition, a lexical passive generally has a disyllabic nominalised verb as the
formal object of a disyllabic 'receive' verb, which has a V + 3\ dao structure.
There is, however, an alternative form of lexical passive which makes use of a
set of disyllabic expressions in a V + N format. This alternative form is
unmodinable in syntactic terms and it is found only in established lexical colloca-
tions, for example:

zaoyang to meet with disaster5

linan to meet with misfortune
shoushang to be injured, wounded (lit. receive injury)
dejiu to be saved (lit. get rescue)
rehuo to court disaster
yuxian to run into danger

As the V + N format is self-sufficient and is itself the focal point, there is no
need for an attributive, unlike the syntactically modifiable lexical passive. For
example:

haizi shou le shang
(lit. the child receive le injury) The child was injured.

renzhi yunan le
(lit. the hostage meet calamity le) The hostage was killed.

° bingren dejiu le
(lit. the patient get-rescue le) The patient was saved.

The English translations here do not necessarily reflect the passive sense of the Chinese.
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Chinese, unlike English, does not have verb forms like infinitives, participles or
gerunds. Such functions are all covered by the bare verbal stem, that is, the
uninflected verb. This being the case, these bare verbs are often seen strung
together in a series of two or three to form the predicate of a sentence in what we
call a chain (or serial) construction. They are arranged in accordance with an
intrinsic time sequence. For example:

wo || qi che | dao huochezhan | qu | mai piao
(lit. 11| ride bike | cv: to (i.e. arriving at) railway station | go | buy ticket)
Getting on my bike, I rode to the railway station to get a ticket.

The English translation of the above may also be constructed as, for example:
'To buy a ticket, I went to the railway station by bike', where the presence of the
infinitive and the preposition allows for a flexible ordering of the verbal phrases.
Without linguistic facilities like these, Chinese can only resort to strict time
sequencing in terms of meaning. In this case, for example, one has to get on a
bike before starting off in the direction of the railway station, and one has to
reach the station before going to the ticket office to buy a ticket. Hence the order
of the three verbs or verbal phrases is fixed: first H $ qi che 'to ride a bicycle',
second Sll^C^tei dao huochezhan qu 'to go to the railway station' and third
35M mai piao 'to buy a ticket'.

In the following sections, we shall look at the meaning relationships generally
found between the verbs in chain constructions.

14.1 THE FIRST VERB INTRODUCING A COVERBAL
PHRASE THAT INDICATES LOCATION, ETC.

The first verb in a chain construction can often be a verb, usually a coverb,
indicating a location, destination, etc. Location phrases are normally marked by
fe zai 'to exist; at; in', destination phrases by 5'J dao 'to arrive; to', direction
phrases by ft xiang 'in the direction of'.1

wo qizi zai huayuan li zhonghua
(lit. my wife cv:at garden-inside grow flower)
My wife is planting flowers in the garden.

See Chapter 11 on coverbs.
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haizimen dao youlechang qu wanr
(lit. children cv:to pleasure-park go play)
The children go to play at the funfair.

linju de gou xiang wo paolai
(lit. neighbour's dog cv:towards me run-come)
The neighbour's dog ran up to me.

Coverbal phrases indicating destination are usually followed by i qil 'to go' or
M lai 'to come' either as the main verb itself or as part of the main verb. In the
case of direction coverbs, 5|t lai 'to come' or i qu 'to go' always form part of
the main verb. For instance, in the destination sentence above, S i^f l l iOIS^f t i
©nJL haizimen dao youlechang qii wanr 'The children go to play at the funfair',
i qu is juxtaposed with ©tJL wanr 'to play' indicating purpose.

However the sentence could be modified as follows:

(a) S^PCl iWS^i ° haizimen dao youlechang qu
(lit. children cv: arriving at funfair go) (where £ qii
The children went to the funfair. is the main verb)

(b) S^nSiJ»5R»gcJL4 •
haizimen dao youlechang wanr qu (where i qii forms part
(lit. children cv: arriving at funfair play-go) of the main verb with
The children went to play at the funfair. 5tJL wanr 'to play')

Similarly with direction coverbs you can have:

(where a * guolai 'over
jingquan chao wo pu guolai and towards' forms part
(lit. police dog cv:towards me jump-over-come) of the main verb with
The police dog jumped at me. th pu 'to jump at')

hai'du xiang haimian fei qu (where i qu forms part
(lit. seagull cv:towards sea-surface fly-go) of the main verb with
The seagull flew down to the sea. Is fei 'to fly')

14.2 THE SECOND VERB INDICATING PURPOSE

In English, adverbials expressed in terms of infinitives often indicate purpose. In
Chinese, purpose is expressed simply by a second verb in a chain construction.

& ° wo mai le yl ge liwu song gei ta
(lit. I buy le one mw present give cv:to her)
I bought a present to give to her.
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haizimen dou huijia lai guo shengdanjie
(lit. children all return home come pass Christmas)
The children all come home for Christmas.

jiiihuoche gan dao xianchang qu jiuhuo
(lit. fire engine rush cv.arriving at scene go fight fire)
The fire engine rushed to the scene (to fight the fire).

women dao dianyingyuan qu kan dianying
(lit. we cv:arriving at cinema go see film)
We went to the cinema (to see a film).

It should be noted that, in encoding purposes, there are often cultural differences
between Chinese and European languages, as can be seen from the last two
examples above. In English, when a fire engine comes to a scene or somebody
goes to the cinema, the purpose is self-evident and to express it might be felt to
be tautological. In Chinese, however, purpose is generally spelled out whether
self-explanatory or not.

Another point to note is that 3fe lai 'to come' and •£ qu 'to go' are often used in
connection with purpose, and are usually placed before the second verb. More
colloquially, they may also be found after the second verb or even both before
and after it. Compare the following sets of sentences:

(a) fflffl.JttMiX^(5T ° jiejie jincheng qu mai dongxi le
(lit. elder sister enter town go buy things le)

jiejie jincheng mai dongxi qu le
(lit. elder sister enter town buy things go le)

jiejie jincheng qu mai dongxi qu le
(lit. elder sister enter town go buy things go le)

which all mean 'Elder sister has gone shopping in town'.

(b) Sc^^±^!l^i4fc^ ° wo mingtian shang jianqiao qu fuyue
(lit. I tomorrow cv. to Cambridge go keep appointment)

wo mingtian shang jianqiao fiiyue qu
(lit. I tomorrow cv: to Cambridge keep appointment go)

wo mingtian shang jianqiao qu fiiyue qu
(lit. I tomorrow cv: to Cambridge go keep appointment go)

which all translate as 'I am going for an appointment in Cambridge tomorrow'.
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Here are some more colloquial examples using M lai 'to come' or £ qu 'to
go':

° dajia kuai lai kan
(lit. everyone quick come look)
Everyone come and have a look straight away.

ni lai bangbang mang
(lit. you come help-help busy) Come and give me a hand.

- baba | ni lai chuchu zhiiyi
(lit. father, you come express-express opinion)
Dad, come and tell us what you think (about it).

ni qu xiexie ba
(lit. you go rest-rest ba) Go and have a rest.

women hex! lai le
(lit. we congratulate-come le) We've come to say congratulations.

ta lai kan wo lai le
(lit. he come see me come le) He came to see me.

wo qu zhao ta qu
(lit. I go seek him go) I'll go and look for him.

However, when 3^ lai 'to come' or £. qu 'to go' occur with verbs that have an
inherent meaning of direction, they can only follow these verbs:

mama jincheng qu le
(lit. mother enter town go le) Mother has gone into town.

baba huijia lai le
(lit. father return home come le) Father has come home.

jiejie chumen qu le
(lit. elder sister exit door go le) Elder sister is away.

The following would not normally be acceptable:

*mama qu jincheng le
*baba lai huijia le
*jiejie qu chumen le
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There are some explicit indicators of purpose such as HI yi 'so as to',
miande 'to avoid':2

ta zai nei ji ge zi xiamian hua le yi tiao hongxian { yi yinqi duzhe de
zhuyi
(lit. he cv:at those few mw characters-below draw le one mw:line red line,
so as to attract readers' attention)
He put a red line under those characters (so as) to attract the readers'
attention.

qing ni dao le zhihou | mashang da ge dianhua lai | miande dajia jigua
(lit. please you arrive le after, immediately make mw telephone call come,
to avoid everyone be concerned)
Please phone immediately you arrive to avoid everyone getting worried.

qing ba gaizi ning jin | yimian limian de binggan shouchao
(lit. please cv:grasping lid twist tight, to avoid inside de biscuits receive
damp)
Please fasten the lid tight to stop the biscuits inside getting damp.

When one verb simply follows another, the action and purpose relationship
between them tends to be more implicit than explicit, in contrast with the more
explicit relationship when 3ft lai or i qii or indicators like \>X yi or jfeM miande
are present:

dajia yiqi guzhang biaoshi huanying
(lit. everyone together applaud show welcome)
Everyone applauded in welcome.

wo qing le ji tian jia huijia tanwang wo fiimu
(lit. I request le few days holiday return home visit my parents)
I requested a few days' leave to visit my parents.

ta zuo zai hebian diaoyu
(lit. he sit cv:at riverside fish fish) He sat fishing on the river bank.

2 Note that :S7 weile 'in order to' never introduces a second-verb phrase, but is always placed at
the beginning of a sentence: e.g. ^)T-f th^fi^nii > fi&SScT— îS - weile bii rang mama zhldao
| ta sa le yi ge huang, 'In order not to let mother know (what has happened), she told a lie'.
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wo zai ketlng li tengchu ge difang fang gangqin
(lit. I cv:at drawing-room-inside clear out mw place put piano)
I cleared a space in the drawing-room for a piano.

haizi zhan zai qiuqian shang laihui youdang
(lit. child stand cv:on swing-top to and fro swing)
The child stood swinging back and forth on the swing.

frE ° ta zou lei le | zuo xialai xiuxi xiuxi
(lit. he walk tired le, sit down-come rest-rest)
He was tired with walking and sat down for a rest.

|p t t ° ta bi shang yanjing yangyang shen
(lit. she close-up eyes repose-repose spirit) She closed her eyes in relaxation.

To indicate briefness or casualness, the verb of purpose may be repeated as in
the last two examples above. Similarly, in making suggestions or requests, the
purpose verb is often reduplicated3 to convey a feeling of tentativeness:

vvomen zhao ge anjing de difang haohao de liao yi liao
(lit. we find mw quiet de place well-well de chat-one-chat)
Let's find a quiet place to have a good chat.

qing ba chuanghu dakai toutou qi
(lit. please cv:grasping window thrust-open let in-let in air)
Please open the window to let in some air.

cn/f n/f »E ° jiang ge xiaohua gei dajia tingtlng ba
(lit. tell mw joke cv:for everyone hear-hear ba)
Tell a joke for everyone to hear.

"IdlRft—fei«i«lSM ° zanmen ju zai ylqi shangliang shangliang
(lit. we gather cv:at together discuss-discuss)
Let's get together for a discussion.

In any instance of reduplication, where the verb reduplicated is a monosyllabic verb, there are two
possible formulations: VV or V — V, e.g. 99 kankan or # — 9 kan yi kan 'to have a look'; if
the verb is disyllabic and has an internal juxtapositional structure (i.e. VV), the reduplication
can only be VV VV and the insertion of — yi is not possible, e.g. " T M ^ J J xuexi xuexi 'to
learn from' and not *^>|—^>1 *xuexi yi xuexi; if it is a disyllabic verb with an internal 'verb +
object' structure, only the verb is reduplicated and not the object, e.g. %£s sanbii 'to take a walk'

sansan bit or Ift^ift* san yi san bu and not * » * » * *sanbu sanbu.
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To emphasise this tentativeness, a reduplicated main verb is often followed by
the monosyllabic # kan 'to see what happens':

° ni xian shishi kan
(lit. you first try-try to see what happens) (You) have a try first.

° ni changchang kan
(lit. you taste-taste to see what happens) Have a taste.

W99 ° chuanchuan kan
(lit. put on-put on and see what happens) Try it on.

Sometimes the purpose is expressed succinctly with a monosyllabic verb, single or
reduplicated, which more often than not shares the object of the previous verb:

gege dao le bei cha he
(lit. elder brother pour le (one) cup tea drink)
Elder brother poured out a cup of tea to drink.

meimei yao chuxi wiihui | xiang jiejie jie le yl tiao qunzi chuan
(lit. younger sister want attend dance, cv:from elder sister borrow le one
mw skirt wear)
Younger sister wanted to go to a dance and borrowed a skirt from her elder
sister to wear.

ni qu mai fen baozhi qiaoqiao
(lit. you go buy (one) mw newspaper look-look)
You go and buy a paper to have a look.

zanmen zu Hang zixingche qiqj
(lit. we hire (one) mw bicycle ride-ride) Let's hire a bike to have a ride.

wo keyi da xia yi ban feijl zou
(lit. I can take next one mw:flight plane leave) I can go on the next flight.

14.3 THE FIRST VERB INDICATING REASON
OR CAUSE

The first verb may state the reason why the action in the second verb should be
or has been carried out:

renjia zhengzai shuijiao | bie qu dajiao
(lit. other people at-this-very-moment sleep, don't go disturb)
(S)he is just asleep, (so) don't disturb him/her.
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wo neng jian dao nin | gandao shi'fen rongxing
(lit. I can see you [polite], feel extremely honoured)
I will be deeply honoured to meet you./I was deeply honoured to have
met you.

7jcWff 7 ' WTftfe-Jf-WzJc ° shuiguan huai le | shele ta yl shen de shui
(lit. waterpipe broke le, spurt le him one mw:body de water)
The (water)pipe burst and spurted water all over him.

fl$iW7 - xingli mei da hao | dou san kai le
(lit. luggage not pack well, all scatter le)
The luggage was not fastened properly and everything spilled out.

huaping diao zai di shang | shuai po le
(lit. flower-vase fall cv:on ground-top, fall-break le)
The vase fell on the floor/ground and broke.

^tk#7/S ' iTJL7c° ta zhao le Hang | bingle ji tian
(lit. he catch le cold, sick le few days)
He caught a cold and was sick/ill for a few days.

laozhang shuo le ge xiaohua | ba dajia dou doule le
(lit. old Zhang tell le (one) mw joke, cv:grasping everyone all amuse-happy le)
Old Zhang told a joke and amused everyone.

The first-verb phrase can be an adjective or adjectival expression:

haizi tai xiao | hai pa sheng
(lit. child too small, still afraid stranger)
The child was very small and still shy with strangers.

tade piqi hao | hen rongyi gen ren xiangchu
(lit. her temper good, very easy cv:with people get along)
She is good-tempered/has a pleasant disposition and gets on well with
people.

Explanations or causes (or their lack) are expressed by an opening verb phrase
consisting of W you 'to have' (or '&^ meiyou 'to have not') and a noun. In
many cases, the noun is abstract, like S i liyou 'reason', SHi zeren 'responsib-
ility', fe^j quanli 'power or authority', i^fe zlge 'qualification'.
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ni meiyou Iiyou huaiyi tade dongji
(lit. you don't have reason doubt his motive)
You have no reason to question his motive.

shijie ge guo dou you zeren fandui kongbu zhuyi
(lit. world every country all have responsibility oppose terrorism)
All the countries in the world have a responsibility to fight terrorism.

laoshl you bing qing Hang tian jia
(lit. teacher has illness request two days leave)
The teacher is ill and asks for two days' leave.

mishu you shi bu neng lai shangban
(lit. secretary has business not able come work)
The secretary has something on and can't come to work.

JcM^? ni you xinxln xie hao zhei pian wenzhang ma
(lit. you have confidence write-well this mw essay ma)
Do you have the confidence to write this essay?

ta you meiyou yongqi kefu zhei ge kunnan
(lit. she has-not-has courage overcome this mw difficulty)
Does she have the courage to overcome this difficulty?

ta meiyou nengli bangzhu nimen
(lit. he not have ability help you) He doesn't have the ability to help you.

° ni meiyou biyao qu gen tamen jiuchan
(lit. you not have necessity go cv:with them bicker)
There's no need for you to go and bicker with them.

wo shizai meiyou shijian lai kaolii zhei ge wenti
(lit. I in fact not have time come consider this mw problem)
I really don't have time to think about this problem.

Other abstract nouns which can collocate with # you (or iSW) meiydu) include: fyfk banft
'resource', ^ V benshi 'ability', J]i liliang 'strength', JGS bawo 'certainty', f l ^ jihui 'opportun-
ity', ^ f f tiaojian 'condition', HIIK keneng 'possibility'.

14.4 THE FIRST VERB EXPRESSING ACCOMPANYING
MANNER OR CIRCUMSTANCES

The accompanying manner or circumstances of an action, which is usually con-
veyed by a participial phrase in English, is commonly expressed in Chinese by a
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verbal phrase with the manner indicator ff zhe attached to the verb. A verbal
phrase like this always comes before the main verb. For example:

ta xiaozhe gen wo tan le ji ju
(lit. she laugh zhe cv:with me talk le few sentences)
Smiling, she had a few words with me.

ta huaizhe manqiang de reqing jieshou le zhei ge renwu
(lit. he embrace zhe full breast de enthusiasm accept le this mw task)
He took on this job filled with enthusiasm.

wo daizhe suoyou de wenjian qu jian liishi
(lit. I carry zhe all documents go see lawyer)
I went to see the lawyer, taking all the documents.

^ ° muqin hengzhe ger hong haizi shuijiao
(lit. mother hum zhe tune/song coax child sleep)
Mother humming a tune, coaxed the child to sleep.

haizimen bazhe chuangtai kan youxing duiwu
(lit. children hold zhe window-sill watch parade procession)
The children watched the parade leaning on the window-sill.

ta chao zhe shou zhan zai ylbian kan renao
(lit. he fold zhe arms stand cv: at one side watch excitement)
Standing to one side with arms folded, he watched the excitement.

Hang ge xiao xuesheng tiao zhe pao guolai
(lit. two mw primary school pupils jump zhe run across-come)
Two primary schoolchildren came jumping across.

ft® ° Hang ge zhongguo laoshi zheng zhe fu qian
(lit. two mw Chinese teachers vie zhe pay money)
The two Chinese teachers vied (with each other) to pay.

xiaoli hong zhe lian shuo le ji ju
(lit. little Li red zhe face say le few sentences)
Little Li with a red face said a few words.

f f f bie bei zhe ren shuo bieren de huaihua
(lit. don't behind-back zhe someone speak other person de unpleasant talk)
Don't talk ill of someone behind his/her back.
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A H zhe phrase with a monosyllabic verb may be reduplicated to indicate
repetitiveness. A phrase like this may be placed after the subject or at the
beginning of the sentence before the subject:

women shuo zhe shuo zhe yijlng zou dao le hubian
(lit. we talk zhe talk zhe already walk cv.arriving at le lake side)

or.

shuo zhe shuo zhe women yijing zou dao le hubian
(lit. talk zhe talk zhe we already walk cv: arriving at le lakeside)
Talking endlessly, we had already arrived at the lakeside.

ku zhe ku zhe ta yun le guoqu
(lit. weep zhe weep zhe she faint le pass-go)
She wept and wept until she fainted.

* ° tamen chao zhe chao zhe da qi jia lai
(lit. they argue zhe argue zhe fight begin-come)
They argued and argued until they began to fight.

Accompanying actions in some cases do not need H zhe if there are verbal
complements with balanced rhythm. For example:

hushi fang qing jiaobu pingzhu qi zoujin bingren chuangqian
(lit. nurse place light footstep hold-fix breath walk near patient bed-front)
The nurse, with light steps and holding her/his breath, approached the
patient's bed.

compare:

hushi dian zhe jiao ping zhe huxi zou jin bingren chuangqian
(lit. nurse tip-toe zhe hold zhe breath walk near patient bed-front) | |
The nurse, on tiptoe and holding his/her breath, approached the patient's | |
bed. v'

14.5 CONSECUTIVE ACTIONS
A sentence expressing consecutive action regularly takes the form in Chinese of
a completed action verb phrase or its negative alternative followed by the most
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commonly used referential adverbs ft4 jiu 'then' or ^" cai 'only then' before the
main verb:

ta xiale ke jiu huijia qu le
(lit. he finish le class, then return home go le)
He went home when class was finished.

keren jin le men jiu ba xie tuo xialai
(lit. guests enter le door then cv:grasping shoes take-off down-come)
The guests took off their shoes when they came in.

chi le fan cai kaishi fuxi gongke
(lit. elder brother eat le food, only then begin revise schoolwork)
Elder brother didn't begin to revise his schoolwork until he had eaten.

° wo meiyou chlfan jiu qu da wangqiu le
(lit. I not have eat food then go play tennis le)
Without eating, I went to play tennis.

A series of completed action verbs may precede the main verb:

ta xi le lian | shua le ya | tuo le ylfu | jiu shang chuang shuijiao qu le
(lit. he wash le face, brush le teeth, take-off le clothes, then get on bed
sleep go le)
After washing his face, brushing his teeth and undressing, he went to bed.

ta dai shang yanjing | naqi shuben | fan dao di san ye | bian dasheng
langsong qilai
(lit. he put on spectacles, pick up book, turn cv:to third page, then loud
voice read aloud begin)
After putting on his glasses, picking up the book and turning to page three,
he began to read it out in a loud voice.

In making requests and suggestions relating naturally to projected rather than
completed action, the referential adverb # zai 'only then' is often used to mark
consecutive sequence to the final verb:

zhei ge vventi /anmen haohao de yanjiu yanjiu zai shuo
(lit. this mw question we well-well de study-study then talk)
Let's give this question some thought before we talk further.

! bian 'then, as soon as' is used as an alternative to Sfc jiu, particularly in written style.
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zhei jian shi ge yl ge zai ban ba
(lit. this mw matter put aside-one-put aside then deal with ba)
Let's put this matter aside for a while before we deal with it.

cha gang pao shang | men ylhuir zai he
(lit. tea just made, brew a while then drink)
The tea is just made. Let it brew for a moment before (you) drink it.

qing ni deng yi deng zai zou
(lit. please you wait-one-wait then leave) Please wait a bit before you go.

wo xian gei ni dian shang | deng ni qule kuan zai huan wo
(lit. I first cv.for you advance (money), wait you draw le money (from
bank) then return me)
I will give you an advance, and you can pay me back when you draw
money out (of the bank).

A consecutive sequence of actions may also include a coverbal or if zhe phrase
or both before the final verb, with or without a referential adverb:

7 £ ° V + CoV + V
ta niu gud tou lai chong wo xiaole xiao
(lit. he twist-over head come, cv:towards me, laugh le laugh)
He turned (his head) round and gave a smile in my direction.

V + Vzhe + V
ta chouchu yl zhl xiangyan couzhe bizi wenle wen
(lit. he take out one mw cigarette, press-close zhe nose smell le smell)
He took out a cigarette, held it close to his nose and smelled it.

CoV + Vzhe + V
ta y6ng Hang shou zhizhe tou zai xiang shenme
(lit. she cv '.using two hands support zhe head thinking what)
What is she thinking about, holding her head in her hands?

Vzhe + CoV + V
waibln xuezhe yong kuaizi chlfan
(lit. foreign guests learn zhe cv.using chopsticks eat food)
The foreign visitors are learning to eat with chopsticks.

T-T
V + V + refA + Vzhe + CoV + V
lao yeye tingle yixia | zhoule zhou meitou | you jiezhe wang xia shuo
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(lit. grandpa stop le one moment, furrow le furrow brow, then again
continue zhe cv:going ahead speak)
Grandpa stopped for a moment, frowned, and then continued speaking.

Two consecutive actions may of course be carried out by the same person or by
two different people. If one action follows the other very quickly, the two verbs
are often linked by a pair of referential adverbs — y l . . . tfc jiu 'as soon as'
placed respectively before them. For example:

laoshi yl zoujin jiaoshi | jiu nachu dianmingbu dianming
(lit. teacher once walk-into classroom, then take out register call roll)
As soon as the teacher came into the classroom, (s)he took out the register
to do the roll-call.

xiaozhang yl zoujin litang | dajia jiu anjing xialai
(lit. head teacher once walk-into auditorium, everyone then quiet
down-come)
As soon as the head teacher entered the auditorium, everyone went quiet.

bisai yi kaishi | lizl liandui jiu jin le yl qiu
(lit. game once begin, Leeds United then enter le one ball)
As soon as the game started, Leeds United scored a goal.

taiyang yi chulai | niaor jiu zai shu shang jijizhazha de jiao qilai
(lit. sun once out-come, birds then cv:at tree-top chirp-chirp de call-begin)
As soon as the sun came out, the birds in the trees began to chatter.

baba yl jin men jiu ba xie tuodiao | ba day! gua zai yijia shang
(lit. father once enter door then cv:grasping shoes take off, cv:grasping
overcoat hang cv:at clothes stand-top)
As soon as father comes, he takes off his shoes and hangs up his overcoat.

didi yi fang xia daocha jiu pao qu kan dianshi
(lit. younger brother once put down knife fork then run-go watch
television)
As soon as younger brother puts down his knife and fork, he rushes off to
watch television.
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14.6 SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS

Simultaneous actions are linked by a pair of adverbials — J4 yibian . . . — )4
yibian 'while; whilst; at the same time'5 which are placed respectively before
the two verbs. For example:

3^ ° ta yibian kan shu | yibian ting yinyue
(lit. he one-side read book, one-side listen to music)
He was reading and listening to music (at the same time).

shouhuoyuan yibian gen wo tanhua | yibian ba wo mai de dongxi
bao hao
(lit shop-assistant one-side cv:with me chat, one-side cv.grasping I bought
de things wrap well)
The shop assistant chatted to me as (s)he wrapped up the things I had
bought.

14.7 AN EMPHATIC CHAIN CONSTRUCTION

An idiomatic and emphatic chain construction can be formulated by using in
sequence two verbs with contrasting meanings, one in the affirmative and the
other in the negative. Generally, the affirmative verb comes first:

ta zhuai zhu ta bu fang
(lit. she hold-firm him not let go)
She caught hold of him and would not let him go.

! ni zuo zhe bie dong
(lit. you sit zhe don't move) You sit (where you are) and don't move.

'H/MiT I f W i r ° xiaosun diu xia gongzuo bil guan
(lit. little Sun throw-down work not care)
Little Sun abandoned the work and didn't bother about it.

° laoli banqi liankong bu xiao
(lit. old Li made serious face not smile)
Old Li gave a stem look and didn't smile.

haizi kan dao chuchuang li de wanjii | laizhe buken zou

5 — ffi ylmian . . . —H ylmian 'at the same time' are used in the same way but more by southern
speakers.
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(lit. child see shop-window-inside de toys, drag on zhe not willing leave)
Seeing the toys in the shop window, the child hung back and would not
move.

ni zenme neng liaoxia zhei jian shir bu ban ne
(lit. you how able put down this mw matter not deal with ne)
How can you put down this work and not deal with it?

The follow-up negatives in the above examples all indicate intentional actions.
If the negative is an expression of something unintentional, it may take the form
of a potential complement6 instead:

youpiao yijing nianzhu le | slbuxialai
(lit. stamp already stick-firm le, tear not off-come)
The stamps have already stuck (to the envelope) and cannot be taken off.

SctfiT ' -*JLit(fe^TT ° wo bao le | yldianr ye chlbuxia le
(lit. I full le, one bit even eat not down le)
I'm full and I can't eat a bit more.

14.8 AN ARTICULATED CHAIN CONSTRUCTION7

It is extremely common in Chinese to use the object of a first verb to be the
subject of a following verb without having to reiterate the nominal or pronominal
item, the formula being:

Nl + VI + N2, V2 (+ N3, V 3 ) . . .

wo shuo 'dajia' ziran baokuo ni zainei
(lit. I say 'everyone' naturally include you within)
When I say everyone, I naturally include you.

K? ni dian yl dian zhei tiao yu you duo zhong
(lit. you weigh-one-weigh (in your hand) this mw fish have how heavy)
Weigh this fish in your hand (and see how heavy it is).

nei tian wo zai gongyuan ii yujian ta | zai yipang kanzhe ta liu sui de
xiao nu'er | cong huati shang hua xialai

A potential complement (see §10.2) tends to imply that the ability (or inability) to carry out the
action is beyond the control of the speaker.
See Chapter 25 on abbreviation.
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(lit. that day I cv.at park-inside met him, cv:at one side watch zhe his
6-years-old de little daughter, cv:from slide-top slide down-come)
That day I bumped into him in the park as he was watching his little
6-year-old daughter sliding down a slide.

ta zai bao shang fabiao le yl pian wenzhang | gongji neixie
guanliaozhuyizhe | zhi kan suowei diaocha baogao | bugu shishi
zhenxiang
(lit. he cv.in newspaper-on publish le one mw article, attack those
bureaucrats, only read so-called findings report, not care facts truth)
He published an article in the paper, attacking those bureaucrats who read
only reports of findings and pay no attention to the real state of affairs.

wo zui xihuan chi gulaorou | you tian you suan | rongyi song fan
(lit. I most like eat 'gulao' meat, both sweet and sour, easy goes with rice)
I like 'gulao' pork because it's sweet and sour and goes well with rice.

As we can see from the last example, a predicate having the object of a preceding
verb as its notional subject may be either verbal or adjectival.

I



15 THE VERB ^ shi

/ I shi 'to be' is a versatile verb, which is used for a variety of purposes. One is
similar to the verb 'to be' in English to introduce an explanatory predicative.
However, H shi is a very different verb from the English link verb, and in the
following sections, its various uses will be spelled out. By definition, all sen-
tences with ;& shi are expository in nature.

15.1 Jt shi INTRODUCING A PREDICATIVE

Jk shi 'to be' introduces a predicative, which generally takes the form of a
nominal or pronominal. This predicative serves as an explanatory equivalent to
the topic under discussion. In other words, H shi equates the two items on either
side of it. For example:

wo didi shi zhong xuesheng
My younger brother is a secondary school student.

wo shi da xuesheng
I am a university student.

ta shi womende linju
She is our neighbour.

ftJtit? tashishei
Who is he?

Slklltll ° zhe shi taishan
This is Mount Tai.

Verbs functioning in a similar equative way include: tt xing 'to have the surname of. . . ' , w) jiao
'to have the name of.. .', %. xiang 'to resemble'. For example, ftktt^ ta xing II 'His surname is Li';
ttftilftfli^ ta xiang ta muqin 'She looks like her mother'.

One salient feature of the equation is that the nominal or pronominal expression
on the right-hand side tends to be more general (i.e. less specific) in reference or
meaning than that on the left-hand side. One cannot say, for example,

zhong xuesheng shi wo didi
*A secondary school student is my younger brother.
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& ° da xuesheng shi wo
*A university student is I.

^ * ° womende linju shi ta
*Our neighbour is she.

* i t J i#? sheishita
*Who is he?

However, it is possible for the words or expressions on either side of the equa-
tion to be equally specific and for them to be of a nominal nature. In these cases
they are generally reversible without any significant change in the meaning:

ft^'Jf ° wang laoshi shi women de yufa laoshi
Mr Wang is our grammar teacher.

3-%m ° women de yiifa laoshi shi wang laoshi
Our grammar teacher is Mr Wang.

li ming shi wode nan pengyou
Li Ming is my boyfriend.

$BJ o Wode nan pengyou shi LI Ming
My boyfriend is Li Ming.

If one item is pronominal, then it is generally placed on the left-hand side while
the nominal item for explanation is placed on the right-hand side. This is be-
cause pronominal items generally indicate given information, which is then
posed as the topic:

& / I S L 1 | ° zhe shi taishan This is Mount Tai.
{tkJl^HJ ° ta shi li ming He is Li Ming.

One does not say:

*Slij^3x ° taishan shi zhe *Mount Tai is this.
**HfJ:Ji'fi& ° li ming shi ta *Li Ming is he.

The predicative may also take the form of a W de expression attached to a
pronoun, adjective, verb or subject-predicate clause. For example,

(a) pronoun + f$ de as predicative:

zhei jian yangmaoshan shi wo de
This woollen sweater is mine.
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(b) adjective + $fy de as predicative:

fii^ ° meigui hua shi zui mei de

The roses are the most beautiful flowers.

(c) verb expression + tfy de as predicative:

fcBJfcJl^RTqffil ° wo didi shi xue hanvu de
My younger brother studies Chinese.

;< (d) clause + #J rfe as predicative:

zheixie liwii shi wo song gei ni de
These are presents for you from me./These are presents I am giving
to you.

The two sides of such an equation can often be reversed, without any change in
the overall meaning of the sentence, although there is some shift in focus. For
example:

(a) pronoun + &5 de as topic:

wo de shi yangmaoshan
Mine is a woollen sweater.

(b) adjective + &•} de as topic:

zui mei de shi meigui hua
The most beautiful are roses.

(c) verb + ify de as topic:

xue fanyi de shi gao nianji xuesheng
Those who study translation are upper-year students.

(d) clause + W de as topic:

wo jiao de shi daxia
What I have ordered are prawns.

de expressions may, of course, occupy both sides of the equation:

HcPHfflJikflcSiiofcffJ ° wo jiao de shi wo zui xihuan rip
What I have ordered is what I like most.
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HM^ttffi ° ni de shi Ian de. wo de shi hong de
Yours is blue, mine is red.

An interesting footnote to this section is perhaps the extensive use of tfy
de expressions as topics with fk shi predicatives where English would more
normally have adverbials (e.g. fortunately, unfortunately, more importantly,
strangely enough, etc.). The predicatives under such circumstances have to be in
the form of clauses. For example:

xingyun de | shi | nei tian meiydu xia yii
Fortunately, it did not rain that day ./What was fortunate was that it did not
rain that day.

daomei de | shi | wo bu hui kaiche
Unfortunately, I do not know how to drive./What is unfortunate is that I do
not know how to drive.

qiguai de | shi | dajia dou bu zancheng
Strangely enough, nobody agreed./What was strange was that nobody
agreed.

HlElcMftj&Jiilc'UJC ° geng zhongyao de | shi | taidu yao renzhen
More importantly, one must adopt a conscientious attitude./What is more
important is that one's attitude must be conscientious.

Apart from introducing explanatory/expository predicatives, Ik shi 'to be' may,
of course, also be used to introduce evaluative predicatives with adjectival expres-
sions that incorporate degree adverbs such as £ '& duome 'to an immeasurable
extent', %'A name 'to that degree'. Sometimes exclamatory particles such as fl
a, 1? ya, etc., occur at the end of such sentences. For example:

! ta de shi shi duome benfang a
(lit. his poems are how unrestrained a) How unrestrained his poems are!

nii zhuren shi name reqing
The hostess is so cordial and friendly.

This use of Jfe shi as a predicative introducer may be modified by an adverb.
For example,

' zhei jian yangmaoshan haoxiang shi wd de
This woollen sweater seems to be mine.

1 Please note that ifft haoxiang 'likely' is used here as an adverb.
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nu zhuren zong shi name reqing
The hostess is always so cordial and friendly.

15.2 PREDICATIVES WITH AN OPTIONAL Ji shi

If the predicative is an item which indicates time, date, age, height, weight,
etc., /§ shi is often omitted. For example:

)/L&#? xianzai (shi) ji dian zhong
What time is it now?

-t ° jintian (shi) shi yue er hao
Today is 2 October.

zhei ge haizi jinnian (shi) wu sui
The child is 5 years old.

xiaoli (shi) yl mi ql
Little Li is 1 metre and 7 centimetres tall.

shi cannot, of course, be omitted from the negative forms of these sentences:

-f" ° jintian bu shi shi yue er hao
Today is not 2 October.

xianzai bu shi wu dian zhong
It is not five o'clock now.

Arithmetical conversion within the same system from a bigger unit to a smaller
unit more often than not results in an equation without Hk shi:

— ¥ ( ; i O + ~ / M ° yl nian (shi) shi'er ge yue
There are twelve months in a year.

Bt ° yi tian (shi) ershi si xiaoshi
There are twenty-four hours in a day.

However, if the conversion takes place between different systems, Jfe shi cannot
be omitted:

- ^ T ! — f ^ f f ° yl dun shi yi qian gongjin
A ton is equal to one thousand kilograms.

—*ft£4>HR? yl mi shi duoshao yingchi
How many feet are there in a metre?
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When asking or talking about the cost or price of something, omission of Jk shi
is the standard form, and the order of the equation is generally reversible:

duoshao qian

or:

s^i^ft—2^? duoshao qian yl ben
How much per copy?

yl he wushi bianshi

or:

—Ik ° wushi bianshi yi he
Fifty pence for a box.

There is, of course, a set of verbs that express measurements more specifically:

zhei tiao shengzi chang ershi mi
(lit. this mw rope is long 20 metres) This rope is 20 metres long.

—W7T7C ° nei dong fangzi zhi yi baiwan yuan
(lit. that mw house is worth one million yuan)
That house is worth a million yuan.

Other verbs in this category are: fi gao 'to have the height of. . .', Jr zhong 'to have the weight
of. . .', M mai 'to sell for. . ,', ^ T dengyii 'to be equal to', ft he 'to be the same as'.

15.3 Ji shi INDICATING EXISTENCE
J6 shi 'to be' may also be used to indicate existence and in this case it resembles
^ you 'to have, there is/are'. However, the kind of existence expressed by Jk
shi, in comparison with ^ you, tends to be more permanent than incidental and
to indicate the occupation of the whole specified area rather than part of it.

The structural formula for both Ik shi and W you existential sentences is the
same:

Time or location + Jl shi or ^ you + item(s) that exist(s)

but their underlying meanings are different:

zhuozi shang you shu
There are books on the table, (i.e. other things may be there too)
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4"i ° zhuozi shang dou shi shu
The whole table was covered with books, (i.e. the only things on the table
are books)

Clearly, W you seems to imply that the existence of an item or items in a
particular place or time, from the speaker's perspective (i.e. as an onlooker), is
probably more casual than intentional. The item or items happen to be there and
the onlooker senses their presence. Nouns following W you are therefore invari-
ably of indefinite reference.

Because of this, W you is more likely to be associated with multiple items or
used for making queries:

bingxiang li you yu, you rou, you shucai, you shuiguo
There are fish, meat, vegetables and fruit in the fridge.

wuzi li you ren ma?
Is there anybody inside?

Ik shi on the other hand implies that the existence of an object or objects in a
particular place or time, from what can be seen or understood, is either more
deliberate than incidental. In other words, the impression seems to be that the
item or items are there because of some design or plan or that they have appar-
ently become the sole and dominating occupants of the location in question.
That is what is there. This being the case, the noun after jk shi can have either
definite or indefinite reference depending on the context:

&FJi ° houbian shi zhensuo
At the back is a/the clinic.

cf. JHJ&^T i##f ° houbian you zhensuo
At the back there is a clinic.

daxue duimian shi Opposite the university
yl jia yinhang is a bank,

cf. X^^iW'fa—MWiff ° daxue duimian you There is a bank
yl jia yinhang opposite the university.

o I6u shang shi san Upstairs are three
jian woshi bedrooms,

cf. HLh^frHlBlH-S ° lou shang you san There are three
jian woshi bedrooms upstairs.
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ft shi is therefore often associated with a single category of items and com-
monly occurs with adverbs like % dou 'wholly', ^k quan 'completely'.

SI&L/EA ° daochu shi ren There were people everywhere.
jc ° mandi shi shui There is water all over the ground.

t ^ ^ S ° wuzi li dou shi yan The room was filled with smoke.

It is interesting to note that the idiom ^(KjJe youde shi 'there's plenty of . . . ' ,
which employs both ^ you and Ji; shi, is used to indicate the profusion of a
particular item in a place:

litang li hai you zubwei ma
Are there any more vacant seats in the auditorium?

° you de shi
Yes, there are plenty of them there.

litang li you de shi zuowei
There are plenty of seats in the auditorium.

° blngxiang li you de shi bingjiling
There is plenty of ice-cream in the fridge.

15.4 J§ shl EXPRESSING EMPHASIS
Similar to cleft sentences in English (e.g. 'It was yesterday that we arrived'), Jlk
shi in Chinese is also used to express emphasis (with fft de being present or not
present depending on the situation), and it is placed in front of the word or
phrase where emphasis is being sought. In other words, the word or phrase
preceded by ft shi will naturally receive sentence stress. We may call this kind
of sentence stress pattern confirmatory emphasis. Let us look at the following
narrative Chinese sentence that recounts something that has already happened:

wo qiinian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao yingguo qu tanwang wang
xiansheng
Last year I went by plane from America to Britain to visit Mr Wang.

Different emphasis can be achieved in this sentence by placing Jlk shi directly
before the subject or any adverbial phrase coming before the main verb, with M
de added at the end:2

In spoken English this kind of confirmatory emphasis may often be achieved by giving sentence
stress to the word to be emphasised rather than by using a cleft structure. While sentence stress
like this can be used in Chinese, emphasis with ft shi is more common in Chinese than the cleft
structure in English.
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shi wo qunian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng de
[It was] I [who] last year went by plane from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.

wo shi qiinian zuo feiji cong meiguo dao ylngguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng de
[It was] last year [that] I went by plane from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.

wo qiinian shi cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qii tanwang
wang xiansheng de
It was from America that I went last year by plane to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.

wo qiinian cong meiguo shi zuo feiji dao yingguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng de
It was by plane that I went last year from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.

wo qiinian cong meiguo zuo feijl shi dao yingguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng de
It was to Britain that I went last year by plane from America to visit
Mr Wang.

When the main predicate verb itself is to be emphasised, II shi is still placed
before it, but W de will have to be shifted to a position in front of the object of
the verb:3

Some speakers omit W de as in sentences like these:

wo qunian cong meiguo zuo feiji dao yingguo shi qu tanwang wang xiansheng

wo qiinian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu shi tanwang wang xiansheng
It was to visit Mr Wang that I went last year by plane from America to Britain.
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wo qunian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo shi qu tanwang de
wang xiansheng
It was to go and visit Mr Wang that I flew last year from America to
Britain.

or:

wo qunian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu shi tanwang de
wang xiansheng
It was to visit Mr Wang that I went last year by plane from America to
Britain.

wo qunian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu tanwang de shi wang
xiansheng
It was Mr Wang that I went last year by plane from America to Britain to
visit. (The person I went last year by plane from America to Britain to visit
was Mr Wang.)

The sentence can be reversed to create a different emphasis, but it remains in
line with Chinese syntax:

qunian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu tanwang wang xiansheng
de shi wo
The person who went last year by plane from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang was me. (I was the one who went last year by plane from
America to Britain to visit Mr Wang.)

However, if the statement refers to the future rather than the past, the particle W
de is not included unless the object is to be emphasised. For example:

wo shi mingnian cong meiguo zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng
It is next year that I will go by plane from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.

wo mingnian cong meiguo shi zuo feijl dao ylngguo qu tanwang
wang xiansheng
It is by plane that I will go next year from America to Britain to visit
Mr Wang.
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wo mingnian cong meiguo zuo feiji dao yingguo qu tanwang de shi
wang xiansheng
It is Mr Wang that I will go next year by plane from America to Britain to
visit.

Corresponding negative sentences are couched in a similar way, again with W
de for past actions but without it for future actions. For example:

bu shl wo (er shi wo didi) qunian cong meiguo zuo feiji dao yingguo qu
tanwang wang xiansheng de
It was not I (but my younger brother) who went last year by plane from
America to Britain to visit Mr Wang.

wo bu shi qunian (er shi qiannian) cong meiguo zuo feiji dao yingguo
qu tanwang wang xiansheng de
It was not last year (but the year before) that I went by plane from America
to Britain to visit Mr Wang.

wo bii shi mingnian (er shi hounian) cong meiguo zuo feiji dao ylnggu6
qu tanwang wang xiansheng
It is not next year (but the following year) that I will go by plane from
America to Britain to visit Mr Wang.

We have so far confined our examples to simple sentences. In fact, emphasis can
also be introduced into a subordinate clause beginning with 13^3 ylnwei 'be-
cause' to indicate cause or reason. The word order has to be modified under such
circumstances.

For instance, if we take the sentence:

ylnwei zudtian tianqi bu hao | suoyi wo inei chuqu
I did not go out yesterday because the weather was not good.

the emphatic transformation with fk shi would be:

wo zuotian mei chuqu shi ylnwei tianqi bu hao
It was because the weather was not good that I did not go out yesterday.
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or:

wo zuotian zhi suoyi mei chuqu shi ylnwei tianqi bu hao
The reason why I did not go out yesterday was because the weather was
not good.

We have called the sentence stress patterns illustrated above confirmatory em-
phasis, since they confirm a particular point through the combined workings of
& shi and sentence stress. However, if the sentence stress does not fall on the
word or phrase that follows Jk shi but on / i shi itself, then the emphasis will
focus on the whole sentence. We may call this kind of sentence stress pattern
concessionary emphasis, which in English would be conveyed by tone of voice
or by the addition of something like 'It is true that . . . ' . As the emphasis falls on
the whole sentence, it is only natural for Jfe shi to come between the subject and
the predicate. For example:

wo zuotian shi mei lai shangke
[It is true that] I did not turn up for class yesterday.

wo shi he le san bei pijiu
[I must confess that] I did down three glasses of beer.

° wo shi meiyou qian
[You are right,] I don't have any money.

# 1 1 4 ^ ^ 51 io ° ta shi zai xuexi ylngyii
[ Yes,] he is studying English.

Additional remarks to contradict the concession may refer back to any element
in the sentence:

wo zuotian shi mei lai shangke | keshi yuxian qing le jia
[It is true that] I did not turn up for class yesterday, but I had asked for
leave in advance.

wo zuotian shi mei lai shangke | keshi zai jia zixue
[It is true that] I did not turn up for class yesterday, but I did study on my
own at home.

wo zuotian shi mei lai shangke | keshi qiantian lai le
[It is true that] I did not turn up for class yesterday, but I did come the day
before yesterday.
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wo shi he le san bei pijiu | keshi bing meiyou he zui
[I must confess that] I did down three glasses of beer, but I certainly did
not get drunk.

wo shi he le san bei pijiu | keshi wo mei he putao jiu a
[I must confess that] I did down three glasses of beer, but I did not touch
any wine.

Whether the emphasis is confirmatory or concessionary, the presence of Ik shi
as the core verb in all these sentences makes them expository, even though they
can have any type of sentence - narrative (most commonly), descriptive, evalu-
ative or expository - embedded in them.

The negation of either a confirmatory or concessionary emphatic sentence is by
the addition of the negator ^f bu before Ik shi:

wo bu shi meiyou qian
It is not that I don't have any money.

^F^B&JSit ° ta bu shi bu hui shuo ylngyu
It is not that she doesn't know how to speak English.

15.5 Jt shi ASSESSING AN OVERALL SITUATION
H shi may also be used loosely to refer to or to make an overall assessment of
a situation, rather like its function as a marker of emphasis.4 Under these circum-
stances, jk shi is not usually stressed, and it is followed by a verbal phrase or a
clause. The subject or topic of the sentence can be any part of speech or it can be
left out if JS shi is modified by an adverb. For example:

ta shi bu hui lai le
(lit. she shi not probable come le)
I don't think she will come./She is unlikely to come.

na shi shuoqilai rongyi | zuoqilai nan
(lit. that shi say up-come easy, do up-come difficult)
That is easier said than done.

rujln shi shenme banfa dou shi guo le
(lit. till now shi any method all try guo le)
So far we have tried whatever methods we could think of.

See §16.3.
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H 0 Bf
/her shi tian wu san ri qing | di wu san chi ping
(lit. here shi sky has not three days fine, land has not three feet level)
Here there aren't three fine days in succession or three square feet of land
that are level.

dou shi nl bu hao
(lit. all shi you not good) It was entirely your fault.

° bit shi wo bu yuanyi
(lit. not shi I not willing) It is not that I am/was unwilling.

This use of J& shi is most susceptible to modification by adverbs. For example:

ta jianzhi shi feng le
(lit. he simply shi mad le) He is simply crazy.

mJAL ° ta zhaoli shi bu fabiao yijian
(lit. she as usual shi not express opinion)
As usual, she did not express an opinion.

qishi shi ni meiyou ndng mingbai
(lit. in fact shi you not have achieve comprehension)
In fact you have not got a clear understanding of it.

15.6 shi FORMING PART OF A CONNECTOR
Precisely because of the particular uses of Jl shi discussed in the above sections,
many M shi expressions with their adverbial modifications have become estab-
lished as conjunctions often used to introduce subordinate or coordinate clauses:

yaoshi ni bu yuanyi | wo jiu qing bieren bangmang
If you are unwilling, I will ask others to help.

ni xiang qu kan dianying haishi qu ting yinyue
Would like to go to the cinema or [to go to] a concert.

wo hen xihuan zhei jian yifu | keshi tai gui le
I like this piece of clothing very much, but it is too expensive.

Other such connectors include: Tit yushi 'then', fflS danshi 'but', jt^fk youqishi 'especially'.
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15.7 J ! shi AS A PIVOT
7E shi can also be used as a pivot between two identical words or expressions for
emphatic reiteration. The emphasis is confirmed by the presence of an adverbial
pre-modifier. For example:

• ^ & J t y ^ ° shishi zong shi shishi
(lit. facts always are facts.) Facts are facts.

fa ° hao jiu shi hao
(lit. good then is good.) What is good is good.

bu dong jiu shi bu dong
(lit. not understand then is not understand)
If you don't understand, you don't understand.

When there is no adverb, two similar pivotal sentences are needed to make the
statement sound complete. For example:

—TH— ' ^-jk— ° yl shi yi | er shi er

(lit. one is one, two are two) That's how it is [and that's that].

#Jk£F ' ffUff ° hao shi hao | huai shi huai
(lit. good is good, bad is bad)
What is good is good; and what is bad is bad.

Where there is only one such pivotal sentence, it becomes a concessionary
statement and needs to be completed by a further comment. For example:

zhei jian ylfu piaoliang shi piaoliang | jiii shi gui le dianr
(lit. this mw: piece clothing beautiful is beautiful, then is expensive le a
little)
This piece of clothing may be beautiful, but it is a little too expensive.

^ > H J ^ — T T t t ^ I ' J ° wo you shi you | keshi yl xiazi zhaobudao
(lit. I have is have, but one mw: occasion find-not-reach)
I am sure I have this, but I cannot lay my hands on it at the moment.

hao shi hao | keshi wo haishi bu qu
(lit. good is good, but I still not go)
It's all very well, but I am still not going.



16 THE VERB ^ you

W you 'to have', like H: shl, is also extremely versatile, and its grammatical
function far exceeds its partial counterpart 'to have' in English. It not only
expresses possession, but it also indicates existence, characteristics, condition,
degree, comparison, and so on. In the following sections, we shall discuss the
multiple uses of ^ you in different contexts, syntactic as well as lexical. State-
ments of possession or existence are by definition explanatory and therefore
most sentences that incorporate ^f you either are or become expository in nature.1

16.1 W you INDICATING POSSESSION
The primary meaning of ^ you 'to have' is to indicate possession. The subject
of a ^ you sentence, that is, the possessor, is usually a living being, but it can
also be an inanimate object that contains or consists of component parts:

wo you Hang ge meimei
I have two younger sisters.

ta you bushao cidian
He has quite a lot of dictionaries.

gege you yl Hang motuoche
(My) elder brother has a motorbike.

mei ge ren dou y6u Hang zhi shou
Everyone has two hands.

nei ben shu you ge hen piaoliang de fengmian
That book has a very beautiful cover.

zhei zhong guo you Hang ge babing
This kind of pot has two handles.

W you is negated by '& mei (and not F̂ bu). Once negated, it is generally
followed by a generic noun, which is not restricted or modified by numeral and
measure word phrases or by other attributives unless the restriction or modifica-
tion itself is the focus of attention or argument:

1 See Chapter 20 on different sentence types.
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wo meivou meimei
I haven't got/don't have a younger sister.

gege meiyou motuoche
(My) elder brother hasn't got/doesn't have a motorbike.

zheyang de xi meiyou guanzhong
A play like this doesn't get an audience.

One does not say:

t *?£S:;fi'W/M£tt ° wo meiyou Hang ge meimei
*I don't have two younger sisters.

zheyang de xi meiyou wu bai ge guanzhong
*A play like this doesn't get an audience of five hundred.

unless the specific number is the focus of contrast:

ta zhiyou yl ge meimei | meiyou Hang ge
He has only one younger sister, not two.

nei zhong guo meiyou Hang ge babing | zhiyou yl ge
This kind of pot doesn't have two handles, but only one.

The negation can be made more emphatic by reversing the order of the object
noun and W you, with the noun qualified by — yl 'a single' or ^ ban 'half and
the appropriated measure word, and with ^ you modified by til ye or #& dou:2

wo yl ge meimei ye meiyou
I don't even have one younger sister.

ta ban ben cidian dou meiyou
He doesn't even have half a dictionary.

16.2 W you INDICATING EXISTENCE

"fr you indicates existence, if the subject of the sentence is a time or location
expression. The object of ~M you naturally refers to the person or thing that
exists in that particular location or at that particular time.

See also §1.2.3.
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mingtian wanshang you yl ge ylnyuehui
Tomorrow evening there's a concert.

shujia shang you hen duo zaziu
There are many magazines on the bookcase.

° shangdian li you bushao guke
There are quite a few customers in the store/shop.

The negation of the existential verb ^ you is either S^f meiyou or Yii mei:

SWU > #r±$:;fi'—'MfA. °3 nei shihou | jie shang meiyou yl ge xingren
At that time, there wasn't one pedestrian on the street.

wuzi li mei ren
There is no one in the room.

lou xia meiyou dianhua
There isn't a telephone downstairs.

The negation of an existential sentence, as with a possession sentence, can be
made more insistent by moving the object noun before ^ you and by adding til
ye or #B dou:

nei shihou | jie shang yl ge xingren ye meiyou
At that time, there wasn't [even] one pedestrian on the street.

tian shang ban duo yun ye meiyou
There isn't/wasn't (half) a cloud in the sky.

M:pl|—MsP'&ffl&.M ° wuzi li yldian shengyin dou meiyou
There wasn't the slightest sound in the room.

There is often a fine line between W you indicating possession and ^ you
meaning existence, which can invite alternative translations in English:

tushuguan you henduo zhongwen shu
The library has a lot of Chinese books.
There are a lot of Chinese books in the library.

The object of a non-existential S ^ meiyou, like non-possession, cannot be associated with
numerals and measures: e.g. •BSB-tiK > #J±Vft;f M^ff A *'At that time, there weren't two pedestrian
on the street'. However, the numeral ~ yl plus a measure is possible because in a sentence like this
it does not literally indicate a number but emphasises the idea of 'none' or 'not a single one'.
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zhei zuo lou yl ge dianti ye meiyou
This building doesn't have one lift/elevator.
There isn't one lift/elevator in this building.

The semantic difference between M you and M shi when indicating existence
has been explained in the previous chapter (§15.3). As we saw, J6 shi can be
followed by nouns of either definite or indefinite reference, but M you takes
nouns of only indefinite reference. For example:

qianmian shi liang zuo da shan (indefinite)
In front are two big mountains.

^zM. ° duimian jiushi wo jia (definite)
Opposite is my home.

but:

yanlii you hen duo shangdian
Along the road there are many shops.

kao chuang you yl ge yigui
There is a wardrobe next to the bed.

zhuozi shang meiyou shu
There aren't any books on the table.

malu duimian ydu nei jia shangdian
Opposite the main road there is that store/shop.

16.3 ^T you INTRODUCING SUBJECTS AND TIME
OR LOCATION EXPRESSIONS OF INDEFINITE
REFERENCE

Chinese, unlike English, lacks definite and indefinite articles, and definite and
indefinite reference is often decided simply by context. However, in narrative
sentences, it is usually the position of a noun in relation to the verb that indicates
its reference. A noun in a pre-verbal position, that is, the subject of a sentence,
generally encodes known or old information and is therefore of definite refer-
ence; whereas a noun in a post-verbal position and the object of a verb, tends to
encode unknown or new information and is consequently of indefinite reference.
The English translations below illustrate this:

nei shihou keren lai le
At that moment the guest(s) arrived.
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'NfA ° nei shihou lai le yl ge keren
At that moment a guest arrived.

However, ~M you is used as a dummy verb when an indefinitely referenced noun
is moved to a subject, that is, pre-verbal position. The presence of M you before
the noun ensures that the noun retains its post-verbal position and its indefinite
reference:

nei shihou you (yl) ge ylsheng jin lai le
At that moment a doctor came in.

nei shihou yl ge ylsheng jin lai le
At that moment a doctor came in.

In this case the other and perhaps more natural option would remain:

~/t¥k%. ° nei shihou jin lai le yi ge ylsheng
At that moment a doctor came in.

However, this last option is possible only with an intransitive verb (like the one
in the example). If the verb in the sentence has an object or a complement, the f̂
you construction becomes obligatory. For example:

(waimian) you ren zai qiao men
There is someone (outside) knocking at the door.

(/.he shihou) you Hang the zai lukou ting le xialai
(At this moment) a car stopped at the intersection.

° huacong zhong you hen duo mifeng zai cai mi
There were lots of bees gathering nectar from the flowers.

Time and location expressions are of definite reference and are naturally placed
at the beginning of a sentence or very early in a sentence in a pre-verbal
position:

nei tian wo qu zhao ta
That day I went to look for him.

4 — yl 'one' is usually omitted for reasons of rhythm. — ĥ yl ge is disyllabic, but when M you is
added, the phrase becomes awkwardly trisyllabic. To return to the more comfortable disyllabic
rhythm, — yi is therefore generally left out (see Chapter 26 on prosody).
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huochezhan li ji man le ren
The railway station was packed with people.

However, if the time or location expression is intentionally indefinite, W you
will once again have to be introduced:

you yl tian wo qu zhao ta
One day I went to look for him.

M'%-^- ° you ge huochezhan bii ting putong keche
There is one railway station where ordinary passenger trains don't stop.

Other examples are:

you yl ci | you yi hui wo zai cheng li yujian ta
On one occasion, I met him in the town.

Jlt o you shihou ta ye shang wo jia lai
Sometimes he came to my home too.

16.4 # you SPECIFYING DEGREE OR EXTENT
M you is used with adjectives like % da 'big', ft gao 'tall', S. zhong 'heavy',
to specify how big, tall, heavy, etc., something or somebody is.

A? tade wuzi you duo da
How big is his room?

tade wuzi you san mi chang | Hang mi kuan
His room is 3 metres long and 2 metres wide.

R? ni didi you duo gao
How tall is your younger brother?

wo didi you yl mi jiu gao
My younger brother is 1.9 metres tall.

° zhei ge baoguo you liang gongjin zhong
* This parcel weighs 2 kilos, (lit. 2 kilos heavy)

The phrases ^ J S youdian or ^ S youxie meaning 'a little; a bit' may be used
before adjectives or verbs in the predicate to indicate 'to a certain extent or
degree':
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M% ° wo youdian jinzhang
I'm a bit nervous.

'te ° ta youxie haipa
He's a bit afraid.

dajia dou youdian shebude ta likai zher
Everyone was a little sorry he was leaving here.

16.5 M you INTRODUCING COMPARISON5

The capacity of M you to specify degree or extent leads on naturally to its
function of introducing comparisons. Often SP^ name or Hl$ff nayang 'so, like
that' is present, and the basic formula is Nl + (&)% (mei)you + N2 +
(name) + adjective + QQ) (ma):

ni didi you ni (name) gao ma
Is your younger brother as tall as you?

° wo didi meiyou wo (zheme) gao
My younger brother isn't as tall as me.

a%? zhei ge baoguo you nei ge (name) zhong ma
Is this parcel as heavy as that one?

zhei ge baoguo zhende you nei ge (name) zhong
This parcel really is as heavy as that one.

nei tiao gou you yl zhi xiao laohu (nayang) da
That dog is as big as a small tiger.

° zhei ke shu you yi ge ren (name) gao
This tree is as tall as a man.

16.6 ^ you AS AN ADJECTIVAL FORMATIVE

^ you is also a most versatile element in the formation of an almost unlimited
number of adjectives or adjectival phrases in the lexicon. It does this by incorpor-
ating nominal objects. For example:

5 See Chapter 11 on the coverb fcfc bi and comparisons.
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you to have + ft qian money = rich; wealthy
you to have + M H profit; benefit = profitable;

beneficial
you to have + t&tl nengli ability = capable; able
you to have + ^ f e banfa method = resourceful

Here are some more examples in sentences:

? zhei ge ren you xinyong ma
(lit. does this person have credit) Is this person trustworthy?

nei ge haizi hen you limao
(lit. that child very much has courtesy) That child is very polite.

° wo jlnwan mei(you) kong
(lit. I tonight don't have spare time) I am busy tonight.

16.7 % you EXPRESSING IDEAS OF DEVELOPMENT
AND CHANGE

^ you is often used with verbal nouns like ffiS tigao 'improvement', 'M.
fazhan 'development', $ffc bianhua 'change', i t t^ jinbu 'progress',
zengzhang 'increase', to express ideas of development and change.

^WSR " tade zhongwen you le xianzhu de tigao
Her Chinese has seen marked improvement.

renmen de slxiang you le hen da de bianhua
People's thinking has undergone a huge change.

16.8 ^T you INTRODUCING A CONDITIONAL CLAUSE

HW6 zhiyou 'only when; only if is used in a full or abbreviated clause7 to form
a conditional clause. The main clause that follows incorporates the monosyllabic
adverb ^ cai 'only then' before the predicate verb to echo the condition posed
by R W zhiyou. The main clause will have a full form if the conditional clause
is abbreviated, and an abbreviated form if the conditional clause is in its full
form. Both the conditional clause and the main clause need of course to be full
if their respective subjects are different.

See Chapter 22 on conjunctions and conjunctives.
A full clause is defined as one with subject and predicate; and an abbreviated clause is one where
the subject of the clause is omitted, but appears in the main clause later on.
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zhiyou dongde zhei yidian | ni cai neng jinbu
Only if you understand this point will you be able to make progress.

ni zhiyou dongde zhei yidian | cai neng jinbu
Only if you understand this point will you be able to make progress.

zhiyou ni dongde zhei yidian | wo cai neng bangzhu ni
Only if you understand this point will I be able to help you.

zhiyou you ren xian xue/xie | women cai neng jiuhuo ta
Only if people donate blood will we be able to save him.

16.9 Utfi) mei(you) AS NEGATOR OF
ACTION VERBS

16.9.1 NEGATOR OF PAST ACTION/EXPERIENCE

mei(you) is the negator of past action (in a narrative sentence) and of past
experience (in an expository sentence). Notice that in the case of the former the
completed action aspect marker 7 le is not present, while in the latter the
experiential verbal suffix M guo is retained:

M ° ta mei(you) qu beijing (narrative)
He did not go to Beijing.

tM ° ta mei(you) qu guo beijing (expository)
He has never been to Beijing.

16.9.2 AFFIRMATIVE-NEGATIVE QUESTIONS AND PAST
ACTION/EXPERIENCE

Affirmative-negative questions relating to past action and experience are
also constructed with SW meiyou, though for these M you is usually retained.
Note that in past-action questions the aspect marker 7 le has to be present
because the completion of the action has to be expressed as the affirmative
alternative.

ta qu le beijing meiyou Did he go to Beijing?
ta qu guo beijing meiyou Has he been to Beijing?
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16.9.3 ANOTHER FORM OF THE QUESTION

These alternative questions may also be expressed by putting W'SW you meiyou
before the verb (in past action questions) or the verb + i i guo (in enquiries
about experience). This form of the question is used throughout China, but it is
perhaps more characteristic of the speech of people in the south of the country.

ta you meiyou qu beijlng Did he go to Beijing?
? ta you meiyou qil guo Has he been to Beijing?

beijlng

16.10 ^T you TO INDICATE 'PART OF'

In these constructions, a topic is first posed and is then followed by WW youde
to indicate different elements or parts. W de may be positioned after W you or it
can be left till the end of the construction, and the predicate that comes after ^
you may be adjectival or verbal:

wode lingdai | youde gui | youde pianyi
Some of my ties are expensive, some cheap.

wode lingdai | you gui de | ye you pianyi de
As for my ties, there are expensive ones and cheap ones.

zher de xuesheng | youde hui shuo fayu | youde hui shuo deyu | youde
hui shuo xlbanyayii
Some of the students here can speak French, some German and others
Spanish.

zher de xuesheng | you hui shuo fayu de | you hui shuo deyu de | ye
you hui shuo xibanyayu de
As for the students here, there are some that can speak French, some
German and others Spanish.

A more emphatic version links fr5 de to the adjectival or verbal predicate and
leaves the verb W you until the end of the clause:

wode lingdai | gui de you | pianyi de ye you
As for ties, I've got expensive ones and cheap ones too.
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zher de xuesheng | hui shuo fayu de you | hui shuo deyu de you | hui
shuo xibanyayii de ye you
As for the students here, there are some that can speak French, some
German and others Spanish too.

If a nominal predicate is intended, then JH shi must be incorporated after
youde:

zhanchu de shu | youde shi yuanzhu | youde shi yiben
Of the books on display, some are original books and some are translations.

In this case, however, M de may be left out altogether, and W you then becomes
the main verb:

zhanchu de shu | you yuanzhu | ye you viben
Of the books on display, there are original books and there are also
translations.

16.11 ^f you AS THE FIRST VERB IN A SEQUENCE
W you is frequently used in a serial sequence following the pattern of subject +
W you + verb . . . For example:

c—Tt£BI5? shui you shijian bang wo yixia mang ma
Who has time to give me some help?

ni you meiydu qian mai yi he qiaokeli
Do you have the money to buy a box of chocolates?

° wo meiyou banfa jiejue zhei ge wenti
I have no way to solve this problem.



17 VERBS THAT TAKE VERBAL
OR CLAUSAL OBJECTS

This chapter deals with cognitive verbs and verbs of emotion. Though some of
them take noun objects, they tend to be followed by verbal or clausal objects and
are more expository than narrative in nature. They are in fact not unlike modal
verbs, which, as we shall see in Chapter 18 take verbal objects but which can be
categorised as evaluative rather than expository. These cognition or emotion
verbs convey a range of meaning covering intention, disposition, knowledge,
etc., and because of their expository nature they are more likely to be associated
with the negator ^ bu rather than SW meiyou.

ta bu xihuan chl mian
She does not like (eating) noodles.

**ft1f$;i&ffi ° ta mei xihuan chl mian

As we have already seen, F̂ bu 'not' negates actions that are or were not
intended to be carried out while &(W) mei(you) 'not' refers to actions that were
or have not been carried out.

zuotian shangwii ta guyi bu qu shangban
Yesterday morning, she deliberately would not go to work.

zuotian shangwii ta mei qu shangban
Yesterday morning, she did not go to work.

For the same reason, these emotion or sense verbs cannot be used with the
aspect-marker T le, even if they refer to the past:

ta yiqian xihuan he kafei

He used to like drinking coffee (in the past).

One cannot say, for example:

*ta yiqian xihuan le he kafei

i
Most verbs in this category, as we have said, may take either verbal or clausal
objects. The distinction between a verbal and a clausal object lies in whether the
action expressed in the object verb or clause is initiated by the subject of the
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sentence. If it is, the object will be a verbal expression; if it is not, the object
takes the form of a clause:

ft 'AftflSttflx? (a verbal object)
ni xiwang shenme shihou xiujia
(lit. you hope what time take holiday)
When do you hope to go on holiday?

(a clausal object)
ni xiwang ni taitai shenme shihou xiujia
(lit. you hope wife what time take holiday)
When do you hope that your wife will take her holiday?

We will now list the verbs in semantic groups.

17.1 INTENTION AND ASPIRATION

17.1.1 POSITIVE INTENTIONS AND ASPIRATIONS

M% zhiinbei 'to prepare, plan', f]% dasuan 'to prepare', # i S jueding 'to
decide', itS shitu 'to try', dklll qitu 'to attempt', i&fe shefa 'to design', 5 ^
yaoqiu 'to request', # S xiwang 'to hope', i&M panwang 'to long', $11!
kewang 'to yearn', MS qiwang 'to expect', $fS zhiwang 'to look forward',
3AS> lizhi 'to be determined', ifcM rexln 'to be eager', E-^ii. renbuzhu 'can-
not help but'.

ni dasuan jishi zou
(lit. you intend what time go) When do you intend to go?

wo daile yi tong binggan he ji bao shupian | zhiinbei zai lu shang chl
(lit. I bring le one mw:tube biscuits and a few mw: packets potato crisps,
prepare cv.on road-top eat)
I have brought a tube of biscuits and few packets of potato crisps to eat on
the way.

tamen zhiinbei xiawu si dian zhong kai ge taolun hui
(lit. they plan afternoon four mw: dot clock hold mw seminar/symposium)
They plan to hold a seminar/symposium at 4 o'clock in the afternoon.

ta jueding xia ge yue dongshen qu ouzhou liiyou
(lit. he decide next mw month set out go Europe travel)
He has decided to go travelling in Europe next month.
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pengyoumen dou xlwang ta zaori hulfu jiankang
(lit. friends all hope he early days recover health)
His friends all hope he will soon recover his health.

jihua 'to plan', m§. kaolu 'to consider', W^ zuomo 'to ponder', Ufa
hengliang 'weigh the pros and cons', etc., also belong to this group. They often
incorporate interrogatives in the verbal or clausal object:

ni zuomo zuomo zhe Iimian hai you shenme wenti
(lit. you ponder-ponder this-inside still have what problems)
You ponder whether there are still any problems here/in this.

qing ni kaolii ylxia zenme jiaoyu zhei ge haizi
(lit. please you consider one mw:occasion how educate this mw child)
Please give some consideration to how this child might be educated.

17.1.2 NEGATIVE INTENTIONS

# # lande 'to save oneself the trouble', *%M miande 'to avoid', Hft yimian
'to avoid', i t # shengde 'to evade', Ir^Ftf shebude 'cannot bear', js% houhui
'to regret', it-R taoyan 'to hate', ^F/B buxie 'to disdain', S^t fandui 'to
oppose', JB^FJJ fanbuzhao 'to be not worth one's while'.

wo houhui meiyou xue hui kai che
(lit. I regret did not learn-able drive car)
I regret that I never learned to drive.

wo daoda zhlhou mashang gei ta fa le yi ge dianzi youjian | miande ta
jigua
(lit. I arrive afterwards immediately cv: to him send le one mw email to
avoid he be concerned)
When I arrived, I immediately sent him an email to avoid making him
anxious.

ta bugai zheme shuo | danshi ni fanbuzhao gen ta shengqi
(lit. she not ought like this speak, but you not worth while cv:with her get
angry)
She ought not to have said this, but it is not worth your getting angry with
her.
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17.1.3 UNCERTAIN ASPIRATIONS

]*J huanxiang 'to dream', $ffl wangxi&ng 'to hope vainly', i t l ^ f henbude
'to wish very much', E ^ # babude 'to wish earnestly'.

haizimen dou huanxiang dang diannao zhuanjia
(lit. children all dream be computer expert)
Children all dream of becoming computer experts.

nei ge beifang ren henbude ziji mashang neng shud guangdong hua
(lit. that mw northern man very much wish himself immediately be able
speak Cantonese)
That northerner very much wants to be able to speak Cantonese straight
away.

17.1.4 GROUP INTENTIONS

% yanjiu 'to study, consider, give thought to', ttifc taoliin 'to discuss', j§i l
shangliang 'to consult', BKB6 yiinniang 'to discuss informally', %% cehua 'to
plan', -p-it heji 'to put heads together'.1

Sentences with these verbs often incorporate an adverb like 3iff zenyang 'how'
or %m ruhe 'in what fashion' within the object verb expression or clause. They
may also often be reduplicated to express urgency.

qing dajia yanjiu yanjiu ruhe jiuji zheixie nanmin
(lit. please everyone study-study how relieve these mw refugees)
Please would everyone give thought to how to get relief to these refugees.

zanmen shangliang yixia zhei ge huiyi zenme kai
(lit. we consult one mw:occasion this mw meeting how hold)
Let's consult about how to hold this meeting.

17.1.5 VOICED INTENTIONS

BbiJiC jianyi 'to suggest', ± % zhuzhang 'to propose', Sffi xuanbu 'to an-
nounce', i&Hf] shuoming 'to explain', 3Si^ qiangdiao 'to emphasise', "MM fashi
'to vow', ftiE baozheng 'to guarantee', ©W yangyan 'to declare', N H jiaoxiao
'to clamour'.

' WJt yanjiu 'to study, consider, give thought to' and MM cehua 'to plan' in this group of verbs
may, of course, also be used with individual subjects.
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wo jianyi zuo changtu qiche qu
(lit. I suggest cv:travel by long distance bus go)
I suggest going by coach/long-distance bus.

9—#9 ° shui dou zhuzhang ba wenti xian ge yl ge
(lit. everyone all propose cv:grasping question first shelve-one-shelve)
Everyone proposes that the question be shelved for a while now.

° ta xuanbu cizhi
(lit. he announce resign) He announced his resignation.

17.1.6 INTENTIONS PUT INTO PRACTICE

kaishi 'to begin', t i l l jixu 'to continue', |f¥- zhuoshou 'to tackle'
zhuajin 'to make haste', fiH fuze 'to be responsible'.

xlnsheng yijlng kaishi baodao
(lit. new students already begin register)
The new students have already begun to register.

#l ° leng kongqi zheng jixu xiang nan yi'dong
(lit. cold air just continue cv:towards south move)
Cold air is continuing to move south.

17.1.7 FRUSTRATION AND COMPULSION

if it tingzhi 'to stop', ^Ffi bukan 'cannot bear', ^FS buyi 'be unsuitable',
bubian 'be inconvenient', F̂liC buzhi 'to fail, not to result in', ^ F ^ bujin
'cannot help', ^ 1 t bugan 'be unwilling, not resigned to', ^fiM biixie 'to disdain',

bilyoude 'cannot help, cannot but', H^Ftt jinbuzhu 'cannot bear'.

ih's'ik ° nei jia shangdian yijlng tingzhi yingye
(lit. that mw shop already stop business)
That shop has already gone out of business.

yl zhen haifeng chuilai | wo jinbuzhu da le ylge hanchan
(lit. one mw:blast sea wind blow-come, I cannot help give le one mw shiver)
There was a blast/gust of sea breeze, and I could not help giving a shiver.

17.2 ATTITUDES

S ai 'to love', #x!c xihuan 'to like', %.M leyi 'to be willing', # te haipa 'to
fear', tSt̂ F ganyu 'to be brave enough', H T yongyu 'to be courageous enough',
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ganyu 'to consign oneself, ,%T jiyu 'to be anxious', # T shanyu 'to be
good at', >J1H xiguan 'to be accustomed', fixS jiazhuang 'to pretend', 3S^"
shihe 'to be suitable for'.

These verbs are often modified by a degree adverb (e.g. IB hen 'very much'),
and a number have the suffix P̂ yu. They normally take verbal rather than
clausal objects because the actions in the verbal objects are generally initiated by
the subject of the sentence.

° ta hen leyi bangzhu dajia
(lit. he very willing help everyone) He is very willing to help everyone.

- nei ge ren zhen xihuan kai wanxiao
(lit. that mw man really like make jokes)
That man really likes making jokes.

^ ° wo ai ting zhongguo chuantong ylnyue
(lit. I love listen to China traditional music)
I love listening to traditional Chinese music.

f&S^lf ° tie ai sheng xiu [a metaphorical extension]
(lit. iron love rust) Iron is apt to get rusty.

yao ganyu tichu ziji de jianjie
(lit. must be brave enough to raise self de opinions)
You must be brave enough to put forward your own opinions.

SJ^T^JS bie jiyu qiu cheng
(lit. don't be anxious achieve success) Don't be anxious to achieve success.

17.3 KNOWING AND THINKING
jide 'to remember', &i£ wangji 'to forget', ftlit zhldao 'to know', ffl"fa

xiangxin 'to believe', ^M juede 'to feel', iS?0 gandao 'to feel', iA^3 renwei
'to think', \cX*h yiwei 'to suppose', tti+ guji 'to surmise', "ET/E kending 'to be
sure', ffi'h danxin 'to be worried', tS pa 'to be afraid', ffR huaiyi 'suspect',
W\M tongyi 'to agree', vE$M zhengming 'to prove', Kf£ duanding 'to conclude'.

ni likai de shihou | qing jide ba chuanghu guan shang
(lit. you leave de time, please remember cv.grasping window close-to)
Please remember to shut the window(s) when you leave.

duibuqi | wo wangji ba ni yao de shu dailai le
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(lit. sorry, I forgot cv:grasping you want de book bring-come le)
Sorry, I forgot to bring the book(s) you want.

hen duo ren dou xiangxin ylngguo qiudui ylding neng da ying
(lit. very many people all believe England football team definitely can win)
Many people believe that the English (football) team will certainly
(be able to) win.

wojuede ta shuo de hua shi hen dui de
(lit. I feel he said de words are very correct de)
I feel that what he said was quite right.

zhei jian shi wo renwei yinggai xian gen ta shangliang ylxia
(lit. this mw matter I think must first cv:with him consult one mwroccasion)
I think that this matter ought to be discussed with him first.

17.4 APPEARANCE AND VALUE
%$•% haoxiang 'to seem', MiM xiande 'to appear', F̂#P burii 'to be better', {S#
zhide 'to be worth', ^fS. buzu 'to be not enough', ^ J E # bu jian de 'to be not
necessarily so', #®3)t kan qilai 'to look as if, ftT zaiyu 'to rest on', ^ #
ydudai 'to wait for'.

These verbs tend to make comments or judgement about happenings, and the
person making the judgement is often unstated.

^- ° ta haoxiang you shenme xlnshi
(lit. she seem have what worries)
She seems to have something on her mind.

iS ° zhei ben shu zhide yl du
(lit. this mw book worth one read) This book is worth a read.

zheyang de wenti bii zhide zhenglun
(lit. this kind de questions not worth debate)
A question like this is not worth arguing about.

nei ge wenti youdai jiejue
(lit. that mw problem need resolve) That problem waits to be resolved.

° kou shuo bu zii wei ping
(lit. mouth say not sufficient as proof)
Verbal statements are not enough for proof.
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17.5 DUMMY VERBS

There are circumstances when a plain verb is felt to be rhythmically or stylist-
ically inadequate and a dummy or make-weight verb is introduced before the
original verb, making it the verbal object of the dummy verb. Such linguistic
manoeuvres are similar to dichotomies in English, like 'consider' and 'give
consideration to', 'solve' and 'provide a solution to', and so on. Unlike some of
the categories of verbs above, these dummy verbs may be negated by either ^
bu or &(lf) mei(you).

There are three common dummy verbs in the language:

(a) iPtU jiayi 'to provide (an envisaged result)', which is often found with
verbal objects like:

fH$: jiejue 'to resolve', jfrtfr fenxi 'to analyse' and #JS kaolii
'to consider'.

women dui zhezhong qingkuang ylnggai jiayi fenxi
(lit. we cv:towards this mw:kind situation ought to dv: provide
analyse)
We ought to make an analysis of circumstances like these.

•'> - zheyang de wenti bixu jishi jiayi jiejue
(lit. this kind de questions ought to in time dv: provide resolve)
A question like this ought to be resolved promptly.

(b) jftff jinxing2 'to start or carry out (an indicated process)' which is fol-
lowed by verbal objects like:

yanjiu 'to study', $i\i tantao 'to explore', etc.

women neng fou peng yl peng tou dui zhei jian shi jinxing
renzhen de yanjiu
(lit. we can or not bump-one-bump head cv:towards this mw matter
dv: carry out serious study)
Can we put our heads together and carry out a serious study of this?

2 SfJ jinxing and *&̂ f geiyu (see (c) below) are the only two verbs in this category that may take
the aspect marker T le.
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shengwujia dui yichuan jTyin jinxing le guangfan de tantao
(lit. biologist cv:towards hereditary genes dv: carry out le extensive
exploration)
Biologists carried out/pursued a wide-ranging exploration of
hereditary genes.

(c) ia^ geiyii3 'to grant (action as necessary)', which links with:

WM zhaogu 'care', |W|1f tongqing 'sympathy' and ^£2: guanzhu
'attention'.

dui sinanzhe de jiashu | women bixu geiyu zhaogu
(lit. cvitowards die-killed-in-an-accident-person de relatives, we
must dv: grant care)
We must provide care for the families of those who have died.

shijie renquan ziizhl dui renquan wenti geiyu le jida de guanzhu
(lit. world human rights organisation cv:towards human rights
questions dv: grant le extreme great concern)
World human rights organisations paid the greatest attention to
human rights issues.

Alternative verbs synonymous in meaning and function to in^f ggiyu are tnVJ. giiyi, "fol yuyi and
StUi zhiyi, the last of which is used more often with ®}L jingli 'salute'.



18 MODAL VERBS

Modal verbs are a closed set of verbs that are used immediately before the main
verb in a sentence to reflect the mood or attitude of either the speaker or the
subject of the sentence from the perspective of the speaker. This speaker-
oriented stance makes all utterances that incorporate modal verbs evaluative in
nature,' which means that these verbs, like those in expository sentences, do not
occur with aspect markers.

In the first section below, we review all the modal verbs in the language in their
semantic categories.

18.1 SEMANTIC CATEGORIES OF MODAL VERBS

18.1.1 PERMISSION

Hjlit keyi 'may; be allowed to' or itl neng 'can; be able to':

ni keyi zou le
(lit. you may leave le) You may leave now.

T ° ta ye keyi huijia le
(lit. he also may return-home le) He may go home as well.

neng is used interchangeably with nJtU keyi, particularly in questions:

i? wo neng zou le ma
(lit. I can leave le ma) May I leave now?

? ta keyi huijia le ma
(lit. he may return-home le ma) Can he go home?

? laibin ke(yi) bu keyi zai zher ting che
(lit. guest may-not-may cv:at here stop-car)
May guests park here?

See Chapter 20 on different sentence types.
The affirmative-negative question format of a disyllabic modal verb like nj 11X keyi can be either
nJtUJFoTW keyi bu keyi or increasingly BI^RTIM ke bit keyi, with the second syllable of the
modal omitted before the repetition.
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In negative statements, Jfi& bu neng, probably for rhythmic reasons, is collo-
quially more often used than ^FHJIM bu keyi:

ni bu neng zou
(lit. you not can leave) You can't go now.

In set expressions with a classical tone, nj ke or tU yi may be used as individual
modal verbs:

^ wu ke fenggao or S t U ^ ^ wu yi fenggao
(lit. nothing can respectfully tell)
No comment, (i.e. there is nothing that I may tell you)

.>b ° qianwan bu ke diao yi qlng xln
(lit. by all means not may let-drop light-heart)
Don't under any circumstances lower your guard!

18.1.2 POSSIBILITY

t^ neng or i t i^ nenggou 'can' and nllU keyi 'be possible' also express possibility
in the sense of someone being able to do something on a particular occasion:

ni neng bang wo ba zhei ge xiangzi tai qilai ma
(lit. you can help me cv:grasping this mw box/case (two-people-)lift-up ma)
Can you help me lift this case?

ni neng(gou) bu nenggou ti wo fan yi yixia zhei jii hua
(lit. you can-not-can cv:for me translate one mw:occasion this mw:sentence
words)
Can you translate this sentence for me?

Generally, ft neng or f t ^ nenggou 'can' and T̂tU keyi 'be possible' are used
in the sense of permission in questions with first person or third person subjects,
and in the sense of possibility in questions with second person or inanimate
subjects. As far as statements are concerned, context usually disambiguates any
confusion that may arise between possibility and permission:

ni neng ba hujiaofen di gei wo ma
(lit. you can cv:grasping pepper-powder pass-give me ma)
Can you pass me the pepper, please?
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a Bll? ni mingtian keyi zai hui shang fayan ma
(lit. you tomorrow be-possible cv.at meeting-on give-speech ma)
Is it possible for you to give a speech at tomorrow's meeting?

? zhei zhong bing neng zhi hao ma
(lit. this kind illness can cure-recover ma)
Can this kind of illness be cured?

tade ganmao yijing hao le | keyi canjia bisai le
(lit. his flu already well le, can take-part-in race le)
He has already recovered from his flu and can take part in the race.

18.1.3 PROBABILITY

•^ hui 'is likely to, may', which usually invites the presence of the particle M de
at the end of the sentence:

ta hui lai de
(lit. she probable come de) She will probably come.

ta buhui pian wo de
(lit. he not probable deceive me de) He won't lie to me.

Where another particle like "% ma or T le is used, it replaces W de:

? mingtian hui xia yu ma
(lit. tomorrow probable fall-rain ma) Is it likely to rain tomorrow?

ta hui lai ma
(lit. she probable come ma) Will she come?

ta buhui lai le
(lit. she not probable come le) Probably she won't turn up now.

Probability or likelihood, that is not simply chance, but imminent or planned, is
expressed by H yao 'about to', often with a monosyllabic adverb such as Wt jiu
'soon' and ft kuai 'quickly' preceding it and the particle T le at the end of the
sentence to confirm the sense of change of circumstances:

(tian) yao xia yu le
(lit. sky about-to fall-rain le) It is about to rain.

huoche jiuyao kai le
(lit. train soon about-to start le) The train is just about to leave.
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gongcheng kuaiyao jieshu le ma
(lit. engineering project quickly about-to finish le ma)
Will the project soon be finished?

If the probability is based on scientific findings or is within human control,
keneng 'be possible' is used:

beiji de blngshan keneng ronghua ma
(lit. North Pole de iceberg possible melt ma)
Are the icebergs at the North Pole going to melt?

l* ° quanqiu keneng chuxian jlngji xiaotiao
(lit. whole globe possible appear economic depression)
The whole world is likely to go into an economic depression.

ni keneng chuxi zhei ci huiyi ma
(lit. you possible be-present-at this mw:time meeting ma)
Are you going to be able to attend this meeting?

18.1.4 ABILITY OR SKILL

IB neng 'can' and W$fc nenggou 'be able to' convey general and physical
capability, and are often used with a quantitative measurement:

wo yl ci neng he san bei pijiu
(lit. I at-one-time can drink three glasses beer)
I can drink three glasses of beer at one go.

ni nenggou yi zhl shou ba zhei ge gangling ju qilai ma
(lit. you can one mw hand cv:grasping this mw barbell lift-up ma)
Can you lift this barbell with one hand?

hui, on the other hand, indicates acquired skills:

° ta hui da taijiquan
(lit. she can hit taiji boxing) She can do shadow-boxing.

? ni hui youyong ma
(lit. you can swim ma) Can you swim?

- wo biihui shuo fayu
(lit. I not can speak French) I can't speak French.
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18.1.5 OBLIGATION

Moral obligation is usually expressed by fiil yinggai 'ought to' or its alternat-
ives &^s yingdang (more emphatic), & ylng (classical), T& gai (colloquial) and
3 dang (in parallelisms):

ni yinggai zhlchi ta
(lit. you ought-to support her) You ought to support her.

ni yingdang haohao de duidai ta
(lit. you ought-to well-well de treat him) You ought to treat him well.

ni ylng jizhu zhei dian
(lit. you should remember-firmly this point)
You must always remember this point.

T ° wo gai zou le
(lit. I should leave le) I must be off now.

3 iMAIfift ° dang shuo jiu dei shuo
(lit. should say then should say) What should be said should be said.

zhei jian shi wo ylng(gai) bu yinggai gaosu ta
(lit. this mw matter I should-not-should tell him)
Should I tell him about this?

zhei jian shi ni bil gai guai ta
(lit. this mw matter you not should blame him)
You should not (have) blame(d) him for this.

Compulsory obligation, on the other hand, is expressed by JM4M bixu 'must' or
Z$M xuyao 'have to':

ni bixu fucong mingling
(lit. you must obey command) You must obey orders.

i\l>Z4])m-tMfr ° women bixu mashang likai
(lit. we must immediately leave)
We must [i.e. we are supposed to] leave immediately.

ta bixu zhunshi gan dao
(lit. he must punctually hurry-arrive) He must get there in time. I
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zhei ge wenti xuyao zixi kaolu
(lit. this mw problem has to carefully consider)
This problem has to be carefully considered.

To negate compulsory obligation ^ bu is not used with 'J&35 bixu, but in the
following formulations:

^•% biide not supposed to
buzhun forbidden to
buyao don't
bu keyi not allowed to; may not
bu ke not permitted
bit nenggou cannot

In emphatic warnings or exhortations, ^5 nj bil ke 'not permitted' occurs as a
sentence terminal in conjunction with # fei 'not' or AV% feidei 'have got to',3

which is placed before the main verb. The two negative expressions convey a
strongly positive meaning:

ifc^M^J ni fei lai bu ke
(lit. you not come not possible) You have to come.

zhei pian wenzhang fei kan bu ki
(lit. this mw essay not look not possible) You have to read this essay.

-4 zhei jian shi ni feidei qu chulf bu ke
(lit. this mw matter you not must go deal-with not possible)
You have to go and sort this matter out.

18.1.6 WISHING

A mild wish is usually expressed by M xiang 'would like' or 'to be thinking o f
while a strong desire is conveyed by SI yao 'want'. Compare the following:

fei^ ° jlnwan wo xiang qu kan dianying
(lit. tonight I would-like go see film)
I would like to go and see a film tonight.

i 1 f ffei£ ° jlnwan wo yao qu kan dianying
(lit. tonight I want go see film) I want to go and see a film tonight.

3 See §18.1.8 below.
4 In fact, %% feidei may sometimes go before the subject to highlight it, e.g.: &ftfl$-iv-m^x-j-jE

?FBJ . zhei jian shi feidei ni qu chuli bu ke (lit. this mw matter not must you go deal-with not
possible) 'It's you who'll have to go and sort this matter out'.
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In questions, ffi xiang and H yao are virtually interchangeable:

? ni xiang he dianr shenme
(lit. you would-like drink mw:some what) What would you like to drink?

VtW 1 &) Uf 'A ? ni yao he dianr shenme
(lit. you want drink mw:some what) What do you want to drink?

For more explicit intentions, verbs like tl% dasuan 'to plan to', iHlr zhunbei
'to prepare, plan to', and &AE jueding 'to decide to' are used:5

>? jlnwan ni dasuan zuo shenme
(lit. this evening you plan do what) What are you planning to do tonight?

^^05!? jlnwan ni zhunbei qil kan dianying ma
(lit. this evening you prepare go see film ma)
Are you planning to go and see a film tonight?

M ° jlnwan wo jueding dai zai jia li
(lit. this evening I decide stay cv:at home-inside)
I have decided to stay at home tonight.

The negatives of S, xiang and H yao carry the flavour of disinclination for the
former and refusal for the latter:

jlnwan wo bu xiang chl yu
(lit. tonight I not like eat fish)
I don't want (to eat) fish tonight. [I don't fancy the prospect]

jlnwan wo bu yao chl yu
(lit. tonight I not want eat fish)
I don't want (to eat) fish tonight. [I am against the idea]

One feature of Si xiang 'would like' is that like MM yuanyi 'be willing to' (see
below) it may be modified by degree adverbs like tS hen 'very much', IE zheng
'at this very moment, just', or ^f^i buda 'not really', R zhi 'only':

wo hen xiang qil jianjian ta
(lit. I very-much like go see-see him) I'd very much like to go and see him.

wo zheng xiang qu zhao nin
(lit. I just want go look-for you) I was just thinking of going to find you.

See §17.1 (a).
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jinwan wo bu da xiang chuqu
(lit. tonight I not very-much want out-go)
I don't really want to go out tonight.

^ A ° wo zhi xiang haohao de xiuxi xiuxi
(lit. I only want well-well de rest-rest) I just want to have a good rest.

18.1.7 WILLINGNESS

MM, yuanyi 'be willing' or # ken 'be willing (after some persuasion or with
some reluctance)':

wo yuanyi bangzhu ni
(lit. I willing help you) I am willing to help you.

5? ta ken canjia ma
(lit. he willing take-part ma) Is he willing to take part?

Like M. xiang 'would like' (see above), MM yuanyi may also be modified by
degree adverbs:

ta hen yuanyi bang nide mang
(lit. she very willing help your busy) She is very willing to help you.

ta bu da yuanyi zuo huoche qu
(lit. he not very-much willing cv: travel-by train go)
He is not really willing to go by train.

18.1.8 NECESSITY

% dei 'to have to, must' is used in colloquial speech to indicate necessity, and is
often interchangeable with the modal verbs of moral or compulsory obligation:

wo dei zou le
(lit. I have to leave le) I'll have to go/I must be off.

you yijian dei shuo chulai
(lit. have opinion have to say out-come)
If you have an opinion, you must speak.

fil dei is never used in the negative, but it does appear with ^ bu in more formal
statements, notices, etc., when it is pronounced de:

xianren bude runei
(lit. outsiders not have-to enter inside)
No admittance./Private [i.e. outsiders should not enter the premises]
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The negative for necessity is expressed by ^>& bubi, ^ffi bu yong, ?c£K wuxu
'need not':

ni bu bi qu le
(lit. you not necessary go le) You don't have to go.

ni buyong deng wo le
(lit. you not need wait-for me le) You needn't wait for me.

ni wuxu chuxi
(lit. you not must be-present)
There's no need for you to be present./You're not obliged to be there.

SI? xuyao 'need' is originally a full verb, but it may also take on a modal
function before the verb W you to indicate 'necessity':

renren duo xuyao you shehui gongde
(lit. everybody all need have society public-morality)
Everybody needs to have a public spirit.

18.1.9 BOLDNESS

Wi gan 'dare'.

r? ni gan da ren ma
(lit. you dare hit people ma) How dare you hit people?

K ° wo bu gan zou heilu
(lit. I not dare walk dark roads) I dare not walk in the dark.

18.2 SPEAKER PERSPECTIVE OF MODAL VERBS

The speaker-oriented nature of modal verbs can be seen clearly in the case of 3c
yao 'to want'. When used with a first person subject (who is naturally the
speaker), it indicates a wish on the part of the speaker:

wo yao he dianr shui
(lit. I want drink mw:some water) I'll have/I'd like some water.

But it takes on a different meaning if the subject is in the second person:

•> ni yao he dianr shui
(lit. you must drink mw:some water) You should drink some water. I
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Here the speaker is not voicing the listener's wish, but his or her own, and is
advising or urging the listener to take the action.

However, if the two sentences are expressed as questions, the meanings of
'want' and 'should' may be reversed:

i? ni yao he dianr shui ma
(lit. you want drink mw:some water ma) Do you want to drink some water?

? wo yao he dianr shui ma
(lit. I must drink mw:some water ma) Should I drink some water?

The interrogative has naturally switched the roles of the speaker and the listener,
and the emphasis is on the listener's attitude rather than the speaker's.

18.3 NEGATION OF MODAL VERBS

Because the function of a modal verb is to indicate mood or attitude, its negator
is always ^f bu 'not' (or the more classical Jt wu 'not' in some cases) and never
?5£ mei or ~S^ meiyou even if it is referring to a mood or attitude in the past.

^f bu 'not' is most commonly placed before the modal verb, but it can also be
used after the modal verb (and before the main verb), where it conveys a differ-
ent meaning:

ni bu keyi zou
(lit. you not may leave)
You may not go. [i.e. you are not allowed to go]

ni keyi bu zou
(lit. you may not leave)
You may stay. [i.e. you are allowed not to leave]

ta bu ken qu
(lit. he not willing go) He is not willing to go.

ta ken bu qu
(lit. he willing not go)
He is willing not to go. [i.e. he is willing to stay behind]

ta bu gan lai
(lit. she not dare come) She dare not come, [a statement]

? ta gan bu lai
(lit. she dare not come) Dare she not turn up! [a threat]
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However, sentences with the negative after the modal verb sometimes need a
degree of modification in order to be acceptable:

ta biiyao he niunai
(lit. he not want drink milk) He doesn't want to drink (any) milk.

ta yao bu he niunai
*(lit. he want not drink milk) *He wants not to drink milk.

but:

ta yao san tian bu he niunai
(lit. he want three days not drink milk)
He wants to stop drinking milk for three days.

and:

ta bu ylnggai chouyan
(lit. she not should suck cigarette) She shouldn't smoke.

ta ylnggai bu chouyan
*(lit. she should not suck cigarette)

but:

ta ylnggai congci bu chouyan
(lit. she should from now not suck cigarette)
She should stop smoking from now on.

Jf bu can, of course, be used both before the modal verb and before the main
verb to indicate a double negative:

nii bu keyl bu zou
(lit. you not may not leave)
You must go. [i.e. you are not allowed to stay]

ta bu ken bu qu
(lit. he not willing not go) He insists on going.

18.4 GRAMMATICAL ORIENTATION OF MODAL VERBS

The incorporation of a modal verb in a sentence automatically makes the sen-
tence evaluative,6 since it expresses a subjective observation on the part of a

6 See Chapter 20 in particular.

i
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named or unnamed speaker. The sentence takes the form of a topic + comment
structure with the modal verb introducing the comment:

ni || ylnggai bangzhu ta
(lit. you ought to help him) You ought to help him.

Here ifo ni 'you' is not the subject of a narrative sentence initiating the action of
'helping', and there is no certainty that {ft ni will ever carry out the action.
Instead # ni 'you' is the topic and fkiMWBilife yinggai bangzhu ta 'must help
him' is the comment. The speaker's intention is to comment on what {ft ni 'you'
should do.

Because of this topic-comment relationship, a sentence like the following is
possible:

I? || MZî iUBtife ° yao || ylnggai zhunshi chl
(lit. medicine must on-time eat) Medicine should be taken at the right time.

In this case M yao 'medicine' obviously does not initiate the action of 'taking',
but it is a topic followed by a comment relating to it.

In addition to being a noun or pronoun, the topic can naturally take any syntactic
form:

'Iff || ^Mif {ftW«^ ° (topic = adjective)
landuo || hui fang'ai nide jinbu
(lit. lazy mv: may hamper your progress)
Being lazy may hamper your progress./If you're lazy, it may hamper your
progress.

° (topic = verb phrase)
jingchang duanlian shenti || neng zengjin jiankang
(lit. regularly exercising body mvxan improve health)
Regular exercises can improve health.

(topic = clause)
dajia dou zuo jlngji cang || key! jiesheng bushao kaizhi
(lit. everyone all sit-in economy cabin mwxan save not a little expenses)
Everyone can save a lot of expense travelling economy.



19 TELESCOPIC
CONSTRUCTIONS

By telescopic constructions, we mean constructions where one subject-
predicate or topic-comment sentence is seen to be embedded in or interwoven
with another.

In the next chapter, we discuss the distinctive features of different sentence types
such as narrative, descriptive, expository and evaluative. Telescopic construc-
tions, though they may take the form of any of these sentence types, are them-
selves generally expository or evaluative. In other words, the first part of a
telescopic construction, whatever its formulation, is by definition, a topic pre-
sented for explanation or comment.

In the following sections, we will describe the different kinds of telescopic
construction commonly encountered in the language.

19.1 TOPIC AND SUB-TOPIC
The typical format of a topic and sub-topic construction is that the topic once
stated is immediately followed by a sub-topic, which semantically has a part-
whole relationship with the topic. The comment that follows is of course closely
related to the sub-topic, which is its immediate focus of interest. However because
of the part-whole meaning relationship between the topic and the sub-topic, the
comment relates to the topic and the sub-topic together.

ta piqi hen huai
(lit. she temper very bad) She has a bad temper.

zhei Hang ge haizi shenti dou h&n hao
(lit. these two mw children body both very good)
These two children are in good health.

In these examples WH piqi 'temperament' is clearly part of tt ta 'her' and
shenti 'body; health' is part of l£^p haizi 'the children'. There may be multiple
and varied parts to a whole:

zhei jian yifu | lingzi tai da | xiuzi tai duan
(lit. this mw clothes, collar too big, sleeves too short)
The collar on this suit is too big and the sleeves too short.
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ta qizi yibiao duanzhuang | tantu wenya | juzhi dafang
(lit. his wife bearing dignified, conversation refined, manner poised)
His wife's bearing is dignified, her conversation refined and her manner
poised.

zheixie shuiguo | yi ban gei ni | yl ban gei ni didi
(lit. these mw fruit, one half give you, one half give your younger brother)
Half of these fruit are for you and half for your brother.

lai zher dujia de youke | da bufen shi yingguo ren | xiao bufen shi
faguo ren
(lit. come here pass holiday de tourists, majority are English, minority are
French)
The majority of the tourists who come here for holidays are British and the
minority French.

women huayuan li de shuixianhua | youde shi huang de | youde shi bai de
(lit. our garden-inside de narcissus, some are yellow de, some are white de)
Some of the narcissus in our garden are yellow and some white.

A common relationship between topic and sub-topic is that of initiator and
activity. The comment that follows may refer to the initiator-topic or the sub-
topic activity. Such flexibility broadens the choice of comment:

ta xuexi hen chase
(lit. he study very outstanding) He is an outstanding student.

° ta xuexi hen renzhen
(lit. he study very conscientious) He is a conscientious student.

It is obvious that Jtife chuse 'outstanding' refers to the sub-topic ^>l xuexi
'studies' while iA* renzhen 'conscientious' describes the topic ft ta 'him'.

The sub-topic activity may again be multiple:

I
xiao huang budan xuexi renzhen | erqie gongzuo jlji
(lit. little Huang not only study conscientious but also work vigorous)
Little Huang not only studies conscientiously, but he also works hard.
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zhei ge qiuyuan | jingong yongmeng | fangshou wenjian
(lit. this mw player attack bold defend firm)
This player is bold in attack and firm in defence.

19.2 TOPIC AND SUBJECT

It is not uncommon in a fe-expository sentence' for a topic and subject to appear
together. For example:

it || f£ | - ¥ - f t ^ ^ 7 ° xin || wo | zao jiu ji zou le
(lit. letter I early then send-go le) I've sent the letter some time ago.

wode lunwen || daoshl | yijlng kan guo le
(lit. my thesis supervisor/tutor already see guo le)
My supervisor/tutor has already read through my thesis.

In the first example, ff xin 'the letter' is the topic whereas fc wo T is the
subject that initiates the action of itf ji 'sending' in the predicate; and in
the second, tfezJC liinwen 'the dissertation' is the topic while ^-W daoshl is the
subject initiating the action of # kan 'reading' in the predicate. Semantically
speaking, fg xin 'the letter' and ifejt lunwen 'the dissertation' are respectively
the notional object of the verbs % ji 'to send' and # kan 'to read'.

This being the case, these Je-expository sentences are easily reconvertible to
their narrative originals, with end-of-sentence T le as an expository indicator
changing to aspect indicator 7 le to mark that the actions have been completed:

° wo zao jiu ji zou le nei feng xin
(lit. I early then send-go le that mw letter) I had long since sent that letter.

WWEi£1fM37f!cWi&:&; ° daoshl yijlng kan guo le wode lunwen
(lit. supervisor/tutor already read guo le my thesis)
The supervisor/tutor had already read through my thesis.

In fact Ze-expository sentences are conversions from corresponding narrative
sentences, topicalising the original object, dismantling the straight-forward
'initiator + action + target' narrative format or its ffi ba or tt bei derivatives,

' See Chapter 21, where Ze-expository sentences are discussed in greater detail.
2 S|5W nfei feng 'that + measure word for a letter' are added here to counteract the post-verbal

indefinite reference of a narrative sentence and also to provide rhythmic balance.
3 Note the difference between i l guo 'to have read through' as a resultative complement in this

sentence and iut guo 'to have had the experience of as an expository indicator in a sentence like
daoshl kan guo wdde lunwen 'The tutor has read my thesis'.
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and shifting the perspective from recounting a past action to explaining a present
situation with the addition of an end-of-sentence T le or other relevant particles.
Here are some more examples:

zhei jian shi || dajia | dou zhldao le
(lit. this mw matter everyone all know le) Everyone knows about this.

|| m |
ba dian zhong de huoche || wo | ganbushang le
(lit. eight o'clock de train I catch not up le)
I can't catch the eight o'clock train.

|| ** | m
nei tiao qunzi || meimei | song gei tade pengyou le
(lit. that mw skirt younger sister present-give her friend le)
Younger sister has given that skirt to her friend.

|| |
nei chang dahuo || xiaofang duiyuan | hen kuai jiu pu mie le
(lit. that mw big fire fire brigade very fast then extinguish le)
The fire brigade very quickly put out that blaze.

Sic | -f-DcKT ° shengdan liwu || wo | zao jiu mai le
(lit. Christmas presents I early then buy le)
I bought my Christmas presents a long time ago.

There are also topics derived from nominal items taken as the main focus of
interest in multi-valency sentences. This is to say that the comment on the topic
may take the form of a subject and verb-object predicate. For example:

IEJL || ft | 'i^T/JcT ° huar || wo | jiao le shui le
(lit. flowers I sprinkle le water le) I have watered the flowers.

|| | shui || wo | jiao le huar le
(lit. water I sprinkle le flowers le)
I have watered the flowers with the water.

j ° cheku de men || wo | shang le qi le
(lit. garage de door I put on le paint le) I have painted the garage door.

^ || Sc | ffl*?fi7^J¥WnT ° qi || wo | yong lai you le cheku de men le
(lit. paint I use-come paint le garage de door le)
I have used the paint to paint the garage door.
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19.3 'SUBJECT + PREDICATE' AS TOPIC

A subject + predicate clause can also act as the topic of a topic + comment
evaluative sentence4 with the predicate verb being unmarked. This plain
structure contrasts with the variety of grammatical patterns required by English
translations:

laonianren shao chi van dui shenti you haochu
(lit. old people little eat salt cv.for body have benefit)
If old people eat less salt, it is good for their health.
It is good for the health of old people to eat less salt.

jfcj&£s •ftte^FH-iS T ° ni zheme zuo tai bu xianghua le
(lit. you like this do too shocking/unreasonable le)
It was really shocking/unreasonable for you to have done this.

&yMNM?Si8if Jtfr ° zhei ge xiaohuozi dang fanyi zhen xing
(lit. this young man be interpreter really good)
It is really good that this young man is the interpreter.

If the subject of this topical 'subject + predicate' structure is of a general or
universal nature, it may be left out. What remains of the topic will now be an
unmarked, unmodified verb predicate. For example:

xiayutian hua ting meiyou shenme yisi
(lit. fall rain day row boat have not any interest)
There is no interest at all in going rowing on a rainy day.

dao guowai qu dujia k6yi zengjin jianwen
(lit. cv:to country-outside go pass holiday can promote see-hear)
Going on holidays abroad can add to one's knowledge.

19.4 '(SUBJECT) + PREDICATE' INSERTED BETWEEN
'TOPIC AND 'COMMENT'

In this structure, a subject + predicate clause is placed between the topic and the
comment usually to create an expository or evaluative sentence. In many cases,
the subject is absent or understood, and the predicate is always complemented
by the descriptive indicator If zhe or a directional indicator 3|t lai or S3|t qilai.
The clause carries an underlying conditional meaning.

See next chapter.
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zhei shuang xie ni chuan zhe zheng heshi
(lit. this mw:pair shoes you wear zhe just suit)
These shoes fit you beautifully/well.

JElf nei shuang xie tai jin | chuan zhe bu shufu
(lit. that mw:pair shoes too tight, wear zhe not comfortable)
Those shoes are too tight and would be uncomfortable to wear.

zhei ge ren kan zhe hen mianshu
(lit. this mw person look zhe very face-familiar)
This man looks very familiar.

zhei ge xiangzi ti zhe youxie chen
(lit. this mw case carry/lift zhe has some heavy)
This case is a bit heavy (to carry).

&ffiJ?ifcT^ifeJE£iC ° zhei zhong yao chi xiaqu jiu jianxiao
(lit. this mw:kind medicine eat down-go then become effective)
Taking this medicine will do the trick/be effective.

IP^^AJLbiiiHIIIiitt ° nei ge laoren kan shangqu hai hen jianzhuang
(lit. that mw old man look as if still very robust)
That old man looks as though he is still very robust.

j i J ^ ^ t ^ ^ S i ^ J R • ° zhei pian wenzhang nian qilai bu shunkou
(lit. this mw essay begin to read not smooth for mouth)
This essay does not read smoothly.

zhei zhong youxi kan qilai hen jiandan | qishi bing bu jiandan
(lit. this mw:kind game look as if very simple, in fact certainly not simple)
This game looks simple, but in fact it isn't.



20 NARRATION, DESCRIPTION,
EXPOSITION AND
EVALUATION

Chinese syntax follows the universal differentiation of sentences along the
line of function into four major types: declarative, imperative, interrogative and
exclamatory. However, being less morphologically oriented but more functionally
disposed than some other languages, Chinese syntax may further differentiate
its declarative sentences into the following four subtypes: narrative, descriptive,
expository1 and evaluative. Inevitably, there is blurring at the boundaries between
subtypes since the vagaries of language will always defy absolute demarcations.
Nonetheless, this differentiation is of extreme importance because it highlights
other essential grammatical distinctions which need to be made.

In this chapter, we will concentrate on the most distinctive features of each
of these subtypes. However, before we go into greater detail on them, we will
first of all give a very brief description of the grounds on which such a sub-
categorisation is based.

A narrative sentence sets out to recount an incident or tell a story, and it there-
fore follows a 'subject + predicate' format, where the subject is the initiator or
recipient of the action specified in the predicate. A narrative sentence is thus a
stage in a sequence, encoding one action in a chain of actions, which comprise
an overall event.

A descriptive sentence, though it follows a 'subject + predicate' format like a
narrative, is nevertheless an objective depiction of an action that is ongoing at a
particular time. The focus is on the continuous action.

An expository sentence aims to give an explanation. It may adopt either a
'subject + predicate' or 'topic + comment' format. In its 'subject + predicate'
form, it makes a statement of what somebody does or can do out of habit,
experience or nature, and so on, or intends to do in the future. In a 'topic +
comment', the comment consists of either the verb JE shi 'to be' or ^ you 'to

Expository sentences, as we shall see in the next chapter, have an associated category that we label
fe-expository.
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have' or an unmodified verb or adjective. An expository sentence states either a
fact or an intention.

An evaluative sentence, on the other hand, conveys an observation, an opinion,
a subjective criticism or assessment. It always takes a 'topic + comment' format.
If an action verb is used in the comment, it is preceded by a modal verb or
followed by a de-complement; and if an adjective is present in the comment,
it is modified by a degree adverb or followed by a degree complement.
These modifications represent the element of evaluation or judgement in
the statement.

In the following sections, the distinctive features of each of these four subtypes
will be discussed in detail.

20.1 NARRATIVE SENTENCES
A narrative sentence reports an event or incident that has already taken
place, and it generally recounts that somebody (or something) carried out
(or caused) an action or that something happened to someone (or something)
on some past occasion. If we define the 'subject + predicate' format as a
typical syntactic representation of the concept of an initiator who initiates
an action or a recipient who receives an action, then this format naturally
comprises a narrative.

There are two prominent features of a narrative sentence in Chinese. First, since
Chinese syntax lacks the category of definite and indefinite articles, nouns in the
language depend either on context or their position in sentence for the specifica-
tion of definite or indefinite reference. In a Chinese narrative sentence, all nouns
in a pre-verbal position take on definite reference. Second, the verb in the predi-
cate, being part of a narrative, and naturally indicating a completed action, is
therefore generally marked by T le. Both these features are illustrated in the
example below:

haizi cong wuzi li pao le chulai
The child came out of the room.

The English translation makes clear that the noun ®-p haizi, despite being
unmarked and without any referential indication, is nevertheless of definite ref-
erence, and the action of coming out by the child, as indicated by the aspect
marker T le, was obviously completed.

The corollary to this tendency of pre-verbal nouns to be definite-referenced is
the fact that all nouns positioned post-verbally are liable to be of indefinite ref-
erence. Post-verbal nouns are in fact generally marked by a 'numeral + measure'
phrase to confirm this indefiniteness:
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i^S i 1 °2 wuzi li pao chulai (le) yl ge haizi
Out of the room came a child.

The two sentences above therefore demonstrate the standard referential propert-
ies required for nouns by narrative syntax: pre-verbal definite, and post-verbal
indefinite, but usually marked as such.

However, the subject of narrative sentences can have indefinite reference, even
if marked by a 'numeral + measure' phrase, provided either.

(a) the dummy verb W you 'to have' is placed before it, so that it is still, in
a sense, post-verbal:

you Hang ge moshengren zou le jinlai
(lit. have two mw stranger walk le in-come)
Two strangers walked in.

you yl Hang jiaoche zai menkou ting le xialai
(lit. have one mw sedan cv:at entrance stop le down-come)
A sedan stopped at the door.

or:

(b) it is moved to a post-verbal position, where indefinite-reference nouns
are normally found:3

nei shihou jin lai le Hang ge moshengren
(lit. that time come in le two mw stranger)
At that moment two strangers walked in/in walked two strangers.

H P JF3feT~ffi^^ ° menkou kai lai le yl Hang jiaoche
(lit. entrance drive-come le one mw sedan)
A sedan drove up to the door.

The same applies to a subject noun that is modified by a descriptive, i.e.
adjectival attributive, since this modification automatically makes the noun
indefinite:

2 T le in this sentence is optional for reasons of prosody (see Chapter 26). The sentence may also be
reworded as S T M S S f i - ^ S ? * °

3 This is only possible if the action verb used is intransitive.
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you (yi) ge miankong yuanyuan de haizi cong wuzi li pao le chulai

or:

wuzi li pao chulai le yi ge miankong yuanyuan de haizi
A chubby-faced child came (running) out of the room.

If definite reference has to be expressed, this can be achieved in this case and in
all cases by the addition of a 'demonstrative + measure' phrase:

nei ge miankong yuanyuan de haizi cong wuzi li pao le chulai
That chubby-faced child came out of the room.

It should be noted that subject nouns that are marked as indefinite, but which
are followed by the referential adverbs IP dou 'all; both' and til ye 'also', are
perfectly acceptable in a pre-verbal position, since they are made definite in
reference by the presence of the adverbs:

Hang ge moshengren dou zou le jinlai
(lit. two mw strangers both walk le in-come)
The two strangers both walked in.

san Hang jiaoche ye zai menkou ting le xialai
(lit. three mw sedan also cv:at entrance stop le down-come)
The three sedans also stopped at the door.

On the other hand, a post-verbal noun may be given definite reference by either:

(a) introducing the standard 'demonstrative + measure' phrase before the noun:

S^fTIP^Efef^ » wo kan le nei ge dianying
I saw that film.

fnlS ° tamen taolun le zhei ge wenti
They discussed this problem.

or:

(b) leaving the noun unmarked and adding a new clause begun with H jiu
'then' or ^" cai 'only then' to make the sentence sound complete:
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wo kan le dianying jiu qu gan zui hou yi ban che
(lit. I see le film then go catch last one mw:run bus)
I went to catch the last bus as soon as I had seen the film.

ta zuo wan (le) gongke cai shang lou qu shuijiao
(lit. she do-finish le homework only-then step upstairs go sleep)
She did not go upstairs to bed until she had finished the/her
homework.

From the above examples, we can also see that point-of-time and location ex-
pressions with their specifying capacities are naturally of definite reference as
are personal pronouns, which refer to previously mentioned nouns. All of these
are likewise generally found in pre-verbal positions in a narrative sentence:

shang ge xingqi wo shoudao le jl shi feng dianzi youjian
(lit. last week I receive le few ten mw emails)
Last week I received dozens of emails.

women zai huayuan li zhong le bushao meiguihua
(lit. we cv:in garden-inside plant le not few roses)
We planted a good number of/quite a few roses in the garden.

W ° tamen xia le Hang pan qi
(lit. they play le two mw games chess) They played two games of chess.

Narrative sentences with time or location beginners often indicate 'emergence'
or 'disappearance' relating to the noun in question:

%K ° zuotian wo jia lai le xuduo keren
(lit. yesterday my home come le many guests)
A lot of guests came to our place yesterday.

shangwu xia le yi chang da yii
(lit. before noon fall le one mw big rain)
There was a heavy rain in the morning.

All unmarked nouns as the object of an action verb aspect-marked by T le are of definite refer-
ence, but, as we saw in §6.8.1, a statement with this formulation is felt to be incomplete.
/f>j!? bush&o 'quite a few' is an adjective which naturally indicates indefiniteness.
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Si^i^ ° tian bian chuxian le yl tuan wuyun
(lit. sky edge appear le one mw:mass black clouds)
There appeared a mass of black clouds on the horizon.

R ^ ° yangjuan li pao le yl zhl yang
(lit. sheep-pen-in run le one mw sheep) A sheep was missing from the pen.

haimian shang fei lai le hen duo hai'ou
(lit. sea surface-on fly come le many gulls)
Many gulls came flying over the surface of the sea.

Apart from these prototypical narratives with noun phrases followed by 7 le-
aspected action verbs, which are in turn followed by noun phrases or comple-
ments, there are other narrative formats such as the ffi ba construction and the
passive voice with I& bei6 and sentences with dative or causative verbs. They
may all be regarded as narrative sentences, as they normally indicate actions or
events which have already taken place, and the above-mentioned referential
requirements apply to them in the same way. However, these narrative sentences
do not necessarily require the presence of T le since the notion of completion is
very often conveyed by the complement following the verb.

In a ttl ba sentence, not only does the subject have definite reference, as in other
narrative sentences, but the noun following the coverb ffi ba must also be
definite in reference as it is still positioned pre-verbally. For example:

° baba ba gaozi rengjin le zizhilou
(lit. father cvigrasping manuscript throw enter le wastepaper basket)
Father threw the manuscript into the wastepaper basket.

mama ba xi hao de ylfu Hang zai liangylsheng shang
(lit. mother cvigrasping wash well de clothes dry cv:on clothesline-top)
Mother put the washing out on the clothesline (to dry).

in the first sentence, both t§i§ baba 'father' and fii^ gaozi 'manuscript', and in
the second, both i4#5 mama 'mother' and ĉIK ylfu 'clothes' are of definite
reference.

In a tt bei sentence, the noun following the coverb tt bei can be either definite
or indefinite in reference depending on the context:

6 See Chapters 12 and 13.
7 The noun after ffl ba marked or unmarked always remains definite.
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IPl ° didi bei laoshi xun le yl dun
(lit. younger brother cv:by teacher lecture le one mw:time)
Younger brother was given a lecture by the teacher.

Here %>%> didi 'younger brother' and 3LW laoshi 'teacher' are both of definite
reference; on the other hand in a sentence like:

^?P] ° xiangzi bei laoshu yao le yl ge dong
(lit. box cv.by rat gnaw le one mw hole)
A hole was gnawed in the box by rats.

ft1? xiangzi 'box' is of definite reference, but
indefinite reference.

laoshu 'rat' can be of

In dative and causative sentences, all unmarked nouns, that is, all nouns unmodi-
fied by a 'numeral + measure' phrase are of definite reference.

In a dative sentence, for example, the indirect object, being the personal target of
the action of giving or rendering, is generally regarded as of definite reference
and remains unmarked, and the direct object, which usually comes after the
indirect object, is usually marked by a 'numeral + measure' phrase as indefinite:

^^-^. ° lao taitai gei le xiao guniang yl ge pingguo
The old granny gave the young girl an apple.

—JP ° liumang tl le jingcha yl jiao
(lit. hooligan kick le policeman one foot)
The hooligan kicked the policeman.

In a causative sentence, the pivotal noun, i.e. the object-and-subject-in-one,
when unmarked,8 is usually of definite reference:

& ° jiaolian gull yundongyuan jianchi dao di
(lit. coach encourage athlete persist till bottom/end)
The coach encouraged the athlete(s) to persist till the end.

/$~%?k ° laoshi zhldao xuesheng zuo le yl ge shiyan
The teacher taught the students how to carry out a particular experiment.

One exceptional feature of a causative narrative is that the causative action verb
may never take the completed action aspect marker T le.

It must, however, be noted that a few commonly used pivotal nouns like A ren 'people', 5ji|A
bieren 'others', etc., which are indefinite, are exceptions to this.
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1 laoshi zhidao le xuesheng zuo le yi ge shiyan
*The teacher taught the students how to carry out a particular experiment.

Finally, with regard to completed action, it is of course possible for the aspect
marker 7 le to be used with an intransitive action verb, which is not followed by
a noun or which has a noun built into it:

ta erlinglingling nian jiu qiishi le
She passed away in (the year) 2000.

3t§itf"3c|]fKtt)1£7 ° jianzhu jihua dou pizhun le
The building plans were all approved.

The verbs in these sentences essentially point to some form of termination and
in varying degrees they may carry some implication of assumed change which is
characteristic of the fe-expository sentences to be discussed in the next chapter.
In fact there are clearly cases where 7 le following a verb at the end of a
sentence is almost certainly performing the two functions of being both an
aspect marker and indicator of change.9

20.2 DESCRIPTIVE SENTENCES

A descriptive sentence differs from a narrative sentence in many respects, al-
though it is also objective in stance. Rather than recounting what has already
happened, it describes either: (a) what is going on through the action of the verb
at the moment of speaking; or (b) a state that has resulted from the action of the
verb. As with a narrative sentence, its structure is subject-predicate, though in
the case of (b) the subject is more a recipient of the action, as in passive bei
structures in narrative sentences. The time reference depends on the context,
and, while it is mostly the present, it can also be past and, sometimes, future.

The main syntactic feature of a descriptive sentence is that, as in narrative
sentences, the verb tends to be marked. This is achieved through the association
of the verb with the 'ongoing' aspect marker ft zai10 (or its emphatic alternative
IE ft zhengzai) and the persistent manner indicator |f zhe. ft zai and # zhe in
general terms represent respectively the alternative (a) and (b) forms of the
descriptive sentence. However, as we shall see below, they can both occur in the
same sentence.

' See §21.5.
10 See Chapter 6. The ongoing aspect may be indicated by ft zai on its own or as part of an

adverbial location phrase, e.g. ftW± zai shushang 'on/in the tree'.
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As regards reference, the subject of a narrative sentence must be of definite
reference whereas the subject/topic of a descriptive sentence may be either defin-
ite or indefinite. The post-verbal noun of a descriptive sentence, however,
whether marked by a 'numeral + measure' phrase or left unmarked, always
remain indefinite unless it is preceded by a 'demonstrative + measure' phrase.
Here are some examples:

S ° wang laoshi zai beike
(lit. teacher Wang markenzar prepare lesson)
Teacher Wang is preparing [his/her] lessons.

a ±©kH ° guniangmen zai wutai shang tiaowu
(lit. (young) girls cv:on stage-top dance) The girls are dancing on the stage.

° xiaoniao zai shu shang gechang
(lit. (little) birds cv: on tree-top sing) Birds are singing in the trees.

# ° ta zai caodi shang tang zhe
(lit. he cv:on grass-land-top lie zhe) He is lying on the grass.

jWit ° yu zai guo li jian zhe
(lit. fish cv:in pan-inside fry zhe) The fish is/are frying in the pan.

In the first example, ft zai indicates ongoing action on the part of the subject. In
the second and third, 4 zai as part of a coverbal location phrase again registers
the ongoing action. The subjects of the first two examples are of definite refer-
ence, but the subject of the third is most likely to be of indefinite reference. In
the fourth and fifth examples, if zhe is incorporated to indicate the persistent
manner in which the action is being carried out." In the last example, the subject
& yu 'fish' is the recipient of the action of the verb M jian 'to fry'.

Sometimes, as we have seen in Chapter 8, a location phrase with 4 zai may
come after the verb. These constructions are similarly descriptive sentences. For
example:

shangyuan tang zai danjia shang
The wounded are lying on the stretcher.

M ° shangpin chenglie zai chuchuang li
Goods are being displayed in the shop window.

" It is a prosodic requirement in Chinese syntax that in descriptive sentences 4 zai phrases of
location cannot be followed by monosyllabic verbs. The speaker either chooses a disyllabic verb
or a multi-syllabic verbal expression or suffixes 3i zhe to a monosyllabic verb to make it disyllabic.
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Location expressions in a sentence are of course always of definite reference
wherever they occur.

In a JJ zhe sentence, any verb marked by if zhe calls attention to the action
itself, and therefore carries a descriptive flavour. As was suggested above, a
descriptive sentence indicating a state that has resulted from the action of the
verb often includes if zhe. The usual layout of the sentence is location phrase +
action verb + if zhe + noun:

qiang shang gua zhe yi fu huar
(lit. wall-on hang zhe one mw picture) A picture is hanging on the wall.

shujia shang fang zhe henduo zhongwen shu
(lit. bookshelf-on place zhe many Chinese books)
There are many Chinese books on the bookshelf.

yingtao shii shang zhang zhe mimimama de ylnghua
(lit. cherry tree-on grow zhe dense-dense-motley-motley de cherry
blossoms)
There grow countless cherry blossoms on the cherry tree.

j&j&EliltSiffiif—JSttiF ° meigui yuan li sanfa zhe yi gu qlngxiang
(lit. rose garden-in diffuse zhe one mw delicate fragrance)
There came a faint scent from the rose garden.

A variant of this descriptive format makes use of the completion aspect marker
T le with or without the verbal complement 8 man 'full'12 instead of if zhe.
These sentences are regarded as descriptive rather than narrative because the
verb with 7 le calls attention to the resultant state and not the action:

damen shang tie le yi fu duilian
(lit. big door-on stick le one mw:pair couplets)
On the door was (posted) a couplet.

fcT^I ° wuyan xia gua le Hang ge denglong
(lit. house eve-under hang le two mw lanterns)
Under the eves were hanging two lanterns.

^r ° zhuozi shang bai man le canju
(lit. table-on put full le meal instruments) The table was laid.

When SI m5n 'full' is used, the post-verbal noun cannot be marked by a 'numeral + measure'
phrase.
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litang li zuo man le tingzhong
(lit. auditorium-in sit full le listening crowd) The auditorium was full.

° che li ji man le chengke
(lit. bus-in squeeze full le passengers) The bus was full of passengers.

20.3 EXPOSITORY SENTENCES
Expository sentences are factual statements that offer some form of explanation
relating to actual situations or experiences. The aspect markers T le and 4 zai
and the persistent manner indicator f̂ zhe do not occur in them, and there are no
rules or restrictions for the pre-verbal and post-verbal positioning of nouns for
definite and indefinite reference. Their range of meaning covers: (a) definition
and identification, and possession and existence; and (b) experience, objective
potential, the factual and the habitual, cognition and intention. They may be
either topic-comment or subject-predicate in format, and the categories of mean-
ing under (a) above are generally the former and those under (b) the latter.

20.3.1 TOPIC-COMMENT EXPOSITORY SENTENCES

20.3.1.1 To be' and 'to have'

Two verbs that have a dominant presence are J6 'to be' and ^ 'to have, there
is/are'. In addition the near-synonymous or hyponymous counterparts of Jk shi
(J^ xiang 'to resemble', tt xing 'to be called'), also have a place:

ta shi wo shushu He is my uncle.
kunchong you liu zhi jiao Insects have six legs.
ta xiang ta mama She looks like her mother.
wo xing zhang My surname is Zhang.

As well as being nouns of definite or indefinite reference, topics may also adopt
different parts of speech or take various forms:

IH&5 ° diqiu shi yuan de (noun: definite reference)
The earth is round.

P ° zhizhu you ba zhi ji&o (noun: indefinite reference)
Spiders have eight legs.

(noun: definite reference)
yueliang shi diqiu de weixlng
The moon is a satellite of the earth.

zhei fu yanjing shi w6 de (noun: definite reference)
This pair of spectacles are mine.
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da taijiquan shi tade aihao zhl yl (verbal phrase)
(lit. hit taiqi boxing is his favourite zhi one)
One of his favourite sports is taiqi/shadow-boxing.

F̂&t ° yange you henduo haochu (adjective)
(lit. strict has many benefits)
Being strict can be very productive.

banshi renzhen shi tade yl ge tedian (clause)
(lit. handle matters serious is her one mw characteristic)
One of her characteristics is that she handles things seriously.

In addition to indicating definition, possesion, etc., Jk shi or T̂ you are also used
to express emphasis or to make comparisons,13 and remain expository when
performing this function:

ta shi Hang nian qian jie de hun (emphasis)
It was two years ago that he got married.

meimei shi bu xihuan he pfjiii (emphasis)
It's true that younger sister doesn't like beer.

zhei jian waitao meiyou nei jian name nuan (comparison)
This jacket isn't as warm as that one.

20.3.1.2 Adjectival predicates and complements

These constitute another form of comment. It must, however, be remembered
that an unmodified adjective always implies a contrast.

? -KM-UW* ° shei/shui bu lei | dajia dou lei
Who's not tired? Everybody's tired.

° pingguo gui | xiangjiao ye gui
Apples are expensive and so are bananas.

zuotian leng | jintian ye leng
It was cold yesterday and it's cold today as well.

See Chapters 13 and 14 on fi shi and M you sentences.
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M'5h ° ta ke zhang de piaoliang
But she is/has grown beautiful.

126 ° ta bi wo jiang de qingchu
He explains [it] more clearly than I.

20.3.2 SUBJECT-PREDICATE EXPOSITORY SENTENCES

Both action and cognitive verbs are used in these sentences:

20.3.2.1 Statements of past action

Statements of past action indicated by presence of the verb suffix M guo:14

wo chl guo woniu I have tried snails before.
ta ting guo zhongguo gequ He has heard Chinese

songs.
ta shuo ta jian guo gui She said that she once

saw a ghost.
wo qu guo zhongguo I have been to China.
tamen dao guo changcheng They have been to the

Great Wall.

20.3.2.2 Potential complements

Potential complements15 as positive or negative statements of capability, possib-
ility, likelihood, etc.:

ta ylbeizi ye xuebuhui zhongwen
(lit. he whole life also learn-cannot-master Chinese)
He will never in his life be able to learn/master Chinese.

° zheme gui de ylfu wo maibuqi
(lit. such expensive de clothes I buy-cannot-afford)
I can't afford such expensive clothes.

A ° zhei Hang che zuodexia wu ge ren
(lit. this mw car seat-can-hold five mw people)
This car can seat five people.

14 See Chapter 6.
15 See Chapter 10. Note the distinction made there between statements of capability by potential

complements and by modal verbs. The latter as will be seen are elements in evaluative sentences.
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zhei ge ren yi dun fan chidexia ershl pian mianbao
(lit. this mw person one mw meal eat-can-down twenty slices bread)
This person can eat twenty slices of bread in one meal.

20.3.2.3 Factual statements and habitual action

ma chi cao Horses eat grass.
taiyang cong ddngfang The sun rises in the east.

shengqi
wo meitian mai baozhi I buy a paper every day.

20.3.2.4 Cognition and preference

wo zhldao ta shi
zhongguoren

wo mingbai nide yisi

I know he is Chinese.

I understand what you mean.
ta xihuan kan waiguo He likes watching foreign

dianying
wo ai hua niao

films.
I love flowers and birds.

20.3.2.5 Intentions and plans

wo dasuan qu liixing
women mai zhei ge
fade erzi mingtian lai

I intend to go travelling.
We'll buy this one.
His son is coming

tomorrow.tomorrow.
women qu bang tade mang We are going to help him

20.3.3 NEGATION OF EXPOSITORY SENTENCES

It is perhaps appropriate to point out here that all negative sentences with ^f bu
(to negative habitual or intentional action) or &t(W) mei(you) (to negate non-
completed action with reference to a current situation)16 are expository. Their
function is not to narrate or describe but to explain.

I won't go.

ta bu shi wode nupengyou
She is not my girlfriend.

16 This use of JSî f meiyou must be distinguished from its use to negate past actions, which will then
be narrative.
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dajia dou bu H ta
Everybody ignored him.

ta hai mei(you) lai
He still hasn't come.

ta conglai bu chl dasuan
She never touches garlic.

° ta conglai mei(you) chl guo dasuan
She has never touched garlic.

20.4 EVALUATIVE SENTENCES

Evaluative sentences are in fact expository, but they present a judgemental stance
on the part of the speaker, so that they are not necessarily factual. They invariably
have a topic-comment structure and the comment voices the opinion of the
speaker. Like expository sentences, they never include an aspect marker at their
core. They take two forms, one focusing on a modal verb, and the other on a
modified adjective or complement.

20.4.1 THE MODAL VERB EVALUATIVE

Take the following example,

ta ylnggai mashang kaishi gongzuo
He must start work immediately.

It is obviously the speaker's view that the man referred to 'must start work
immediately', fife ta 'he', in fact, is not the initiator of the action in the verb, but
he is the topic on which the speaker is commenting in relation to the action, and
is the focus of the speaker's concern and attention.

A major feature of an evaluative sentence is that, as with an expository topic-
comment, the topic posed for comment can be of either definite or indefinite
reference, can be any part of speech, and can be of any structural format. For
example:

yl ge ren buneng bu jiangli
(lit. one raw person not can not talk reason)
A person has to listen to reason.

^Hf ° Hang ge ren neng ban henduo shiqing
(lit. two raw people can do many things) Two hands can make light work.
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° ban shiqing yao you jihua
(lit. do things must have plan) One needs a plan to do things.

£ ° landuo hui huihuai tade ylsheng
(lit. lazy possible ruin his one life)
Laziness is likely to ruin his whole life.

ta bit xia chang hui yingxiang qiusai de shengfu
(lit. he not come on to the pitch will affect match de victory-defeat)
His not taking part in the match will affect its outcome.

In the first and second examples, the noun topics are of indefinite reference; in
the third, the topic takes the form of a verb; in the fourth, it is an adjective; in the
last example, it is a clause.

20.4.2 THE MODIFIED ADJECTIVE/COMPLEMENT EVALUATIVE

The presence in the comment of a degree adverbial or complement registers the
evaluative force of these sentences:

M ° ta ban shiqing feichang renzhen
He runs/does things extremely seriously/conscientiously.

zher de fengjing hao ji le
The scenery here is really beautiful.

tL'ft ° ta pao de zhen kuai
He runs really fast.

zhei jian shir ta chuli de hao de hen
(lit. this mw matter he handle de good de very much)
He handled this matter very well.

20.5 COMPARISONS BETWEEN SENTENCE TYPES

The following pairs of similar sentences illustrate the distinctions that can be
made between sentence types:

(a) $ c d i T ± # | ° women qu le shanghai (narrative)
We went to Shanghai.

women qu guo shanghai (expository)
We've been to Shanghai
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The contrast here is plain: 7 le in the first sentence indicating the completion
of an action implies a past event and is therefore narrative, whereas M guo in
the second stating a past experience serves as an explanation and is therefore
expository.

(b) fte*S±Ji7—iUHJL ° (narrative)
ta zai qiang shang gua le yi fu huar
He hung a picture on the wall.

—-itfiiUJL ° qiang shang gua le yi fu huar (descriptive)
On the wall hangs a picture.

The first sentence is clearly narrative completed action, while in the second the
action verb with 7 le following the location phrase creates a resultant state and
is therefore descriptive.

(c)
baba zai huayuan li kan w5 gei ta mai de baozhi (descriptive)
Father is in the garden reading the newspaper I bought for him.

baba zai huayuan li kan le wo gei ta mai de baozhi (narrative)
Father read the newspaper I bought for him in the garden.

In the first sentence the location phrase ft ft: HII zai huayuan li establishes the
basis for the ongoing action of a descriptive sentence, but in the second it
provides the setting for the completed action of a narrative sentence.

(d) ScifJc'ftk ° wo qil zhao ta (expository)
I'll go and look for him.

wo qii zhao le ta (narrative)
I went to look for him.

The first sentence expresses an intention and is therefore expository; the second
with aspect marker 7 le is obviously a completed action narrative.

(e) «IA«±87-^?|5] o (narrative)
zhu lii gongren zai lu shang wa le yi ge dong
The road workers dug a hole in the road.

17 It is possible to further insert the persistent-manner indicator Jf zhe in this sentence to enhance its
descriptive effect: e.g. es&ffiBS.i t l fS&fiWWaffi ' baba zai huayuan li kan zhe wo gei ta
mai de baozhi 'Father is in the garden reading the newspaper I bought for him'.
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zhu lil gongren zai lu shang wa dong (descriptive)
Road workers were digging a hole/holes in the road.

These sentences are obviously narrative and descriptive, but notice that in the
first the subject has to be of definite reference, while in the second it can be
either definite or indefinite depending on the context.

(f) 'fMfrfeiftSfi* ° ta hen kuai de pao zhe (descriptive)
He is/was running very quickly.

ta pao de hen kuai (expository)
- He runs very quickly.

The adverbial phrase fil'Kitfe hen kuai de in the first sentence describes the way
in which he is running. The verb-complement in the second sentence $<l
pao de hen kuai explains the fact that he runs very fast.

(g) fifcff^HTJtJR ° ta zuotian dao le beijlng (narrative)
He arrived in Beijing yesterday.

ta shi zuotian dao de beijlng (expository)
He arrived in Beijing yesterday.

The first sentence narrates the fact that he arrived, but the emphatic H sh i . . . fHj
de construction in the second makes the sentence an explanation focusing on the
time of his arrival and is therefore expository.

(h) fic^fb^SP^^W'M ° wo buneng he name duo de jiii (evaluative)
I cannot drink so much wine.

wo hebuliao name duo de jiii (expository)
I cannot drink so much wine.

The use of the modal verb ft neng in the first sentence means that the speaker is
making a subjective judgement, perhaps on the level of principle or diet. The
second sentence with its potential complement nf/FT hebuliao is more object-
ive and most likely indicates that he does not have the physical capacity to down
any more liquor.

(i) 4fcfeJfc;sft ° ta zai beijing zhu He lives in Beijing. (expository)
te'fiftJtM ° ta zhu zai beijing He is living in Beijing, (descriptive)

The first sentence using an unmarked verb simply states the fact that he lives
in Beijing and is therefore expository. The second with a ft zai phrase as a

, i
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complement clearly sets out to highlight a persistent state (i.e. he is living in
Beijing) and is therefore descriptive.

(j)
mama ba fangjian shoushi ganjing
Mother tidied up the room. (narrative)

mama ba fangjian shoushi de zhen ganjing
Mother tidied up the room really well. (evaluative)

The first sentence is a narrative report. The focus in the second is on M zhen
'really', which makes the statement evaluative, despite the presence of IE ba.

20.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The categorisation of sentences into sentence types attempts to provide a
function-based framework to analyse the peculiarities of Chinese syntax. As we
pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, it is difficult, not to say impossible,
to establish any such watertight framework, and our analysis of Chinese sent-
ence structure demonstrates that we have not lost sight of other approaches,
including structural, semantic, stylistic and elemental, which of course are equally
valid.

Imperatives, interrogatives and exclamations18 are used very much for their re-
spective functions and there is little need therefore to subject them to the kind of
minute differentiation discussed above. However, since they are all based on
corresponding statements, their characteristic features are derivable from their
declarative counterparts.

There remains one further exceedingly important sentence type to be discussed.
We have called this type /e-expository, since it involves the addition of the
particle 7 le at the end of the sentence and in function it provides a particular
style of exposition. It can, in fact, be added to any of the four sentence types
analysed above and its impact on them will be examined in detail in the next
chapter.

See Chapters 23 and 24.



21 7 /e-EXPOSITORY
SENTENCES

7 ^-expository sentences are formed by putting the particle 7 le at the end of
virtually any statement. Like expository sentences they offer an explanation, but
they add to this explanation the implication of some form of change or a reversal
of a previous situation. They suggest that what is stated represents a change
from what existed or what was happening before. In expressing him/herself in
this way, the speaker is giving updated information, and (s)he will often back it
with some degree of personal endorsement. Much of the time the change asserted
in 7 /e-expository sentences is simply factual, but it also regularly counters an
assumption or expectation in the mind of the person addressed. The context, in
which the statement is made, is extremely important, and, as we will see, the
implications of a particular sentence can vary significantly depending on the
situation in which it is used. Not surprisingly, the construction is very much a
feature of spoken language and the social interaction among Chinese people. It
is therefore important to understand how it works, but its subtleties have been
notoriously challenging for non-native speakers. We hope that the explanations
and examples given below may throw some light on it.

This use of 7 le is of course separate from its role as an aspect marker. How-
ever, etymologically, the particle derives from the classical verb 7 liao 'to end',
and a semantic link can clearly be seen between its two functions, one being the
completion of an action, and the other the termination of a previous situation.

Consider the following two sentences:

^ 4 7 ^ ^ 8 7 ° ta sheng le yl ge haizi
She had a baby.

M ^ T - ^ S T T - ta sheng le yi ge haizi le
She's had a baby.

The first is a flat statement and the meaning implied by 7 le is that the action of
4 sheng 'to give birth to' has been completed. In other words, the action of
giving birth to a child has already taken place. The sentence thus encodes a
narrative. The second, on the other hand, is much more animated with almost
certainly stress on the word 'baby', and the end-of-sentence 7 le conveys the
sense that a new situation of 'giving birth to a child' has happened for someone
who probably has not had a baby before. The speaker could of course have a
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range of different ideas in mind, depending on the circumstances, and the event
could be happy, worrying, unexpected, thought to have been impossible, and so
on, but the fundamental notion is that there has been a change. If the first
example resembles a past tense in English, the second example is more like a
present perfect. The aspect indicator T le in the former belongs to the realm of
narration while the end-of-sentence T le in the latter is a pointer to exposition.1

In the following sections we will focus, each at a time, on the various semantic
and syntactic properties of end-of-sentence 7 le, where necessary in comparison
with the aspect 7 le.

21.1 CHANGE OR REVERSAL OF A PREVIOUS
SITUATION

Let us look at two more examples of change of circumstances, as described
above. The first is a straightforward change:

i T " wo meimei hui shuo riwen le
My younger sister can speak Japanese [now].

This implies that my sister did not know how to speak Japanese before but now
she does, and this is something I think deserves some attention.

fifcH Efei^T ° ta kan dianying le
He has gone to the cinema [after all].

The suggestion here is that perhaps the person referred to as he used to be
against cinema-going, or did not like going to the cinema at all, or something
else. However, what used to be the case is not important. What is important for
the speaker who cares to impart this piece of information is that the person
referred to has now changed or reversed his former attitude: he is now doing
what he would not do before.

Everyday situations also invite this kind of emphasis:

bingren chifan le
This patient is eating. [(s)he has been unable to eat before]

^Bf T ° Han qing le
The weather has cleared up. [it has been raining up till now]

shljian bu zao le
Time's getting on. [lit. the time is not early any more]

' See Chapter 20.
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All these examples describe an emerging situation that has turned the prior
situation on its head.

Adjectives, being situation rather than action indicators, are regularly core ele-
ments in /e-expository sentences indicating reversals. They may be used
either independently as predicatives (as the first three examples below show) or
as complements to verbs (as in the last three):

T ° dongxi gui le
Things have become expensive/gone up.

ta youdian zui le
He's a bit drunk.

nide cha kuai Hang le
Your tea will soon be cold.

i^T ° haizi de wanjii shuai huai le
The children's toy has been/is broken.

wo chl bao le
I've eaten my fill./I am full.

zhei ge zi ni xie cuo le
You have written this character wrongly.

Some expressions, which clearly signal new situations, past or future, are natu-
rally linked with end-of-sentence T le: time adverbs like E#£ yijlng 'already',
•fc kuai 'is about to', 1? yao 'will soon'; modal verbs, which indicate future
possibilities, obligations or necessities; and all sentences with resultative com-
plements signifying that something has 'already' been or will soon be accom-
plished or brought about:

(a) time adverbs:

wode bing yijlng zhi hao le
My illness is already cured.

B JfittiJT ° jiezhi de riqi kuai dao le
The deadline is soon.

dianying mashang jiuyao kaiyan le
The film is just about to start.

(b) modal verbs:

wo gai zou le
I must be off.
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7 ° ta bu ken zai juankuan le
He's not willing to donate any more money.

IM HI 4 7 ° ni keyi huiqu le
You may go back.

(c) resultative complements:

hu li de shui zhu kai le
(The water in) the pot has boiled.

laibln kuai dao qi le
The guests are almost all here.

diandeng an hao le
The electric light has been installed.

It is clear from all the above examples that, though 7 le is unstressed, the
speaker who is using it is very much making a point. By tagging 7 le to the
statement (s)he wants to affirm the message and make the listener aware of its
importance or relevance to the immediate situation. This immediate situation,
while commonly located in the present, may also relate to events in the past or
posed for the future:

JfsEMJrt&TlI7 ° qunian jiiiyue di yijlng kaishi xia xue le
By the end of September last year it had already started snowing.

ni mingtian jiu dian /hong cai lai de hua | ta keneng yijlng likai zher le
If you don't come tomorrow till 9 o'clock, he will probably already
have left.

A hypothetical future can also be relevant:

wo ruguo zai you jihui shang daxue | wo yiding bu hui xiang yiqian
nayang landuo le
If I had the chance to go to university again, I certainly would not be as
lazy as I was before.

This underlying attitude, the enthusiasm and willingness to put the listener in the
picture, explains why native speakers make particular use of 7 le when they are
trying to explain a situation or to sum it up.
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21.2 SUBJECTIVE ENDORSEMENT BEHIND
THE OBJECTIVE EXPLANATION

A speaker's response to a situation that is markedly better or worse than
expected is regularly couched in a T Ze-expository form. (S)he is, in fact, voic-
ing feelings about the impact of the new situation on him (or her) and (s)he
expresses appreciation or displeasure, often vehemently. This explains why
sentence 7 le is a common adjunct to hyperbole. Consider the following:

(women) tai xingyun le
We are really lucky.

(zhe) zhen shi zai hao buguo le
You can't do better than this.

(zhei tiao qunzi) piaoliang ji le
This skirt is extremely pretty.

T ° zhei ge ren huai tou le
This man is thoroughly bad.

M7lll ;5|?E7 o wuzi li men si le
It's really stuffy in the room.

The structure holds good too for gentle imperatives or urgent requests where
some form of immediate reversal of the existing situation is being urged or
cautioned against:

U7 ' t,miMJ ° hao le \ hao le \ bie hunao le
OK, OK, stop the racket.

° zou le \ zou le \ shijian bu zao le
Let's go, let's go, time's getting on.

bu yao ku le
Stop crying.

dajia dou zuo hao le
Would everyone sit down.

qing bie tanhua le | huiyi kaishi le
Please stop talking. The meeting is starting.
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kuai jiao dianr shui | bie rang huar nian le
Hurry up and water them and don't let the flowers droop.

S l f S T • duo chuan dianr yifu | bie zhaoliang le
Put a bit more on and don't catch cold.

A similarly committed response can also be expected from the listener when a
speaker asks questions demanding immediate indication as to whether a reversal
of the existing situation can be expected or brought about:

? qingkuang jiujing zenmeyang le
What's the situation really like?

zheme wan le | ta daodi lai bu lai le
It's so late. Is he really coming or not?

Sometimes the speaker may even explicitly indicate that the new situation is
counter to his/her expectation:

wo yiwei ta hui jia qu le
I thought he had gone home.

^ T ° xiangbudao zai zher jian dao ni le
[I] didn't realise that I would bump into you here.

It is often the case that it is the impact of change or reversal as much as the
change itself that is in the mind of the speaker:

° women kan guo nei ge dianying le
We have seen that film, [we don't want to see it again]

W^T ° erzi tou le fuqln de qian le
The son stole his father's money, [that is unthinkable]

21.3 SUMMING UP AFTER A SERIES OF ACTIONS

A narrative account in Chinese usually consists of the description of a sequence
of actions or events, marked as appropriate by the aspect marker T le, which is
terminated by some form of summing up ending with sentence T le. This last
summing up naturally presents a picture of the new circumstances at the end of
the preceding sequence:
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ta xi le Man | shua le ya | tuo le yifu | shangchuang shuijiao qu le
He washed his face, brushed his teeth, undressed and went to bed.

baba chl le zaofan | fan le fan baozhi | pi shang yifu | jiu kaiche qu
shangban le
Father had breakfast, looked through the paper, put on his coat and drove
off to work.

There are cases where there is a need to stress new circumstances at every step
and these naturally invite end-of-sentence/clause 7 le:

tian hei le \ lu shang de xingren yue lai yue shao le \ shangdian ye yl jia
jie yl jia de guanmen le | ta juede e le | keshi qian hua wan le | zou zhe
zou zhe | ta ku qilai le
It went dark, people on the street grew fewer and fewer, (and) the shops
closed one after another. She felt hungry, but she had spent all her money.
She walked and walked, and began to cry.

This sense of summing up a situation or bringing a particular topic to a close
before going on to a new one by the use of end-of-sentence/clause 7 le may
also be found with nominal comments. Compare the following pairs of
sentences:

haizi jinnian wu sui
S 7 4 ¥ 3 L ^ 7 ° haizi jinnian wu sui le
The child is 5 years old.

4"^cSR3/\ ° jintian xingqi liu
v~^Sffi/ \7 ° jintian xingqi liu le
It's Saturday today.

The first example of each pair only expresses a fact: 'the child is 5 years old' or
'today is Saturday'. The addition of end-of-sentence 7 le conveys the sense of
eventually reaching the present situation or position: the child is (now) 5, and
today is (finally) Saturday.

21.4 A RHYTHMIC NECESSITY FOR MONOSYLLABIC
VERBS OR VERBALISED ADJECTIVES

Syntactic constructions in Chinese are not only governed by structural
and lexical validity, but are also shaped by rhythmic patterns. This applies to
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end-of-sentence 7 le (as well as aspect T le) which may sometimes be optional
with disyllabic verbs or adjectives, but is obligatory with monosyllabic verbs or
verbalised adjectives. Compare the following sets of sentences:

(a) ° keren zao yi likai le
keren zao yi likai

^ T keren zao yi zou le
*keren zao yi zou

The guests have long since left.

(b) ° shiqing yijing ban tuo le
shiqing yijing ban tuo

shiqing yijing ban le
*shiqing yijing ban

The matter has already been settled.

(c) ° tade bing jijiang quanyu le
tade bing jijiang quanyu

2#f 7 ° tade bing kuaiyao hao /e
f̂ ° *tade bing kuaiyao hao

He will soon recover from his illness.

It can be seen from the three sets of sentences that the last one in each case is
unacceptable, because a monosyllabic verb or verbalised adjective coming at the
end of a sentence can be regarded as valid only if it is accompanied by an extra
syllable for rhythm. T le here fulfils this function ideally, as it also serves as an
end-of-sentence marker.3

In many cases, these end-of-sentence 7 le serves as a rhythmic filler as well as
an indicator of the reversal of circumstances. Common examples are:

tian qing le
tian hei le
tian Hang le
yu ting le
ni pang le

It has cleared up.
It's gone dark.
It's light now.
It's stopped raining.
You've put on weight.

2 The difference between W& jijiang 'soon' and ttS kuaiyao 'soon' is one of register and style. It
does not affect structural validity of the sentence.

3 Resultative complements like £ tuo 'settled' often act as rhythmic fillers, as does the descriptive
indicator if zhe, e.g. *ftftWMTiS versus fifettWiiSTSSl? ta zai shuyin xia tang zhe 'He is lying
in the shade of the tree'.

4 This is under most circumstances a compliment rather than a critical comment.
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wode haizi dou da le My children are all grown up.
women ying le We won.
shui shu le Who lost?

21.5 TWO OR THREE FUNCTIONS IN ONE
As was said earlier in the chapter, end-of-sentence T le is isomorphic with
aspectual 7 le, with both of them deriving from 7 liao 'to end'. This being the
case, an end-of-sentence 7 le following a verb may often represent the com-
pletion of the action indicated by the verb as well as the emergence of a new
situation. This two-in-one role is apparent in most of the above examples at the
end of §22.4.

In some cases, even the meaning of the isomorphic 7 liao 'to end' may be implied
in an end-of-sentence 7 le, thus giving it a three-in-one function. For example:

! qlng ba shengxia de jiu he le
Please finish off the remaining wine.

lajl wo yijing dao le
I have already tipped out the rubbish.

ta ba buyao de ylfu quan reng le
She threw out all the clothes she did not want.

This three-in-one function is confirmed if we rewrite the above three sentences,
incorporating the resultative complement W diao 'to be finished' (which is itself
co-morphogenic with 7 liao 'to finish'). In each case the meaning remains the
same:

! qing ba shengxia de jiu he diao le
Please finish off the remaining wine.

lajl wo yijing dao diao le
I have already tipped out the rubbish.

ta ba buyao de ylfu quan reng diao le
She threw out all the clothes she did not want.

21.6 /e-EXPOSITORY SENTENCES AND THE FOUR
BASIC SENTENCE TYPES

We said at the beginning of this chapter that T le could be added to any
sentence to form a Ze-expository sentence. To sum up our discussion of
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/e-expository sentences, we will here illustrate in a sequence of paired examples
the impact end-of-sentence T le has on the other sentence types. We will start
off with expository sentences:

21.6.1 EXPOSITORY SENTENCES

wo gege shi gdngchengshl
My elder brother is an engineer.

wo gege shi gongchengshi le
My elder brother is now an engineer, [he wasn't before]

f̂ ° ta you haizi
She has got children.

ta you haizi le
She has a child/children now. [she didn't before]

° mama chl su
(lit. mother eat vegetarian food)
Mother is a vegetarian.

7 ° mama chl sil le
(lit. mother eat vegetarian food)
Mother has become a vegetarian, [she wasn't one before]

ttS/MH3p o ta [a xiaotiqin
She plays the violin.

fil^T ° ta la xiaotiqin le
She plays the violin now. [she did not use to]

zhei ge ren bu pa gui
(lit. this mw person not afraid-of ghosts)
This person is not afraid of ghosts.

zhei ge ren bu pa gui le
(lit. this mw person not afraid-of ghosts le)
This person is no longer afraid of ghosts, [he was before]

21.6.2 NARRATIVE SENTENCES

ta zai gangqin shang tan le Hang ge quzi
He played two pieces of music on the piano.

(expository)

(fe-expository)

(expository)

(/e-expository)

(expository)

(fe-expository)

(expository)

(/e-expository)

(expository)

(fe-expository)

(narrative)
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ta zai gangqin shang tan le Hang ge quzi le (/e-expository)
He has [already] played two pieces of music on the piano,
[that's enough; someone else can play, etc.]

° ta dang le fuqin (narrative)
He became a father.

# 3 T5ZMT ° ta dang ie fuqin le (fe-expository)
He is now a father, [he wasn't one before and now he has a child]

wo xue le san nian yingwen (narrative)
I studied English for three years.

wo xue le san nian yingwen le (Zc-expository)
I have studied English for three years,
[this is the point I have reached in the learning process]

ta he le shi bei pijiu (narrative)
He drank ten glasses of beer.

ta he le shi bei pijiu le (fe-expository)
He's drunk ten glasses of beer,
[he should not have any more; that is why he can't stand up, etc.]

wo zai zher deng le ban ge zhongtou (narrative)
I waited here for half an hour.

(fe-expository)
wo zai zher deng le ban ge zhongtou le
I have been waiting here for half an hour. [I won't wait any longer]

21.6.3 DESCRIPTIVE SENTENCES

:fcII ° waimian xia zhe da xue (descriptive)
(lit. outside fall zhe big snow) It is snowing heavily outside.

waimian xia zhe da xue le (fe-expository)
(lit. outside fall zhe big snow le)
It is now snowing heavily outside, [it wasn't a moment ago]

L
ta zai shengqi (descriptive)

She is sulking.
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ta zai shengqi le
She is now sulking, [that wasn't the case before]

ta zai /hunbei tade gongke
He is preparing/doing his homework.

(te-expository)

(descriptive)

ta zai /hunbei tade gongke le (fe-expository)
He is preparing/doing his homework, [this is something he ought to do]

(descriptive)

(te-expository)

r ° chezi zai waimian deng zhe
The car is waiting outside.

lf 7 - chezi zai waimian deng zhe le
The car is now waiting outside.
[it's just arrived and I think you ought to go)

21.6.4 EVALUATIVE SENTENCES

ni yinggai ganxie ta
You should thank him.

ni yinggai ganxie ta le
You should now thank him.
[it might not have been necessary to do so before]

I can go.
wo neng qu

wo neng qu le
I can go now. [I couldn't before]

(evaluative)

(Ze-expository)

(evaluative)

(fe-expository)

(evaluative)

wo jintian bixu hua wan zhei fu huar le (fe-expository)
Now I must finish this painting today. [I should have finished it already]

(evaluative)

(fe-expository)

wo jintian bixu hua wan zhei fu huar
I must finish this painting today.

° zhei duo huar hen xiang
This flower has a beautiful scent.

T ° zhei duo huar hen xiang le
This flower (now) has a beautiful scent.
[it didn't before; I did not expect it to be so fragrant]
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Though T le can be added to any sentence to make it ^-expository, there are
cases where the result would require exceptional circumstances. However, no
matter how infrequent or strange a situation might be on the face of it, a possible
reading can always be found. For example:

tamen zai tantian le
(lit. they zai chat le)

,i They are chatting now. [it was not the case a moment ago]

The implication can of course be retrieved only from the context: e.g. they were
working very hard and had not had the time to sit down for a chat before, or they
had quarrelled and now seem to be getting on better.

Stranger still might be an example like the following:

ta zai deng ren le
He is now waiting for somebody, [it was not the case a while ago]

Possible interpretations of this might be that he had been busy doing something
else and had forgotten he should be waiting for somebody or that it is usually the
case that somebody else is waiting for him and now the situation is reversed, and
so on.

Whatever the prior situation may be, it is only retrievable from the context. The
prime syntactic function of T le in all fe-expository sentences is to indicate a
reversal: a declaration that what is the case now is not what it was before.



22 CONJUNCTIONS AND
CONJUNCTIVES

Conjunctions in Chinese may be divided into two major types: those coupling
words or phrases, and those linking clauses. Conjunctives, on the other hand, are
a set of monosyllabic referential adverbs, which generally are found at the
beginning or towards the beginning of the second (or main) clause of a sentence.
They refer back to the preceding (or subordinate) clause, which may itself include
a conjunction or, in a limited number of cases, another conjunctive.

Clauses in a sentence can also be brought together without any form of con-
nective marker (conjunction or conjunctive). This happens when correlative or
parallel constructions are employed, or where two clauses are set in apposition,
where the meaning of the second clause is in some way consequential on that of
the first.

In the following sections, we will discuss conjunctions which join words and
phrases, conjunctions and conjunctives that link clauses, correlatives that intro-
duce parallel structures, and clauses set in apposition to each other.

22.1 CONJUNCTIONS THAT LINK WORDS
OR PHRASES

22.1.1 THE FOUR CONJUNCTIONS

There are four conjunctions that join nouns or nominal expressions. These
conjunctions, which all mean 'and', may often be used interchangeably, the
difference between them being one of style:

fn he [neutral]
S| gen [northern colloquial]
M tong [southern colloquia]
~i yu [formal]

For example:

baba he mama dou chuqu le
Mother and father have both gone out.

chengshi gen nongcun wo dou zhilguo
I have lived in towns and villages.
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ni tong wo dou shi nanfang ren
You and I are both Southerners.

baitian yu heiye ta dou zai gongzuo
He works day and night.

If there are more than two nominal items, the conjunction comes between the
last two, the rest being separated by dun-commas / - /, which are enumerative
commas. These dun-commas are unique to Chinese and are written in the reverse
direction of a standard comma / , /:

If If - fflffl - ttftfn^ll gege | jiejie | meimei he didi
Elder brother, elder sister, younger sister and younger brother.

^ wuli | huaxue | shuxue he zhexue
Physics, chemistry, maths and philosophy.

22.1.2 Mer'also'

This is often used to join two adjectives or adjectival expressions, which are
either both affirmative or an affirmative followed by a negative. In the former
case, the two adjectives must be of similar length, either both monosyllabic
or both disyllabic. In the latter case, the affirmative adjective is always mono-
syllabic and the negative disyllabic with F̂ bu 'not' as the first syllable, in a
rhythmic, antithetical sequence:

Sc ° zhei ge ren jlanding er yonggan
This man is steadfast and brave.

SC ° ta shi ge renzhen er yanjin de kexuejia
He is a serious and rigorous scientist.

3§ ° zhei pian wenzhang chang er kong
This essay is long and vacuous/devoid of content.

$ chang er bu kong
long but not vacuous

f& yan er bil sii
gaudy but not vulgar

zhei ge xigua da er bu tian
This watermelon is large but not sweet.
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22.1.3 # bing 'a lso '

This can link two predicate verbs which are transitive and share the same object:

hui shang taolun bing tongguole zhei xiang ti'an
The meeting discussed and passed this motion.

^ ° dajia dou tongyi bing yonghu wode tiyi
Everyone agreed with and supported my proposal.

The lexical conjunctions cited above are the standard connectives for the three
word categories of nouns, adjectives and verbs. However, as we shall see from
the clausal conjunctions below, they have disyllabic variants: e.g. IMS yiji 'also'
for ffl he, etc., MR erqie 'but also' for M er, and #J=L bingqie 'and also' for #
bing.

22.2 CLAUSAL CONJUNCTIONS AND CONJUNCTIVES

Clausal conjunctions in Chinese form a large closed set. They display the
following distinctive features:

(a) some have monosyllabic and disyllabic variants depending on rhythmic
requirements:

U& danshi 'but' > II dan 'but'
^ suiran 'though' > fi sui 'though'

ruguo ' i f > i\) ru ' i f

(b) some occur in pairs, others individually or in pairs, and others with
conjunctives:

S. budan 'not on ly ' . . . Mil erqie 'but also' (a pair)
$. biiguo 'but' (individual)

yinwei 'because'). . . BxVI suoyi 'therefore' (individual/a pair)
R^f zhiyou 'only' . . . ^ cai 'then' (with conjunctive)

(c) they may be positioned either before the subject/topic or before the
predicate/comment depending on the scope of meaning they govern in
the sentence:

ta budan hui shuo yingwen | erqie hui shuo zhongwen
He cannot only speak English, but he can speak Chinese too.
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budan daren hui shuo zhongwen | erqie lian xiaohai ye hui shuo
zhongwen
Not only can the adults speak Chinese, but even the children
can too.

Clausal conjunctives are monosyllabic referential adverbs. They are limited in
number, with the most common being: tX jiu 'then', /f cai 'only then', iP dou
'both or all', til ye 'also' (or its classical counterpart ^ yi 'also'), fiE hai 'as
well', £P que 'but', etc. They are used mainly in the second clause of a sentence:1

(a) to echo a conjunction in the first clause:

jlntian suiran chu taiyang | qiwen que hen di
Although the sun is out today, the temperature is (however)
very low.

ta ruguo he zul le | women jiu song ta huijia
If he is drunk, we will (then) take him home.

(b) to enhance the second of a pair of conjunctions:

yaoshi ni bu shufu | na(me)Jlu bie lai le
If you aren't well, in that case don't come (then).

ta budan ma ren | erqie hai da ren ne
He not only swears at people, but also (in addition) hits them.

22.3 CLAUSAL CONJUNCTIONS AND CONJUNCTIVES
IN SEMANTIC CATEGORIES

In each subset the meaning is more or less similar, but in style they can range
from the formal to the colloquial.

22.3.1 GIVING REASONS: BECAUSE, BECAUSE OF, THEREFORE

(a) H^; ylnwei 'because' . . . W\\iX suoyi 'therefore' paired conjunctions in
pre-subject/topic positions:

See Chapter 17 on adverbials for a full list of these monosyllabic referential adverbs.
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yinwei tianqi bu hao | su5yi bisai /.anting
Because the weather was bad, the match was (therefore') suspended.

(b) H^3 ylnwei/H yin 'because', on its own as a first-clause conjunction
with flexible positioning:2

yinwei youxie shiqing mei ban wan | wo zai guangzhou duo
tingliule si tian
Because there was some unfinished business, I stayed on for four
days in Guangzhou.

yin niandai jiuyuan | zhei jian shi yi wufa kaocha
Because it was in the remote past, there is no way to check this
matter.

wo gang dao guangzhou de shihou | yinwei bu dong guangzhou
hua | naole bushao xiaohua
When I first arrived in Guangzhou, because I did not understand
Cantonese, I made a lot of funny mistakes.

(c) S ^ youyu 'because', first-clause conjunction in a pre-subject/topic
position:

youyu tuibu shoushang | ta mei canjia bisai
Because he had a leg injury, he did not play in the match.

(d) HM yin'er or Hlft, ylnci 'therefore', second-clause conjunctions in a
pre-subject/topic position:

ftWfr ° tianqi bu hao | yin'er bisai zanting
The weather was bad, so the match was suspended.

ta tui bu shoule shang | yinci mei canjia bisai
He had a leg injury, so he did not play in the match.

What is meant by 'flexible positioning' is that it may be used either in a pre-subject/topic position
or in a pre-predicate/comment position, depending on the context.
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ta feichang heqi | yln'er dajia dou xihuan ta
She was extremely kind, therefore everyone liked her.

tamen lai de hen wan | yinci meiyou fan chi
They came very late, and so there was nothing to eat.

(e) Bfflit suoyi 'therefore', second-clause conjunction, with flexible
positioning:

zhei tiao lu wo chang zou | suoyi hen shu
I often go this way, and so (I) know it well.

wo zhldao ni kouzhong | suoyi dud fang le dianr yan
I know you are fond of salty food, and therefore I have added a bit
more salt.

22.3.2 MAKING INFERENCES: SINCE

IS$& jiran 'since' . . . (IP£, name) Wt jiu 'then', 'conjunction + (conjunction)
conjunctive' pair. (The first-clause conjunction is flexible in positioning, but the
second-clause conjunctive may only be used pre-verbally. SP£. name 'then' as
the second conjunction is often omitted or abbreviated to IP na):

ta jiran rencuo le | ni jiu yuanliang ta ba
Since he's admitted his mistake, you (then) forgive him.

jiran liang (ge) ren de kanfa bu ylyang | zhei xiang hezuo j]u zhihao
zuoba le
Since the two of them have different views, cooperation on this must (then)
be abandoned.

jiran ta bull ni | name ni jiu bie li ta ba
Since she is ignoring you, (in that case") don't you (then) take any notice
of her.

WT - jiran ta bu yuanyi | na jiu suan le
ince she is unwilling, fin that case) (then) forget about it.
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22.3.3 EXPRESSING SUPPOSITION: IF

(a) iB(H) ru(guo) / W(&) yao(shi) (colloquial)... (ffi 'A name) t% jiu 'then',
a 'conjunction + (conjunction) conjunctive' pair, with the second con-
junction optional. (The position of the first-clause conjunction is flexible
while the second-clause conjunctive is always pre-verbal):

fanyi ruguo bu gu benguoyu de tedian | jiu hui shi ren kan bu
dong
(lit. translation if not consider native language de characteristics |
then may cause people read not understand)
If translation ignores the characteristics of the original language,
(then) people may not understand.

ruguo ni renwei zheyang ban bijiao hao | name zanmen jiu
zheme ban ba
If you think doing it this way is better, in that case /then let's do it
this way.

wo jinwan mei kong | ni yaoshi xiang qii | na jiu qingbian ba
I am busy this evening, and if you want to go, then please yourself/
go ahead.

yao ba zhei pian wenzhang xie hao | jiu dei duo cankao yixie
youguan de ziliao
If you want to write this essay well, then (you) will have to do a bit
more consulting of relevant materials/data.

(b) iW(^) ru(gu6)/H(H) yao(shi) (colloquial), individual first-clause con-
junction, with flexible positioning:

rugud ni yishi shoutou bubian | wo keyi xian gei ni dianshang
If you are short of money for the moment, I can lend you some.

ni ru you kunnan | wo keyi bangzhu ni
If you have a problem, I can help you.
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ni yaoshi jian dao ta | qing ni ba zhei feng xin jiao gei ta
If you see him, please give him this letter.

7 > if-fftfililSc o yaoshi wo wang le | qing ni tixing wo
If I forget, please remind me.

The first-clause conjunction iU^. ruguo ' i f is generally replaceable by the
following:

jiaru 'supposing' (or its variants fl3^r jiaruo. <Sffi jiashi)
^ ^ T M ' S C ~ A E £ ° jiaru mingtian bu xia yii | wo ylding qu

If it doesn't rain tomorrow, I'll definitely go.

tangruo 'in case'

ta tangruo bu xin | jiii rang ta qinzi qu kankan
In case he does not believe (it), (then) let him see for himself.

ruoshi ' if
fJcJrJlMfr ' SJPfe^F^^JSftk ° wo ruoshi ni | wo jiii jue buhui daying ta
If I were you, (then) I certainly would not comply with his request.

Jl-~ wanyl 'in the event o f
77 — i±jfp|M > uSCI-'S^^? wanyi chu wenti | zanmen zenme ban
In the event of a problem arising, what are we to do?

A more rhetorical supposition which must be negative in meaning is encoded by
{W)^7k (yao)bushi or 3a# ruofei 'if (it were) not (the case) that', or M^
mofei 'unless':

(yao)bushi ni tixing wo | wo cha dianr ba zhei jian shi wang le
If you had not reminded me, I could well have forgotten it/could have
come close to forgetting.

ruofei yijian fenqi | hetong zao j]u qianding le
If there were not a difference of opinion, (then") the agreement would have
long since been signed.

Note that a conjunction like £ f i rubshi, which has S shi as a constituent element, does not need
to be followed by the verb ft shi 'to be' in a sentence like this.
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ta yuanxian daying lai de | keshi xianzai hai meilai | mofei ta bing le
(bilcheng)
She originally agreed to come, but she still hasn't arrived, and so could she
be ill.

22.3.4 STATING CONDITIONS: ONLY IF, ONLY WHEN

(a) R H zhiyao 'only if, provided', a first-clause conjunction, with flexible
positioning, which may or may not be linked with a conjunctive:

zhiyao ni null | ni yiding neng qude youliang de chengji
Only if you put in an effort will you be sure of achieving a good
result.

shu jiu dianr mei guanxi | zhiyao bu que ye jiu xing
It doesn't matter if the book is a bit old, provided no pages are
missing (then it will be all right).

zhiyao renzhen xue, shenme dou neng xuehui
(You) can master anything, provided you study seriously.

zhiyao ken dong naojin | zhongwen de yufa yidianr ye bu nan
Chinese grammar is not difficult at all, provided you put your mind
to it/use your brains.

(b) K ^ zhiyou 'only when, only if . . . ^ cai 'only then', a 'conjunction +
conjunctive' pair, the first-clause conjunction being flexible in position-
ing while the second-clause conjunctive may only be pre-verbal:

zhiyou leguan | nide bing cai neng huifu de kuai
Only by being optimistic could you (then) be able to have a speedy
recovery (from your illness).

4 Note that M$- mofei can colloquially have a shift of meaning to 'could (it) be (the case) that' or
'it must be (the case) that', and that, when used in this way, it is often paired with P̂fiK biicheng
'it will not do' at the end of the sentence.

5 The second clause here in fact consists of two clauses: the first clause being RW^tjiK, and the
second JSMT.
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zhiyou baochi lengjing | ni cai neng ying de zuihou de shengli
Only by keeping calm will you (then) be able to win the final
victory.

(c) $ME chufei 'unless' . . . ^F£S buran/SM'J fouze 'or, otherwise' . . . a
conjuction + conjunction pair, with pre-subject positioning:

chufei ni baochi lengjing | buran ni debudao zuihou de shengli
Unless you keep calm otherwise you won't be able to win the final
victory.

chufei tianqi bu hao | fouze women xiawu qu kan tamen
Unless the weather is bad, (otherwise) we will go to see them this
afternoon.

22.3.5 OFFERING CONCESSIONS: THOUGH, ALTHOUGH, YET

il#& sulran or i ! sul 'although', depending on required rhythm, as first-clause
conjunction, with flexible positioning, followed by a second-clause conjunction
like ffi(S) dan(shi) or ^J(M) ke(shi) 'yet' or a conjunctive such as 4P que 'yet',
fij dao 'nevertheless' or nj ke 'despite all':

ta sulran shenti bu hao | danshi hen shao qingjia
Although he wasn't well/strong, (yet) he rarely requested leave.

dajia sulran hen lei | keshi xlnqing dou hen yukuai
Although everyone was tired, (yet) their mood was cheerful.

wenzhang sul duan | que hen youli
Although the essay is short, (yet) it is very forceful.

shangdian sulran hen xiao | huowu dao hen qiquan
Although the shop is small, (nevertheless) it is well-stocked.

zhei haizi nianling suiran bu da | shuohua ke shifen laolian
Although this child isn't old, (y_et) (s)he speaks with a voice of
experience.
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suiran dongtian yijing dao le | keshi meiguihua rengran kai zhe
Although winter has already arrived, (yet) the roses are still blooming.

The concession, as we can see from the above examples, is usually featured in
the first clause and is often negative in nature. If the concession is more positive,
i.e. making allowances instead of offering concessions, the conjunctive in the
second clause will be $£(fk) hai(shi) or fl5(#0 reng(ran) 'still' or ft ye 'never-
theless' to provide a (negative) contrast:

tade bing suiran hao le | shenti Mi(shJ) hen xuruo
Although he is better, he is still very weak.

suiran daoli yijing jiang qlngchu le | keshi ta rengran bil ting
Although the reasons have been made clear, he still won't listen.

For more forceful expressions of concession S ^ suiran can be replaced by the
following adverbial-like conjunctions:

chengran 'it is true that':

jianyi chengran hen hao | dan shiji hai bu chengshu
It's true that it's a good suggestion/idea, but the time is still not ripe.

guran 'admittedly':

nide banfa guran you henduo youdian | keshi quedian rengran biishao
Your method admittedly has many good points, but it still has quite a few
defects/weaknesses.

jiusuan 'even if:

jiusuan ta biaomian shang yijing tongyi | ta xin li rengran bufu
Even if he (already) outwardly agrees, he is still not convinced in his heart.

jiushi ni yi dedao daoshi de zhichi | ni hai dei tingqu xiaowai kaoguan
de yijian
Even if you've already got the support of your tutor, you still need to hear
the views of the external examiner.
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jishi'even if:

jishi ni zuo de hen hao | y_e biineng jiao'ao ziman
Even if you've done very well, you (still) can't be arrogant and smug.

napa 'even if:

napa tian zai leng | ta haishi zhi chuan zhe yi jian chenshan
Even if it is even colder, he'll still be wearing only a shirt.

22.3.6 DEFYING SETBACKS: NO MATTER

(a) ?cifc wulun (formal), ^Fif buguan (colloquial), or ^ ping 'no matter
what', first-clause conjunction, with choice depending on style or rhythm,
and 1$ dou, or til ye 'still', or ? 5 ^ haishi 'still', etc., as second-clause
conjunctive:

buguan tianqi zenme leng | ta haishi jianchi xi lengshuizao
No matter how cold the weather is, he still insists on having a cold
bath.

wuliin yiifa (de) wenti duome fuza | women dou neng jieshi
No matter how complicated the grammatical problems are, we can
always explain them.

wuliin qingkuang ruhe | qing nin da dianhua gaozhi
No matter how things are, please telephone to say.

ping ni zou de zenme kuai | wo ye/dou gan de shang
No matter how fast you go, I can still catch up.

(b) SiJE fanzheng 'under whatever circumstances, anyway' may be used
individually as either a first or second clause adverbial-like conjunction:

i
bie zhaoji | fanzheng biishi shenme liaobuqi de shir
Don't worry, it is not anything exceptional/special anyway.
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fanzheng jintian meiyou shenme yaojin de shir | zanmen chu qu
liuda liuda
Anyway, there is nothing important on today, and we'll go out for a
stroll.

22.3.7 CLARIFYING TIME: WHEN, AS SOON AS, AFTER,
BEFORE, ETC.

(a) . . . fti shi or . . . f$Ni£ de shihou 'when . . . ' is in fact a noun (phrase)
employed as a pseudo-conjunction to introduce a time phrase or clause.
^ dang is sometimes placed at the beginning of such a time clause.6

This usage, however, is dying out.

(dang) taiyang chuiai de shihou | wo jiu ba ylfu Hang chuqu
When the sun came out, I put the clothes out to dry.

2f fa •
(dang) ta jinlai shi | wo zhengzai xie xin
When he came in, I was just writing a letter.

xing the de shihou | qing dajia buyao ba shdu shenchu
chuangwai
When the train is moving, please would everyone not put your
hands out of the window.

(b) . . . /§ hou or \cXfg yihou or 3Lfs zhihou 'after . . . ' and . . . lu qian or \>X
BU yiqian or ~ZM zhiqian 'before . . . ' are likewise used to introduce
time phrases or clauses. These time phrases or clauses are echoed by the
conjunctive ft jiu 'then' in the second clause in declarative sentences:

bingren chl yao hou | shao jiu tui le
After the patient took the medicine, the fever (then) subsided.

ta hui lundun yihou | jiu zai ye meiyou laiguo xin
After he went back to London, he (then) never wrote again/he
didn't send any more letters.

6 S dang can only be attached to a time clause, but not a time phrase: e.g. *Hft@StBt dang ni hui
lai shi 'When you come back . . .', but not *^@S5fKt dang hui lai shi 'When coming back . . .'.

7 Note that a conjunctive is not needed in the second clause of an imperative or interrogative
sentence.
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xia che qian | qiing chengke jiancha ziji de xingli
Before getting off the bus/train, would passengers please check their
(own) luggage.

kaihui zhiqian | rang women wei shounanzhe mo'ai yl fenzhong
Before the meeting starts, let us have a moment's silence for the
victims.

(c) — y l . . . ft jiu . . . 'as soon as . . . ' may be regarded as a pair of conjunct-
ives placed respectively before the verb in the first and second clause:

wo yj shuo ta jiu mingbai le
As soon as I said it, he (then) understood.

qiutian yj dao | shu shang de yezi dou diao xialai le
As soon as autumn arrived, the leaves on the trees (all) began to fall.

(d) T H yushi 'thereupon, and so', Ifcfs ranhdu 'after that, then', JHf
jiezhe 'following that', conjunctions positioned at the beginning of the
second of a pair of clauses or sentences:

women dengle ylhuir | ta hai mei lai | yushi women jiu Hkai le
We waited a while, (but) he still didn't come, and so we (then) left.

ta zai yinhang zidong tikuanji nar qule kuan | ranhdu (jiu) dao
jiubajian qu he jiu le
He withdrew some money from the automatic machine at the bank,
and after that (then) went to drink in a bar.

ta xian cha dianr yanzhi | tu shang kouchungao | jiezhe(bian)
dai shang xianglian he jiezhi
She first applied a bit of rouge and lipstick, and following that
(then) put on a necklace and ring.

(e) The verb ^ deng 'to wait for' often serves as a pseudo-conjunction in
the first clause meaning 'wait until'. It is often echoed by the conjunct-
ive, # zai 'then' or if cai 'only then', in the second clause:
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^ E o deng yu ting le zai zou ba
Wait until the rain stops and then go.

zanmen deng xia le ban zai xiangxi tan ba
Let's wait until after office hours and then talk in detail.

tamen deng chuntian daole cai ba zhongzi sa zai di li
They waited until spring arrived before [lit. only then] they
scattered the seeds on the soil.

22.3.8 INDICATING PREFERENCE: WOULD RATHER

T nJ ningke o r f l ningyuan 'would rather' pre-verb, first-clause conjunction
with til^F ye bu as a pre-verb conjunctive in the second clause:

wo ningke chlsu | y i bil chl woniu
I would rather be a vegetarian than eat snails.

If the negative is in the first clause, then the second may be either negative with
ye bu or positive with til ye on its own:

wo ningyuan bu shuijiao | y_e yao ba zhei ge baogao xie wan
I would rather not sleep, than [lit. and want to] not finish writing this
report.

jintian wo ningke bu he jiu | y_e buneng jiuhou jia che
I would rather not drink, than [lit. and be unable to] drive after drinking.

Preference may be expressed rather more objectively with the linked conjunc-
tions ^ S yuqi 'instead of . . . and ffl^FiP daoburu 'it's better' . . . :

yuqi chuqu kan dianying | daoburu zai jia kan dianshi
Instead of going out to see a film, it would be better to stay home and
watch television.

Finally, choice may also be conveyed by pairing the negative ?F bil 'not' with
the conjunction, TO er 'but':

ta bu kai qiche er qi zixingche shangban
He doesnlt drive but cycles to work.
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^ M f l ! JJXfl£fl" ta bu yong kuaizi er yong dao cha chlfan
She doesnlt use chopsticks but a knife and fork to eat.

22.3.9 ELUCIDATING ONE'S PURPOSE: IN ORDER TO, SO AS TO,
SO AS NOT TO

weile 'in order to' pre-verb first-clause conjunction, with a relatively ser-
ious or forceful tone:

weile duanlian shenti | ta maile yi fu yaling
In order to get fit, he bought a pair/set of dumbbells.

weile baohu shengtai huanjing | ta jueding bu kai qiche | er qi
zixingche shangban
In order to protect the (ecological) environment, he decided not to drive but
to cycle to work.

Unstressed purpose is expressed by one verb following another:8

mama dao shichang qu mai cai
Mother goes to the market to buy vegetables.

One does not normally say:

+weile mai cai | mama dao shichang qii le

An alternative is mffi yibian 'so as to', pre-verb conjunction in the second
clause:

ta lai kan wo | yibian liaojie wo dui zhei ge wenti de kanfa
He came to see me so as to understand my view of this question.

Negative purpose is expressed by IM& yimian or %M miande 'so as to avoid',
also a pre-verb conjunction in the second clause:

MJ£j£Sl - women tiqian chufa | yimian chidao
We set out beforehand/early, to avoid arriving late.

ta ba shouylnjl de ylnliang kai de hen xiao | miande ganrao gebi de linju
He turned down the radio, to avoid disturbing the neighbours next door.

See Chapter 14 on verb chains.
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22.3.10 ENCODING MISCELLANEOUS RELATIONAL CONCEPTS:
APART FROM, LET ALONE, OTHERWISE

I&T chule 'apart from' . . . lil^h yiwai or i ^ b zhiwai 'to exclude', paired con-
junctions in the first clause, surrounding a nominal, an adjectival or verbal
expression or even a clause:

chule lajiao zhiwai | shenme shucai wo dou xihuan chi
Apart from chilli/hot pepper, I like any kind of vegetable.

zhei ci liixing | chule tianqi bu hao zhiwai | qita yiqie dou hen hao
On this trip, apart from the weather being bad, everything else was fine.

22.4 CORRELATIONS AND PARALLELS

In correlative or parallel constructions, the first clause and the second clause of
a sentence share a lexical item, usually, but not necessarily, placed in the same
position in each of the clauses. Sentences of this kind express coordination,
continuation, progression, option, contrast, part-whole relationship, and so on.

shui nong huai | shui peichang
(lit. who/anyone breaks, who/anyone pays) Breakages must be paid for.

shui fangui jiu fa shui
(lit. who/anyone break rules, then punish who/anyone)
Anyone breaking the rules will be punished.

nali you huozai | jiuhuoche jiu kai dao nali qu
(lit. wherever there is a fire, fire engine then drive to wherever)
Wherever there's a fire, the fire-engine will go.

WM± ° cong nali nalai jiu fanghui nali qu
(lit. from wherever take then put back to wherever)
Put (things) back where they came from.

shuomfngshu shang zenme shuo ) wo jiu zenme zhuang
(lit. manual-on how say, I then how assemble)
I assemble it how the manual says.

tamen yibian hejiii | yibian liaotian
(lit. they one-side drink wine one-side chat) They chatted as they drank.
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qiqiu yue sheng yue gao
(lit. balloon the more rose the more high)
The balloon rose higher and higher.

3tHMMi&i& °9 tianqi yuelai yue re
(lit. weather the more become the more hot)
The weather grew hotter and hotter.

zhei zhong pingguo you yin you suan
(lit. this kind apple also hard also sour)
This kind/variety of apple is both hard and sour.

huozhe zheyang | huozhe neiyang | zongdei you ge jielun
(lit. either this mw:way, or that mw:way, must have (a) mw conclusion)
Whether this way or that, there must be a conclusion.

yaome qu | yaotne bu qu | ni dei nading zhuyi
(lit. either go, or not go, you must make up your mind)
You must make up your mind whether you are going or not.

ta bushi changge | jiiishi tiaowu | ylke ye bu ting
(lit. she is not sing, then is dance, one moment even not stop)
She was either singing or dancing without a moment's stop.

youde xuesheng xue de hao | youde xuesheng xue de bu hao | Chengdu
cencl bu qi
(lit. some students study de well, some students study de not well, standard
uneven)
Some students studied well and others didn't, and the standard was uneven.

22.5 ZERO CONNECTIVES

Clauses in Chinese also come together without any explicit connective marker
(conjunction or conjunctive) to link them. This happens when the two clauses
are set in apposition to each other and the meaning of the second clause is in
some way sequential on the meaning of the first. These meanings cover the
whole range of those listed in §22.3 for conjunctions and conjunctives:

In @ yue . . . j® yue 'the more . . . the more' parallel construction, if a meaningful verb is Jacking
after the first tt yue, the gap is filled by the dummy verb St lai 'become'.
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shi ji nian mei jian le | ta haishi name nianqing (concession)
(lit. ten and more years not see le, she still like that young)
Though (I) have not seen (her) for ten or more years, she is still the same
as she was.

shijian bu zao le | zanmen zou ba (cause)
(lit. time not early le, we go ba) As time is getting on, let's go.

ni shao deng ylhuir | wo mashang jiu lai (condition)
(lit. you a little wait a moment, I immediately then come)
If you will wait a moment, I will be with you shortly.

ta gang xiang chuqu | huran xia qi da xue lai le (time)
(lit. he just think out-go, suddenly fall begin heavy snow come le)
When he was just thinking of going out it suddenly began to snow heavily.

Many formalised or proverbial sayings adopt zero-connective constructions:

yii zhl houshi rune | qie ting xiahui fenjie (supposition)
(lit. want know afterwards matters like what, then listen next chapter
recounting)
If you want to know what happens next, listen to the next chapter.
[a storyteller's expression]

qianren zhong shu | houren cheng liang (cause)
(lit. previous people plant trees, latter people take advantage of cool)
Because earlier people planted trees, those who came later could enjoy the
cool.

° bu da bu xiangshi (cause)
(lit. not fight not mutually know) No discord, no concord.

ren buke mao xiang | haishui buke dou Hang (comparison)
(lit. people not able judge from appearance, sea water not able measure
with a cup in bushels)
People can't be judged from appearances as the sea can't be measured in
bushels.
(Still waters run deep/great minds can't be fathomed.)

ft > WStfci!] ° shuo dao caocao | caocao jiu dao (coincidence)
(lit. talk about Cao Cao, Cao Cao then comes) Talk of the devil.



23 INTERROGATIVE
SENTENCES

There are various ways of asking questions in Chinese, but a common feature of
all of them is that there is no inversion of word order, which remains the same as
in corresponding statements. To formulate a question, you can add an interrogat-
ive particle at the end of a statement, introduce a question word at the point in
the sentence where the answer would come, or pose alternatives, in particular in
the form of an affirmative-negative verb.

In the following sections we shall discuss in detail the various types of
questions.

23.1 YES-NO QUESTIONS

Yes-no questions are based on some form of assumption on the part of the
questioner, who is generally expecting a yes-no answer. They are formulated by
adding the question particle "% ma at the end of a statement. For example:

statement:
zhei Hang shi kaiwang shanghai de huoche
(lit. this mw is bound for Shanghai de train)
This is the train to Shanghai.

question:
zhei liang shi kaiwang shanghai de huoche ma
Is this the train to Shanghai?

statement: iftKTW'Jfei'c^jS - ta mai le liang zhang huochepiao
She bought two railway tickets.

L
question: itKTM'jK^^jRfSr? ta mai le liang zhang huochepiao ma

Did she buy two railway tickets?

If the focus of a yes-no question is on the predicate, the answer is usually
expressed by repeating the verb or adjective in the affirmative or negative.
Where a modal verb is present, the response repeats the modal verb rather than
the main verb. Here are some examples:
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question answer
Ik shi

Yes.

^ you
ni you zhengming ma
Have you got any proof/identity? Yes, I have.

ni shi yingguo ren ma
Are you English?

ni chi le zaofan le ma
Have you had your breakfast?

ni qu guo zhongguo ma
Have you ever been to China?

Ifcll1®)? ni lei ma
Are you tired?

chi le

Yes, I have.

£M qu guo

Yes, I have.

or J l bu shi

No.

or ¥kM meiydu

No, I haven't.

or

or

hai mei(you)
Not yet.

mei(ydu) qu guo
No, I haven't.

lei (ya) or ^ 1 bu lei
Yes, I am. Not, I am not.

or
ta song ni de lingdai piaoliang ma hen piaoliang
Is the tie she gave you attractive? Yes, it is.

wo keyi jinlai ma
May I come in?

bu piaoliang
No, it isn't.

W keyi or ?F"nJiM bu keyi

Yes. (lit. may) No. (lit. not may)

If the focus of such a question is shifted to anything other than the predicate, e.g.
the subject, object, adverbial or complement in the sentence, the reply is likely
to be lk(M) shi (de) 'Yes, it is' or ^f(Ji) bu (shi) 'No, it isn't'.

ni jiejie ye lai ma
Is your sister coming too?

ta mingtian shang beijing qu ma
Is he going to Beijing tomorrow?

ni tongyi wode yijian ma
Do you agree with my opinon?

shi de
Yes, she is.

shi de
Yes, he is.

shi de
Yes

or

or

or

bu shi
No, she isn't.

bu shi
No, he isn't.

bu shi
No

' Normally a degree adverb is built into the affirmative answer to take away implication of contrast.
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question answer
i&JL^j-^fll&n^? ftfH) ° or ^PAI °
zher dongtian hen leng ma shi de bu shi
Is it very cold here in winter? Yes No

jem) ° or A^m °
ni tiantian dou duanlian shenti ma shi de bu shi
Do you do physical exercises every day? Yes No

;Hfr*J ° or ^Jft °
ni qu jian nide daoshi ma shi de bu shi
Are you going to see your supervisor? Yes No

is.m ° or A^m °
ta he zui le ma shi de bu shi
Is he drunk? Yes No

23.2 SURMISE QUESTIONS

If the question has the particle DE2 ba rather than t®, ma, it embodies a presumption
rather than an assumption, and it conveys a surmise with the speaker presuming
that what is stated in the question must or must not be the case.

^ft^lScgnE? ni shi li jiaoshou ba
You must be Professor Li?

? ni bushi li jiaoshou ba
You aren't Professor Li, are you?

Here are some more examples:

? ta dagai bu lai le ba
He probably isn't coming, is he?

ni shi chlsii de ba
You are a vegetarian, aren't you?

zhe shi ni xin mai de ba
You have just bought this, haven't you?

? z nei ge xiaoxi kao de zhu ba
This news is reliable, isn't it?

For the use of nE ba in imperatives, see Chapter 24.
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A negative question with fSj ma in fact also expresses a degree of positive
surmise:3

^ftgBBi? ni bushi II jiaoshou ma
Aren't you Professor Li?

ni xia xlngql bu lai ma
Aren't you coming next week?

23.3 SUGGESTIONS IN THE FORM OF QUESTIONS
Suggestions are often couched in the form of questions. The usual formulation
is for a statement of intent to be followed by a question such as #? i®/ hao ma,

r4 xing bu xing and ;§&,# zenmeyang.

? zanmen ylqi qu kan dianying | hao ma
(lit. we together go see film, all right ma) Let's go and see a film together.

—TScW'lt > fr^fi1 ? ni bang ylxia wode mang | xing bu xing
(lit. you help one mw:time my busy, will do or not)
Can you give me some help?

zanmen jinwan qu he bei pijiu | zenmeyang
(lit. we this evening go drink (one) mw:glass beer, how about that)
Let's go and have a beer tonight./How about going to have a beer tonight?

23.4 ALTERNATIVE QUESTIONS
Alternative questions pose two alternative possibilities expressed in the same
format with the pivotal interrogative i S ^ haishi ' . . . or . . . ' between them:

question answer

ni yao hongcha haishi yao lucha wo yao hongcha
Do you want black tea or green tea? I want black tea.

^? ni xiang he hongcha haishi xiang he lucha
Would you like (to drink) black tea or green tea?

zanmen zuo qiche qu haishi zuo huoche qii
Shall we go by car or by train?

3 See §23.8 on rhetorical questions.
4 On affirmative-negative expressions like iff̂ >$? hao bu hao 'OK?', 'ff-f-'fi xing bu xing 'Will

that do?', and so on, see §23.5 below. _
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? ta jintian zou haishi mingtian zou
Is he going/leaving today or tomorrow?

jinnian shengdanjie shi xingql si haishi xingqi wu
Is Christmas this year on Thursday or Friday?

t? ta gei qian haishi women gei qian
Is he paying or are we?

Answers to affirmative-negative questions are usually given in full with the verb
as the first example shows.

23.5 AFFIRMATIVE-NEGATIVE QUESTIONS

General enquiries are also expressed by affirmative-negative questions, which
suggest a yes or no alternative to the listener by using the affirmative and
negative form of the verbal phrase in an alternating sequence:

question answer
^i?F41WiJ? i « qil or ^ i ° bu qu
ni qu bu qu kan qiusai
(lit. you go not go see game) Yes, I am. No, I am not.
Are you going to the game?

? ni chl bu chl yangrou
(lit. you eat not eat lamb) Do you eat lamb?

women da qiii | ni lai bu lai
(lit. we hit ball, you come not come)
We are going for a game, are you coming?

&/iNn]JI#;?HH^RiM? zhei ge wenti ni qlngchu bu qingchu
(lit. this mw question you clear not clear)
Are you clear about this question?

wo you ge banfa ] niimen dajia kan xing bu xing
(lit. I have mw way, you everybody see work not work)
I have a plan. Do you all think it will work?

If the verb used in an alternative question is JSk shi, it does not need to be repeated in the
alternative part. For example, one does not say: *T~¥SiJi11fSMI503:SfiMffli£? *jlnnian
shengdanjie shi xingql si haishi shi xingqi wu.
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? ni leng bu leng
(lit. you cold not cold) Are you cold?

? zhei shuang qiuxie shi bu shi nide
(lit. this pair ball-shoes is not is yours)
Is this pair of trainers/sneakers yours?

? ni shenshang you meiyou hngqian
(lit. your body-on have not have change)
Do you have any change on you?

If there is a modal verb before the main verb, it is the modal verb that takes the
affirmative and negative form:

$cfSr? ni xiang bu xiang qu kan qiusai
(lit. you like not like go see game) Would you like to go to the game?

? ni hui bu hui huablng
(lit. you can not can skate ice) Can you skate?

If the verb or modal verb used in the question is disyllabic, the second syllable
of the affirmative verb may be omitted:

? ni da bu dasuan zai zher dai xiaqu

Do you intend to stay here?

instead of:

? ni dasuan bii dashuan zai zher dai xiaqu

? ni xi bu xihuan kan dianshijii

Do you like (watching) television plays?

instead of:

#HHo&^>#3iC#%M6!l? ni xihuan bu xihuan kan dianshijii
Answers to affirmative-negative questions are simply repetitions of the verb in
the positive or negative, similar to those given to yes-no questions (see §23.1
above).

23.6 QUESTION-WORD QUESTIONS
The common question words in Chinese are:
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who/
whom

it
shei/
shui

what

fri.
shenme

which

if
+ mi
nei

how/by
what

means

"Si,
zenme

zenyang

zenme-

yang

when

shenme

shihou

/I Iff
jishi

where

8UJL

nar/
• a
nali

shenme
difang

why

wei
shenme

gan ma

how
(+ adj.)

duo

how
many

»'»
+ mw
duoshau
/I
+ mw

r>

how long
(of time)

^ H ' f l B ]

duoshao
shijian
^-KWI'BI

duochang
shijian
£X
duojiu

The question word is normally placed in the sentence at the point where the
required information would be provided in the corresponding statement, and
there is no change of word order. Take a statement like the following:

xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang maile Hang jian chenshan
Little Zhang yesterday bought two shirts in the market.

A number of questions can be constructed on the basis of this sentence.

shui zuotian zai shangchang maile Hang jian chenshan
Who bought two shirts yesterday in the market?

xiaozhang shenme shihou zai shangchang maile Hang jian chenshan
When did Little Zhang buy two shirts in the market?

xiaozhang zuotian zai nar maile Hang jian chenshan
Where did Little Zhang buy two shirts yesterday?

fhA? xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang zuo shenme
What did Little Zhang do yesterday in the market?

I xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang maile ji jian chenshan
How many shirts did Little Zhang buy yesterday in the market?

xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang maile Hang jian shenme
What two things did Little Zhang buy yesterday in the market?
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It is clear from these examples that, while the English word order of the transla-
tion is adjusted in each case, the Chinese sentence retains the same format with
the question word inserted at the appropriate point.

The only exceptions to this are ^jft"£, wei shenme and ^pfi gan ma 'why',
which are placed anywhere in front of the verb, depending on emphasis.

wei shenme xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang maile Hang jian
chenshan
Why did Little Zhang buy two shirts yesterday in the market?

xiaozhang wei shenme zuotian zai shangchang maile liang jian
chenshan
Why did Little Zhang buy two shirts yesterday in the market?

xiaozhang zuotian wei shenme zai shangchang maile liang jian
chenshan
Why did Little Zhang buy two shirts yesterday in the market?

xiaozhang zuotian zai shangchang wei shenme maile liang jian
chenshan
Why did Little Zhang buy two shirts yesterday in the market?

Some general examples of question-word questions:

iftfijt? ni shi shui
Who are you?

nide daoshl shi shui
Who is your supervisor/tutor?

? shui shi nide daoshl
Who is your supervisor/tutor?

? ni dasuan gen shui ylqi qu
Who do you intend to go with?

ni xing shenme
What is your (sur)name?

ft? ni qu na/nei guo luxing
Which country are you going to on your travels?
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? na/nei ge shi nide
Which one is yours?

ni zhunbei zenme qu
How do you plan to go?

¥fr? nar de qihou zenmeyang
What is the weather like there?

•i f^iU±±SI? ni jishi shangban
When do you go to work?

jinnian shenme shihou kaixue
When does school start this year?

l^L? xia xingqi ji juxing biye dianli
What day next week is the graduation ceremony being held?

^ ^ ? zhei ge tushuguan you duoshao shu
How many books does this library have?

L? niqunar
Where are you going?

lfcJlftASL£L(M)A? ni shi shenme difang (de) ren
Where are you from?

iwM^k? ni wei shenme bu qil canjia wiihui
Why didn't you go to the party?

M? aifei'er tieta you duo gao
How high is the Eiffel Tower?

? ni zhunbei zai nar dai duojiii
How long do you plan to stay there?

If the particle BM ne is added to the end of these question-word questions, the
enquiry tends to become more of a query as though the questioner may need to
be convinced.

ni zhunbei zenme qu ne
How are you planning to go then?

^ftf ffpjg? ni zhunbei zai nar dai duoshao shijian ne
So how long are you planning to stay there?
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? ni dasuan gen shui ylqi qu ne
Who do you intend to go with then?

&? nar de qihou zenmeyang ne
So what is the weather like there?

23.7 FOLLOW-UP QUERIES WITH % ne

Questions like 'and how about. . . ' , 'and what about. . . ' , etc., which are asked
in a given situation or context, are expressed by simply placing the particle %
ne after the object, person, etc., that is of concern. For example:

ta he kafei) ifc%? ni ne
(She's having coffee.) What about you?

mingtian bu xing) fB^Ji? houtiau ne
(Tomorrow's no good.) How about day after tomorrow?

° dajia dou lai le) ^5fe^«? li xiansheng ne
(Everyone has come.) What about Mr Li?

° wo tongyi) ^FMBBS%? nide pengyou ne
(I agree.) What about your friend?

(Jf n»E » kai men ba) « & % ? yaoshi ne
(Open the door!) Where's the key?

zhen qiguai) t(t?l^t»l? wode dayl ne
(This is really strange!) Where is my overcoat?

23.8 RHETORICAL QUESTIONS

Rhetorical questions with their challenge to the hearer to disagree are often
marked in Chinese by the presence of the sentence adverb S i S nandao 'is it
possible to say',6 which is used in conjunction with the end-of-sentence inter-
rogative particle, n% ma.

ftf? zhei jian shir nandao ni bu zhldao ma
Do you mean you don't know about this?

Being an adverb, jttfll nandao may be placed anywhere before the verb. For example:

zhei jian shir nandao ni bu zhidao ma
nandao zhei jian shir ni bu zhidao ma
zhei jian shir ni nandao bu zhidao ma
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neime zhongyao de shir nandao ni wangle ma
Do you mean to say you have forgotten about something so important?

mama nandao hai bu dongde haizi de piqi ma
Does mother still not understand a child's temper?

nandao shijie shang you zheyang de shir ma
Can there really be something like this in the world?

nandao tianshang zhen de y6u shangdi ma
Is there really a god in heaven?

In fact, all questions couched in the negative have a rhetorical effect:

? ni bu pa ta shengqi ma
Aren't you afraid she'll get angry?

ta buhui bu shou xinyong ba
She is bound to keep her promise, isn't she?

? zheyang shuo qifei zi xiang maodun
Isn't it self-contradictory to say this?

23.9 EXCLAMATORY QUESTIONS

Exclamatory questions, expressing surprise, doubt, insistence, etc., generally
have a particle like W a, HJJ ya, © la, etc.7 at the end of the sentence and they
often include an adverb like 3?:a jiujing, SUBE daodi 'after all'.

-W zhe shi zenme hui shi a
What's going on?

? ni jiujing chl bu chi ya
Are you going to eat (it) (after all) or not?

F? ni gan ma bu zao shuo ya
Why on earth didn't you say earlier?

The particles in these questions like those in exclamations have phonetic and graphemic variants
depending on the preceding vowel or consonant (see Chapter 24).
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? ta shi bushi huiqu la
Is it true that he's gone back home?

daodi shi nei yi tian na
What day is it then?



24 IMPERATIVES AND
EXCLAMATIONS

Similar to questions, imperatives and exclamations in Chinese are also very
much based on notional corresponding statements for their word order. For an
imperative, the obvious major difference is the regular addition of a 'request'
or 'hope' expression at the beginning and a different set of particles at the end.
For example:

(a) A 'request' word at the beginning:

if ^ ! qing zuo
Please sit.

(b) A particle at the end:

! zuoxia ba
Sit down.

(c) A 'request' word at the beginning as well as a particle at the end:

! qing zuoxia ba
Please sit down.

An exclamation is likely to have an interjection at the beginning and a particle at
the end of the sentence:

a I zhenhao wa
Hey, it's really good.

Both imperatives and exclamations belong to the realm of topic-comment
constructions: the former, where it is present, making explicit the speaker's
authoritative attitude to the situation in hand, and the latter, the speaker's emo-
tional response. The employment of end-of-sentence particles, as on all other
occasions reveals the committed and emotional nature of what is being said.

In the following sections, we will discuss the various types of imperatives and
exclamations.
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24.1 VERBS IN IMPERATIVES RESTRICTED TO
VOLUNTARY ACTIONS

Not every verb in the language can be used in imperatives, only verbs express-
ing voluntary actions which are controllable. In other words, they are requests
for action that is achievable or possible. For example:

! qing ba chuanghu dakai
Please open the window.

#]ftn ! bie suo men
Don't lock the door.

*it ##] ! qing yun dao
*Please faint!

24.2 IMPERATIVES: BEGINNERS AND
END-PARTICLES

Imperatives are generally face-to-face interlocutions, and the person addressed is
usually left out. For example:

R ! qing he cha
Please have some tea.

! buyao dajiao ta
Don't disturb him!

-ffiiS ! qing bie shuohua
Please shut up.

The addressee must obviously be identified, if there is more than one person
present, or ambiguity might arise:

fHlJI ! qing nin huida zhei ge wenti
Please would you answer the question!

! ni guolai
You come over here.

If a request is made to everybody present, the expression used is ~K"$fc. dajia or
gewei:

! qing dajia baochi anjing
Would everyone please keep quiet.

1 W\ bie 'don't' is the monosyllabic fusion of the original disyllabic expression ^ S buyao 'don't'.
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t

! qing gewei buyao likai ziji de zuowei
Please would you all not leave your seats.

Opening 'request' words like if qing 'please', M bie 'don't', etc., are usually
included if the instruction is initiated by the speaker. If it is a response to a move
or request initiated by the addressee, the end-of-sentence particle &E ba is used:

! jinlai ba
Come in!

{ft7*5*6 "E ! ni xian zou ba
You go ahead!

*?"E ! hao ba
All right.

M beng 'don't', which is a phonetic fusion of the disyllabic ^F#j buyong 'there's
no need to' corresponds to M bie 'don't':

WM1? ! ni beng guan
(lit. you no-need look-after) Mind your own business!

> {ftSftS'k ! zhei jian shi | ni beng caoxln
(lit. this mw matter, you no-need worry-about) Don't worry about this!

Such imperatives, being responses to the actions and attitudes of others, will
usually have to include the addressee, and M beng 'there's no need to' would
therefore not normally be used on its own:

*Sffi'fr ! *beng danxin
*Don't worry!

A further point on &E ba is that, as well as giving consent, it is also commonly
used to make suggestions:

! zanmen zou ba
Let's go.

rang wd lai gen m zuo ge banr ba
Let me be your companion.

wo ti ni man shang zhei bei ba
Let me fill your glass./Let me fill this glass for you.

In addition to pE ba with its meaning of consent or suggestion, there are three
other end-of-imperative particles: >W a (and its phonetic variants), which con-
veys eagerness or impatience for an action to be carried out, or a general state of
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urgency; f̂ zhe, which urges the addressee to persist in a state he or she is
already in or about to get into; and T le, which presses for the cessation or
change of activity. Here are some detailed examples

(a) W a (and its variants IF ya, if na, ifi la, Hi lei, $& lou, etc. which all link
phonetically with the previous syllable)2 express urgency on the part of
the speaker:

jiuming a
Help!/Save me!

mAm ! lai ren na
(lit. come someone) Come and help!

bie shuo la
Don't say anything any more!

kuai lai ya
(lit. quick come) Hurry!

zou lei
Let's go!

! dajia dou zuo hao lou
Everyone sit down, please!

(b) U zhe may only be used with verbs which do not involve movement. In
other words, the request is made to the addressee to maintain a certain
state or position. H zhe imperatives are usually extremely brief so as to
drive the point home:

(i) maintaining a situation:

^.m !• (SiJME* !) zuo zhe (bie zhan qflai)
Stay sitting! (Don't stand up!)

i t ^ # ! (^^MJf l) qing deng zhe (biiyao likai)
Please keep waiting! (Don't leave!)

$ # ! (SiMT* !) chuan zhe (bie tuo xialai)
Keep it on! (Don't take it off!)

(ii) holding on to something:

• # ! na zhe
Keep hold (of it)!

See §24.5 below.
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Mt^m ! fang zhe
Leave (it) where it is!

iElf ! ji zhe
Remember!

Verbs indicating continuous movement naturally do not occur as imperat-
ives with f̂ zhe:

*M^i ! *zou zhe
*i&lf ! *shuo zhe

(c) 7 le imperatives urge an immediate stop or change:

if 7 ' ft7 > WPT ! hao le | hao le | bie chao le
Enough is enough. Stop arguing!

! biiyao ku le
Stop crying!

Bz:iI7 ! chi fan le
Food's up!

il-3-7 ! jihe le
Fall in!

Because of the advisory nature of 7 le imperatives, they are more often than not
prohibitions or suggestions to put a stop to less desirable actions or conditions.
They are therefore mostly negative imperatives with M bie, etc.:

! m bie pian wo le
Stop cheating/deceiving me!

7 ! bie kai tade wanxijio le
Don't tease him!

^W^-HJ ! buyao shengqi le
Don't get angry!

The end-of-imperative particle nJ5 bei 'then' is generally used after some form of
a condition has been established:

WLftU^W. ! bu dong | jiu haohao xue bei
If you don't understand, then study hard!
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ni jiran zhidao tade piqi | jiu bie zai qu re ta bei
As you know what he's like, don't provoke him again!

An imperative without a 'request' beginner or a terminating particle sounds
extremely harsh or rude, and is usually either a command or a threat:

! lizheng
Attention!

! zuoxia
Sit (down)!

gun chuqu
Get out!

$\T$I ! biedong

Don't move!

A reiterated or reduplicated imperative with or without a beginner or a par-
ticle has the tone of a gentle invitation or plea. Such imperatives are never
couched in the negative:

Sit down, sit down.

! bangbang wo ba
Give me a hand./Help me.

iftf t***J[(-)*pe ! ni haohao de xiang (yl) xiang ba
Think about it!

n i z a i dgiig yi deng ba
Please wait a bit longer!

24.3 SPOKEN AND WRITTEN REQUESTS

'Request' beginners, apart from if qing 'please', and end-of-imperative par-
ticles are not used in written requests or prohibitions. Public notices about laws
and regulations are generally brief and blunt and do not require the emotional
colouring provided by particles, etc. In addition, prohibitions are expressed by
the more classical fy wu 'do not', M mo 'not to', ^F)ft bu zhun 'not allowed',
etc. rather than &\ bie 'don't':
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iift xianren mo jin
(lit. casual people don't enter) Staff only.

:nn wu chu zhanpiin
Don't touch the exhibits!

qing wu zaici ting che
No parking (please here).

bilzhun luan diu guopi zhixie
(lit. not allow indiscriminately drop fruit skin paper scraps) No litter.

jinzhi xlyan
(lit. forbid smoke) No smoking.

qing zunshou huichang zhixii
Please respect the rules of the premises.

qing wu xiedai ertong ruchang
No children./Please don't bring children in.

In letters, imperatives do not normally incorporate particles. They may begin
with i t qing 'please', or perhaps more often with # xl or H wang 'hope':

i t IK is ° qing yuanliang
Please forgive me.

77 S3ti|ffitB^ ° wan wang guanglin zhidao
(lit. ten-thousand hope honour-us-with-your-presence advise)
I/We very much hope you will come and advise me/us.

wu xl borong chuxf
(lit. earnestly hope set-aside busy-schedule attend)
Your presence is cordially requested.

jing qing lai xin zhijiao
You are respectfully invited to write and instruct (me/us).

24.4 INTERJECTIONS AND EXCLAMATORY
EXPRESSIONS

The shortest exclamations are simply interjections. Long exclamatory expressions
tend to take the form of established expletives relating to specific situations.
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Some interesting features of interjections in Chinese are:

(a) they are mostly monosyllabic:

B$t ai Look out! njt ' flffi'fi"^ ! ai | qianmian you che
Look out, there's a car coming!

Pfhng Humph! nf > ^ f &TT-& !
hng | you shenme liaobuqi
Humph, what's so wonderful!

(b) the few disyllabic ones all have level tones: e.g.:

haiyo Heave ho!

hengyo Heave ho!
aiya Gosh; Damn it!

haiyo | jiayou wa Go! Go!

aiya | diannao huai le
Damn it, the computer is broken.

aiyo

oyo

Ouch!

Ouch!

aiyo | teng si wo la
Ouch, it hurts!

(c) monosyllabic interjections are extremely tone-sensitive. A syllable, rep-
resented by the same grapheme in writing, may adopt different tones for
different emotions, e.g.:

BM a expressing surprise »H > TUt© ! a | xia xue la
Oh. It's snowing.

W a pressing a point W? #iftft^? a | ni shuo shenme
Eh? What did you say?

M a expressing query

a [shorter fall]
agreement
[longer fall]
sudden revelation

a | zhe shi zenme hui shi a
Eh? What's going on?

a | hao ba Oh, OK.

f»» i l | yuanlai shi m
Oh, it's you.

(d) some interjections take different graphemes, e.g.:

ai If only . . . nf/»£
ai | zao zhl ruci | wo jiu bu qu le
If only I'd known earlier, I wouldn't

have gone.
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hud Wow! * / * ' # * M S ! hud | hao da de xue

Wow, it's snowing like mad.

Here is a list of interjections in semantic categories:

(a) calling somebody's attention:

»g wei Hello!

Hi!

Hey!

Hey!

Look out!

There!

US wai

Ill wai

* h e i

uJt ai

? wei | ni shang nar qu
Hello, where are you off to?
US > #-±£F ! wai | zaoshang hao
Hi, good morning.
US > MX^FtfLT ° wai | haojiu bu jian le
Hey, long time no see.
1 > ifc&JL"? ! hei | kuai dianr ya
Hey, hurry up!
n£ > /h'll^JL ! ai | xiaoxin dianr
Be careful!

nuo
nuo | na bu jiushi nide yusan nuo
There. Isn't that your umbrella?

(b) responding to a call:

a
ai

m

ng

ng

All right.
All right.

H'm; I see.

H'm; yes.

OK.

m > Wflc ° a | hao ba OK.
iH > tfcj&#nE ° ai | jiu zheyang ba
All right, we'll do it this way.
Bf > ScttefS - m wo jiu lai
H'm, I'm coming.
IS ' WL&AJ]* ° ng jiu zheme ban
Yes, we'll do it like this then.
18 > ff ! ng xing Fine!

(c) expressing doubt or query:

IS ng What?

m
a

Pardon?
Yes? Well?

What?

IS > f îftft" 'A ? ng | ni shuo shenme
What, what did you say?

m I shenme H'm, what?

a | ni daodi qu bu qu ya
Well, are you going or not?
ft > ^K/k%^}^? 6 I zhe shi zhende ma
What, is this true?

(d) expressing sudden revelation:

e/nfc 6 Oh, so it is!
Oh, I've remembered.

6 | wo xiang qilai le
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* 6 Oh (I see.)

(e) expressing contradiction:

® ai Come on; No, no.

£X e No, no.

(f) expressing surprise:

6 | wo dong le
Oh, I understand.

ai | bu shi zheyang de
Come on, it's not like this.

e | buneng zheme shuo
No, you can't say that.

xl Oh/Gosh! t"t > £ JiH? ! xl | duo mei ya
Oh, how beautiful!

a What! W > ̂ nlffinE? a | bu keneng ba
What, it isn't possible, is it?

I hei Why!

II huo Wow!

! hei | yuanlai shi ni
Why, it's you!

G$f he

$1 yo

"f ya

Ah!

Oh!

Oh!

you Hey!

(g) expressing satisfaction:

huo | zheme da de xigua
Wow, such a big watermelon.
njnf > # K f f ! he | ni zhenxing
Ah, you're really good.
i# > $+—,£ ;7 = yo | kuai shi er dian le
Oh, it's nearly 12 o'clock.
nf > T ± M 7 ° ya | xia da yu le
Oh, it's raining very hard.
^i > ^i^#-tfe3|t7 ° you | zenme ni ye lai le
Hey, how come you're here too.

m hei Hey! « > MlMJ ° hei | women ying le
Hey, we've won.

n£ha Aha! n̂  • WM^J ° ha | wo caizhao le
Aha, I guessed right.

(h) expressing disgust or dissatisfaction:

P? hng Humph! nf > ftitil ! hng | ta sahuang
Humph, he's lying!

.11
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nt hm

ffF he

ft hao

R£ pei

(i) expressing

R yi

5sA. C

nj ai

Humph!

Tut-tut!

Well!
[sarcastically]

Pooh!

disappointment:

Hey! « '
Hey

Eh? Why? & '
Eh,

But why? v$L >

nS ' iWi&Ait ! hm | hushud ba dao
Humph, rubbish!
DT > ffttic? he | ni gan
Tut-tut, how dare you!

hao | ni zhen you nengnai
Well, you're really clever.
nj > fiyf^/l? pei | ta suan laoji
Pooh, he's a nobody.

:§J1:S i; |fi]#? yi | zhe shi zenme huf shi
, what's all this about?
iffe^^^T? e | ta zenme zou le
why's she gone?

ai | wei shenme bu zao dian shuo ne
But, why didn't you say earlier?

(j) expressing regret:

g/i£ ai Oh [dejected] W^ > M*l^m ! ai | zhen kexl
Oh, what a shame!

® hai Huh! ® > tlftlat? hai | shui zhidao
Huh, who knows?

Bf hai Huh! Hi > ̂ ;lj&# ! hai | tian xiaode
Huh, heaven knows!

Exclamatory expressions, on the other hand, are generally situation-specific. The
following is a sample list:

(a) for phatic exchanges:

1

1
1

I

I

ni hao
ni zao
qing jin
man zou
zaijian
xiexie
bil xie

Hello!
Morning!
Come in!
Take it easy!
Goodbye!
Thank you!
Don't mention it!

! hao shuo | hao shuo You're too kind!
! nali nali It's very kind of you to say so.
! jianxiao | jianxiao I'm hopeless.
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(b) introductory phrases:

iff"]
duibuqi
qing wen
lao jia
yi wo kan

Sorry . . .
May I ask . . .
Excuse me . . .
In my view . . .

ylban lai shu6 Generally speaking . . .

(c) angry and abusive:

huogai
gundan
tamade
hunzhang
qi you ci li

ly' as an opener:

zhen zaogao
zhen gaisi
zhen yaoming
zhen qiguai

Serves you right!
Scram!
Damn it!
Bastard!
Nonsense!

What a mess./Too bad.
Damn it.
What a nuisance!/It's terrible
Very odd.

(e) foregrounding a descriptive term with W de for emphasis:

haoduanduan de | weishenme sheng qi qi lai le
Everything is fine, and so why are you getting angry?

wuyuan wii gu de | ni zenme ma qi ren lai le
For no reason at all, why did you start swearing at people?

hulihutu de | wo ba nei jian shi quan wang le
In my confusion, I entirely forgot about that.

(f) T le voicing an interruption:

UJ > # 7 ' 91*17 ° hao le | hao le | bie ti le
OK, OK, leave it out.

# 7 ' ?Fi?ffi#.7 ° de le | buyao zai shuo le
Enough, don't say any more.

suan le
That's it. [there's nothing we can do about it]
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24.5 EXCLAMATIONS: PARTICLES AND DEGREE
ADVERBIALS OR COMPLEMENTS

W a is the archi-phonemic indicator for most exclamations. Its phonetic and
graphemic variants depend on the last vowel or consonant preceding it. The
following table gives a rough guide to the possible phonetic and graphetic vari-
ations of W a:

endings of the final phonetic and
previous word graphemic realisations
a e i (non-alveolar) o il + W a = "I ya
u ao ou + i a = 4 wa
n + m a = m na
(end-of-sentence) le + PR a = © la
ng i (alveolar) + W a = W a

W a is normally preceded in the exclamatory sentence or phrase by a degree
adverb or complement, such as %•('/*) 'how .. .', etc. Here are some examples:

^liDir ! zheli de fengjing duo mei ya
How beautiful the scenery is here.

! zhei xiang gongzuo duome ydu yiyi ya
This work is really meaningful.

jlnnian xiatian de tianqi zhenhao wa
The weather this summer is really good.

SW^SIS ! wo de tian na
Heavens (above)!

! shenme dou anpai hao la
Everything is sorted out/settled.

u& ! yeye bing la
Grandpa's ill!

^ # W ! duo bang a
Wonderful!

M.T1£.&/A!g;1&W ! wuzi li duome anjing a
How quiet it is in the room!

MXM^^l ! wo shuode doushi zhenren zhenshi a
I'm talking about real people and events.
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PR a is a direct and instinctive exclamation. However, if the exclamation is a
response3 intended to contradict an apparent assumption, other exclamatory par-
ticles are used, which each have specific implications.

% ne asserts what is truly the case and not what others might have imagined it
to be. It features in complaints, contradictions and rejections of criticism and it
is often used with adverbs such as "ft cai 'only then . . . ' , lEft zhengzai 'right at
this moment' and ^-^zenme 'how can . . . ' .

ylngguodui bu ying caiguai ne
It will be odd if the English team does not win.

dajia zhengzai xiangnian ni ne
Everyone's missing you.

! ni zenme neng zheyang shuo ne
How could you say that?

H ma is also used to retort in a mild way to what seems to be an unreasonable
suggestion:

zhe bu shi hen qingchu ma
Isn't this very clear?

W t & g H t ^ 4 l H ! zhei jian shi buneng guM ta | ta hai xiao ma
You can't blame him for this. He's still young/only a child.

$£ lou, a variant of T le, conveys a degree of urgency about something that has
to be done or is about to happen:

ttff JFfeit ! bisai kaishi lou
The match is about to begin, [please settle down and watch!]

! chi fan lou
The dinner is ready! [please take your seat at the table!]

3 Corresponding to the responsive type in imperatives.

i



25 ABBREVIATIONS AND
OMISSIONS

A highly significant feature of Chinese sentence and discourse structure is the
avoidance of repetition wherever possible. Sentences are abbreviated and words
omitted where context and co-text make the meaning clear. Pronouns in particu-
lar are regularly omitted and the third person neuter *£ ta 'it' occurs quite rarely,
since it is by definition a reference back to something already identified. Ques-
tions with their answers give clear examples of this feature.

25.1 ABBREVIATIONS IN ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

In answers to questions only essential information is given, and the response to
yes-no questions almost invariably focuses on the verb as the core element. In
the examples below, we give literal translations to indicate the structure of the
responses. There are standard translations in brackets.

question: ^ i f f f e f ^ ? ni qii kan dianying ma
You go see film mal (Are you going to the cinema/to see a film?)

answer: i S - qii a
Go a. (Yes.)

question: ffl^^ifc^jul"°%? nei ben shu ni kan wan le ma
That mw book you read finish le mal
(Have you finished reading that book?)

answer: iSS :^ ° hai meiyou
Still not have. (Not yet.)

question: ifc&lX&^WiJl^? ni xihuan zhei fu huar ma?
You like this mw picture mal (Do you like this picture?)

answer: Sc1?)ft ' " T f i S S ^ l f ^ : °
wo xihuan | keshi wo qizi bu xihuan
I like, but my wife not like. (I do but my wife doesn't.)

Even in answers to question-word questions where the focus is elsewhere, verbs
still tend to be repeated:

question: ttiWffHiklWtt? shui qu bangbang tade mang
Who go help-help his busy? (Who is going to help him?)

answer: Sc£ ° wo qu
I go. (I am.)
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question: ft"£.frM^£?' shenme shihou qu
What time go? (When are you going?)

answer: 3 j5c i ° mingtian qu
Tomorrow go. (Tomorrow.)

Note that in the last question, while 'you' is required in the English translation,
the Chinese has no need for the pronoun since it is clear that it must be the
person addressed.2

25.2 ABBREVIATIONS IN FACE-TO-FACE EXCHANGES

The omission of 'you' mentioned immediately above is naturally a feature of
orders or requests made face to face, since the addressee is in the same way
normally obvious:

ifjft ! qingjin
Please come in.

! kuai ba dongxi shoushi hao
Hurry up and make things tidy.

Other conventional face-to-face expressions are likewise succinct, without sub-
jects or objects being mentioned:

duibuqi Sorry, (lit. Face-not-rise.)
xiexie Thanks./Thank you. (lit. Thank-thank.)
mei guanxi It doesn't matter, (lit. Has not concern.)

25.3 ABBREVIATIONS IN COMPARISONS

In Chinese syntax, it is the norm for the second element in a comparison not to
be expressed in full. For example in the following sentences the words in square
brackets would usually be omitted:

M ° nei jian yifu bi zhei jian [ylfu] piaoliang
(lit that mw clothes cvxompared with this mw [clothes] attractive)
That suit/piece of clothing is prettier/more attractive than this one.

ni da yumaoqiu da de bi wo [da yumaoqiu da de] hao
(lit. you play badminton play de cvxompared with me [play badminton
play de] well)
You play badminton better than I do.

1 Note that the subject # ni 'you' is omitted in this follow-up question but the verb is retained.
2 See §25.5 below.
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] * ° zher de tianqi bi beijlng [de tianqi] re
(lit. here de weather cvxompared with beijing [de weather] hot)
The weather here is hotter than in Beijing.

25.4 THE HIDDEN PRESENCE OF THE NARRATOR IN
A NARRATIVE

The narrator in a piece of narration is omnipresent but not always visible. In
Chinese there is a range of set expressions which establish a narrative presenta-
tion, introducing the description of a situation or creating an atmosphere. They
usually take the form of an impersonalised verbal phrase and are placed at the
beginning of the sentence:

zhi jian yuanyuan zou lai Hang ge ren
(lit. only see far-far walk-come two raw people)
One could see that in the distance two people approached.

jushuo ta yi chuguo qu le
(lit. according to talk he already exit country go le)
They say he's already gone abroad.

Z S M Z ^ E E M J S T - ^ ° buzhi bujue yijing guo le yi nian
(lit. not know not feel already pass le one year)
Imperceptibly, a year had already passed.

shui/shei zhidao nei nian dongtian meiyou xia xue
(lit. who know that year winter not have fall snow)
Nobody expected it not to snow that winter./Unexpectedly it did not snow
that winter.

%^%tik£.HT ° guaibude ta shengqi le
(lit. wonder not possible she angry le)
No wonder she got angry.

25.5 OMISSIONS IN A DISCOURSE

The omission of sentence elements we observed in §25.1 is most apparent in
longer sentences in Chinese. They usually take the form of chain constructions3

that bring together, in a linear sequence of time and action, a series of basic
'subject + predicate' or 'topic + comment' sentences. They also establish, by
definition, a broader contextual and co-textual base which allows for extensive
omissions of elements like subjects and objects from the constituent basic sen-
tences, because these elements have already been identified in the text.

3 See Chapter 14.
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Take a sentence like the following (arranged vertically to identify the constituent
sentences):

nei tian wo qu zhao yi ge lao pengyou
> qiao le Hang xia men
mei ren huida

' xiang ta zhun shi chu qu le
bian liu le ge zitiao

cong men shang de xinxiangkou li sai le jinqu
yue hao gain zai qu baifang

bing shuo hui lai hou
> zuihao gei wo yi ge dafu
mei xiang dao guo le ji tian

shoudao yi feng mei shinning de xin
shuo ta yijlng ban zou le
° buzhi qu le shenme difang

To highlight the omissions, we will first provide a literal translation and then a
full translation, which introduces in brackets the pronominal and other elements
required by English but 'omitted' by Chinese:

literal translation:
iPASift—^ittfflM > that day 1 go find one mw old friend
iKTMTH > knock le two mw:times door

no people reply
think he definitely exit-go le
then leave le mw note
cv:from door-on de letter box opening inside
push le enter-go

fix another day again go visit
and say return-come after
best give me one mw reply
not expect pass le few days
receive one mw not sign de letter
say he already move out le
not know go le what place

full translation:
That day I went to see an old friend.
(I) knocked on the door,
(but) nobody answered.
(I) thought that he must have gone out,

^ ^ ' (and) so (I) left a note
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(and) pushed (it) through the letter box in the
door,

indicating that (I) would come back another
day.

(I) also said that as soon as (he) comes back,
it would be nice if (he) could drop me a note.
(I) never expected that a few days later
(I) would receive an anonymous letter
saying that he had already moved out
(and) (it) was not known where (he) had

moved to.

This sentence, centred around the single theme of a fruitless visit, consists of
thirteen constituent sentences, simply strung together following an inherent time
sequence. There are few linking words and the sentence is a mini-discourse,
which holds its shape through the rhythm of the sequentially juxtaposed con-
stituent sentences. Pronouns are generally redundant and are not present since
the noun subjects or objects they would represent are clearly identifiable from
the context.

Below are a few more examples for illustration.

MT > * J ? # 7 > m
wo yang le yl zhi mao | keshi biihiri zhua laoshu | meimei shuo | suan le
| buyao yang le | song gei bieren ba
(lit. I rear le one mw cat, but not can catch mice, younger sister said, that's
enough, don't keep le, send-give others ba)
I had a cat, but (it) could not catch mice. Younger sister said, 'That's
enough. Don't keep (it) any more. Give (it) to someone else'.

tiyu duanlian key! zengqiang tizhi | zaoshang qilai paopao bit | shi ni
zhengtian jingshen baoman | you shenme bu hao ne
(lit. physical training can strengthen constitution, morning get up jog steps,
makes you whole day spirit full, has what not good ne)
Physical education can strengthen (the) constitution. Getting up in the
morning for a run, can make you full of vigour all day, (and) what is
wrong (with that)?

shijian hen kuanyu | key! congcongrongrong de zuo
(lit. time very ample, can leisurely de do)
There's plenty of time (you) can do (it) without any rush.
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n/ffifeWOil » if^.J&ffttA » ting tade kouyln | haoxiang shi zhejiang ren
(lit. listen to his accent, seems to be Zhejiang person)
From his accent, (he) sounds like someone from Zhejiang.

wo changchang dao nar qu mai longxia | you shi you | you shi meiyou
(lit. I often get there go buy lobster, sometimes have, sometimes not have)
I often go there to buy lobsters, sometimes (they) have (some) and
sometimes (they) don't.

• • : ' * :



26 PROSODIC FEATURES

Prosodic features, and particularly those relating to rhythm, are essential ele-
ments in Chinese syntax. Sentences that do not observe prosodic principles are
often regarded not only as stylistically implausible but also as syntactically
unacceptable. Consider the following:

*ta hen xihuan liulan shu
He very much likes browsing through books.

The sentence does not infringe any lexical, collocational or grammatical rules,
but it is not acceptable because it is out of line with prosodic needs. It can be
improved with the following small amendment:

° ta h£n xihuan liulan shuji
He very much likes browsing through books.

Here the addition of a syllable to the noun object, changing the monosyllabic ^
shu into the disyllabic 4*511 shuji 'books', ensures rhythmic balance and makes
the sentence easy on the Chinese ear. Clearly rhythm, like grammar and colloca-
tion, plays a vital role in Chinese syntax.

In the following sections, we will first analyse the basic rhythmic structure of the
Chinese language and then look more closely at the interplay between this basic
rhythm and syntactic sequences.

26.1 THE OVERALL RHYTHM OF CHINESE SPEECH

Owing to the disyllabic dominance of the lexical items in the language's vo-
cabulary, Chinese has gradually developed a preference for disyllabic rhythms.
In fact, the Tang poetry of medieval China was based on disyllabic trochaic
rhythms:

Xx Xx X1

SHiHt Wang Zhihuan Deng Guanque Lou
Climbing Crane Pagoda

1 Upper-case X is used to indicate stress whereas lower-case x is used to indicate non-stress.
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JIM | A 7$

bai ri | yl shan | jin

huang he | rii hai | liu

yu qiong | qian li | mu

white sun | lean on
mountain | ends

yellow river | enter sea |
flows

desire exhaust | thousand
li | eyes

geng shang | yl ceng | lou further mount | one level |
building

The white sun sinks behind the mountains,
The Yellow River flows into the sea.
Desiring to extend my gaze over a thousand li
I climb another floor of the pagoda.

or

Xx Xx Xx X

Zhang Ji Feng Qiao Ye Bo
Mooring at Night by Maple Bridge

|
yue luo | wu ti | shuang man | tian
jiang feng | yu huo | dui chou | mian
gu su | cheng wai | han shan | si
ye ban I zhong sheng I dao ke | chuan

moon fall | crows call | frost fill | sky
river maples | fishing light | cv.facing sadly | sleep
Suzhou | walls outside | Hanshan | monastery
night middle | bell sound | arrive traveller | boat

The moon sinks, the crows call and frost fills the sky,
By the river maples, the fishing boat lights confront my troubled sleep.
Beyond the walls of Suzhou, the Hanshan monastery
In the middle of the night the sound of its bell reaches the traveller's boat.

This basic rhythm carries over into modern speech and prose. The length of a
sentence or that piece of language between plausible pauses may of course vary,
and the number of unstressed syllables between stressed ones may be one or
two. However, the first syllable stress remains the basic feature, with a speaker
or writer using a range of rhythmic patterns based on this, e.g.:

Xx Xxx Xx X
Xxx Xx Xx Xx
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Xxx Xx Xxx

etc.

An unstressed or introductory syllable is often used at the beginning of a pattern:

xXx Xx Xx X2

The rhythm of Chinese speech hinges on the insistent front stressing of disyl-
labic items. Under no circumstances does one find the first syllable of a disylla-
ble losing its tone, whereas this can sometimes be the case with the second
syllable. These structures are underpinned by the fact that disyllabic words
across all grammatical categories are naturally of a trochaic rhythm:

disyllabic noun
disyllabic verb
disyllabic adjective
disyllabic modal verb
disyllabic adverb
disyllabic conjunction
numeral
negator

Xx Xx
beizi cup/glass ffiff jiubei
dajia to fight
meili beautiful
keyi may

BIS yijing already
in^: ruguo if
—+ ershi twenty

meiyou
(did/have) not

yanjiu to study
cankil cruel
yuanyi willing
changchang often
sulran although

£ l f san bai three hundred

In relation to the last two categories, it must be noted that monosyllabic numer-
als or negators like — yi 'one' or yfi bu 'not' are invariably stressed.

On the other hand, the following monosyllabic grammatical categories are al-
ways unstressed and remain so whatever the context:

adjectival particle
adverbial particle
complemental particle
sentence particle
functional particle

aspect or style indicator
measure word

X

W de
* d e
# d e
T i e
ffiba

T i e
^ g e

X

ft bei

aguo
IF bei

X

4 zai
^ ben

Finally, some parts of speech can be either stressed or unstressed, depending
on emphasis required and on their position in predominantly trochaic sentence
patterns:

2 Allowing an extra unstressed syllable at the beginning (xXx) is similar to introducing an extra
unstressed syllable (i.e. Xxx Xx) between two stressed syllables. The overall rhythm remains
trochaic.
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monosyllabic pronoun
monosyllabic verb
monosyllabic adjective
monosyllabic adverb
monosyllabic modal verb
monosyllabic conjunction
reference adverb

Sc wo I
£ qu to go
Iff xln new
^ zai again
i t neng can
PR ru if
fP dou all/both

fa
&
IB

tii

ni you
shi to be
jiu old
you again
yao want
he and
ye also

it ta he
^ you to have

fil hen very

SS gen with/and
WL jiu then

In summary, we may say that disyllabic items of the vocabulary are always first-
syllable stressed and monosyllabic items of a grammatical rather than lexical
nature are always unstressed. Only monosyllabic items of the lexical vocabulary
may adjust their stressed or unstressed status depending on the stress of adjacent
items. In other words, when two monosyllabic lexical items come together,
either may become stressed or unstressed in relation to the other so long as the
overall trochaic rhythm is maintained.

Let us look at the following example:

Xx Xx Xx X
as | #s | - i * | m °
wo xiang | zai mai | yi bei | jiu
I'd like to buy another glass of wine.

In the first beat, a monosyllabic pronoun and a monosyllabic modal verb come
together, and the pronoun is stressed to start a trochaic rhythm; the same applies
in the second beat where a monosyllabic adverb because of emphasis is stressed
before an unstressed monosyllabic verb; similarly in the third beat, a numeral takes
precedence in stress before the measure word that follows it; and the final mono-
syllabic noun is stressed because it stands in isolation unaffected by other syllables.

The above is therefore a well-formed sentence on all counts. However, if the
monosyllabic verb £ qu 'to go' is introduced:

wo xiang zai qu mai yi bei jiu

the sentence remains grammatical, but it is rhythmically unbalanced because of
the clash of two consecutive stressed syllables in the middle:

Xx Xx X Xx X

wo xiang | zai qu | mai | yi bei | jiii

If the stress is adjusted to make the two monsyllabic verbs following the adverb
unstressed, the necessary emphasis on 'buying' is lost:
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Xx Xxx Xx X
+«*! | W45J | - W | m °
wo xiang | zai qu mai | yi bei | jiu

If the first syllable is made introductory, the required emphasis on 'another' will
be lost:

xXx Xx Xx X

wo xiang zai | qu mai | yi bei | jiu

This will leave unstressed the concept of 'again', which is central to the intended
meaning of the sentence.

The mechanical imposition of a trochaic rhythm to the sentence will of course
make it sound gibberish altogether:

Xx Xx Xx Xx
+$i® | s * 15?- | wm °
wo xiang | zai qu | mai yi | bei jiu

From this we can see that an acceptable rhythmic structure must also be imposed
on a Chinese sentence, which may otherwise have proper collocation and good
grammar, if full understanding of the meaning is not to be jeopardised.

The obvious solution for the sentence above with i qu 'to go' included is in
fact to delete a syllable3 to retrieve the trochaic rhythm:

Xx Xx Xx X
fSffi | S * | 5?# | S °
wo xiang | zai qu | mai bei | jiu

This would be a natural way of formulating the sentence and native speakers
would express it in these terms instinctively following trocahic cadence.

Let's now look at another example:

Xx Xx Xx Xx
| | |

shui dou | chl le | Hang ge | jidan
Everybody has eaten two eggs.

3 The numeral — yi 'one' in a 'numeral + measure word' collocation can often be deleted to leave
the measure word on its own.
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Here in the first beat a monosyllabic pronoun and a reference adverb come
together, and the pronoun is stressed to start a trochaic rhythm; in the second
beat, the verb is stressed leaving the particle naturally unstressed; in the third
beat the numeral is as usual stressed while the measure word is not; in the
last beat, the first syllable of a disyllabic noun is stressed and the second
unstressed. The utterance is therefore acceptable in every way.

However, the sentence could be rephrased without changing the meaning by
substituting the disyllabic jcM dajia 'everybody' for if shui 'everybody':

Xxx Xx Xx Xx

dajia dou | chi le | Hang ge | jldan
Everybody has eaten two eggs.

In this case there is no problem with rhythm since the verb remains primarily
accented, and an additional unstressed syllable is simply introduced into the first
beat.

Similarly there is no difficulty in converting the sentence into an imperative by
introducing an extra verb * lai 'to come' before tfc chi 'to eat':

Xx Xx Xx X

dajia | dou lai | chi ji- | dan
Everybody, come and eat eggs.

Here the verb in the penultimate beat (n£ chi) reaches across the lexical bound-
ary and builds the first syllable of its disyllabic object (%% ji) into an unaccented
second syllable of its own in order to keep to the rhythmic pattern. This is
possible because disyllabic nouns can in fact have its first syllable unstressed
following a monosyllabic verb on condition that its second syllable stands free
and stressed.

However, if the imperative becomes a question with the addition of the particle
a~% ma at the end, the rhythmic pattern starts to interfere with understanding by
having Sp li dan ma thrown together as a meaningless unit in the last beat.

Xx Xx Xx Xx

dajia | dou lai | chi ji- | dan ma
Will everybody come and eat eggs?

As a remedy, the stress pattern can be easily adjusted as follows:
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Xxx Xx Xxx
| |

dajia dou | lai chi | jidan ma
Will everybody come and eat eggs?

From this it can be seen how unstressed syllables can be accommodated to keep
the trochaic rhythm alive so long as the meaning remains clear.

We will now move on to the further question of the link between grammatical
sequences and rhythmic structures.

26.2 SYNTACTIC SEQUENCES AND THEIR
UNDERLYING RHYTHM

Meaning is usually realised by the strictly ordered sequence of grammatical
patterns or lexical idioms. The more strictly ordered the sequence is, the more
rule-governed the rhythmic structure becomes.

26.2.1 'VERB + OBJECT PATTERNS

First, in the case of 'verb + object' patterns, three rhythmic structures are possible:

(a) monosyllabic verb + monosyllabic object: Xx
e.g. i f^ kanshu

(b) disyllabic verb + disyllabic object: Xx + Xx
e.g. M'M^%S liulan shuji

(c) monosyllabic verb + disyllabic object: Xx + X4

e.g. #Efef£ kan dianying

If we go back to the first sentence quoted at the beginning of this chapter, we
can see that the verb-object sequence at the end of the sentence, $ij.!!£4$ liulan
shu, has a disyllabic verb + monosyllabic object pattern. Because of this, it does
not conform to any of the three structures above and it is not an acceptable
sentence

monosyllabic verb and monosyllabic object:

This pattern Xx embraces a large number of words in the lexicon, e.g.

?f £• kaihui #>& kanxi ft* daquan WiU tiaowu niifc changge
hold a meeting see a play (shadow) box dance (lit. sing (lit.

(lit. hit fist) leap dance) sing song)

4 Please note that the rhythmic cluster does not have to coincide with the lexical boundary, as we
have already seen above.
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These 'verb + object' words are all established lexical items and to make
the object disyllabic, e.g. JF^iX. kai huiyi, #ftfi!l kan xiju, fT^Ttt da quanshu,
SfcffiS tiao wudao, D|l(fcffi chang gequ. while grammatically and apparently
rhythmically correct, would in fact be unacceptable as it conflicts with estab-
lished lexical convention.

However, to extend these words into phrases presents no problem if the follow-
ing pattern is used:

Xx Xx X
#7 | -« | ft
kan le | yl chang | xi
(lit. see le \ one mw | play) saw a play

mi | --f | *
chang le | yl shou j ge
(lit. sing le | one mw | song) sang a song

or:

Xx X
#® |ft
kan chang | xi
(lit. see (one) mw | play) see a play

chang shou | ge
(lit. sing (one) mw | song) sing a song

These all conform to the established rhythm. However, they are less admissible
in the following form:

X Xx X
+ # | - & | %%
kan | yi chang | xi
+m|-m|*
chang| yi shou | ge

or:

Xx xX
**T | ©ft
kan le | chang xi
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chang le|shou ge

and as we have seen in §26.1, their rhythmic pattern would have to be adjusted
to:

Xxx X

kan yl chang | xi

W-t | «
chang yl shou | ge

or:

kan le chang | xi

changle shou | ge

This rhythmic requirement with verbal patterns explains why verbal reduplica-
tions follow similar principles:

Xx # # kankan
Xx | X #—# kan yi kan
Xx j X # T # kan le kan
Xx j Xx Mikijife taolun taolun
*Xx | Xx | X *\ife-Tiib5 taolun yl taolun

26.2.2 THE 'ATTRIBUTIVE + HEADWORD' PATTERN

This follows two basic rhythmic rules:

(a) if the attributive is monosyllabic, the headword does not normally exceed
two syllables. For example:

Xx xln shu new books
xXx xln fangzi new house
xXx | X xln yiindongchang (new sportsground)

H yl t&o can, of course, make no sense, and that explains why this pattern is impermissible.
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(b) if the attributive is disyllabic or polysyllabic, the headword can be of any
length.6 For example:

Xxx | X xin mai de | shu
newly bought book(s)

Xxx | Xx xin mai de | fangzi
newly bought house

Xxx | Xx | X xin mai de | xiyi | ji
newly bought washing

machine
Xxx I Xx I Xx xin mai de I dianzi I youxi

newly bought electronic
game(s)

Xxx | Xx | Xx | X xin mai de | dianzi |
youxi | ji

newly bought electronic
game machine

In some cases where a disyllabic attributive is followed by a monosyllabic
headword (which can be a suffix-like noun), the combination becomes an estab-
lished item in the language's lexicon. For example:

XxX i£.4l | <n yilndong | yuan athlete
XxX \\% | #1 jisuan | ji computer
XxX ^iiS | •f- dianhua | ting telephone kiosk
XxX WiM | S shike | biao timetable
XxX HE ̂  | ft yasui | qian New Year (gift) money

and also:

XxX W,& I # Hang dian | zhong two o'clock
XxX H±£ I ft san kuai | qian three yuan

This trisyllabic rhythm for established words may supersede a word's underly-
ing semantic structure. For example:

XxX F̂Jxl | 3^ shoufeng | qin ^ | jx\^ shou | fengqin
whereas the semantic structure is
accordian (lit. hand organ)

XxX ffrjxl I H dianfeng I shan % I RH dian I fengshan
I ^ 1 I I C3

electric fan
XxX SiJiE | K gaosii | du ffi | M S gao | siidii

high speed

As we have seen in Chapters 4 and 18, the particle W de usually marks longer attributives.
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There is

XxX
XxX
XxX
XxX

much evidence

%m | n
IE4I j ©J
'hA j ^

of newly coined

xilie | wu
feizao | jii
xiaoren | shu
dianfan 1 gud

words following this trisyllabic pattern:

sequence dancing
soap opera
picture (story) book
electric cooker

26.3 ECHOING PATTERNS OF RHYTHM
Language conventions are of course regularly ignored if a specific effect or style
is required and the rules of rhythmic patterning are no exception. However, if
non-standard cadence is introduced, it is usually echoed by a similarly non-
standard pattern to ease the deviation for the listener's ear. For instance, take the
following sentence:

Xx | X | xXx | Xx | (X | Xx | X) | Xx | Xx | Xx
ilffiS I fl I « * * I && I (» I $ • | ^ ) | 9rM | - # | tm °
lin shui | qian | wo didi | zongshi | (fan | gushi | shu) | zheteng | yl fan |
cai shui
(lit. on the point of sleep | before | my younger brother | always | finger
through | story | book | dilly-dally | one mw:occasion | only then sleep)
When he goes to bed, my younger brother never goes to sleep until he has
glanced through a storybook and dilly-dallied for a while.

Obviously, the rhythmic pattern X | Xx | X (i.e. fan | gushi | shu) in the middle
of the utterance disregards the trochaic principle, and as a result, the sentence
sounds not only awkward but also incomplete. However, if an echoing phrase
with a similar rhythm is introduced, the sentence becomes acceptable:

Xx | X | xXx | Xx | (X | Xx | X) | (X | Xx | X) | Xx | Xx | Xx

mm i ttr | «^^ | &* |(«|tkm\^)|(u\ a* |«o \^m\-m\tm'
lin shui | qian | wo didi | zongshi | (fan | gushi | shu) | (wan | wanju |

* xiong) | zheteng | yl fan | cai shui
"*« (lit. on the point of sleep | before | my younger brother | always | finger

through | story | book | play with | toy | bear | dilly-dally | one mw:occasion
| only then sleep)
When he goes to bed, my younger brother never goes to sleep until he has
glanced through a storybook, played with his toy bear, and dilly-dallied for
a while.

This manipulation of unfamiliar rhythms, in fact, provides a refreshing variety to
trochaic regularity, and can breathe life into the flow of the prose rhythm.

If a particular rhythmic pattern is used in a sequence, it is unusual for it to be
followed by another sequence with a different rhythm, especially when there is
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also a semantic affinity between the two sequences. For example, take the fol-
lowing:

xXx | Xx | Xx | Xx | xXx

wo yl lii | zou qu | xinqing | shuchang | hen zhenfen
(lit. I whole way walk-go, mood carefree, very enthused)
All along the way, I was in a carefree mood and very enthused.

Here the cadence of the final sequence xXx, which is closely related semant-
ically to the previous sequence XxXx, undermines the rhythmic consistency and
makes the sentence jar on the ear.

However, the problem disappears if the sentence is reworded with an echoing
pattern:

xXx | Xx | Xx | xXx | xXx

wo yi lii | zou qu | xinqing | hen shuchang | hen zhenfen
All along the way my mood was carefree and enthused.

or:

xXx | Xx | Xx | Xx | Xx | Xx

wo yi lii zou qu | xinqing shuchang | jingshen zhenfen
All along the way my mood was carefree and my spirits enthused.

26.4 EXPANDING, CONDENSING AND PADDING TO
GET INTO THE APPROPRIATE RHYTHM

It is plain that the Chinese speaker is concerned with rhythm as well as grammar
and collocation. To achieve rhythmic balance he or she will expand or condense
the individual items in an utterance. Compare the following two sentences:

(a) Xx | Xx | Xx | Xx | X | Xx | Xxx
*n# | tm | JALSIJ | ®M | is • | apis: | xni'
ruguo | nenggou | jian dao | nin de | hua | na jiu | tai hao le
If (I/we) can meet you, that will be splendid.

(b) Xx | Xx | xXx | Xx
mm | m®' | «+^r i m- °
ru neng | jian nin | jiang shifen | rongxing
If (I/we) can meet you, (we) will be extremely honoured.
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In (a) (expanded) the initial disyllabic f ^ nenggou 'can', especially after
ruguo 'if, inevitably leads on to the two syllable verb JEf'J jiandao 'meet',
with the object 1$, nin 'you' (polite) linking in convenient rhythm with the end-
clause conditional marker WiS de hua. In (b) (condensed), on the other hand,
the trochaic stress pattern has to be reformulated to take account of the use of the
monosyllabic words #P ru 'if, ft neng 'can', JE jian 'to see', M nin 'you'
(polite). In both of them, whether disyllabic or monosyllabic, the underlying
pattern of stress is maintained.

In addition to generating expansion and condensation of utterances, rhythmic
requirements can also lead to the introduction of padding words. Consider
the following pair of sentences, which both mean 'Let's go and have a drink
tonight':

(a) Xx | Xxx | Xx | Xx
nun i ̂ i & * i "iff i mm •
zanmen | jlnwan qu | he bei | jiu ba
(lit. we | this evening go | drink (one) mwrglass | beer ba)

(b) Xx | Xxx | Xx | Xx

zanmen | jlnwan qu | he ta | yi bei
(lit. we | this evening go | drink it | one mw:glass)

In the first sentence, the numeral — yi 'one' is omitted before IF bei 'glass' in
the standard way to achieve a trochaic rhythm. In the second, the numeral — yi
'one' is retained, and to avoid the clash of two consecutive accented syllables,
the meaningless padding word 15 ta is introduced to complete the trochaic
rhythm with the verb "1 he 'to drink'.



27 STYLISTIC
CONSIDERATIONS
IN SYNTACTIC

\ CONSTRUCTIONS

Chinese syntactic constructions, as we have seen, are not merely governed by
syntactic rules, but are subject to lexical and prosodic requirements as well.
Only when all the conventions of syntax, collocation and prosody are taken into
account can one decide if a particular construction is grammatical or not. These
grammatical structures then provide the basis on which stylistically varying
constructions may be built.

Communication, as we know, does not involve syntax alone; it also needs to
exploit ranges of style to be completely effective. Stylistic considerations are,
therefore, an important flourish added to the melody of syntax, and without these
considerations, syntax is unlikely to break out of its prosaic limits and turn
language into literature or poetry.

If we analyse the main stylistic features in Chinese syntactic construction, it
is possible to identify two determining factors: one presentational and the
other rhetorical, which separate or combine to provide qualities of tone
and rhythm. They are both, of course, particularly characteristic of literary
writing.

In order to give clear illustrations of these stylistic features, we have selected
below examples of writing from the works of modern Chinese authors who
make conscious use of the poetic dimensions of prose. In each case the quotation
is set out vertically on a section-by-section basis.

27.1 THE PRESENTATIONAL FACTOR

Presentational needs, which are predominantly found in the realm of description,
lead to the configuration of syntactic structures in order to exploit features like
repetition, to register different focuses and emphases, and simply to display
variety of expression.

The following are commonly used stylistic configurations:
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27.1.1 LAYERED OR SEQUENTIAL IMAGES

(a) S S S . . . P (multi-subject structure)

S M f 5 € ^ ^ W ^ £ ' ta na maorongrong de toufa
Her downy hair,

S
ta na bei yushui he y an lei chongmo le de zhifen
her make-up washed away by rain and tears,

S * ^ -
you zhe yi zhi jianxue de bizi he yi zhang wei bie de zui de huang Han
her pale face with its pointed nose and wizened mouth,

S * I « * # W * » W # f r ' ta na quansuo zhe de danbo de shenti
her thin, bent frame/body

S WSMWfg^ ' yiji ta de jia xiao
and her false smile

S ttW^^ifSWF P ' ta de bii da naifan de sheng kou
her somewhat impatient tone

P fWE3l^#,M^i! ° dou zai yinqi ta de buman
All made him resentful.

Sha Ding *&T\, yi ge qiutian de wanshang
, One Autumn Night

Here the cumulative impact of the sequence of subjects is enhanced by the
variety of attributes - adjective, phrase, clause - that the language allows.

(b) S P, P, P . . . (multi-predicate structure)

S it ta
He

P t : # - f f i A « W # na zhe yi ba dianran de xiang
holding a bunch of lighted incense(-sticks)

P /A^c[&frM^E2ffi^ii3|t > cong changjie de zuoduan zdu gudlai
walked over from the left side of the staircase,
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P ^aSWRiftM^fB/hSWM^))tWn* kua guo nei Hang chi gao
de zhuan he xiaohai de tui weinan de menkan
stepped over the two-foot-high threshold, which purposely caused
problems for children,

P ^ j f t S M i > zou jin tangwu qu
walked into the hall,

P ftff^Mtt^WH^^fiti:—tt# ' zai suoyou de shenkan qian
de xianglu zhong cha shang yi zhu xiang
and stuck an incense-stick into each of the incense burners in front
of the ancestral shrines,

P ^fslMvkmm^JMmmtfym^tfymB" ranhou qiancheng de qiao
xiang le na yuanyuan de wanxing de tongqing
and afterwards piously struck/sounded the round, bowl-like brass bell.

He Qifang MK^, laoren I&h, An Old Man

This description is built on a series of verbal phrases in the predicate. Their
syntactic structures differ from one to the next, and these distinctions add to
the sense of precision in the actions of the man involved.

27.1.2 REITERATION FOR CUMULATIVE EFFECT

In these two quotations, the writers again seek to build up a picture through
repeating the elements that are linked syntactically and semantically.

(a) AX, BX, C X . . .

S AX %M^^ ' moli de xiang
The fragrance of jasmine,

BX S ^ f t W l 1 ' bailanhua de xiang
(the fragrance) of white orchid,

CX a g » W # ' zhlfen de xiang
(the fragrance) of cosmetics,

DX £>#^f t l# . . . sha ylshang de xiang
(the fragrance) of silk robes,

EX ®$E?28itti(Sf MHf # ' weibo fanyi chu tian de anxiang
and a hint of sweet fragrance issuing from the ripples
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P AY M^I&iiW^ftaJl^ > suizhe tamen neixie chuanr dang
followed the motion of their boat,

BY KUfSsCl&lSJLII; > suizhe women zhei chuanr dang
followed the motion of our boat,

CY ffi*
suizhe dada xiaoxiao ylqie de chuanr dang
and followed the motion of all the boats, large and small.

Yu Pingbo ffippffi, jiangsheng dengying li de qinhuaihe
s&j^TUJlW^iftM, Qinhuai River with its Lights and Oars

In the above quotation, for example, by repeating the two key words H xiang
'fragrance' and H dang 'to bob up and down or move from side to side' in
similar constructions, the author recreates the atmosphere and sensation of a
personal experience.

(b) AX, AY, AZ . . .

S itta
He

P If ft shenxin
firmly believed

S JlffiWA^ lixiang de rensheng
an ideal life

P AX ' i^I^S ' bixu y6u ai
must have love,

AY ^ggWH ' bixu you mei
must have beauty,

AZ £>iW § Efe) . bixu y6u ziyou
must have freedom.

S it ta
He

P Wit shenxin
firmly believed
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S &—OL~frWA4 zhe san wei yiti de rensheng
this three-in-one life

P BX JiWlMii^W ' sin keyi zhulqiu de
could be pursued,

BY S ^
zhishao shi keyi yong chunjie de xinxue peiyang chulai de
and at least could be fostered with honest effort.

Hu Shi iMiS, dao xuzhimo l#ft-feJ¥, In Memory of Xu Zhimo'

Here the insistent repetition of i&® bixu 'must' and Wit shenxin 'firmly
believe', reinforces the description of the conviction and determination of the
person being remembered.

27.1.3 FACTORISATION

In factorisation, the author tries to get across his message in small similarly
constructed segments of language, one after another, in order to achieve maxi-
mum impact.

(a) A

S

P

(X,Y,

I

A ffl
with

Z)

>

he

X JP*fl l^ .M^ii - neixie qianbei de caishu
those humble vegetables,

Y $mM±tf)mM ' neixie gaoda de guoshu
those lofty fruit trees,

Z I P * f f # f t l H W i t W ^ * neixie kai zhe meili de hua de caontu
those plants with beautiful blossoms,

° yl kuair shenghuo zhe
was living together.

He Qifang M S T J , laoren ^ A , An Old Man

China's leading poet of the 1920s and 1930s who was killed in a plane crash. 1
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(b) A (X, Y, Z)

P X
zai shuimian jianshao de changchang de ye li
In long nights of reduced sleep,

X' ft^^fWtftfi'T > zai yingying de youdeng xia
under a glimmering oil lamp,

S Scwo
I

P YoSiStfl-
slowly

minutely

chihuan de

xiangxi de

Z infect huiyi zhe
recollected

z' ms.^%
and wrote

I erqie xie zhe

O He § B W - ^ W i W . . . w6 zijl de ylsheng de gushi
the story of my life.

He Qifang MJt^, laoren ^ A , An Old Man

27.1.4 PARALLEL MATCHING

In parallel matching, what the author seeks to achieve is to present closely
connected ideas in consecutive and similar structures, so that they come across
more forcibly.

(a) AX, BY, C Z . . .

zhe yushu zai yuanzi de xlbei jiao shang
This elm tree was in the northwest corner of the garden,

A *7Jxl lai le feng
when the wind blew,

X SlirW5fe»;t ; zhe yushu xian xiao
This elm tree whistled;
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B MTW ' lai le yu
when it rained,

Y fitiWftSfef'JBT ° zhe yushu xian jiu mao yan le
This elm tree gave off steam;

C *ffi—ft* ' taiyang yl chulai
as soon as the sun came out,

Z ^MtWMiH-^ifeSftT ' da yushu de yezi jiu faguang le
This elm tree's leaves shone

tamen shanshuo de he shatan shang de bangke yiyang le
(and) they glittered like clam shells on the sand.

Xiao Hong g £E, hulanhe zhuan
nf MfBfft, Story of the Hulan River

(b) (A, B, C) (X, Y, Z)

A .SmiBUlS ' sul tong shi dengchuan
Though it was also a light vessel,

B il.|BJ I k ^ f ' sul tong shl qinhuai
though it was the same Qinhuai (River),

C S.I§IJ&fcfll ; sul tong shi women
though it was still us,

X *P^fff^f^T > que shi dlngying dan le
yet the shadow from the light grew weaker,

Y M * # T ' heshuijingle
the river water went quiet,

Z SCUiT • women juan le
(and) we grew tired.

I )\M±T ° kuangqie yuer jiang shang le
Moreover the moon was about to rise.

Yu Pingbo # T i S , jiangsheng dengying li de qinhuaihe
, Qinhuai River with its Lights and Oars

1
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27.1.5 INVERSION: ATTRIBUTIVES OR ADVERBIALS AFTER
THEIR HEADWORDS

Authors use inversion, which undermines linguistic expectations, as a means to
attract the attention of their readers.

hetang simian
All round the lotus pond

-K^i^^W ' zhang zhe xuduo shu
were growing numerous trees,

attributive: HUfPfPW ° wengwengyuyu de
lush and luxuriant.

Zhu Ziqing 5fcS?t, lu ^ Green

ft > wo yong shou pai zhe ni
I patted you with my hand

ftJSSilHft ' fumo zhe ni
stroked you

adverbial:
rutong yT ge shi'er san sui de xiao guniang
like a 12- or 13-year-old girl.

Zhu Ziqing ^ S :M, hetang yuese $f tf M fe,
Moonlight Over the Lotus Pond

27.2 THE RHETORICAL FACTOR

When elegance merges with forcefulness, the resulting structures display fea-
tures such as balance, symmetry, crescendo and regularity and variety of rhythm
and cadence.

27.2.1 COUPLING: XY, XY

I
X ScS^f^ ' woai renao

I like bustle

Y tilg&is ; ye ai lengjing
and (I) like calm too;
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X SISEfj > ai qunju
(I) like living in crowds

Y ikg$$ t ° yeaiduchu
and (I) like being alone.

Zhu Ziqing * g » , hetang yuese ffi* J3 fe,
Moonlight Over the Lotus Pond

X Sc^risiMftW}^ ' wd ruo neng cai ni yi wei dai
If I could cut you and make you into a girdle,

Y S^II^PIS&WHie ; wo jiang zeng gei na qlngying de wunu
I would give (it) to that slim and graceful dancing girl,

Z Jfeftt&ilfcRIP^T ° ta bi neng linfeng piaoju le
(and) she would surely rise in the breeze;

X S c ^ & f i ^ t ^ H ! ' wo ruo neng yi ni yi wei yan
If I could ladle you out and make you into an eye

Y §£#It^PllffcMiift ; wo jiang zeng gei na shange de mangmei
I would give (it) to that blind girl with the beautiful voice,

Z * £ HJB^#I*T ° ta bi mingmou shan lai le

(and) she would certainly have bright eyes and a good gaze.

Zhu Ziqing 5fc I ?f, lii %., Green

Aphorisms, of course, have their obvious rhythms and parallels:
X ^M ' yu bu zhuo

If jade is not carved,

Y ^F)j£f§ ° bu cheng qi
(it) does not make a piece.

X BfjftJ^ , mingqiang yi duo
Guns in the open are easy to avoid;

Y Rtf5)tlEfr ° an jian nan fang
hidden arrows are hard to defend against.

X RJ?#J^cS ' zhiyao gongfu shen
If (you) work hard,
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Y f&ftHfiicft ° tiechu mocheng zhen
(you) can grind an iron rod into a needle.

X ttt±^)ttipf > shishang wii nanshi
There is nothing difficult in the world

A » zhipa youxlnren
provided there are people with will.

(Aphorisms)

27.2.2 PROGRESSION: XY, XY, XY . . .

M > wo wen ta weishenme dai bajiaoshan
I asked him why he had brought a palm-leaf fan.

ta huida shuo
He replied saying

: zhe dongxi miaoyong wuqiong
this thing has endless magical uses:

X »&W#e re de shihou
when (it's) hot,

Y HM > shan feng
it fans (up) a breeze;

X icKAMftffg taiyang da de shihou
when the sun is beating down,

Y MM ' zhe yln
(it) gives shade;

X T ffi W Htfl xia yii de shihou
when it rains,

Y f t ^ • dai san
(it) acts as an umbrella;

X fr,§<frW'f!i xiuxi de shihou
when it's time to rest,
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Y S ^ S ' dang zuddian
(it) serves as a cushion (to sit on).

° zhe haobi jigong huofo de bajiaoshan
It is exactly like the Living Buddha's palm-leaf fan.

Feng Zikai ^^PIS, liishan mianmu I?< dj 15 @,
The True Face of (Mount) Lushan

27.2.3 ECHOING

Echoing may often be achieved through word-for-word repetition:

yuanchu
In the distance

^—^shMrfp > you yl tiao xiio pubu
there's a small waterfall

huahuahua
gurgling, gurgling

H fcfi&ftftT'St, > riye buting de wang xia liu
night and day without cease it flows down,

E ttTM, ° wang xia liu
flows down.

Liu Zhen MM, changchang de liushui
-£-KMSuJs A Long Stream

#JEMi^P^^^^^C > ta jian guo xiiduo shaonan shaonu
He had seen very many young men and women,

tt^ ' y6ude shi zai xiao
some smiling,

E ? l # 3 P # $ i * ' xiao de neiyang chidai
smiling in that stupid manner;

youde ku
others weeping,
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E ^ t f J 2 J P # ^ ° ku de you neiyang shltai
weeping too in that unmannerly way.

Feng Zhi S S , sainahe pan de wuming shaonu
Unknown Girls by the Seine

It can also, as the following aphorisms demonstrate, bring together for contrast
expressions of similar construction:

mM yuanqln
A distant relative

biiru
is not as good as

jinlin
a close neighbour.

yan you jin
Words are limited,

I TTn er
I but

, E MJtfl ° yi wuqiong
the meaning is infinite.

(Aphorisms)

27.2.4 ALTERNATION: LONG AND SHORT SENTENCES

short S^M - meiyou feng
There was no wind.

long nHuf t^W^^S men qian chi zhong de canhegeng
The remaining lotus stems in the pool in front of the gate

shi shi huran jiju de dongyao qilai
would from time to time suddenly begin to shake rapidly

jiezhe bian youru liyu de huopo de
tiaoyue
and then flapping vigorously like live carps

hua po le si yiyang pingjing de shuimian
and break the death-like calm of the water's surface.

Mao Dun 3Mf, wii %, Mist
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short 1&&MT ° zhimo zou le
(Xu) Zhimo has gone.

long ScdS^Mttfflt women zhei ge shijie li
In this world of ours,

bei dai zou le bushao yuncai
many colourful clouds have been carried off.

long ttSScfll&SJJJJ&Sltf1 ' ta zai women zheixie pengyou zhlzhong
He amongst these friends of ours

M&~>t B J S W S T ^ > zhenshi yl pian ke'ai de yuncai
was truly a lovable cloud,

?im.l!fWl!5'fe ' yongyuan shi wennuan de yanse
always a warm colour,

yongyuan shi m£i de huayang
always a beautiful pattern,

7XS7IXTf! ° yongyuan shi ke'ai
always lovable.

Hu Shi i$®, dao xuzhimo ' ^ # ^ 0 , In Memory of Xu Zhimo

27.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS
Syntax establishes general rules regarding the relationships between component
elements in sentential construction, and any stereotypical sentence will therefore
conform to these rules. However, as we have seen throughout this book, the
actual realisations of these stereotypical patterns take diverse forms. Such diver-
sity stems not only from varied communicative objectives, but also from differ-
ent linguistic foci, emphases, contexts and intentions. These differences in turn
entail differing organising principles: contextual, functional, focal, presentational
and rhetorical.

In this book, variations that are contextual (e.g. abbreviations and omissions),
functional (e.g. statements vs questions, narrative vs expository), and focal (e.g.
emphatic sentences with ft shi) have been covered in all our discussions of
syntax proper. Presentational and rhetorical variations, being more of a stylistic
nature, were therefore dealt with here in this last chapter with the hope that it
may give some additional insight into how Chinese writers exploit and manipu-
late their language.
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INDEX

a W as interjection 24.4
a "H as interjection 24.4
a fl as interjection 24.4
a »H as interjection 24.4
a »H in exclamations 24.5
a W in exclamatory questions 23.9
a 1W in imperatives 24.2
abbreviations 25.1-3
abbreviations in answers to questions

25.1
abbreviations in comparisons 25.3
abbreviations in face-to-face exchanges

25.2
abstract nouns 1.1.4,1.3
accompanying manner 6.9.3
according to 11.2.5
action verbs 6 (passim)
action verbs and locations 8 (passim)
action verbs and time 7 (passim)
action-oriented descriptive adverbials 9.3
action-oriented measures 2.8.2
adjectival attributives 20.1
adjectival complements 20.3.1
adjectival potential complements 10.2.1
adjectival predicatives 20.3.1
adjectival resultative complements 10.1
adjectives 4, 21.1
adjectives and collocation 4.8
adjectives and comparison 4.9
adjectives and valency 4.7
adjectives as adverbials 4.1
adjectives as attributives 4.1, 4.5
adjectives as nouns 1.6
adjectives as predicatives 4.1, 4.5
adjectives as qualifiers 4.2
adjectives as quantifiers 4.2
adverbials 9 (passim)
adverbials of manner 13.2
affirmative-negative questions 23.5
after 22.3.7
against 11.2.1
ai ?£ as interjection 24.4
ai i$ as interjection 24.4
ai ft/J^ as interjection 24.4

aiya $$M as interjection 24.4
aiyo nJt^ as interjection 24.4
along 11.2.1
alternative questions 23.4
although 22.3.5
apart from 22.3.10
aphorisms 27.2
approximation 2.5.1
arithmetic equations 2.6
arithmetical conversion 15.2
arriving at (a destination) 11.2.1
articulated chain constructions 14.8
as regards 11.2.5
as soon as 22.3.7
ax soon as possible 11.2.2
at (a certain time) 11.2.2
a?(a place) 11.2.1
at the most opportune moment 11.2.2
attitude verbs 17.2
attributive + headword patterns 26.2.2
attributive as degree or extent of action in

a notional passive 13.4
attributive as initiator + degree or extent

of action in a notional passive 13.4
attributive as initiator in a notional

passive 13.4
attributive-only adjectives 4.5.2
attributives of characteristics 5.2
attributives of colour 5.2
attributives of function 5.2
attributives of location 5.2
attributives of material 5.2
attributives of possession 5.2
attributives of scope 5.2
attributives of shape 5.2
attributives of state or activity 5.2
attributives of time 5.2
attributives other than adjectives 5

ba "E in imperatives 24.2
ba HE in surmise questions 23.2
ba IE and location expressions 8.3
ba ffil and resultative complements 10.1.3
ba JE as measure word 2.8.2
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ba ffi construction 10.1.3, 12, 13.3.4,
20.1, 20.5

ba ffi construction and imperatives 12.3
ba ffi construction in evaluative

sentences 12.4
ba ffi in admonitions or admonitory

notices 12.4
ba JE in imprecise numbers: around,

about 2.5 A
bai ~S hundred 2.1
ban ^ half 2.5.2
because 22.3 A
because of 22.3A
before 22.3.7
bei ia (and one) time more 2.5.3
bei IS as a formal passive marker 13.3,

13.3.2,13.3.4
bei $£ in narrative sentences 20.1
bei tfc unacceptable in imperatives 13.3.3
bei M versus notional passives 13.2
bei S and resultative complements 10.1.3
bei ty\ marker of suggestion 24.2
beng M don't 24.2
besides 11.2.5
bi fcfc compared with, as against 4.9
bian IE then, as soon as 14.5
bian ® time(s) 7.4
bie #1 don't 24.2
bieren 5)1] A other people, others 3.7
bijiao fcfcS comparatively 4.3
bing # a/so 22.1.3
bingqie #JL and a t o 22.1.3
bixu !&£B/wwrt 18.1.5
brief duration by repeating the verb 7.3
brief duration expressions 7.3
brief durational complement 12.1.2
bu ke TFBJ not permitted 18.1.5
bu keyi TRBTW not allowed to 18.1.5
bu nenggou ~^WM cannot 18.1.5
bu(shi) 7f& No, it isn't. 23A
bubi ^>j& need not 18.1.8
biidan . . . erqie . . . ^Ffl. . . MS... . not

only . . .but also 22.2
bude ^F# not supposed to 18.1.5, 18.1.8
buguan (colloq.) ^1= no matter 22.3.6
buguo ?F>i but 22.2
bushao ^'J? quite a few 1.3
buyao ?F5 don't 18.1.5,24.2
buyong /Fffl there's no need to 18.1.8, 24.2
buzhi bujue JFftJ^'^ imperceptibly 25.4
buzhun ?P?S wof allowed, forbidden

to 18.1.5, 24.3

bu ^ not 4.3, 6.8.2, 7.7, 13.2, 17, 18.3
by - be the responsibility of

(somebody) 11.2.3
by - introducing an agent in a passive

voice 11.2.6
by (a vehicle) 11.2.4
by means of 11.2.5

cai t only then 14.5, 16.8, 20.1, 22.2
cardinal integers 2.1
category-oriented measures 2.8.2
causative sentences 20.1
causative verbs 6.4
chain constructions 14 (passim)
change of a previous situation 21.1
chaoH 14.1
cheng fili; in a judgemental

complement 12.1.2
chengran M#$ it is true that 22.3.5
c h u f e i . . . b u r a n . . . & # . . . ^ £ S

. . . unless, or, otherwise 22.3.4
chufei... fouze . . . $S# . . . S5W

. . . unless, or, otherwise 22.3.4
chule . . . yiwai IS&T . . . tU ĥ apart

from 22.3.10
chule . . . zhiwai ^ T . . . Z.%\- apart

from 22.3.10
ci ft. time(s) 7.4
classifiers 2.8.2
classifying measures 2.8.2
clausal conjunctions 22.2-3
clausal conjunctives 22.2-3
clauses as attributives 5.1.3
clusters - measure words 2.8.1
cognitive verbs 17
cognitive verbs in subject-predicate

expository sentences 20.3.2
co-hyponymic relationships 1.5
collective nouns 1.1.3, 1.3
collocation 6.7
collocational coverbs 11.1.2
combinations of attributives 5.3
commendatory adjectives 4.6.5
common nouns 1.1.1,1.3
compared with 11.2.6
comparison coverbs 11.2.6
comparisons 4.9, 25.3
complement of manner and appearance

13.2
complemented adjective in evaluative

sentences 20.4
complements 10 (passim)
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complements in notional passives 13.2
complements in the form of direction

expressions 8.5.1, 8.5.2
complements in the form of duration

phrases 7.2
complements in the form of frequency

phrases 7.3
complements in the form of location

expressions 8.3
complements of consequential state 10.3
complements of manner 10.3
completion aspect 6.8.1
complex fractions 2.4.1
compound measures 2.13
concessionary emphasis 15.4
concluding remarks 27.2
condensing phrasing 26.4
conditional adjectives 4.6.2
conjunctions 22 {passim)
conjunctions that link words or phrases 22.1
conjunctives 22 {passim)
consecutive actions 14.5
considering as 11.2.5
continuation aspect 6.8.2
continuous movement 6.9.2
correlative constructions 22.4
cost 15.2
couples 2.8.1

coupling as a rhetorical device 27.2
coverbal phrases as adverbials 8.6
coverbal phrases as complements 8.6
coverbal phrases in consecutive actions

14.5
coverbal phrases of destination 14.1
coverbal phrases of direction 14.1
coverbal phrases of location 14.1
coverbal positions 11.3
coverbs 6.5, 11 {passim)
coverbs as grammatical operators 11.2.6
coverbs of direction and position 11.2.1
coverbs of instrument and vehicle 11.2.4
coverbs of time 11.2.2

da X big 4.5.1
dahuor ~k\k)l everyone 3.7
dajia izM. everyone, everybody 3.7, 24.2
dan fl but 22.2
dang 3 must 18.1.5
dang. . . hdu (yihou) it . . . kJU§

after 22.3.7
dang . . . hdu (zhihdu) 3 . . . Zfs

after 22.3.7

dang . . . qian (yiqian, zhlqian) ( 3 ) . . .
Wmm ' Zwi) before 22.3.7

dang . . . shi (de shihou) S . . . ftf(Mtt
l i ) when 22.3.7

danshi fijl but 22.2
dao i'J as destination indicator, to

arrive 8.6
dao 381 to arrive, to 14.1
dao ill as location indicator 8.6
daodi 381 J& after all 23.9
dasuan JT# to plan to 18.1.6
dative complement 12.1.2
dative sentences 20.1
dative verbs 6.3
dayue ~Kt!$ approximately 2.5.1
de i& as adverbial marker 9.2-5
de W 1.1.2, 3.6, 4.4, 15.1, 16.10, 18.1.3
de KJ for emphasis 24.4
decimals 2.4.2
dedao Ifl'J in lexical passive 3.4
definite articles 20.1
definite reference 1.2.1,20.1
definite-referenced object with ffi ba

construction 12.1.1
degree adverbs 4.3
degree complements 4.3
dei % to have to, must 18.1.8
delaying of attributives 5.3.2
demonstrative + measure phrases 20.1,

20.2
demonstrative adjectives 3.2
demonstrative pronouns 3.2
demonstratives (and measures) as

attributives 5.1.5
demonstratives 1.1.1,1.2.1
deng ^ to wait for as pseudo-

conjunction 22.3.7
dengdeng ^ ^ and so on 3.5
denominator 2.4.1
derivable adjectives 4.6.3
derogatory adjectives 4.6.5
descriptive adjectives 2.9
descriptive adverbials 9.2, 9.3,9.4,9.5
descriptive complements with l#

de 12.1.2
descriptive sentences 7.7.3, 13.2, 20,

20.2,20.5,21.6
descriptive verbs 6
di % ordinal prefix 2.2, 2.9
diao W to be finished 21.5
digital notations 2.1
direction indicators 8.5 {passim)
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direction indicators with meanings other
than direction 8.5.3

directional complement 12.1.2, 13.2
disappearance 8.4
discreteness 1.1.1
distance from 11.2.1
disyllabic 'verb + object' structures 6.1
disyllabic direction indicators 8.5.2
disyllabic measures 2.12
disyllabic trochaic rhythms 26.1
dou U all, both 1.2.2, 3.4, 20.1, 22.2
dou U still 22.3.6
dui M pair 2.8.1
dummy verbs 16.3,17.5
afara-commas ( • ) 22.1.1
duo %• in questions: how +

adjective 23.6
duo ^ many 4.3
duo %• more than 2.5.1
duo(me) ^{'A) as a degree adverb:

how 4.3,15.1,24.5
duochang shijian ŝ -feHtfal how long

(of time) 23.6
duojiu ^iK how long (of time) 23.6
duoshao H> '$> how many + measure

word 23.6
duoshao shijian ^'P^iSi how long

(of time) 23.6
duration expressions 7.1-3
duration measures 2.14
durational complement 12.1.2,13.2
dynamic and static differences in verbs 6.2

e as interjection 24.4
e as interjection 24.4
echoing as a rhetorical device 27.2
echoing patterns of rhythm 26.3
ei "5 as interjection 24.4
elements after the verb in flE ba

construction 12.1.2
embedding of attributives 5.3.2
emergence 8.4
emphatic chain constructions 14.7
enumeration 2.3
enumerative pronouns 3.5
er m also 22.1.2
er ffij but 22.3.8
er/r JL as suffix 1
erqie MS. but also 22.1.3
evaluative complement with ff de

12.1.2
evaluative predicatives 15.1

evaluative sentences 19,20,20.4,20.5,21.6
except 11.2.5
exclamations 24.4-5
exclamatory questions 23.9
exclusive reference 1.2.2
expanding phrasing 26.4
exposition 21
expository sentences 7.7.1, 8.4, 19, 20,

20.3, 20.4, 20.5, 21.6
expressions of anger or abuse 24.4

facing 11.2.1
factorisation as a rhetorical device 27.1
factual statements 20.3.2
fanzheng S.JE under whatever

circumstances, anyway 22.3.6
fei # not 18.1.5
feidei $'& have got to 18.1.5
figurative uses of resultative

complements 10.2.4
for (somebody as beneficiary) 11.2.3
formal passive 13.1,13.3,13.4
fractions 2.4.1
frequency complement 12.1.2,13.2
frequency expressions 7.1,7 A
frequency measure words 2.14
from (a certain time) 11.2.2
from (a place) 11.2.1
frustration and compulsion 17.1
functional sentences 20

gai ik should 18.1.5
gan Wi dare 18.1.9
ganma f-^ why 23.6
ge^ 1.1.4,2.8.2
gei in to give 6.3
gei ia in a formal passive 13.3.1
geiyu ia^ to give 6.3
geiyu ia^P to grant (action as necessary)

as a dummy verb 17.5
gen fl and (northern colloq.) 22.1.1
gewei # { i everybody 3.7, 24.2
going to (a destination) 11.2.1
governmental coverbs 11.1.3
gradable adjectives 4.6.1
grammatical orientation of modal

verbs 18.4
group intentions 17.1
grouping measures 2.8.1
guaibude fS^lf no wonder 25.4
guo J ! and exposition 6.9.4
guran MM admittedly 22.3.5
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ha $n as interjection 24.4
habitual action 20.3.2
hai ^ as interjection 24.4
hai 8S as interjection 24.4
hai 2- as well 22.2
hai mei iSi'-ifk. not yet 13.2
hai(shi) iS(ft) still 22.3.5, 22.3.6
haishi 2:Ji: . . .or .. . 23.4
haiyo "Jftn̂ l as interjection 24.4
half 2.5.2
hao ma fi^ 23.3
he flU as interjection 24.4
he ffl a/so 22.1.3
he ffi and (neutral) 22.1.1
he of as interjection 24.4
hei «1 as interjection 24.4
hengyo Pf't as interjection 24.4
hidden presence of the narrator 25.4
hm as interjection 24.4
hng n? as interjection 24.4
hou Jg a/ter 22.3.7
houzhe J s # ?ne /affer 3.7
hui ^ can (acquired skill) 18.1.4
\m\& is likely, may 18.1.3
hui 0 time(s) 7.4
human nouns 1.3
huo Hi as interjection 24.4
hyperbole 21.2
hyponymic relationships 1.5
hyponyms 1.1.3

idioms as attributives 5.1.7
if 22.3.3
imperatives 24.1-3, 26.1
imperatives or requests 21.2
imprecise numbers 2.5.1
improper fractions 2.4.1
in (a place) 11.2.1
in accordance with 11.2.5
in line with 11.2.5
in order to 22.3.9
in the direction of 11.2.1
in the light of 11.2.5
indefinite articles 20.1
indefinite pronouns 3.4
indefinite pronouns as enumerative

pronouns 3.5
indefinite reference 1.2.1
indeterminate excess 2.5.1
initiator-oriented descriptive

adverbials 9.3
integers followed by fractions 2.4.1
intentionality in JE b& construction 12.2

intentions 20.3.2
intentions put into practice 17.1
interjections 24.4
international measures 2.8.1
interrogative pronouns 3.3
interrogative sentences 23 (passim)
intransitive verbs 6.1
introductory phrases 24.4
inversion 27.1

ji Ji how many + measure word 23.6
ji Jl which + measure word 3.3
ji Jl several, a few 1.1.2, 1.3, 2.5.1
jiang +1 as alternative to ftl ba 12.4
jiao n4 in a formal passive 13.3.2
jiao Di] to have the name of, to be

called 15.1
jiao lit in a formal passive 13.3.1
jiao S comparatively 4.3
jiaru ISifl supposing 22.3.3
jiayi JHW to provide (an envisaged result)

as a dummy verb 17.5
jie in to borrow or lend 6.3
jiezhe S # following that 22.3.7
jijiang BP# soon 21.5
jinxing iitt-fr to start or carry out

(an indicated process) as a dummy
verb 17.5

jiran . . . jiu (name) Stl* . . . «£(!& &)
. . . since . .. then 22.3.2

jishi Jlitt when 23.6
jiii IS. soon 18.1.3
jiu fi then 14.5,20.1,22.2
jiujing Hit after all 23.9
jiushi Wc£ even if 22.3.5
jiusuan $M even if 22.3.5
judgemental complement with J5B,

cheng 12.1.2
jueding i&'SL to decide to 18.1.6
jiishuo Siiji according to talk 25.4
juxtaposition of two consecutive

numbers 2.5.1
kan M to see what happens 14.2
ken # be willing 18.1.7
keneng njfi; be possible 18.1.3
keyi WBl be possible 18.1.2
keyi nJW may, be allowed to 18.1.1
kuai '\k quickly 18.1.3
kuai 'ft be about to 21.1
kuaiyao 'feU won 21.5
la i© 23, 24.2
lai 3)t as direction indicator 8.5

(passim)
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lai >ft indicating approximation: around,
about 2.5.1

lai 3(t to come following coverbal
phrases 14.1

lai 3ft to come preceding a verb indicating
purpose 14.2

layered or sequential images as a
rhetorical device 27.1

le T as aspect marker 6.3, 6.8.1, 19.2,
20.1, 20.3, 21.3-4

le 7 as end of sentence particle 19.2,
24.2

le T interchangeable with zhe Jr 8.4
le 7 sentences 21 (passim)
le 7 to voice an interruption 24.4
le 7 with two or three functions in

one 21.5
/e-expository sentences 19.2, 20.5, 21

(passim)
lei Pi end-of-imperative particle 24.2
let alone 22.3.10
lexical passive 13.1, 13.4
lexical requirements in syntactic

constructions 27
liao 7 to end 21,21.5
like as comparison coverb 11.2.6
ling %f zero 2.1
liyou 8^3 reason 14.3
location expressions 20.1
location expressions as sentence

beginners 8.4
location expressions as sentence

terminators 8.3
locational complement 12.1.2, 13.2
location-oriented measures 2.8.2
lou B | end-of-imperative particle 24, 2,

24.5

m as interjection 24.4
ma 1% 23.1, 23.2
ma # end-of-exclamation particle

expressing mild retort 24.5
main verb in a JE ba construction

12.1.3
man ffi full 8.4, 20.2
manipulative coverbs 11.2.6
manner of existence 6.9.1
material nouns 1.1.2, 1.3
mathematical symbols 1.2.6
measure word phrases 1.2.1
measures 1.1.1, 1.2, 2.8-14
measures and other attributives 2.9
mei % every 2.9, 7.5

mei(you) ¥kXM) in giving explanations or
causes 14.3

mei(you) &(%) negating a notional
passive 13.2

mei(you) S('fif) negating a past action
6.8.1, 7.7, 16.9, 17

mei(you) S(fi') never negating a modal
verb 18.3

mei(you) fft('fi') negating possession 16.1
men ff] plural suffix 1.3
metaphor-oriented measures 2.8.2
metonymic relationships 1.5
miande ftff to avoid, etc. 14.2, 22.3.9
missing measures 2.11
mo M. not to 24.3
modal verbs 18 (passim)
modal verbs and end-of-sentence le T

21.1
modal verbs and evaluative

sentences 20.4
modal verbs and negation 23.5
modal verbs in complements 13.2
modal verbs in the comment of an

expository sentence 13.2
modal verbs of ability or skill 18.1.4
modal verbs of boldness 18.1.9
modal verbs of necessity 18.1.8
modal verbs of obligation 18.1.5
modal verbs of permission 18.1.1
modal verbs of possibility 18.1.2
modal verbs of probability 18.1.3
modal verbs of willingness 18.1.7
modal verbs of wishing 18.1.6
modal verbs versus verbs that take verbal

or clausal objects 17
modified adjective in evaluative

sentences 20.4
mofei H # unless 22.3.3
monosyllabic referential adverbs 9.1(ii)
monosyllabic syllables of a grammatical

nature 26.1
mou 3£ certain 2.9
multiples 2.5.2
multiplication table 2.7

na m which 2.9, 3.3, 24.2
na ffl that 2.9, 3.2
naguo WH which country 23.6
na\i WS where 3.3
nail SPM there 3.2
name »'A SO, like that 4.3, 15.1, 16.5,
nandao >#.it is it possible to say 23.8
nar BPJL where 3.3, 23.6
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nar 9)1 there 3.2
narration 21
narrative sentences 7.7.2, 10, 13.2, 20,

20.1, 20.5, 21.6
narrative verbs 6
national measures 2.8.1
nayang 3W so, like that 16.5
ne % adding a rhetorical tone to a

continuation aspect 6.8.2
ne % in exclamations 24.5
ne % in follow-up queries 23.7
ne % in question-word questions 23.6
negation and time reference 7.7
negation of a notional passive 13.2
negation of expository sentences 20.3.3
negation of modal verbs 18.3
negation of the continuation aspect 6.8.2
negative counterparts of T le

sentences 6.8.1
negative descriptive sentences 7.7.3
negative expository sentences 7.7.1
negative intentions 17.1
negative narrative sentences 7.7.2
negator with guo M 6.9.4
nei If which + measure word 2.9, 3.3,

23.6
nei » that 2.9, 3.2
neng tg can versus potential

complement 20.5
neng(gou) fg(^) can, be able to 18.1.1,

18.1.2, 18.1.4
ng Hi as interjection 24.4
nin fi you (polite form) 3.1
ningke . . . ye bu x « I . . . til?F would

rather . . . than 22.3.8
ningke bu . . . ye T «I^ . . . -fe would

rather . .. than 22.3.8
ningyuan . . . ye bu T ! S •. • til^ would

rather ... 22.3.8
ningyuan bu f l ^ . . . t& would

rather . . . than 22.3.8
no matter 22.3.6
nominalisation 1, 1.6
non-action verbs 6
non-derivable adjectives 4.6.3
non-gradable adjectives 4.5.2, 4.6.1
non-reduplicable adjectives 4.6.4
notional passive 13.1, 13.2, 13.3.2, 13.4
notional passives and complements 13.2
notional passives and location

expressions 8.3
nouns 1 (passim)
nouns as adverbials 1.4

nouns as attributives 1.4,5.1.1
nouns as headwords modified by a

numeral + measure phrase 1.4
nouns as headwords modified by an

adjectival attributive 1.4
nouns as headwords of a postposition 1.4
nouns as nominal predicates 1.4
nouns as objects of prepositions 1.4
nouns as objects of transitive verbs 1.4
nouns as predicatives after shi j l 1.4
nouns as prefix-like forms 1.5
nouns as subjects of sentences 1.4
nouns as suffix-like forms 1.5
nouns as topics of sentences 1.4
nouns joined by a conjunction 1.4
nouns juxtaposed to each other 1.4
nouns with suffixes 1
number 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.1-7
number agreement 6.6
numeral + measure phrases 20.2
numerals 1.1.1, 1.2.1, 2.1-7
numerals (and measures) as

attributives 5.1.5
numerator 2.4.1
nuo i® as interjection 24.4

6 fi/wft as interjection 24.4
6 »ft as interjection 24.4
6 "ft as interjection 24.4
omission of the descriptive marker de i&

9.4
omissions 25.5
omissions in a discourse 25.5
on 11.2.1
on the basis of 11.2.5
on the spot 11.2.1
only if 22.3.4
only when 22.3.4
onomatopaeic terms 5.1
ordinals 2.2, 2.9
otherwise 22.3.10
owing to 11.2.5
oyo ifi^ as interjection 24.4

packaging measures 2.8.1
padding phrasing 26.4
pairs 2.8.1
parallel constructions 22.4
parallel matching as a rhetorical

device 27.1
part-and-whole relationships of nouns 1.5
partitioning measures 2.8.1
parts (measures) 2.8.1
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passive coverbs 11.2.6
passive voice 13 (passim)
past time 6.8.1
peer characteristics of coverbs 11.1
percentages 2.4.2
permanent characteristics of non-action

verbs 6
permanent states of non-action verbs 6
persistent posture with zhe M 6.9.2
personal pronouns 3.1
phatic exchanges 24.4
ping % no matter what 22.3.6
plans 20.3.2
plural personal pronouns 3.1
plurality 1.3
point-of-time expressions 7.1, 20.1
position indicators 8.1
positive intentions and aspirations 17.1
possessive forms 3.1
possessive personal pronouns 3.1
post-'numeral + measure word'

attributives 5.2
postpositional phrases with W de as

attributives 5.1.4
postpositions 8.1
post-verbal coverbal phrases 11.3
potential complements 10.2 (passim),

14.7, 20.3.2, 20.5
potential directional complements 10.2.3
pre-'numeral + measure word'

attributives 5.2
predicative-only adjectives 4.5.3
predicatives of age 15.2
predicatives of date 15.2
predicatives of height 15.2
predicatives of time 15.2
predicatives of weight 15.2
predicatives with an optional shi Ik 15.2
preference 20.3.2
prepositional phrases with M de as

attributives 5.1.4
presentational factors in stylistic

configurations 27.1
pre-verbal adverbial modifiers of manner

with de Hk 10.3
pre-verbal coverbal phrases 11.3
price 15.2
progression as a rhetorical device 27.2
pronominals 3.6
pronouns as attributives 5.1.6
proper nouns 1.1.5, 1.3
prosodic coverbs 11.1.4
prosodic features 26 (passim)

prosodic requirements in syntactic
constructions 27

pro-words 3.7

qian P̂ thousand 2.1
qiang 31 slightly more 2.5.1
qianzhe fiflf the former 3.7
qing i t please 24.2-3
qu £ as a direction indicator 8.5 (passim)
qu 4 to go following coverbal phrases

indicating destination 14.1
qii 4 to go preceding a verb indicating

purpose 14.2
quanli feA power or authority 14.3
que #J but 22.2
question-word questions 23.6

rang i t as a passive voice
marker 13.3.1-2

ranhou Bis after that, then 22.3.7
reason or cause 14.3
reduplicable adjectives 4.6.4
reduplicated imperatives 24.2
reduplication of measures 2.10
reference 1.2
reference adverbs 3.4
reference agreement 6.6
referential adverbs in the comment of an

expository sentence 13.2
regarding 11.2.5
registral differences in coverbs 11.1.1
reiterated imperatives 24.2
reiteration for cumulative effect 27.1
relative position of adverbials 9.5
relying on (a person, etc.) 11.2.5
reng(ran) #}($) still 22.3.5
renjia \M others 3.7
repeated verb of purpose 14.2
requests 24.3
restrictive adverbials 9.1
resultative complements 10.1.3, 12.1.2,

13.2,21.1
reversal of a previous situation 21.1
rhetorical factors in stylistic

configurations 27.2
rhetorical questions 23.8
rhythm 21.4, 26 (passim)
ru SP if 22.2
ru(guo) . . . jiil (name) jP(H) . . .

sftOP £ . ) . . . if ...then 22.3.3
ru(guo) $PJ|i if 22.3.3
rugud iffl* if 22.2
ruo M slightly less 2.5.1
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ruofei ^ r# if (it were) not (the case)
that 22.3.3

ruoshi £ S if 22.3.3

second object in a JB ba
construction 12.1.2

semantic agreement 6.6
semantic categories of coverbs 11.2
semantic categories of modal verbs 18.1
semantic fields of nouns 1.5
sentence types 20.5
sentences embedded in other

sentences 19
sequencing of attributives 5.2
sequential coverbs 11.1.5
series 2.8.1
shang wei fai3i not yet 13.2
shao '> few 4.3
shape-oriented measures 2.8.2
shei i t who/whom 3.3, 23.6
shei zhidao iHftlit who would

expect 25.4
shenme ft A any 1.2.2
shenme ft A what 3.3, 23.6
shenme difang ft•^.Jfcfrwhere 23.6
shenme shihou ft" 'A R̂MS when 23.6
shi IS to cause 6.4
shi Ik after youde ^#J 16.10
shi Ik as a pivot 15.7
shi If- assessing an overall situation 15.5
shi Ik expressing emphasis 15.4, 20.3.1
shi Jk forming part of a connector 15.6
shi Ik in comparison with you M when

indicating existence 15.3
shi Jk indicating existence 8.4, 15.3,

16.2
shi Ik to be 6, 15 (passim)
shi H to be in expository sentences 20,

20.3.1
shi AI to be introducing predicative 15.1
s h i . . . de ft . . . #J 20.5
shi de JiW Yes, it is. 23.1
shdudao §5!) in lexical passives 13.4
shuang M. pair 2.8.1
shui i t who/whom 3.3, 23.6
shui zhidao i#£fl:8 who would

expect 25 A
simultaneous actions 14.6
since (a certain time) 11.2.2
since (in making inferences) 22.3.2
singular personal pronouns 3.1
small indeterminate numbers or amounts

- measure words 2.8.1

so as not to 22.3.9
so as to 22.3.9
spatial affinity of nouns 1.5
spatial nouns 1.1.6
speaker perspective of modal verbs 18.2
standard measures 2.8
stressed syllables in prose rhythm 26.1
stylistic agreement 6.6
stylistic considerations 27
subject + predicate 20, 20.1, 25.5
subject + predicate as topic 19.3
subject + predicate between topic and

comment 19.4
subjective endorsement behind the

objective explanation 21.2
subject-predicate expository

sentences 20.3.2
subject-predicate structures versus topic-

comment structures 6
sub-topic 19.1
suggestions in the form of questions 23.3
su! a though 22.2
sulran & $ though 22.2, 22.3.5
sulran(sul)... dan(shi)

fi(ft) although 22.3.5
sulran(sul)... ke(shi)

although 22.3.5
summing up a series of actions 21.3
sudyl glfiy therefore 15.4, 22.3.1
superordinate term 1.5
surmise questions 23.2
syntactic functions of nouns 1.4
syntactic sequences and their underlying

rhythm 26.2

ta t : it 25
tagging a measure to a noun 1.1.3
tang 3S time(s) 7.4
Tang poetry 26.1
tangibility 1.1.1
tangruo #i?r in case 22.3.3
telescopic constructions 19 (passim)
temporal nouns 1.1.6,1.4
than 11.2.6
therefore 22.3.1
though 22.3.5
through 11.2.1
till (a certain time) 11.2.2
time adverbials in the comment of an

expository sentence 13.2
time adverbs 21.1
time expressions 7.6,9.1
together with 11.2.3
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tong H and (southern colloquial) 22.1.1
topic 13.2, 19.1, 20.3.1, 20.4
topic + comment structure with modal

verbs 18.4
topic and subject 19.2
topic-comment expository sentences 20,

20.3.1
topic-comment structures versus subject-

predicate structures 6
tou ik as suffix 1
towards 11.2.1
transient performance 6
transitive verbs 6.1
trisyllabic rhythm in established

words 26.2.2
tuo 3- settled 21.5

uncertain aspirations 17.1
unconditional adjectives 4.6.2
unitary notations 2.1
unstressed syllables in prose rhythm 26.1
usage differences in coverbs 11.1.6

verb + object patterns 26.2.1
verbal attributives 2.9
verbal potential complements 10.2.2
verbal resultative complements 10.1.2
verbs as attributives 5.1.2
verbs as nouns 1.6
verbs of appearance and value 17.4
verbs of emotion 17
verbs of intention and aspiration 17.1
verbs of knowing and thinking 17.3
verbs of request/requirement 6.4
verbs that take verbal or clausal

objects 17 (passim)
voiced intentions 17.1
wai as interjection 24.4
wan 7J ten thousand 2.1
wang H hope 24.3
wanyi 7J— in the event of 22.3.3 ,
wei y$ in a judgemental

complement 12.1.2
wei 11 as interjection 24.4
w e i . . . suo % ... Bi 13.3.5
weile ^)T in order to 22.3.9
weishenme Ik if 'A why 23.6
when 22.3.7
whenever something happens 11.2.2
with (an instrument or appliance) 11.2.4
with 11.2.3
would rather 22.3.8
wu %l do not 24.3

wu 3c not 18.3
wuliin (formal) ?ctt: no matter 22.3.6
wiixu %M need not 18.1.8
xl »S as interjection 24.4
xl * hope 24.3
xiang M would like, be thinking of 8.1.6
xiang ft in the direction of 14.1
xiang %. like, as 15.1
xing bu xing fi-^FfT All right? 23.3
xing tt having the surname of... 15.1
xingqi ji Jljfi/l what day (of the

week) 23.6
xuduo Vf-% many 1.3
xuyao S I? need 18.1.8
xuyao MS have to 18.1.5

ya »f in exclamatory questions 23.9
ya Hjf in exclamations 24.5
ya If in imperatives 24.2
yao S to want 18.1.6, 18.2
yao 1? about to 18.1.3
yao 3? will soon 21.1
yao(shi)... jiu (name).. . SOS)

...if...then... 22.3.3
yao(shi) S(J i ) (colloq.) if 22.3.3
(yao)bushi (S-)^F^ (/ (it were) not

(the case) that 22.3.3
ye faalso 1.2.2, 3.4
ye til also as a clausal conjunctive 22.2
ye til also with an indefinite subject 20.1
ye ifi, nevertheless 22.3.5
ye ifc still 22.3.6
yes-no questions 23.1
yet 22.3.5
yi — one 1.2.2.
yl — indicating togetherness, swiftness,

abruptness etc. 9.4
yl bufen — 8P# part of 2.8.1
y l . . . Jiu . . . — .. .Hit... as soon as

14.5, 22.3.7
yl xilie —-̂ ^rJ a series of 2.8.1
yi ft as interjection 24.4
yi VJ, so as to 14.2
yi {ft also 22.2
yi {L hundred million 2.1
yibian Wll so as to 22.3.9
ylbian . . . yibian . . . —j£ . . . — j i . . .

. . . while . . . 14.6
yidian(r) — *JL a «ff/c 1.1.2, 1.1.4,

2.8.1
yihuir — ̂ -JL a little while 7.3
yiji H S aAso 22.1.3
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yijlng E S already 21.1
yimian \>l*St so as not to 14.2, 22.3.9
yimian . . . yimian . . . —IS . . . —IS

. . . while . . . 14.6
yin H because 22.3.1
yinci Hltb therefore 22.3.1
yin'er HM therefore 22.3.1
ying & must 18.1.5
yingdang )SS ought to 18.1.5
yinggai §L\% ought to 18.1.5
yinwei H?3 because 22.3.1
yinwei H?J because 15.4
y i n w e i . . . s u o y i . . . H^-] . . . fJx VI

. .. because . . . therefore 22.2
yixia —T briefly, a bit 7.3
yixie —S some 1.1.2, 1.1.4, 1.3, 2.8.1
yo $) as interjection 24.4
you B$J as interjection 24.4
you f̂ as a dummy verb 16.3
you ^ as an adjectival formative 16.6
you f̂ as first verb in a sequence 16.11
you f̂ expressing ideas of development

and change 16.7
you f̂ in expository sentences 20
you ^ for emphasis 20.3.1
you ^ indicating 'part of 16.10
you ~M indicating possession 16.1
you W introducing a conditional

clause 16.8
you M introducing comparison 16.5,

20.3.1
you M introducing subjects and time or

location expressions 16.3
you M specifying degree or extent 16.4
you W there is/are indicating

existence 8.4, 16.2
you ^ to have 16 (passim)
you W to have as a non-action verb 6
you M to have for giving explanations or

reasons 14.3
y6u f̂ versus shi ft in indicating

existence 15.3
ydude shi ^$lJk there's plenty of 15.3
youdian ^j^?, a little, a bit 16.4
youxie ^ffS a little, a bit 16.4
youyu & ¥ because 22.3.1
yu ^ and (fml.) 22.1
yu f to give 6.3
yuanyi M\M to be willing 18.1.7
yuqi . . . daoburu . . . -%g . . . ISiĴ PSP

. . . instead of, it's better . . . 22.3.8
yushi T;Sk thereupon, and so 22.3.7

zai # only then 14.5
zai ft as aspect marker 20.2, 20.3
zai ft at, in, on, exist 1.1.6, 8.3, 14.1
zai ft in the process of 6.8.2
zai ft with location expressions 8.2
zaodao M3\ in lexical passives 13.4
zenme !5 'A how, by what means 23.6
zenmeyang 'M.'^M- how, by what

means 23.3, 23.6
zenmeyang , 'B^# as a pro-word 3.7
zenyang :£$¥ how, by what means 23.6
zeren wft responsibility 14.3
zero connectives 22.5
zhao % trillion 2.1
zhe j£ this 2.9, 3.2
zfec # as persistent manner

indicator 20.2, 20.3
z/ie ^ for disyllabic rhythm 8.2-4
zhe ;jf in imperatives 24.2
zhe i t indicating accompanying manner

or circumstances 6.9.3, 14.4-5
zhe }t indicating continuous

existence 6.9.1
zhe <f with zai ft to indicate persistent

posture or continuous movement 6.9.2
zhei 3£ this 2.9, 3.2
zheli i iM ^ere 3.2
zhen * rea//v 24.4
zhengzai JE&just in the process of

6.8.2
zhengzai lEft emphatic alternative to

ft zai 20.2
zher &)l here 3.2
zhi 2. qualifying a monosyllabic noun

headword 5.1.7
zhijian RJAL only see 25.4
zhiyao R S on/y if, provided 22.3.4
zhiyou R ^ ow/y when, only if 16.8
zhiyou . . . c a i . . . R'jt . . . s$~.. . only

when, only if, only then 22.2, 223.4
zhong # type, kind, category 1.1.4
zhunbei ih% to prepare, plan to 18.1.6
zhuwei if fit everyone 3.7
zi i 1 as suffix 1
zlge SI& qualifications 14.3
ziger g^JL onese// 3.7
ziji iJ S oneself 3.7
zu fi to /)(>e or rent 6.3
zui ft most 4.3
zuo f£ in a judgemental

complement 12.1.2
zuoyou S^J more or /ew 2.5.1
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